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ABSTRACT 
Vascular calcification, a complex component that forms in the walls of arteries as part 
of advanced cardiovascular disease (CVD), triggers severe arterial complications and 
negatively impacts the success of endovascular intervention. An understanding of the 
influence of calcification on the structural integrity of the arterial tissue is a prerequisite 
in order to exploit its prognostic value as a mechanism to diagnose and treat patients 
with high risk CVD. However, the biomechanical link between calcification and arterial 
tissue remains unknown. To address this issue, this thesis aims to leverage improved 
understanding in the mechanics of calcified arterial tissue to support the stratification of 
arterial plaques suitable for specific endovascular treatments and to enhance abdominal 
aortic aneurysm (AAA) rupture prediction. 
Specialised experimental protocols were developed and employed to characterise 
circumferential stretch properties and rupture limits of whole carotid plaques simulating 
balloon angioplasty expansion. In addition, the fracture toughness properties of carotid 
plaques were measured using a custom-built guillotine tester determining forces 
required to fracture location-specific calcification during cutting balloon angioplasty 
(CBA). AAA wall properties were determined using standardised circumferential 
stretching tests, emulating the physiological stretch induced during the cardiac cycle, 
combined with a speckle-strain tracking algorithm quantifying localised strains. 
Experimental tests were coupled with characterisation techniques using Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy, high resolution micro-computed tomography, scanning 
electron microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray analyses. 
The structural complexity of calcification configurations in carotid plaques elicits an 
inhomogeneous circumferential stretch response whereby stretch is predominantly 
attained by the non-calcified tissue portion. Resistance to failure relies on interactions 
between specific calcified types and non-calcified tissue. Calcification volume fraction 
negatively correlates with stretch capability with respect to each calcification pattern. A 
calcification structure-volume parameter was therefore developed which represents a 
plaque’s stretch limits which marks a crucial starting point for the stratification of 
carotid plaques using calcification. Moreover, a strong relationship exists between 
calcification configurations, fracture mechanisms and associated toughness. Three 
plaque specific toughness profiles were defined identifying a classification of plaques 
that are related to localised regions of high toughness. This study underscores the 
importance of region specific characterisation for the improved design of CBA and to 
ensure successful calcified plaque fracture using appropriate forces.  
Moreover, AAA wall mechanical properties are controlled structurally by the load 
bearing capacity of the non-calcified fibrous tissue portion of the thinning wall with 
respect to the presence of calcification that are contiguous with the inner wall creating 
significant overstraining in surrounding tissue regions. Consequently, AAA diameter 
does not correlate with rupture as wall stresses are dependent on calcification presence 
rather than aneurysm diameter. An optimised preoperative CT imaging protocol, for 
characterising AAA walls, was subsequently devised using attuned resolution. 
Additionally, the relationship between novel matrix-gla-protein blood-based biomarkers 
and a plaques phenotype in ‘at risk’ cardiovascular patients was assessed to distinguish 
territory specific plaque development, using enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 
testing. This study demonstrates the potential future use of blood-based biomarkers to 
facilitate the early detection of patients at high risk and identify mechanisms involved in 
territory specific arterial plaque development. 
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Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a global leading cause of mortality and 
morbidity accounting for a wide spectrum of arterial diseases including atherosclerotic 
plaque stenosis and abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). This arterial disease accounts 
for the highest expenditure rate in the majority of global healthcare budgets (Erbel et al., 
2014). CVD can progressively develop sub-clinically for a long period of time and 
eventually manifests as a critical ischemic or rupture event requiring clinical 
intervention (Erbel et al., 2014). Current treatment methods are moving towards the use 
of minimally invasive endovascular approaches. Notwithstanding, critical gaps exist in 
key research areas regarding the relationship between the morphological-mechanical 
properties of the diseased arterial tissue for the application of vessel appropriate 
endovascular intervention methods. With an improved understanding of the relationship 
between mechanical behaviour and morphological characteristics of diseased arterial 
tissue, endovascular interventional management planning protocols, advanced device 
designs and accurate diagnostic screening techniques can be implemented in order to 
reduce the myriad of CVD related deaths and treatment complications. 
1.2 Atherosclerosis  
1.2.1 Plaque Tissue  
Atherosclerosis is a chronic progressive inflammatory disease of the intimal layer in the 
arterial wall (Hansson et al., 2015). The disease manifests in arterial regions subjected 
to high blood flow disturbances which triggers flow-mediated inflammatory alterations 
in the endothelial cells and the retention of plasma lipoproteins initiating the plaque 
development process (Tabas et al., 2015; Libby et al., 2011). Such blood flow 
disturbances are typically found in bifurcated arteries localised where the blood flow 
tends to be subjected to regions of lower wall shear stress in comparison with the 
regions subjected high wall shear stress. This promotes a cascade of inflammatory 
derived biological processes including macrophages and T cells leading to lipid 
accumulation and apoptotic cellular debris which embeds in an extracellular matrix of 
collagen fibers produce by vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC). A lipid rich core 
with an overlying fibrous tissue cap layer accompanied by a fibrous tissue matrix slowly 
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forms which cause a severe luminal obstruction and decrease in blood flow (Huang et 
al., 2001) (figure 1-1). 
 
Figure 1-1 Schematic of flow disturbances and atherosclerotic plaque development in the carotid artery 
bifurcation region. 
 
1.2.2 Aneurysmal Tissue 
Atherosclerosis is also involved in the origin of AAA development. However, the 
disease evolves with a distinct pathological pathway (figure 1-2) (Nakayama et al., 
2012). The outward remodelling of an AAA is distinct from the inward remodelling of 
focal atherosclerotic plaque stenosis. Specifically in arterial remodelling, hemodynamic 
factors, patient specific environment and the amount of calcium present contribute to 
the divergent evolvement of vessel atherosclerosis. AAA dilation reflects the 
progressive outward remodelling of the aortic wall due to the degradation of the 
connective tissue involving the destruction of elastin and collagen in the media and 
adventitia, a loss of VSMC, wall thinning and transmural infiltration of lymphocytes 
and macrophages (Johnsen et al., 2010).  
Outward remodelling also depends on shear responsive endothelial production of nitric 
oxide and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP-2 and MMP-9). The nitric oxide induces 
MMP’s, prohibits proliferation and promotes VSMC apoptosis (Ward et al., 2000). 
Alterations in the shear responsive endothelial cells further modify the anti-
inflammatory and anti-thrombogenic responses which lead to the activation of platelet 
accumulations of fibrin and the entrapment of erythrocytes (Wilson 2013) which marks 
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the initiation of intraluminal thrombus (ILT) formation. The ILT is a fibrin structure 
typically made up of four primary components erythrocytes, loose fibrin network with 
thin bundles, fibrin network with thick bundles and homogenised proteins (Tong et al., 
2011). The progressive development of this thrombus structure is manifested by three 
layers denoted as luminal, medial and abluminal which reflect differences in location 
relative to the wall and intrinsic differences in structure. The luminal layer is regarded 
as the active layer, with the recruitment of activated platelets, activated macrophages 
and synthesising collagen I and III (Rao et al., 2015). Conversely, the medial and 
abluminal layers transition from the active cellular luminal layer to a degrading fibrin 
network with little cellular activity. 
 
Figure 1-2 Schematic of aneurysm development process and example model of AAA reconstructed from 
computed tomography scanning and rendered transparent  
 
1.3 Calcification 
Vascular calcification is a complex component that forms in the walls of arteries as part 
of advanced CVD which triggers severe arterial complications and negatively impacts 
the success of minimally invasive endovascular treatments. Atherosclerotic plaque 
calcification is located within the intimal layer of the arterial wall originating from 
VSMC apoptosis and matrix vesicles release in the early pathological intimal thickening 
stage of the atherosclerotic disease forming micro-calcification deposits (Otsuka et al., 
2014). The calcification formation is also linked to lipid deposition and inflammation of 
the neointima (Leopold, 2015). Micro-calcifications agglomerate into larger macro-
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calcification deposits within the necrotic core, which can develop into a fully calcified 
necrotic core, or conversely develop in the surrounding collagen rich extracellular-
matrix consisting of plate-like depositions arranged along the outer rim of the necrotic 
core (Stary et al., 1995). Radiographic classification of arterial plaque calcification 
outlined by Friedrich et al., 1994 has revealed that intimal calcification can manifest as 
distinct configuration types. The specific patterns include diffuse (continuous segment 
≥5mm) speckled and fragmented (linear or wide single focus of calcium ≥2mm in 
diameter). 
Conversely, calcification of AAA localised in the medial layer of the aneurysmal wall 
and at the ILT interface induces extracellular matrix breakdown (Sakalihasan and 
Michel, 2009). Medial calcification surrounds the VSMCs along the elastic lamellae 
decreasing the arterial compliance (Leopold, 2015). Proteinases, MMP, cause disruption 
of the elastin fibers integrity and subsequent loss of mechanical properties. Studies have 
shown that elastin metabolites can activate and nucleate MMP-9 elastase expressed by 
injured vessel wall promoting calcification deposition, in vitamin K models of medial 
calcification (Demer and Tintut, 2008). The deposits evolve through a number of 
development phases. Initial calcification is related to small deposits closely associated 
with elastic fibers (natural wavy aspect of aortic lamellae). The calcifications grow 
between the fibers connecting adjacent structures leading to the flattening of elastic 
lamellae, disorganisation of collagen, diminution of desmosine and loss of elastic 
lamellae waviness. Finally, extensive calcification represents massive deposits 
reflecting the end stage of the enzyme mediated degenerative process (Basalyga et al., 
2004). 
Despite the structural and regional differences between intimal calcification of 
atherosclerotic plaque and medial calcification of AAA, the histomorphological, 
epidemiological, genetic and animal studies indicate that there is an overlap between the 
two types of calcifications (Doherty et al., 2004). Specifically, the VSMC related 
mechanisms involved in the development process of intimal and medial calcification 
and the reprograming and differentiation of VSMC to osteoblast-like phenotypes is as a 
result of the loss of calcification inhibitors. Specifically, matrix-gla-protein (MGP) is an 
14 kD, 84 amino acid, vitamin K dependent protein (VKDP) which is secreted primarily 
by VSMC in the arterial media layer (Price et al., 1976) and is thought to act as a potent 
inhibitor of vascular calcification. It contains five gla residues and three serine residues; 
both requiring carboxylation and serine phosphorylation, respectively to become fully 
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functional (i.e. to inhibit calcification) (Schurgers et al., 2007). Only functional MGP 
can inhibit vascular calcification and vitamin K is essential for converting MGP into its 
functional form. Research has shown that low levels of non-functional MGP, reflecting 
a poor vitamin k status, have indicated higher risk of mortality, disease state and levels 
of coronary calcification in specific patient group’s including those with chronic kidney 
disease and patients taking vitamin k antagonists (Cranenburg et al., 2009; Schurgers et 
al., 2012). Notwithstanding, the measurement of the non-functional MGP levels in the 
circulation of symptomatic cardiovascular disease patients with localised plaque 
development using novel blood-based biomarkers (circulating total and 
dephosphorylated uncarboxylated MGP), has not been explored. Such a measurement 
may aid in understanding the blood-based biomarkers responsible for promoting the 
calcification process in cardiovascular disease and is of crucial importance as it could 
serve as a marker for early detection of patients at high risk of cardiovascular disease 
which could subsequently decrease the risk of morbidity and mortality. 
1.4 Computed Tomography Imaging 
Computed tomography (CT) is a key diagnostic tool capable of identifying the 
calcification content in diseased arterial tissue. Traditional coronary artery calcium 
(CAC) scoring using the Agatston technique is based on calcification density and 
involves multiplying an area of calcification by an assigned coefficient selected on the 
basis of the highest attenuation measured in the area. The significance of using these 
scores is to estimate the plaque burden and diagnose the severity of risk. A CAC score 
of >300 has been linked with a high risk for a major coronary event including 
myocardial infarction or death from coronary artery disease (Leopold, 2015). Moreover, 
CAC scoring is a valid technique in defining the generic risk of acute coronary events. 
The drawbacks to this scoring system are that in the assessment of treatment planning 
3D spatial dimension is not considered (Callister et al., 1998; Mauriello et al., 2013). 
Consequentially, the lack of a reliable method in quantifying the arterial disease has led 
to calcium scoring remaining the predominant risk assessment method (Owen et al., 
2011). 
Studies have indicated the prognostic value of calcification volume measures which are 
positively associated with the risk for chronic heart disease (CHD) and CVD (Criqui et 
al., 2014). Moreover, the morphological characteristics of calcification are associated 
with specific clinical rupture events. Speckles of micro-calcifications are the most 
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clinically significant resulting in acute plaque cap rupture and sudden death (Maldonado 
et al., 2012). As the calcification deposits grow stability is regained and luminal 
narrowing becomes significant. Thus, patterns can also indicate stenosis levels where 
diffuse calcification is the most strongly associated with severe stenosis (Burke et al., 
2001). Thus, specific patterns of calcification may also advocate plaque-specific 
interventional approaches. 
1.5 Endovascular Treatment: Atherosclerotic Plaque Stenosis  
In terms of treating the arterial stenosis, the emergence of stents has become an integral 
part in the management of atherosclerotic plaques presenting a minimally invasive 
intervention alternative to conventional endarterectomy surgery (Kolandaivelu, Leiden 
and Edelman, 2014). Atherosclerotic plaque modification, prior to the stent deployment 
has been advocated as a crucial step in the process of alleviating severe arterial stenosis 
with calcification. Balloon angioplasty (BA) is a widely used technique that is 
employed to pre-inflate the occluded vasculature. This endovascular treatment approach 
is specifically relevant in the mechanical sense. The balloon applies a circumferential 
force to the entire diseased portion of the vessel which triggers a whole plaque response 
and therefore the structural characteristics of the entire plaque must be examined to 
characterise the mechanical stretching response to circumferential deformation and the 
mechanistic effect of the structural calcifications (Auricchio et al., 2011).  
Endovascular treatment of calcified plaques is associated with a high rate of procedural 
failure resulting from vessel over- and under-expansion. Plaque mechanical failure 
through tissue tearing and dissections triggers a cascade of biological responses 
inducing early elastic recoil and subsequent restenotic responses (Ward et al., 2000). 
The experimental work conducted to date has indicated a strong biomechanical 
influence of calcification on diseased arterial tissue. This suggests the necessity of 
refined experimental techniques to evaluate the qualitative and quantitative measures of 
calcification on a microstructural level (Volokh and Aboudi, 2016) as the morphology 
of calcification may represent the plaques mechanical properties. The derivation of a 
link between the structural calcification composition and mechanical behaviour could 
allow for the improvement of clinical predictions and tailor endovascular intervention 
approaches. 
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In the presence of a heavily calcified plaque cutting balloon angioplasty (CBA) is an 
alternative approach to conventional BA. CBA techniques have been implemented to 
improve the vessels compliance to expansion by making localised incisions in the 
plaque to facilitate radial expansion (Raghavan et al., 2011). CBA can achieve a 
significantly larger acute lumen gain in comparison with BA through the use of force-
focused fractures controlled by longitudinal incisions in plaque (Okura et al., 2002; 
Takebayashi et al., 2004). However, as a result of the paucity of information regarding 
the necessary forces required for plaque specific cases the procedure has been linked 
with several failed cases including failure to propagate a controlled cut in the 
calcification deposits while  conversely perforation of the artery vessel. The 
identification of the morphological fracture characteristics of localised calcifications 
may serve as a valuable quantitative measure for cutting balloon angioplasty treatment. 
1.6 Endovascular Treatment: AAA 
For AAA, minimally invasive endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) is favoured over 
open surgical repair due to the lower operative mortality rates and reduced early post-
intervention complications. However, the long-term outcome is significantly influenced 
by late complications that require reintervention including graft explantation by open 
surgical repair. Endoleaks account for 60% of EVAR related complications and can be 
life-threatening (El Batti et al., 2013). Endoleaks represent the occurrence of sustainable 
blood flow between the stent-graft and the AAA sac which weakens the pressure 
shielding ability of the stent-graft leading to further aneurysm sac expansion increasing 
the risk of rupture. However, the prevention of a catastrophic AAA rupture event and 
timely intervention requires precise diagnostic screening and precise decision making 
regarding the patient status to minimise surgical morbidity and mortality rates. 
Specifically, AAA patients are typically older and have multiple comorbidities and 
therefore the procedural risk must be weighed against the risk of AAA rupture. 
In a clinical setting, the ability to make an accurate diagnosis necessitates knowledge of 
a wide variety of risk factors regarding rupture risk, incorporating biomechanical 
analyses and other clinically relevant factors complementary to the maximum diameter 
criterion (Khan et al., 2015). CT imaging provides excellent patient-specific details of 
volumetric AAA geometry measures accounting for maximum diameter, asymmetry, 
ILT coverage, calcifications and vessel tortuosity. Alternative diagnostic measures 
based on geometry include AAA growth rate diameter and volume, vessel asymmetry 
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(Doyle 2009), wall mechanics, ILT size (Hans et al., 2005) and ILT growth rate 
(Stenbaek, Kalin and Swedenborg, 2000). 
Finite element approaches combined with computed tomography imaging can provide a 
patient specific computational risk assessment using wall stress analysis (Doyle et al., 
2014) and patient specific geometries acquired from in vivo imaging. In order to solve 
the continuum mechanics problem a number of factors are required including AAA 
geometry, material properties, loading and wall component boundary conditions 
(calcification-tissue interaction) (Humphrey and Holzapfel, 2012). However, stress 
analyses are partially impeded by the poor image resolution differentiating between the 
AAA wall and the ILT rendering insufficient visualisation of the wall thickness. Thus, 
nearly all studies impose a fixed wall thickness typically set to 2mm (Joldes et al., 
2016) and material homogeneity. However, in reality wall thickness varies regionally 
within an AAA and range from 0.23mm at a rupture sites to 4.26mm in calcified sites 
(median value is 1.48mm) (Raghavan et al., 2006). A recent study has advocated that 
the combination of CT and MRI imaging to approximate aneurysm wall thickness 
generating an AAA model with varying wall thicknesses (Joldes et al., 2016). However, 
more research efforts regarding resolving the true thickness measurement from imaging 
are a prerequisite in order to accurately estimate wall stresses. 
In vivo magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) works on the basis of examining the 
propagation of shear waves in order to determine the stiffness of soft tissue. The 
quantification of AAA stiffness is an important mechanical factor in rupture risk 
assessment, as changes in tissue stiffness properties represent important microstructural 
information regarding the degradative status of the AAA wall (Kolipaka et al., 2016). 
Moreover, doppler ultrasound (US) coupled with speckle strain tracking algorithms can 
assess the deformation and strain of subsurface structures with high spatial resolution in 
order to analyse the biomechanical properties of the wall (Wittek et al., 2013). This 
technique has been employed to generate a full field displacement and strain 
measurement of the aorta based on temporally resolved 3D US. The displacement 
information, combined with FEA, demonstrates the considerable spatial heterogeneity 
and localised peak strains in AAA compared to healthy abdominal aortas while further 
differentiating between varying age populations and the pathological states of the aortic 
wall (Derwich et al., 2016). This technique may be particularly useful for quantifying 
the strains induced by the calcifications. 
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Clinical studies have reported that the calcification in the abdominal aortic wall may be 
associated with ruptured and symptomatic patients containing higher levels than in 
electively operated AAA patients (Buijs et al., 2013). Computational studies have 
further predicted calcification can create significantly higher local wall stresses thereby 
decreasing the AAA wall stability and increasing the risk of rupture (Li et al., 2008). In 
order to delineate the effects of calcification on AAA tissue structure, experimental 
methods emulating the in vivo motion of the wall are necessary. Ultimately, this will 
help to better understand the mechanistic relationship between calcification and arterial 
wall vulnerability.  
1.7 Objectives 
This thesis focuses on the investigation of the influence of calcification in diseased 
arterial tissue in the context of an engineering mechanics approach. The work presented 
in this thesis will therefore address the following research question;  
Is it possible to relate the influence of vascular calcification to the mechanical 
properties of diseased arterial tissue and also relate blood-based biomarkers to 
territory specific plaque development in order to achieve improved patient 
stratifications in both endovascular treatments and in the prediction of aneurysm 
rupture? 
This research question will be investigated by quantifying the mechanics of calcified 
diseased arterial tissue utilising imaging techniques for calcification measures and ex 
vivo experimental test-beds to emulate the forces induced at specific endovascular 
interventions and during the cardiac cycle. This proposed research approach entails the 
execution of the following key objectives: 
 To establish the mechanical-structural relationship of human atherosclerotic 
plaque tissue under the influence of specific calcification configuration types in 
terms of stretching and fracture properties for endovascular intervention 
assessment. 
 To determine the influence of calcifications and ILT on AAA wall mechanics 
and establish the target resolution required to successfully resolve the AAA 
wall's vulnerable state using CT imaging.  
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 To identify the relationship between novel matrix-gla-protein blood-based 
biomarkers and localised atherosclerotic plaque development in the femoral and 
carotid vasculatures. 
1.8 Thesis Outline 
The first part of this thesis focuses on quantifying the influence of calcification on the 
mechanical properties of atherosclerotic carotid plaque tissue for endovascular 
intervention. Second, the structural-mechanical properties of calcified AAA tissue and 
underlying ILT were explored in conjunction with quantifying the influence of CT 
spatial resolution on the accuracy of AAA wall structure imaging. Third, an 
investigation into the capability of blood-based biomarkers, as a new method of 
quantifying territory specific disease state including calcification levels, was carried out. 
This thesis is formatted in the style of ‘Thesis by publication’. Table 1-1 outlines the 
chapter numbers and the corresponding journal in which the chapter has been published, 
accepted for publication and under review. Referencing styles vary throughout the thesis 
in accordance with the specific reference styles required by the journal. This excludes 
chapters 1, 2, 4 and 11 which are not submitted for publication and are referenced 
according to Harvard style. The published version of each manuscript can be found in 
Appendix A along with five co-authored journals that were published concurrently to 
this PhD research work.  
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Table 1-1 Thesis chapter number, journal title, journal article status and impact factor (IF) of each journal 
(Impact factor as of 2017). 
 Topic Chapter Journal Status IF 
1 Characterisation methods 3 BioMed Online Published 1.38 
2 Mechanical response 5 JMBBM Published 2.88 
3 Carotid plaque 
stratification 
6 EJVES  Under Review  2.91 
4 Carotid plaque toughness 7 ActaBiomaterialia Published 6.01 
5 AAA mechanics 8 JVS Accepted  3.45 
6 AAA CT resolution 9 Radiology Under Review  6.79 
7 Blood-based biomarkers 10 Atherosclerosis Under Review  3.94 
8 Femoral plaque 
characterisation 
B-1 ActaBiomaterialia Published 6.01 
9 Numerical material model B-2 BioMed Online Published 1.38 
10 AAA failure  B-3 JMBBM Published 2.88 
11 Femoral plaque toughness B-4 ActaBiomaterialia Published 6.01 




In Chapter 2, a description of all the experimental, biochemical and structural 
characterisation techniques employed to generate the results presented in this thesis are 
presented. 
In Chapter 3, a method of characterising the biochemical and structural characteristics 
of diseased arterial tissue using Fourier transform infrared analysis and high resolution 
micro-CT imaging is described. 
In Chapter 4, a case study report on the impact of balloon angioplasty in a heavily 
calcified carotid artery plaque is reported.  
In Chapter 5, an ex vivo mechanical-structural characterisation protocol is employed to 
examine the influence of specific calcification patterns on the mechanical stretching 
behaviour and subsequent failure properties in human carotid plaque samples. 
In Chapter 6, a calcification volumetric-structural plaque classification is proposed 
using experimentally derived maximum stretch properties of the plaque and the 
corresponding calcification measures identified using micron scale high resolution CT 
imaging. 
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In Chapter 7, an ex vivo experimental study is described in which the toughness 
properties of calcified human carotid plaque samples are determined using a fracture 
mechanics approach combined with structural characterisation using scanning electron 
microscopy which relates fracture properties to morphological characteristics. 
In Chapter 8, the influence of calcification on the mechanical properties of AAA wall 
tissue and corresponding ILT tissue is studied. In order to investigate this, uniaxial 
mechanical characterisation coupled with a strain-speckle tracking algorithm is used. 
In Chapter 9, the AAA wall structure is examined using scanning electron microscopy 
and micro-CT to establish the target resolution that can successfully resolve the AAA 
wall's vulnerable state. 
In Chapter 10, the novel non-functioning matrix-gla-protein blood-based biomarkers 
and associated calcification markers are measured to distinguish between the levels of 
calcification in atherosclerotic plaque tissue of the carotid and femoral vasculature. 
In Chapter 11, the main findings of this thesis are discussed and recommendations for 
future directions are also presented. 
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This chapter presents a detailed account of all methods employed to generate the results 
reported in the subsequent chapters. This includes a description of the mechanical test 
systems and protocols that were employed in this thesis along with the tissue 
characterisation techniques and imaging modalities used in the examination of the 
diseased arterial tissue structure and calcifications.  
2.1 Sample Acquisition 
2.1.1 Plaque and Aneurysmal Tissue 
Atherosclerotic carotid and femoral artery plaque samples were obtained from 
consenting endarterectomy patients at the University Hospital Limerick in a manner that 
conformed to the declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the hospital’s Ethical 
Research Committee. Under the same ethical protocol, AAA wall and corresponding 
ILT samples were obtained from consenting patients undergoing open aneurysm 
surgical repair (Figure 2-1). Upon excision, all wall segments exhibited the geometrical 
configuration of longitudinal length greater than circumferential width. Table 2-1 details 
a list of all the diseased tissue types and sample size cohorts that were examined in each 
of the chapters in this thesis. 
Table 2-1 Outline of the sample cohorts that were examined in each of the chapters in this thesis (*same 
plaque sample cohort used as in Chapter 5 and **a selection of the AAA walls samples used in Chapter 8). 
Chapter Study Tissue type Sample size 
3 Characterisation methods Carotid plaque 6 
4 Case study Carotid plaque 1 




Carotid plaque 17* 
7 Toughness Carotid plaque 21 
8 AAA mechanics AAA Wall and ILT Wall 18 ILT 15 
9 AAA CT resolution AAA Wall and ILT Wall 8** 
10 Blood-based biomarkers 
Carotid and 
Femoral plaque 
Carotid 12 Femoral 8 
 
2.1.2 Blood Samples 
Fasting blood was collected preoperatively by venepuncture from each patient 
undergoing endarterectomy (16ml; BD Vacutainer Systems). The plasma and serum 
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samples were processed by standard centrifugation for 15mins at 1580g and sub-
sampled into dedicated aliquots at 0.5mL. 
 
Figure 2-1 Human diseased arterial tissue samples acquired from surgical intervention A) human carotid 
artery plaque, B) abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) intraluminal thrombus and wall segment and C) human 
femoral artery plaque. 
 
2.2 Storage 
2.2.1 Tissue Samples 
Upon excision, the plaque samples, AAA walls and ILT tissue were immediately frozen 
in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) and stored at -20 degrees Celsius. PBS is utilised to 
help to preserve the moisture loss in the arterial tissue. Simple cryopreservation creates 
an environment preventing all biological activity thereby preserving the physical state 
of the sample. It has been demonstrated that a non-significant difference exists between 
the mechanical properties of arterial tissue before and after freezing at -20°C in PBS, 
evidencing that the maintenance of  the arterial tissue’s mechanical functionality, using 
freezing is adequate (O’Leary et al., 2014; Stemper et al., 2007; Adham et al., 1996). 
Moreover, Ebenstein et al., 2009 demonstrated that fresh and frozen (-20 degrees 
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Celsius) carotid artery plaque samples did not significantly differ in Young’s moduli 
properties upon being examined using nano-indentation methods. 
2.2.2 Blood Samples 
The plasma and serum sample aliquots were stored at -80 ºC until time of analysis. The 
physical deterioration of the blood samples can be prevented at this relatively high 
temperature.  
2.3 Uniaxial Testing Parameters  
2.3.1 Preloading 
At a zero-load configuration the arterial tissue samples are not in a stress-free state due 
to the presence of residual stresses. These residual stresses are evidenced by the arterial 
tissue sample’s ability to spring open upon being cut longitudinally (Holzapfel et al., 
2000). To straighten the tissue sample in the mechanical tester clamps and to take into 
consideration the residual strains in the circumferential direction, a minimal preload 
0.01N was applied which also avoids overlooking mechanical behaviour at lower strains 
(Maher et al., 2009). 
2.4 Preconditioning  
Preconditioning diseased arterial tissue accounts for the stress softening effect. This 
effect is represented by the initial loading-unloading curves in a mechanical test which 
shift to the right indicating an increase in stress without an increase in applied strain. 
This behaviour diminishes typically after the first 2 loading-unloading cycles and the 
tissue adapts to the applied loading-unloading cycles resulting in a repeatable 
mechanical response. Preconditioning is typically achieved by performing between 2–
10 loading and unloading cycles to 5–10% strain at a constant displacement rate. Most 
studies of biological tissues state that 5 cycles of loading and unloading to 10% stretch 
is sufficient to fully precondition a sample prior to testing to complete failure (Maher et 
al., 2012; Holzapfel, 2000). 
2.4.1 Plaque Tissue 
The carotid plaque samples were subjected to five loading and unloading cycles to 10% 
of the gauge length at a constant displacement rate of 0.1mm/s (Maher et al., 2009). 
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2.4.2 Aneurysmal Tissue 
The AAA and ILT tissue samples were subjected to nine loading and unloading cycles 
at a displacement rate of 12.5% of the gauge length per second derived from the 
mechanical test protocol outlined in section 2.4.2. The test data was then taken from a 
subsequent tenth loading and unloading cycle (Vande Geest et al., 2004). This 
procedure was employed to established repeatable representation of the in vivo 
physiological cycle. 
2.5 Mechanical Test  
The majority of experimental studies that carry out extension testing on atherosclerotic 
tissue use slow displacement rates (typically between 0.01 – 0.5 mm/s). These rates are 
based on standard protocols for engineering materials. The purpose of these rates is to 
characterise the mechanical behaviour of the tissue under quasi-static loading (Maher et 
al., 2012; Holzapfel et al., 2004). However, in order to analyse the tissue in a clinically 
relevant environment, the displacement rate must emulate the rate induced by 
endovascular device deployment and in vivo conditions. 
2.5.1 Plaque Tissue 
For the characterisation of carotid plaque samples, the typical balloon angioplasty 
predilation procedure utilises 14-16 atms in the case of heavily calcified stenosis 
(Figure 2-1). The duration of the predilation is dependent on the plaques response and 
can be in the range of 10-20 seconds (Vitek et al., 2000). This corresponds to 
approximately 80 kPa over 1 second based on the upper limits of inflation pressure 
16atms at 20 seconds. As can be seen from table 2-1, for a 50-69% stenosed artery the 
minimum required diameter change is 1.02mm and 0.93mm based on reference internal 
carotid artery diameter measurements for male and females respectively (Krejza et al., 
2006). This diameter change extrapolates to a minimum strain of 39% in order to 
achieve a 30% residual stenosis level. Therefore, a conservative continuous 
displacement rate of 30% of the gauge length per second was employed until the point 
of mechanical failure was reached.  
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Table 2-2 Carotid artery size (mm) and required diameter change (mm) for the upper and lower values at 
each percent stenosis range based on restoring lumen patency to 30% residual stenosis as classified according 




























































Figure 2-2 Schematic of A) carotid artery bifurcation and B) axial view at the internal carotid artery, (arrows 
indicate circumferential expansion during balloon angioplasty inflation).  
 
2.5.2 Aneurysmal Tissue  
To analyse the AAA tissue mechanical properties in a more physiologically realistic 
environment the displacement rate was determined based on wall motion measurements 
that were acquired using ultrasound tissue Doppler imaging. The fractional diameter 
change during the cardiac cycle is equated to a peak systolic strain of 2.2% in 0.176 
seconds (Long et al., 2005). This extrapolates to a displacement rate of 12.5% of the 
gauge length per second (Figure 2-3).  




Figure 2-3 Schematic of AAA measurements used to determine the physiological strain and strain rate 
employed for mechanical testing (Long et al. 2004). 
 
2.6 Testing Temperature  
All arterial samples were immersed in a heated water bath at 37 degrees Celsius 
containing PBS in order to equate the diseased tissue back to physiological temperature 
prior to mechanical testing. Samples below the physiological temperature can be 
subjected to a potential risk of tissue stiffening.  
2.6.1 Plaque Tissue 
As a consequence of the specialised mechanical tests required for the atherosclerotic 
plaque tissue samples, the incorporation of a water bath during the test was not possible. 
However, sample hydration was maintained and due to the short test time and strain 
rates employed sample dehydration was minimised. However, it would be very 
necessary to incorporate a heated water bath in the case of tissue testing using slower 
strain rates for constitutive models. 
2.6.2 Aneurysmal Tissue 
AAA and ILT samples were subsequently tested in a temperature controlled water bath 
containing PBS which allows for testing the samples at a physiologically realistic 
temperature (37 degree Celsius). 
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2.7 Clamping  
A number of clamping mechanisms have been incorporated in the mechanical testing of 
biological tissue including the fish-hook (Lally, Reid and Prendergast, 2004), flat-
bottom clamping (Maher et al., 2009) and gluing the sample to the clamps (Teng et al., 
2009). The selection of the optimal clamping mechanism is dependent on the type of 
tissue sample and the type of mechanical test that is being performed in order to 
minimise in-clamp sample slippage and premature sample failure at the clamps. Ng et 
al., 2005 tested a number of different clamping techniques on biological tissue and 
recommended that the flat-bottom clamping method with the inclusion of sandpaper and 
cardboard lining the clamps resulted in the lowest perceptible slippage and damage to 
tissue samples. 
2.7.1 Plaque Tissue 
For the mechanical testing of whole carotid plaque samples to complete failure, the 
clamp design was based on a combination of the fish hook and flat-bottom clamp design 
methods. This was necessitated due to the large degree of variability of the whole 
plaque sample’s structural composition. Figure 2-4B illustrates the optimal pin 
formation that was selected for the clamps. As can be seen, four pins of 1mm in 
diameter were placed at fixed distances apart along row 2 and a further two pins along 
row 1. The concept of this design is based on the pins holding the plaque sample in 
place and thereby preventing slippage under the large displacements utilised to stretch 
the plaques samples to complete failure (Lawlor et al., 2011; Mulvihill, 2013). 
Additionally, the flat bottom clamps were lined with sand paper and thin felt material in 
order to minimise the stress distribution effect that the clamp edges incur on the plaque 
tissue sample (Maher et al., 2012; Loree et al., 1994). A uniform clamping torque force 
was applied ensuring the plaque sample is secured between clamps without causing 
slippage or damage (Lawlor et al., 2011). 
 




Figure 2-4 Schematic of uniaxial flat-bottom clamp used for plaque tissue testing to failure A) full clamp and 
B) pin orientation. 
 
2.7.2 Aneurysmal Tissue  
For the mechanical testing of AAA walls and ILT tissue a flat-bottom clamping 
mechanism was utilised as illustrated in figure 2-5 (Cell scale, Waterloo, Canada). This 
test incorporated a lower displacement range to emulate the physiological stretch range 
induced in vivo thereby negating the need for the additional pins. The flat bottom 
clamps were lined with sand paper and thin felt material in order to minimise the stress 
distribution effect that the clamp edges incur on the AAA wall and ILT tissue samples 
(Loree et al., 1994). A uniform clamping torque force was again applied with the use of 
a torque screw, ensuring the AAA walls and ILT is secured between clamps without 
causing slippage or damage (Lawlor et al., 2011). 
 
Figure 2-5 Uniaxial flat-bottom clamp used for testing aneurysmal tissue (Cell scale, Waterloo, Canada). 
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2.8 Uniaxial Planar Tension 
Planar tension testing was employed for the mechanical characterisation of carotid 
plaque samples, AAA wall samples and ILT tissue. The W:L ratio governs the degree of 
deformation that the minor stretch ratio component (λ2) undergoes during a tensile or 
planar tension test. During a planar tension test, the minor principal stretch ratio (λ2) is 
considered to be 1 which equates to zero strain in the transverse direction (denoted as 
width). According to (Davis, 2004), the minor strain is 0.05 times the major strain when 
the WL ratio is 4:1 which is close to the plane strain condition necessary for the test 
(Palmieri et al., 2011). Mulvihill and Walsh, 2013.examined the suitability of testing 
samples in planar tension for W:L ratios between 0.5:1 and 4:1. It was reported that a 
W:L ratio of greater than 2:1 is deemed more suitable for planar tension testing of tissue 
in comparison with tensile testing (Mulvihill and Walsh, 2013). However, the minor 
strain error of 32% must be accounted for. A W:L ratio of 4:1 results the minor strain 
being correct within 5% for more than 80% of the sample area and any range lower 
from this W:L ratio can lead to larger deviations from the zero strain assumption in the 
minor direction particularly at high levels of strain.  All excised tissue including carotid 
plaque samples and AAA wall segments exhibited the geometrical configuration of 
longitudinal length > circumferential width (Figure 2-6). Thus, this form of uniaxial 
testing optimised the sample geometry of the excised tissue samples allowing for 
circumferential stretching characterisation. 
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2.9 Stress Measure 
The Cauchy stress-stretch ratio conjugate pair was used for characterising the 
mechanical response of the diseased arterial tissue due to the highly deformable and 
nonlinear nature of the tissue and thus demonstrating a more realistic stress-strain 
relationship for heterogeneous diseased arterial tissue (Holzapfel et al., 2004). A 
Cauchy stress value is a more direct measure of the material response instantaneously in 
comparison with engineering stress which does not account for any deformation during 
the tissue stretching.  
Furthermore, presenting the mechanical data in this form allows for a straight forward 
comparison with other experimental studies. The Cauchy stress was calculated by the 
force (F) divided by original cross sectional area multiplied by stretch ratio (Khanafer, 
Schlicht and Berguer, 2013). 








To highlight the influences of each stress measure a comparison between the three stress 
definitions Cauchy stress (incompressible), Cauchy stress (Poisson ratio v=0.5) and 
Engineering stress is illustrated in Figure 2-7 and each stress definition was calculated 
as follows; 








The mechanical response of carotid plaque samples are used to illustrate the effects of 
each stress measure (a detailed explanation of the calcification groups can be found in 
Chapter 5). At high stretches the Cauchy stress (ν=0.5) was higher than the other two 
stress definitions. This is likely due to the progressive decrease in CSA which 
considerably increases the stress at high deformation as indicated by the sharp rise in 
stress in (Figure 2-7). Conversely, the Engineering stress was lower than Cauchy 
(incompressible) and Cauchy (ν=0.5) at large deformation in all four cases. In 
comparing the difference between Cauchy stress (ν=0.5) and Cauchy stress 
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(incompressible) small % differences can be found. These discrepancies are a result of 
the assumptions made for each stress definition. This comparison highlights that there 
are inherent limitations of all such experimental test methods and assuming 
incompressibility is the most appropriate definition to characterise the stress values for 
the purpose of this study. 
 
Figure 2-7 A comparison between the three stress definitions Cauchy stress (incompressible), Cauchy stress 
(v=0.5) and Engineering stress used for the mechanical response of carotid plaques with respect to calcification 
configuration types A) diffuse necrotic core, B diffuse tissue, C) speckled and D) concentric. 
 
2.9.1 Incompressibility  
The diseased arterial tissue samples are assumed as ‘nearly incompressible’. By 
definition, an ideal incompressible material is one which suffers no volumetric strain 
under any state of stress. As all real materials are slightly compressible the basis of this 
assumption is acceptable when the volume change is minimal because a ‘nearly 
incompressible’ state can be assumed which is the case of diseased arterial tissue due to 
the stress-induced movement of water in and out of the tissue (Humphrey, 2002).  
The effect of Poisson ratio value is significant in computational methods as shown by a 
recent study reported by (Cardoso et al., 2014) which examines the effect of the degree 
of compressibility and its sensitivity to the effects of stress concentration factors 
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between calcification and diseased tissue. The following Figure 2-8 shows 
representative mechanical response curves for four carotid plaques samples, one of each 
calcification type. Varying the poison ratio (0.47, 0.48, 0.49 and 0.5) did not impose a 
significant change in the mechanical response curves. This provides justification for the 
use of the incompressibility assumption for experimentally characterising the plaque 
samples mechanical response. Cauchy stress-stretch response curves for Poisson ratio 
ranging from (0.47-0.50) for each calcification type were calculated using the deformed 
CSA, calculated by the following relationship; 





Figure 2-8 Cauchy stress and stretch ratio response curves for  varying Poisson ratio values with respect to 
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2.10 Measurement Techniques 
2.10.1 Plaque Tissue 
Figure 2-9 illustrates the uniaxial mechanical test system was employed for the 
mechanical characterisation of whole carotid plaque samples. This test system consists 
of a stepper motor controlling the lead screw, a Mecmesin force gauge capable of a 
maximum forces of 50N accurate within 0.25% of full load capacity (Mecmesin Ltd, 
UK) and a digital Vernier callipers (Mitutoyo corporation, Japan). An external video 
extensometer was also employed (Messphysic GMBH, Austria) to verify the tester 
readings. Test data were acquired using a LabView programme measuring the force and 
displacement data. 
 
Figure 2-9 Mechancial uniaxial tester used for carotid plaque tissue testing to failure. 
 
2.10.2 Aneurysmal Tissue 
Uniaxial mechanical testing was carried out on AAA wall and ILT tissue samples using 
the BioTester test system (Cellscale, Waterloo, Canada). The BioTester instrument is 
specifically designed for testing biological tissue and includes a 23N load cell accurate 
with 0.2% of full load capacity. High performance actuators capable of micron 
positional resolution for accurate test motion were used. A high resolution CCD camera 
was used to collect time synchronised images for post-test analysis. The system has 
integrated software which measures the force and displacement data during each test. 
Test data was analysed using LabJoy Software (Cellscale, Waterloo, Canada). The test 
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is accompanied by imaging software which has a speckle tracking feature which allows 
the characterisation of the in plane motion on the sample surface with the use of speckle 
paint. 
 
Figure 2-10 Mechanical tester used for aneurysmal tissue, BioTester test system (Cellscale, Waterloo, Canada). 
 
2.11 Fracture Toughness 
2.11.1 Theory 
The physics of fracture is characterised by the dissipation of elastically stored energy 
from an applied load. The material begins to fracture when elastic energy dissipated by 
the advance of a crack that is equal to or larger than the energy required and thereby 
creating two new surfaces.  
The fracture toughness (J/m
2
), denoted as toughness, is the difference of the work of 
cutting and the work of friction divided by twice the cross-sectional area (accounting for 
the two new fracture surfaces created). The work of cutting and friction were calculated 
by measuring the area under the force-displacement curve generated for each segment 
using 3/8 Simpsons rule which fits a third degree polynomial to equally spaced discrete 
data points, single interval of three segments. The width of each segment h = (b-a)/n, 
number of segments (n) which is a multiple of three as a single application of the 3/8 
rule.  
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Minimal indentation was achieved by oblique cutting with a slice / push ratio of 3.5:1 as 
previously defined by (Chu et al., 2012). The sample was set to an angle of 15.93 to the 
horizontal slicing movement of the cutting razor blade and the blade travels distance (d) 
and cut length (p). The measured force is normalised with respect to the linear motion of 
the cutting blade by multiplying force values by 3.64 in order to resolve the force into 
its component parallel to the motion of the blade (Figure 2-11).  
 
Figure 2-11 Schematic of the slice/push ratio d; blade displacement, s; horizontal slicing motion of the blade 
and p; the vertical pushing motion of the blade (Chu et al., 2012). 
 
2.11.2 Testing Conditions 
Evaluation of the edge retention revealed that, the sharpness of the virgin blade is 
unstable and decreases dramatically in the initial cuts but reaches a steady state of 
sharpness because of the rapid loss of cutting depth and corresponding broadening of tip 
radius with the number cutting strokes (Verhoeven, Pendray and Clark, 2008). The 
cutting blade (Personna American Safety Razor Company, Cedar Knolls, USA) is first 
preconditioned by making twenty 7mm cuts into silicone rubber (Sylgard 187, Dow 
Corning, MI, USA) test segments in order to stabilize the cutting edge. The blade was 
then used for a subsequent four tissue cuts.  
To minimise any friction effects, the cutting blade is lubricated using a white spirit and 
light mineral oil solution mixture in the ratio of 1:1 (Sigma–Aldrich, Wicklow, Ireland). 
The experimental protocol employed two separate blade passes for each segment tested; 
an initial cutting pass followed by a friction pass. The friction is approximately 
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accounted for by observing the forces required to pass the blade over the sample’s 
fractured surface that is generated during the first blade pass. 
2.11.3 Fracture Toughness Tester 
Figure 2-12 illustrates a schematic of the guillotine cutting tester used in the 
experiments. The test system is actuated via a 3:1 speed reducing spur gear ratio. A 
shaft encoder (Baumer electric Frauenfeld CH-8501) is connected to the driven gear and 
detects the drive shaft rotation and the system is powered by Brush servo motor AS-80-
8/15. The blade holder is driven linearly at a displacement rate of 0.5mm/s. The force 
exerted on the tissue by the cutting blade was recorded with a sub-miniature 1kg LCFD 
compression load cell (Omega, Manchester, UK).  
 
Figure 2-12 Schematic of guillotine cutting tester used to determine the fracture toughness properties of 
human carotid plaque samples (adapted from Chu et al. 2012). 
 
2.12 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy  
2.12.1 FTIR Principle 
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) using the attenuated total reflectance 
(ATR) approach was used to characterise all tissue samples based on their biochemical 
composition. FTIR works on the basis of a beam of infrared radiation that is emitted by 
the infrared source and is modulated by an interferometer which performs an optical 
inverse Fourier transform on the infrared radiation beam. This penetrates through a 
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crystal and total internal reflectance occurs. An evanescent wave penetrates a short 
distance beyond the crystal and is absorbed by the sample at particular wavenumbers 
which forms the unique absorption spectrum detecting sample biochemical components 
(Perkin Elmer). FTIR spectroscopy provides a large number of spatially resolved 
infrared spectra, with high chemical specificity arranged in an array format. This 
spectroscopic technique is particularly suitable for thick biological tissue samples and 
requires little sample preparation attaining high spectral resolution. The spectral 
resolution (cm
-1
) in a Michelson interferometer is largely controlled by the optical path 
difference between the fixed and moving mirror, which is called the retardation. 
Retardation is twice the mirror travel distance and is the reciprocal of the nominal 




2.12.2 Applications of FTIR 
FTIR has been applied to many biomedical applications such as bone, cancer cells, 
articular cartilage, skin and diseased vascular tissue to determine the key components 
(Li et al., 2002). The FTIR reading of diseased vascular tissue components have been 
histologically confirmed. The main components of interest are lipids represented by 
CH2 symmetric and asymmetric stretch peaks in the range of 2972-2845cm
-1
, collagen 
represented by the amide I peak in the range of 1720-1585cm
-1
, and calcifications in the 
range of 1180-900 cm
-1
 (Li et al., 2002). 
2.12.3 Procedure 
A background spectrum was run to ascertain a relative scale for the absorption intensity 
with no sample in place. Secondly, a scan was run using the PBS solution the tissue was 
stored in. The tissue sample was then placed on the crystal area plate and the pressure 
arm was positioned over the sample and a force was applied. The force was minimal so 
as to prevent the sample from being damaged. A wave of energy was emitted into the 
sample from the ATR crystal. In the regions where the samples absorbed energy the 
wave was attenuated and passed back to the detector in the infrared spectrometer where 
a spectra was produced. The two reference spectrums were subtracted from the actual 
tissue sample scan. This technique results in a spectrum which has all the interfering 
characteristics removed. 
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The spectral absorbance in the mid infrared region (4000-700cm
-1
) was measured for 8 
scans at a spectral resolution of 2cm
-1
. The analysis identified the biochemical 
composition of the plaques including the lipids, calcification and collagen using their 
unique peak spectral ranges as illustrated in Figure 2-13. The concentration of each 
component was quantified by an absorbance peak-area ratio function (Spectrum 
software Spectrum 100 FTIR). Any potential differences in contact area are corrected 
using the peak intensity ratio which is the peak intensity of the target component 
divided by the peak intensity of the main component. Thus, if the contact area doubles 
peak intensity for target and main double therefore peak intensity ratio remains 
unchanged. 
 
Figure 2-13 Sample absorbance spectra acquired from FTIR spectroscopy of carotid plaque samples with peak 
areas representing A) strong calcification absorbance and B) strong lipid absorbance. 
 
2.12.4 Limitations 
The main limitations of this technique are that FTIR readings are based on chemical 
composition and therefore, no visual information regarding the samples structure can be 
obtained. FTIR readings are also unrepresentative of the whole tissue’s sample 
thickness as a result of the finite depth of penetration which makes quantitative 
measurements of the plaques’s composition problematic. Thus, this analysis is confined 
to qualitatively identifying the presence of certain components that are in direct contact 
with the ATR crystal.  
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2.13 Tissue Preservation 
In order to help minimise the damage and shrinkage of the tissue sample under the 
intense radiation sources incurred during the micro-computed tomography scanning and 
scanning electron microscopy, the diseased tissue samples underwent a preparation 
process involving a number of stages summarised in table 2-2 (Schwab and Hülskamp, 
2010).  
Fixation was performed using 100% methanol. The denaturing and precipitating 
methanol works on the basis that it denatures the proteins by reducing their solubility 
and disrupts their hydrophobic interactions. It modifies the tertiary structure of the 
proteins as well as inactivates the enzymes. Research has shown that the use of non-
cross linking alcoholic reagents such as methanol yield superior results (Srinivasan et 
al., 2002). The methanol preserves the nucleic acids better than the aldehyde due to 
minimal chemical alterations and also provides instant fixation within the components 
of the cell walls (Srinivasan et al., 2002). However, alcohols have been found to induce 
some degree of cell shrinkage (Chow and Zhang, 2011). 
The samples were washed in 100% ethanol and dehydration was carried out using a 
graded series of ethanol concentrations. Dehydrating biological tissue involves 
physically exchanging water for an organic solvent, such as acetone or ethanol. This 
dehydration step needs to be performed very carefully so as to reduce the shrinkage 
effects as unsolicited effects on biological tissue samples have been found to be caused 
by the substitution of water (Pathan et al., 2008). The shape of macromolecules and 
membranes are maintained by their interactions with water which may be destroyed by 
the removal of water during this dehydration process (Schatten, 2011). 
The tissue samples were dried by using hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). HMDS is an 
alternative drying agent to the original Critical Point Drying (CPD) technique (Hazrin-
Chong and Manefield, 2012). The reagent cross-links proteins, reduces surface tension 
and gives strength to the sample during air-drying. It has been found that the HMDS can 
reduce the collapse and distortion of the delicate specimens during drying (Jung et al., 
2010).  
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Table 2-3 Summary of the tissue preparation process used including chemical used, concentration and time 
required. 
Step Chemical Concentration (%) Time 
Fixate Methanol 100 10 mins 
Wash Ethanol 100 30 secs 
Dehydrate Ethanol 
30 10 mins 
50 10 mins 
70 10 mins 
80 10 mins 
90 10 mins 
95 10 mins 
100 15 mins 
100 15 mins 
Dry HMDS 
50 10 mins 
100 10 mins 
 
2.14 Micro-Computed Tomography  
2.14.1 Principle 
Micro-CT works on the basis of imaging a sample that is constantly rotating about an 
axis. The x-ray microscope (XRM) is comprised of a novel detector that couples x-ray 
scintillator technology with an optical magnification. It also has a two-stage 
magnification system. Firstly, divergent x-rays which contribute to geometric 
magnification and secondly the x-ray photons which are converted to an optical photon 
image at the scintillator and magnified through the optical system. The combined 
magnification system allows for a high resolution to be maintained even with a large 
distance between the source and sample. The dependence of conventional CT on the use 
of only geometric magnification results in the loss of resolution with increasing sample 
dimension. The XRM allows for the strength of the optical magnification to be selected 
independent of the geometry of the sample (Fahey and Estrada, 2011). 
2.14.2  Application 
Micro-CT is a three dimensional complement to the histological serial sectioning with 
high resolution volumetric representation without the destructive sectioning that is 
required for histological assessment. This technique is the only imaging modality which 
can demonstrate high resolution volumetric detail of diseased arterial tissue. Vascular 
research has focused on in vivo resolution ranging from 100-30um used in animal 
studies exploring the neo-angiogeneis in atherosclerotic plaques and vaso-vasorum 
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(Langheinrich, Kampschulte and Crö, 2009). Ex vivo scanning can achieve resolution in 
the range of 30-1um with better signal-to-noise ratio and subsequently better image 
quality (Zagorchev et al., 2010) and has been used to image tissue damage and 
calcifications in coronary artery plaques (Langheinrich et al., 2004). The detailed 
radiological quantification of calcification using micro-CT has the potential to gain a 
better understanding of the influence of calcification on the mechanical properties of 
diseased arterial tissue. 
2.14.3 Procedure  
X-ray CT (Xradia XRM versa500) was used to scan all tissue samples. The prepared 
tissue sample was mounted onto an aluminum holder to keep the specimen in a fixed 
and steady position during scanning. The tomography process involves the repeated 
imaging of the rotating sample in order to reconstruct the sample from a number of 
projections (Fahey and Estrada, 2011). Each plaque specimen was imaged using an 
optical magnification of 0.4X, voltage 50kV and exposure time 2.5s. In order to 
improve the effect of density resolution the data was recorded with a pixel size of 
15.5µm with a fixed field of view of 15mm for optimum contrast between the soft tissue 
and calcification. Micro-CT analysis of coronary artery plaques at 6.7µm revealed 
microcalcifications particle diameters range from 15µm to 1000µm (Maldonado et al., 
2012). The frequency domain optical coherence tomography (FD-OCT) is a high spatial 
resolution clinical imaging modality that utilises near infrared light to penetrate calcium 
generating volumetric measurements of the calcification in 3D (Mehenna et al., 2013). 
Thus, the CT resolution used in this study was chosen to resemble a comparable spatial 
resolution achieved by the FD-OCT clinical imaging modality achieving a resolution in 
the range of 10µm-15µm incorporating the lowest level of microcalcifications visible 
with CT.  
A standard Hounsfield unit calibration procedure was performed using an air, water and 
hydroxyapatite phantom (Maldonado et al 2012). Water is used because it is in 
abundance in the body and has a uniform density. Air is assigned with a value of -1000 
HU and the water 0 HU. Hounsfield units are the grey value of CT which has a total of 
4096 values. The CT scale ranges from -1023 (air) – 3071 (dense calcification) or in 
grey value terms. The 16-bit grey level image stacks allowed for the optimum difference 
in absorbance between the soft tissue matrix and the calcification, (Patterson 2010) the 
more radiographs collected (Patterson et al. 2010). 




Three dimensional reconstructions were generated using Xradia XRMreconstructor 
(version 7.0.2817). The reconstructed slices were directly exported as a series of tiff 
images (Figure 2-14). The files were imported and converted to Mimics Medical 
imaging processing software (version 17.0, Materialise) and 3D Slicer (version 4.6.2). 
The scanned CT slices were density calibrated based on the varying grey colour levels 
of the image. Tissues with less density than water were then assigned negative values. 
Each pixel within the image is assigned a level of grey and this grey level corresponds 
to the CT number for that pixel. The scans were then processed by setting a fixed 
threshold to soft tissue and calcification. The calcification volume fraction was 
calculated for each plaque sample. The particles were analysed individually by 
measuring their respective volume and position. The individual hydroxyapatite micro 
particles were assumed to be perfectly spherical, which allowed the volume to be 
converted to its normalised diameter (Patterson 2010). 
 
Figure 2-14 Representative example of 3D reconstructed model from high resolution micro-CT scan of 
mechanically ruptured carotid plaque sample revealing the internal calcifications (orange) embedded within 
plaque tissue (purple).  
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2.15 Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-ray 
2.15.1 Principle 
SEM works on the basis that it scans the sample’s surface using the bombardment of 
electrons onto the surface, the electrons excite and an image is derived from the 
detection of these excited electrons. This imaging technique provides high resolution 
detailed images with a wide range of magnifications from 30X-800,000X (Congiu et al. 
2004, Schembri et al. 2008). In addition, EDX utilises the x-ray spectrum emitted by the 
sample with a focused beam of electrons to identify the localised chemical components 
in regions of interest. 
2.15.2 Application 
There is a paucity of morphological data available of the ultrastructure of diseased 
vascular tissue and calcification (Guasti et al., 2010). Previous studies have 
demonstrated that the carotid endarterectomy samples can be used to examine the 
atherosclerotic progression establishing a link between morphology and chemical 
elements (Schembri et al., 2008). Electron microscope and elemental analysis showed 
that the plaque samples consisted of calcium phosphate (Ewence et al., 2008). 
Atherosclerotic carotid and femoral plaque samples were examined by SEM-EDX 
analysis identifying four distinct calcification patterns defined as sheet-like, nodular, 
clear centre and osteoid metaplasia. The carotid and femoral plaque samples 
demonstrated different morphologies types with a predominance of calcification in the 
femoral vasculature (Herisson et al., 2011). 
2.15.3 Procedure 
Figure 2-15 illustrates the SEM (Hitachi SU-70 High-Technologies Europe GmbH, 
Krefield Germany) which is coupled with EDX (INCA Energy software platform 
Version4.02 Oxford Instruments, 2006). This system was used to examine structural 
characteristics of the diseased vascular tissue. The microscope operated using an 
accelerating voltage of 20keV and a working distance of 15mm. The SEM requires the 
sample to be electrically conductive. The samples were therefore sputter coated in gold 
using 35mA at a deposition rate of 12nm/min leaving a 24nm surface coating Emitech 
K550 (Emitech Ltd., Kent, U.K.). The calcification is analysed through the chemical 
composition of the calcium hydroxyapatite denoted by the Calcium and Phosphorus 
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using EDX. SEM is limited to imaging the surface of the sample only. Wet biological 
tissue samples are not suitable for conventional SEM as they are likely to outgas at low 
pressures and thus the aforementioned preparation process must be implemented. Low 
vacuum or environment SEM is required in order to examine wet biological samples. 
 
Figure 2-15 Schematic of procedure employed during SEM-EDX analysis for all tissue samples; A) 
representative micrograph of mechanically ruptured calcification nodule examined using electron microscope 
and B) the corresponding spectra obtained from EDX analysis with strong detection of calcification elements 
indicated by the Calcium (Ca) and Phosphorus (P) peaks. 
 
2.16 Summary 
This chapter presents a full description all experimental methods and imaging 
techniques that were used in the characterisation of the diseased vascular tissue in this 
thesis. Each section describes the selection of specific parameters with justification for 
each test and will be summarised in the methods sections of the subsequent chapters. 
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Calcification is a marked pathological component in carotid artery plaque. Studies have 
suggested that calcification may induce regions of high stress concentrations therefore 
increasing the potential for rupture. However, the mechanical behaviour of the plaque 
under the influence of calcification is not fully understood. A method of accurately 
characterising the calcification coupled with the associated mechanical plaque 
properties is needed to better understand the impact of calcification on the mechanical 
behaviour of the plaque during minimally invasive treatments. This study proposes a 
comparison of biochemical and structural characterisation methods of the calcification 
in carotid plaque specimens to identify plaque mechanical behaviour. 
Biochemical analysis, by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, was used to 
identify the key components, including calcification, in each plaque sample. However, 
FTIR has a finite penetration depth which may limit the accuracy of the calcification 
measurement. Therefore, this FTIR analysis was coupled with the identification of the 
calcification inclusions located internally in the plaque specimen using micro-computed 
tomography (micro-CT) which measures the calcification volume fraction (CVF) to 
total tissue content. The tissue characterisation processes were then applied to the 
mechanical material plaque properties acquired from experimental circumferential 
loading of human carotid plaque specimen for comparison of the methods. 
FTIR characterised the degree of plaque progression by identifying the functional 
groups associated with lipid, collagen and calcification in each specimen. This 
identified a negative relationship between stiffness and ‘lipid to collagen’ and 
‘calcification to collagen’ ratios. However, micro-CT results suggest that CVF 
measurements relate to overall mechanical stiffness, while peak circumferential strength 
values may be dependent on specific calcification geometries. This study demonstrates 
the need to fully characterise the calcification structure of the plaque tissue and that a 
combination of FTIR and micro-CT provides the necessary information to fully 
understand the mechanical behaviour of the plaque tissue. 
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3 Characterising Human Atherosclerotic Carotid Plaque 
Tissue Composition and Morphology Using Combined 
Spectroscopic and Imaging Modalities 
3.1 Introduction  
Symptomatic carotid artery embolisation, acute occlusion and distal propagation of 
thrombus are a consequence of an atherosclerotic plaque rupture during clinical 
endovascular intervention [1]. There is clinical and experimental evidence suggesting 
that rupture locations in carotid artery plaque tissue can be associated with regions of 
high stress concentrations induced by calcification inclusions. Clinical intervention 
using intravascular angioplasty is associated with plaque fracture and dissection 
occurring adjacent to the calcification inclusions [2]. Stenting and angioplasty 
procedures have also had poor success outcomes in severely calcified vessels due to 
resistance to high inflation pressures as well as, inadequate and asymmetrical stent 
expansion [3]. 
The screening of high risk patients and accurate computational modelling of associated 
procedural risk for patient-specific plaque types requires non-invasive imaging that 
permits accurate structural characterisation along with mechanical stiffness and 
threshold strength values acquired from experimental mechanical testing. One study that 
attempted to characterise aortic plaque samples tested in vitro calcified aortic tissue 
strips, imaged by x-ray. These plaques were found to have a lower breaking stress and a 
significantly lower stretch ratio under uniaxial circumferential loading which suggests 
that calcification reduces the breaking strength of the artery wall [4]. Conversely in 
another study, on the basis of Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) classification using the 
ratio of calcification to lipid at a threshold level of one in human carotid plaques, 
predominantly calcified specimens exhibited a significantly higher Cauchy stress and 
significantly lower stretch ratio in whole plaque circumferential loading [5] therefore 
suggesting that calcification causes a stiffening effect where plaques will provide more 
resistance to deformation until the stress exceeds the strength and rupture occurs. 
Calcification inclusions may immobilise the surrounding plaque tissue causing localised 
high stress concentrations in the calcified regions where tissue breakdown may occur 
under excessive loads [4]. However, the mechanical behaviour of the plaque under the 
influence of calcification is not fully understood and there is a clear need to use more 
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accurate methods of measuring calcification in order to better understand the effect that 
calcification may have on mechanical behaviour of plaque tissue. 
A wide range of imaging techniques has been employed to determine plaque 
morphology and calcification detail. These include in vitro techniques such as x-ray, 
histology, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), FTIR and in vivo techniques such as 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US) and computed tomography (CT). 
The in vitro based modalities require blind serial sectioning which loses key 
morphological data and represent a 2D cross-section of a 3D plane which may 
underestimate the true diameter of the calcification due to the absence of volumetric 
measures [6]. Moreover, in vivo calcification measurement methods, including the 
degree of calcification, percentage area, volume and density measurements, have led to 
conflicting conclusions regarding a plaque’s biomechanical stability and its association 
with clinical events. It has been documented previously that FTIR has a finite 
penetration depth which may limit the accuracy of the FTIR data in characterising 
calcifications which are located deep within the plaque wall. Therefore, a method of 
accurately characterising the calcification structures throughout the whole plaque 
sample coupled with acquiring the mechanical properties is required to better 
understand the impact of calcification on the mechanical behaviour of plaque including 
the risk of rupture.  
Advancements in imaging resolutions have permitted the reconstruction of 3D 
volumetric diseased arterial vessels with detail of the internal tissue structure [7]. 
Furthermore, micro-computed tomography (micro-CT) has permitted patient-specific 
predictive finite element models that simulate the manipulation of plaque tissue by stent 
expansion to better encapsulate a realistic evaluation of the tissue injury incurred during 
the procedure [8]. However, studies are limited in their theoretical predictions as they 
lack the biological detail and experimental data required to correctly evaluate the tissue 
injury under certain loading conditions [9]. 
The overall aim of this study is to demonstrate a method of relating the biochemical and 
structural calcification characteristics of carotid plaque tissue using FTIR analysis and 
high resolution micro-CT. However, it is first necessary to compare the improved 
accuracy of the micro-CT to the FTIR when measuring the amount, size and location of 
the calcifications within the plaque tissue. This study investigates experimentally 
derived mechanical properties using a complementary tissue characterisation process on 
a sample set of six carotid plaque specimens that were previously characterised using 
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FTIR [5]. The previous plaque classification approach that was employed grouped the 
plaques mechanical response based on a calcification to lipid ratio using a threshold 
level of one. This led to a degree of overlap between the mechanical stiffness groupings 
especially when the ratio is close to one. This present study applies a reclassification of 
a sample set of the plaques along with an additional post-mechanical structural 
characterisation using µX-CT to the experimentally derived mechanical properties in 
order to better understand the mechanical behaviour of diseased plaque tissue. Scanning 
Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX) chemical analysis is used 
to validate the presence of calcification and also to examine the characteristic surface 
defects in severely advanced plaque types. 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Sample Acquisition  
Carotid plaque specimens were acquired from standard endarterectomy procedures 
performed in the University Hospital Limerick, Ireland in a manner that conformed to 
the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the hospital’s Ethical Research 
Committee. On the basis of the aforementioned FTIR classification approach a sample 
set of six carotid plaque samples, which did not conform to the proposed calcification to 
lipid ratio criteria, were selected for further characterisation in this present study. 
3.2.2 Mechanical Testing 
Mechanical testing was performed to investigate the circumferential Cauchy stress 
(MPa) and stretch ratio response of six whole carotid plaque samples using testing 
parameters that closely replicate the in vivo physiological instantaneous systolic pulse. 
The experiment used five preconditioning cycles, to 10% gauge length, at a 
displacement rate of 0.1mm/s to achieve a repeatable stress-stretch response and the 
tissue was subsequently stretched to complete failure at a displacement rate of 30% of 
gauge length per second [5]. Cauchy stress and stretch ratio plots were used to quantify 
the stress induced on the plaque and the deformation response up to the point of 
ultimate strength. 
3.2.3 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Analysis 
Probe based spectroscopic Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) (Perkin-Elmer Model 
1740) was employed to globally characterise the diseased tissue. Samples were analysed 
in their hydrated state at multiple intimal surface locations. The acquired spectral 
information was measured through the absorbance in the mid infrared region 4000-





 for 16 scans using a spectral resolution of 2cm
-1
. The tissue sample was then 
placed on the crystal area plate and the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) probe was 
positioned over the plaque sample applying an adequate force which does not damage 
the tissue but ensures full contact. Each spectrum represented the unique chemical 
composition of lipid, collagen and calcification in a plaque sample relating to chemical 
compounds absorbed at particular wavenumbers as illustrated in Figure 3-1. The tissue 
content was quantified using an absorbance peak-area ratio function in the Spectrum 
software (Spectrum 100 FTIR). This peak-area measure is directly related to the 
concentration of each component. The average ratios for lipid to collagen (Lip:Col) and 
calcification to collagen (Calc:Col) were quantified for each plaque [10]. 
3.2.4 Micro-CT Scanning Process  
A section from each of the mechanically ruptured plaque samples was extracted and 
prepared for analysis by micro-CT. The longitudinal and circumferential dimensions of 
the scanned sections were (12.34 ± 2.18mm) and (8.85 ± 0.73mm) respectively. All 
sections underwent a tissue preservation process involving three stages; fixation, 
dehydration and drying. This ensured minimal tissue damage under the intense x-ray 
voltage source. The samples were imaged using Xradia versa XRM 500 (Carl Zeiss X-
ray Microscopy Inc.). The imaging process involved the repeated axial scanning of the 
rotating plaque section. Each plaque specimen was imaged using a 0.4x optical 
magnification and 2.5s x-ray exposure time. The x-ray source was operated at 50kV and 
81µA. All tomographic slices were obtained with 15.5µm pixel resolution producing a 
voxel volume of (15.5µm* 15.5µm* 15.5µm). 
3.2.5 Micro-CT Post-processing 
Three dimensional reconstructions were generated using Xradia XRM reconstructor 
(version 7.0.2817). The pixel values were rescaled using a standard Hounsfield unit 
calibration using air, water and hydroxyapatite phantom and the optimum difference in 
absorbance between the plaque tissue and calcification was achieved using 16-bit grey 
level images [11]. The reconstructed image slices were exported as a series of tiff 
images and imported into Mimics Medical imaging processing software, (version 15.0, 
Materialise, Belgium) for analysis. All slices were density calibrated based on defining 
a fixed threshold range for the plaque tissue (324-1249GV) and calcification 
(>1250GV) and a mask was generated for each component (Figure 3-1). Successful 
segmentation was achieved due to the high atomic number associated with calcification 
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which strongly attenuates the x-ray emitted by the CT scanner. The lipid component 
was not segmented as a result of its poor contrast differentiation with plaque tissue. 
However, the global FTIR analysis adequately identified the lipid concentration within 
the plaque tissue. 
 
Figure 3-1 Tissue characterisation process; Biochemical (FTIR analysis) identify the composition of the 
carotid plaque specimen at multiple locations (I) acquiring a spectra for each region detailing lipid, collagen 
and calcification (II). Structural characterisation (µX-CT scanning) (III) reconstructed plaque specimen (IV) 
and calcification segmentation (V). 
 
3.2.6 Quantitative Analysis 
The individual calcification inclusions were assessed using their three dimensional 
voxel volume (mm
3
), surface area (mm
2
) and spatial distribution measurements. The 
ratio of calcification to total plaque volume was calculated for each plaque and also 
used as an overall calcification measure. The calcification inclusions were then divided 
into three groups based on geometrical shape and size. The first group are the spherical 
inclusions defined as any particle less than 300µm with a sphericity measure close to 




)/Ap) where Vp and Ap are volume and surface area measures of the 
particles [6]. These inclusions are assumed to be spherical which allowed the 
normalised diameter to be extracted from the measured volumes [11]. The second 
group, sheet-like structures, were defined as any inclusion that had a thickness (t), width 
(w) and length (l) measure that conformed to longer than wide and wider than thick 
aspect ratio (t<<W<<L). The final group consisted of irregularly shaped agglomerated 
macro-nodes defined as randomly shaped masses of calcification. 
  




SEM-EDX chemical analysis was performed on localised calcified regions to validate 
the micro-CT characterisation and to investigate the ultra-structural surface features. 
These regions were selected based on the micro-CT analysis. The plaques were re-
sectioned and coated in gold (35mA for 120s) to ensure a sufficient conducting surface 
using Emitech K550 (Emitech Ltd. U.K.). This analysis produced x-ray spectra, similar 
to the FTIR spectroscopy spectra, whereby measured relative intensity of x-ray spectral 
peak is proportional to the mass concentration of the sample elements. The calcium to 
phosphorus ratio for each inclusion was measured to verify the micro-CT identified 
inclusions as calcification alternatively known as hydroxyapatite. 
3.3 Results 
Table 3-1 summarises the structural micro-CT results for each carotid specimen along 
with the previously published biochemical and experimental mechanical data [5]. This 
sample set is tabulated in order of increasing (low to high) initial stiffness (MPa).  
Table 3-1 Mechanical; initial stiffness and ultimate strength, biochemical; calcification and lipid composition 
and structural; calcification volume fraction (CVF) and surface area (SA) data for each carotid plaque 
specimen examined in this study. 














LS 0.6 0.24 1.43  0.24 0.67  0.11 15.05 
LS 0.65 0.45 1.68  0.63 1.55  0.32 31.58 
LS 0.75 0.33 1.33  0.66 0.97  0.08 9.41 
MS 1.25 0.44 1.35  0.68 0.41  0.19 10.73 
MS 1.6 0.49 1.45  0.22 0.36  0.13 9.55 
HS 3.79 0.40 1.4  0.30 0.20  0.52 130.85 
 
The Cauchy stress and stretch ratio response to the uniaxial testing of whole human 
carotid plaque samples in the circumferential loading direction is presented in Figure 3-
2. The heterogeneous morphology of each plaque is demonstrated by the large inter-
specimen disparity in mechanical behaviour. Three distinct stiffness levels were 
exhibited and each plaque was grouped based on their respective level of initial 
stiffness. The colour of the lines (light grey; grey dashed and dark grey) indicates the 
three mechanical stiffness levels (LS, low stiffness; MS, medium stiffness and HS, high 
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stiffness) respectively. The stress and stretch data quantify the stress induced on the 
plaque tissue structure during the large deformation. The mean peak circumferential 
strength value (± standard deviation) was Cauchy stress 0.40 ± 0.09 MPa and stretch 
ratio 1.44 ± 0.13.  
 
Figure 3-2 Cauchy stress and stretch ratio plots of the plaque grouped by initial stiffness. The dark grey 
represents high stiffness (HS), the dashed line represents medium stiffness (MS) and the light grey represents 
low stiffness (LS). Note *Mechanical data extracted from (Mulvihill et al. 2013). 
 
Global FTIR spectroscopy analysis identified the functional groups associated with the 
three key plaque components collagen, lipid and calcification. The absorbance spectral 
peak-area readings are directly related to the concentration of the components. Figure 3-
3 shows the average absorbance (± standard deviation) values of lipid:collagen and 
calcification:collagen ratios for each plaque grouping as classified by initial stiffness. 
Results show that lipid concentrations decrease with increasing mechanical stiffness 
level. A slight decrease in the calcification concentration is also exhibited which 
demonstrates no clear correlation with the increasing mechanical stiffness level.  




Figure 3-3 Average absorbance ± standard deviation of (A) lipid to collagen and (B) calcification to collagen 
ratio for each plaque group as classified by mechanical stiffness (LS=low stiffness, MS=medium stiffness and 
HS=high stiffness). 
 
Micro-CT imaging revealed the calcification present throughout the internal plaque 
morphology and facilitated the characterisation of calcification using volume and 
surface area measurements thus complementing the global FTIR biochemical readings. 
Figure 3-4 shows the averaged calcification volume fraction measurements (± standard 
deviation) for each stiffness group. This measure demonstrates that there was a slight 
change between low and medium stiffness groupings with the exception of one plaque 
in the lowest stiffness group which had the second highest overall calcification volume 
faction value of 0.32. A significant increase was found between medium and the high 
stiffness groupings.  




Figure 3-4 The average calcification volume fraction ± standard deviation for each plaque group as classified 
by mechanical stiffness (LS=low stiffness, MS=medium stiffness and HS=high stiffness). 
 
Figure 3-5 shows an example of the three types of calcification geometries that were 
identified within the internal morphology of the plaque sections for this sample set.  
 
Figure 3-5 Micro-CT images of calcification structures (A) spherical inclusions (<300µm), (B) irregular 
agglomerated macro-nodes and (C) thin sheet-like structures. 
 
Table 3-2 summarises the number of each type that was found in the plaque sections. A 
total of 505 spherical calcification particles were identified in the six plaque sections. A 
higher concentration of these randomly distributed spherical particles was found in the 
least stiff, high lipid, plaque type along with thin sheet-like structures. Conversely, the 
stiffer plaques contained larger irregularly shaped agglomerated nodes of calcification 
with few spherical nodes. The plaque with the highest stiffness contained a single 
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agglomerated mass of calcification that was the same length as the plaque and was 
located circumferentially in the cross-section; this plaque also exhibited 113 spherical 
particles. 
Table 3-2 Micro-CT classification of calcification volume fraction (CVF) and quantity of individual inclusion 
type spherical particle, sheet-like and irregular node, for each plaque section examined in this study. 
Sample CVF Particle  Sheet Irregular  
LS 0.11 158 1 12 
LS 0.32 88 2 1 
LS 0.08 106 3 7 
MS 0.19 23 1 1 
MS 0.13 17 - 4 
HS 0.52 113 - 1 
 
SEM-EDX chemical analysis confirmed the presence of calcification. The presence of 
calcification was confirmed through the measurement of stoichiometric hydroxyapatite 
ratio of calcium to phosphorus of 1.67:1 [12]. All regions analysed had an equivalent 
ratio or greater. Furthermore, the structural plaque characterisation using micro-CT 
identified regions of interest that warranted further investigation by SEM imaging 
analysis revealing the surface topography of the plaques. Figure 3-6 examines the 
intimal surface irregularity of a severely calcified plaque. According to [12], these 
carotid plaque surface irregularities are a high risk factor for cerebrovascular events 
during the endovascular treatments. This intimal surface characteristic was covered with 
irregular bubbly-like micro nodules. 




Figure 3-6 Characteristic imaging process of advanced carotid plaque (A) with surface defects identified by 
micro-CT (B) the surface topology further examined using SEM-EDX chemical analysis (C) highlighting the 
irregular surface defects on the plaques luminal surface.  
 
3.4 Discussion 
This study investigates the use of global FTIR and micro-CT as complementary 
characterisation techniques in order to better understand the mechanical behaviour of 
diseased plaque tissue. The biochemical analysis identifies the key components in each 
plaque specimen while the complementary micro-CT imaging modality permits 
accurate reconstructions of the internal morphology of the carotid plaque specimen’s 
post-mechanical loading. The use of volumetric and surface area measurements of the 
individual calcification inclusions allowed for a quantitative method of examining the 
structures. The findings presented in this study suggest that experimentally derived 
mechanical behaviour and rupture data may be related to the presence of individual 
calcification geometries.  
The juxtaposition of the key pathological components, lipid and calcification identified 
by global FTIR, embedded in the plaque tissue were assessed individually in order to 
demonstrate how each component contributes to the structural integrity of the 
macroscopic plaque structure (Figure 3-3). The global FTIR analysis shows clear 
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markers for the level of disease progression through the decreasing lipid concentrations 
as the plaques stiffness increases. This decreasing lipid measure agrees with the AHA 
plaque classification standard which states that pathologically advanced plaques have 
lower lipid and are more fibrotic [13]. It has been hypothesised that higher lipid 
measures also impose an element of vulnerability affecting strength [14]. A similar 
decreasing trend is observed in the calcification:collagen ratio where calcification 
concentrations progressively decrease with each increasing stiffness group which 
suggest that calcification is not contributing to the mechanical stiffness of the plaque 
despite other findings suggesting that calcification is a marked pathological component 
that strongly contributes to the mechanical stiffness of a plaque [15]. This lack of 
correlation between mechanical stiffness may be explained by the finite penetration 
depth of the global FTIR spectroscope in reaching the outer plaque regions in thicker 
specimen. Histomorphological studies have demonstrated that calcified tissue can be 
heavily concentrated in the outer thickness of the atherosclerotic plaque [16]. 
Micro-CT was employed as an additional technique that can identify the entire internal 
plaque volume therefore providing a global visual representation of the structural 
inclusions. This was performed in order to address the limited penetration depth of the 
global FTIR analysis. The micro-CT results of this study shows that applying the 
overall calcification volume fraction measurements to the mechanical data (Figure 3-4) 
arrives at a clearer explanation for the observed increasing initial stiffness levels. The 
results for this sample set suggest that there may be a threshold level where calcification 
does not contribute significantly to the mechanical stiffness as there is little variation in 
the degree of calcification between the low and medium stiffness groups in comparison 
with the highest stiffness group; that has a calcification volume fraction of 0.52. Further 
analysis must be carried out to determine how calcification is affecting the varying 
stiffness levels in a larger sample set. From a clinical perspective, a systematic review 
that compares the different methods used to quantify calcification has shown that the 
lower overall calcification measures are more likely to be associated with clinically 
symptomatic plaques [17]. However, the mechanical behaviour of the plaque under the 
influence of calcification is not fully understood using overall volume measurements. 
Alternative methods of measuring calcification are required to better understand the 
effect that calcification has on mechanical behaviour. 
In this study the individual inclusions were analysed in order to assess if specific 
geometries contribute to the experimentally derived mechanical properties. In this 
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sample set, the three distinct calcification geometries identified were micro spherical 
inclusions (<300 µm), long thin sheet-like structures and irregularly shaped 
agglomerated macro-nodes (Figure 3-5). 
Computational studies have predicted that micro spherical calcifications can cause 
localised stress concentrations in the tissue structure inducing a weakening effect that 
can diminish the ultimate strength [18]. In this study, higher quantities of smaller 
micron scale spherical particles were found in the least stiff group with the weakest 
ultimate strength response (Figure 3-2). These spherical inclusions can be a potentially 
dangerous type of calcification depending on location where they have been linked to 
the cause of fatigued fibrous cap rupture [19].  
In contrast to these findings, Buffington et al. have recently highlighted the importance 
of macro-calcification analysis and have predicted that an increase in localised stress 
concentrations can be dependent on the geometrical parameters including shape, size 
and location of the macro inclusions [20]. The sheet-like and irregularly shaped 
agglomerated macro geometries identified in this study have been previously identified 
through the use of in vitro SEM analysis of cross-sections of plaque [5][21][22]. Similar 
calcification geometries have also been documented in a clinical study that correlates 
calcification geometries and culprit plaques. Spotty patterns of calcification were 
typically associated with patients with acute myocardial infarction whereas patients with 
stable angina pectoris were associated with longer more extensive calcifications [23]. 
In this sample set it would appear that sheet-like structures are associated with the lower 
stiffness plaque type. Sheet-like structures that lie in the circumferential thickness have 
been linked to the failure of clinical procedures [3][24].The results also show that the 
irregularly shaped agglomerated macro-nodes are a common geometry in the more 
advanced stiffer carotid plaques. These irregular nodes are regarded as a calcification 
type commonly associated with the carotid artery vasculature [25]. The most severely 
stiffened mechanical response was as a result of the presence of a single mass of 
calcification which dominated the length of the plaque and was located 
circumferentially in the plaques cross section. This structure appears to have formed 
from agglomerated nodes. In vivo, similar circumferential calcified plaques have been 
shown to experience post-stenting geometrical alterations [26]. Post-stenting analyses, 
carried out by multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT), show how calcification 
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fragmentations may occur where the calcification divides into several pieces of various 
sizes while other calcification experience cracking without fragmentation [27]. 
This study demonstrates a characteristic process of multitudinous diagnostic capability 
that is required in order to solve the multifactorial biomechanics problem. FTIR analysis 
is a capable technique for examining the specific plaque components through the use of 
a catheter based device [28] while CT imaging is available in a clinical setting. The 
conflicting methods of calcification measurements require further investigation. Future 
studies should also incorporate the density of the calcification as a parameter of 
importance as recent studies have shown an inverse relationship between cardiovascular 
risk and calcification density [29]. Furthermore, as trends are shifting toward the use of 
calcification as a measure for plaque characterisation, standardised methods are needed 
to lead to a better informed method of predicting plaque suitability for minimally 
invasive intervention [30]. Plaque assessment via imaging modalities need to include 
calcification geometrical features, shape, size and location in order to accurately 
evaluate the plaque in question. 
A limitation of this study is the examination of a small sample size of six human carotid 
plaques, which limits the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the mechanical 
behaviour. However, it should be noted that this initial investigation was primarily 
concerned with assessing the feasibility of improving the predictive value of using 
calcification to understand the mechanical properties of plaque. A limitation regarding 
the structural characterisation is that it requires a tissue preservation process to prevent 
tissue degradation during the long scan times and for protection from intense x-ray 
source in the SEM which can result in tissue damage. Shorter scan times may eliminate 
the need for tissue preservation along with the use of a low vacuum SEM which 
requires little sample preparation. Uniaxial in vitro testing does not fully describe the 
behaviour of a plaque in vivo as it only incorporates one aspect of the physiological 
loading. In vitro experimental testing of carotid plaque specimens offers a method of 
ascertaining biomechanical parameters, rupture behaviour and mechanical response to 
large deformation in the circumferential loading direction, which cannot be examined 
through in vivo material characterisation. The experimental testing in this study employs 
the standardised test method for uniaxial testing of diseased arterial tissue in order to 
allow for a better comparison with other in vitro studies [31]. Micro-CT scanning could 
not differentiate the lipid component from the plaque tissue as a result of poor contrast 
differentiation. It has been suggested that the use of osmium tetroxide in tissue 
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preparation allows the identification of the lipid content [32]. However, it leads to 
arbitrary segmentation and a degree of overlap between the similar tissue densities and 
therefore was not implemented for this study. Furthermore, spectroscopic FTIR analysis 
adequately identified the lipid composition in the plaque specimen. 
3.5 Conclusion 
This study demonstrates a method of characterising human atherosclerotic carotid 
plaque tissue’s composition and morphology using combined spectroscopic and 
imaging modalities. The complementary characterisation shows that the presence of 
calcification strongly influences the heterogeneous mechanical behaviour of the carotid 
plaque specimens in response to circumferential loading. The overall calcification 
volume fraction measurement is an effective marker to predict the mechanical stiffness 
behaviour of the plaque, where increasing measures relate to increased stiffness. The 
findings in this study warrant further investigation in a large cohort of plaques in order 
to examine the dominating calcification geometries and associated mechanical material 
plaque properties. Also, the identification of the particular calcification features and 
their influence on mechanical properties may help to clarify the mechanism of stent 
expansion in calcified carotid plaque samples and elucidate the procedural risk of 
endovascular treatments in plaque with certain calcification types. 
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4 High Resolution Computed Tomography Assessment of 
Heavily Calcified Carotid Plaque Post-Balloon Angioplasty 
Inflation: Case Report 
4.1 Introduction 
The procedural success of arterial plaque modification using balloon angioplasty 
expansion followed by carotid artery stenting remains an elusive target to achieve for 
heavy calcified plaques. Clinical studies have reported successful restoration of luminal 
patency through fragmentation of calcific content (Tsutsumi et al., 2010). Further 
studies have reported suboptimal outcomes with failure to overcome the calcific 
resistance resulting in considerable residual stenosis (Katano et al., 2014). In order to 
evaluate the prognostic value of calcification in endovascular treatment planning an 
understanding of the mechanisms of expansion in heavily calcified carotid arteries, must 
first be determined. Based on the examination of a representative patient case study, 
with a heavily calcified carotid plaque stenosis, this case aims to examine the effects of 
the balloon angioplasty inflation on the plaque sample and calcification content using 
micro-CT.  
4.2 Case Report 
A 61-year-old female presented with a right-side symptomatic cerebral blockage. A 
cerebral CT-scan was performed (Siemens Somotom, Sensation 64) using a spatial 
resolution of 0.382mm, slice increment of 0.4mm and slice thickness of 0.75mm. The 
scanning was performed with a 0 degree gantry tilt and 500s x-ray exposure time. The 
x-ray source was operated at 120 kV and x-ray tube current at 384mA. The images 
demonstrated significant calcification circumferentially distributed at the carotid 
bifurcation region, a calcified proximal ICA localised in the postero-lateral quadrant and 
mild calcification in the ECA (Figure 4-1). Balloon angioplasty was performed in an 
attempt to alleviate the carotid stenosis and acquire access to the clot. Subsequently, the 
patient was administered intravenous thrombolysis and a thrombectomy was performed, 
successfully removing the clot. 




Figure 4-1 A) In vivo CT coronal view of carotid artery (resolution 0.382mm); Axial view of I) internal carotid 
artery calcification and II) bifurcation calcification (bright white dense areas represent the calcification). 
 
Post-angioplasty cerebral MRA demonstrated that some luminal gain was achieved in 
the bifurcation region which facilitated access to the downstream blockage. However, in 
the proximal ICA significant stenosis remained (figure 4-2) and the angioplasty 
inflation procedure was unsuccessful in achieving a residual stenosis level of 
<30%.(Elliot L. Chaikof, 2014) Thus, a standard endarterectomy procedure was 
subsequently performed to restore luminal patency. The post-operative course was 
uneventful and the patient was discharged.  
 
Figure 4-2 A) Contrast enhanced MRA scan of carotid artery post-balloon angioplasty and B) 3D model of 
blood flow with corresponding axial views of residual stenosis at I) distal internal carotid artery, proximal 
internal carotid artery and III) bifurcation regions. 
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Micro-CT (Xradia versa XRM 500 Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy Inc.) scanning was 
used to scan the endarterectomised plaque sample in order to examine the exact 
calcification content at high resolution. The scanning was performed with a 0.4x optical 
magnification and 2.5s x-ray exposure time. The x-ray source was operated at 50 kV 
and 81 μA and all tomographic slices were obtained with a pixel resolution of 15.5μm. 
To prepare the plaque sample tissue for scanning, all carotid lesions underwent a tissue 
preservation process involving three stages (Mulvihill et al., 2013). The samples were 
fixed with 100% methanol, rinsed in 100% ethanol and dehydrated in a graded series of 
increasing ethanol concentrations (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100%). The 
samples were then dried in a graded series of hexamethyldisilazane (50% and 100%). 
This process prevents any deleterious effects to the tissue structure under the intense x-
ray voltage source. 
 
Figure 4-3 Schematic of carotid plaque reconstruction from micro-CT scan A) whole carotid plaque sample 
acquired from endarterectomy, B) 3D reconstructed model rendered transparent and C) segmented 
calcification. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
Ex vivo CT model reveals the abundance of calcification in the ICA differing 
considerably to the bifurcation region whereby both locations comprise of diverse 
structural calcification characteristics within the plaque sample. Similarly, studies have 
reported that the structural characteristics of calcification deposition in the carotid 
vasculature are diverse and can vary considerably between the bifurcation and internal 
carotid artery regions(Han et al., 2016; Ababneh et al., 2014). Figure 4-3 illustrates the 
proximal ICA containing a diffuse mass of calcification located at the lateral side of the 
plaque with approximate measures in radial thickness and longitudinal length of 
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2.43mm and 7.71mm respectively. Conversely, calcification of the bifurcation region is 
more widespread consuming >180° of the entire plaque circumference with a mixture of 
fragmented and diffuse calcifications uniformly aligned around the plaques outer 
circumference and at the luminal border enclosing the necrotic core region. 
As a consequence of the different calcification configurations within the regions of the 
carotid artery vasculature, the global plaque employs several response mechanisms to 
balloon angioplasty expansion. It appears the luminal gain was facilitated by the arterial 
loss in the resistance to balloon expansion and subsequent cracking of superficial 
calcification in the bifurcation region, figure 4-4 (BII). The balloon expansion 
procedure also induced significant localised tissue damage in the non-calcified regions 
adjacent to the calcifications indicated by the tissue delamination as illustrated in figure 
4-4 (BIII). This tissue stretch appears to be the predominant mechanism of lumen gain 
in this region. 
 
Figure 4-4 A) Coronal view of carotid artery using in vivo CT and B) ex vivo Micro-CT scan (Xradia 15.5µm) 
scan of plaque sample damage post balloon angioplasty; Axial view of I) distal internal carotid artery 
calcification, II) proximal internal carotid artery and III) bifurcation calcification. 
 
The determination of the stretching mechanisms under the influence of different 
calcification configurations and the level of stretch a plaque can undergo prior to 
mechanical failure are a prerequisite in order to maximise the full potential of balloon 
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angioplasty while conversely, identify plaque specific cases more suitable for advanced 
plaque modification methods including cutting balloon angioplasty and rotational 
athrectomy. Specifically, this case highlights the importance of calcification 
configuration imaging. Micro-CT can achieve a high resolution volumetric 
representation of the plaque tissue and calcification structure to bridge the gap between 
in vivo CT imaging capability and the true structural characteristics of diseased vascular 
tissue. Moreover, micro-CT has the potential to revolutionise endovascular device 
related research. The high spatial resolution that can be achieved by micro-CT presents 
the opportunity to examine the integrated mechanical and structural factors controlling 
the reparative response of endovascular intervention and thereby providing a focus for 
future treatment design investigations.  
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Vascular calcification is a complex molecular process that exhibits a number of 
relatively characteristic morphology patterns in atherosclerotic plaques. Treatment of 
arterial stenosis by endovascular intervention, involving forceful circumferential 
expansion of the plaque, can be unpredictable in calcified plaques. The aim of this study 
was to determine the mechanical stretching mechanisms and define the mechanical 
limits for circumferentially expanding carotid plaque samples under the influence of 
distinct calcification patterns. 
Mechanical and structural characterisation was performed on seventeen human carotid 
plaques acquired from patients undergoing endarterectomy procedures. The mechanical 
properties were determined using uniaxial extension tests that stretch the plaques to 
complete failure along their circumferential axis. Calcification morphology of 
mechanically ruptured plaque samples was characterised using high resolution micro 
computed tomography imaging. Scanning electron microscopy was used to examine the 
mechanically induced failure sites and to identify the interface boundary conditions 
between calcified and non-calcified tissue.  
The mechanical tests produced four distinct trends in mechanical behaviour which 
corresponded to the calcification patterns that structurally defined each mechanical 
group. Each calcification pattern produced unique mechanical restraining effects on the 
plaque tissue stretching properties evidenced by the variation in degree of stretch to 
failure. Resistance to failure appears to rely on interactions between calcification and 
non-calcified tissue. Scanning electron microscopy examination revealed structural 
gradations at interface boundary conditions to facilitate the transfer of stress. This study 
emphasises the mechanical influence of distinct calcification configurations on plaque 
expansion properties and highlights the importance of pre-operative sample 
characterisation to optimise treatment outcomes. 
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5 On the Effect of Calcification Volume and Configuration 
on the Mechanical Behaviour of Carotid Plaque Tissue 
5.1  Introduction 
Vascular calcification is a highly regulated and complex process that occurs as part of 
atherosclerotic plaque development (Stary, 2000). The process is initiated by apoptotic 
smooth muscle cells and the release of matrix vesicles by macrophages responding to 
pro-inflammatory stimuli which generate microcalcification crystals speckled 
throughout the necrotic core region adjacent to the internal elastic lamina (Leopold, 
2015; Otsuka et al., 2014). An adaptive response mechanism can inhibit the 
inflammatory stimuli and regulate the mineralisation process forming 
macrocalcifications which encompass the necrotic core and surrounding tissue regions. 
The macrocalcifications display a number of relatively characteristic morphology types 
which parallel the development of the atherosclerotic stenosis (Pugliese et al., 2015; 
Otsuka et al., 2014; Stary, 2000).  
In terms of treating a stenosis, the safe development of carotid artery stenting (CAS) has 
been impeded by the mechanical challenges posed by dilating calcified samples. The 
examination of heavily calcified plaques following CAS using high resolution optical 
coherence tomography imaging techniques has highlighted a number of procedural 
issues (Cremonesi et al., 2014). Among these issues is evidence of stent under-
expansion and also stent malapposition (Saw, 2014) with thrombus forming around the 
malapposed stent struts leading to post-procedural cerebral embolization (De Donato et 
al., 2013). Calcified plaques are also less compliant and require higher radial forces to 
achieve sufficient luminal gain and overcome the vessel resistance (Tsutsumi et al., 
2008). Consequently, calcification has a strong association with iatrogenic arterial 
dissection (Fitzgerald et al., 1992). Stent fractures can occur due to high regional focal 
stress points induced by calcification. According to Ling et al. calcified internal carotid 
arteries are 8 times more likely to experience a stent fracture (Ling et al., 2008). The 
clinical relationship between a stroke occurring at the time of intervention and plaque 
calcification is not clear (Saw, 2014). The fundamental issue regarding the progress of 
treating calcified plaques with stenting is that the mechanical stretching mechanisms 
involved in circumferentially expanding the plaque, and how this varies under the 
influence of different calcification morphology types, is unknown. 
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The endovascular treatment applies a circumferential force to the entire diseased portion 
of the arterial vessel to restore luminal patency. This procedure triggers a complex 
whole-plaque mechanical response including contributions from the calcifications 
embedded within the complex fibrous tissue. The composition and morphology of the 
plaque are important determinants of mechanical behaviour (Wong et al., 2012). Recent 
studies have determined the dissimilar material properties of individual plaque 
components (Teng et al., 2014) while we have previously examined the mechanical 
properties of the plaque as a whole tissue composite by expanding plaques in their 
circumferential loading direction to complete failure (Mulvihill et al., 2013; Cunnane et 
al., 2015). In these latter studies scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed 
calcification deposits present at the failure sites suggesting a negative mechanical effect 
increasing the propensity to rupture. The global mechanical stretching properties are 
largely influenced by the structural integrity of the entire plaque which comprises 
mutually integrated structural components (Akyildiz et al., 2014). Classifying the global 
calcification detail in conjunction with experimentally stretching the plaque in a 
controlled testing manner may be appropriate to evaluate the stretching mechanisms and 
define mechanical limits of the tissue.  
This study aims to examine the influence of specific calcification patterns on the 
mechanical expansion behaviour and failure properties in human carotid plaque 
samples. The mechanical properties of the carotid tissue are determined using uniaxial 
extension testing and calcification morphology is examined by computed tomography 
imaging. SEM is also employed to examine the failure sites and the interaction between 
calcified and non-calcified tissue. An improved understanding of the mechanical 
influence of calcification on plaque deformation and rupture behaviour during 
circumferential expansion will have major implications for the treatment of calcified 
plaques. 
5.1 Methods 
5.1.1 Sample Acquisition  
Carotid plaques were obtained from seventeen endarterectomy patients at the University 
Hospital Limerick in a manner that conformed to the declaration of Helsinki and was 
approved by the hospital’s Ethical Research Committee. The symptomatic carotid 
plaque specimens were removed by standard endarterectomy, whereby an arteriotomy 
was made along the anterolateral side of the common carotid artery and extended 
distally into the internal carotid artery. Upon excision, the plaques were immediately 
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frozen in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) and stored at -20 degrees Celsius. The 
plaques were then thawed at 4 degrees Celsius overnight, further equilibrated to room 
temperature in PBS, and subsequently immersed in PBS at 37 degrees Celsius to equate 
the tissue back to physiological temperature prior to mechanical testing.  
5.1.2 Mechanical Characterisation 
Uniaxial extension tests to complete failure were employed to examine the mechanical 
behaviour of the diseased carotid tissue. This in vitro experimental test characterises the 
mechanical response and rupture limits of the diseased tissue which cannot be 
determined from in vivo tissue characterisation methods (Walsh et al., 2014). The 
plaque specimen thickness, width and gauge length were measured using a Vernier 
calipers thickness gauge (Mitutoyo, Series547) along with non-contact photography to 
validate the measurements. Figure 4-1 illustrates a schematic of the carotid plaque test 
specimen. The samples were orientated longitudinally with the surgically cut ends 
secured within the custom designed testing clamps of an in-house developed uniaxial 
tester (Mulvihill et al., 2013). The average ± standard deviation longitudinal length was 
(25.02mm ± 6.42) and denoted as width. The gauge length was therefore taken as the 
straightened circumference (5.16mm ± 1.09). This orientation facilitates stretching of 
the plaque specimen along the circumferential axis only, the direction the plaque is 
stretched during balloon angioplasty. The planar tension test employed differs from 
standard tensile testing methods as each plaque had a width to length ratio close to 4:1 
(5.05mm ± 1.66) (Mulvihill and Walsh, 2013) which means that the samples were tested 
in a state of pure shear at a 45 degree angle to the direction of the applied stretch 
(Timoshenko, 1970). 
 
Figure 5-1 Whole carotid plaque sample and schematic diagram of the mechanical testing process employed 
for all carotid plaque samples. 
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The experimental protocol employed five preconditioning cycles, to 10% of the gauge 
length at a displacement rate of 0.1 mm per second to achieve a repeatable stress-stretch 
response. The tissue was subsequently stretched to complete failure at a displacement 
rate of 30% of the gauge length per second (Mulvihill et al., 2013). The displacement 
and force data defined by stretch ratio and corresponding Cauchy stress was calculated 
as; 
Stretch ratio λ =
L
L0




Carotid plaque samples are approximated as nearly incompressible. The measurements 
of extension data were calculated from the gauge lengths in the loaded (L) and unloaded 
configuration (L0) and the force (F) and original cross sectional area (Ao) from each 
mechanical test.  
5.1.3 Biochemical Characterisation 
The biochemical composition of each specimen was acquired from Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) (Perkin-Elmer Model 1740) analysis using an attenuated total 
reflectance (ATR) probe. The spectral absorbance in the mid infrared region (4000-
700cm
-1
) was measured for 8 scans at a spectral resolution of 2cm
-1
. The analysis 
identified the biochemical composition of the plaques including the lipids, calcification 
and collagen using their unique peak spectral ranges. The concentration of each 
component was quantified by an absorbance peak-area ratio function (Spectrum 
software Spectrum 100 FTIR) that relates the ratio of lipid to collagen (Lip:Col) and 
calcification to collagen (Calc:Col) as previously defined by (Ebenstein et al., 2009).  
5.1.4 Computed Tomography 
Computed tomography (CT) imaging was used to scan the plaque samples in order to 
examine the calcification content within each mechanically ruptured plaque (figure 5-
2B). To prepare the tissue for scanning, all carotid plaque samples underwent a tissue 
preservation process involving three stages (Mulvihill et al., 2013). The samples were 
fixed with 100% methanol, rinsed in 100% ethanol and dehydrated in a graded series of 
increasing ethanol concentrations (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100%). The 
samples were then dried in a graded series of hexamethyldisilazane (50% and 100%). 
This process prevents any deleterious effects to the tissue structure under the intense x-
ray voltage source.  
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The scanning was performed with a 0.4x optical magnification and 2.5s x-ray exposure 
time. The x-ray source was operated at 50 kV and 81 μA and all tomographic slices 
were obtained with a pixel resolution of 15.5μm. This scanning procedure was kept 
constant for all samples. For further details on the reconstruction process the reader is 
referred to a comprehensive explanation previously described in (Barrett et al., 2015). 
The threshold ranges for the tissue and calcification were defined as (324-1249GV) and 
(>1250GV) respectively.  
The calcifications and tissue were quantified separately using their voxel volume (mm
3
). 
The degree of calcification was represented by the calcified volume fraction (CVF), the 
ratio of calcification volume to total plaque volume. The calcification configuration 
patterns were grouped into four radiographic categories according to the histological 
calcification classification defined by (Friedrich et al., 1994);  speckled (<2mm flecks 
of calcification particles), fragmented (2-5mm), diffuse (≥5mm segment of continuous 
calcification) and concentric; (mixture of fragmented and diffuse calcifications 
uniformly aligned around the plaques circumference) (Hoffmann et al., 1998).  
 
Figure 5-2 Representative of carotid plaque test specimen; A) whole carotid plaque specimen acquired from 
endarterectomy, B) mechanically ruptured specimen post circumferential extension tests and C) reconstructed 
model of plaque generated from x-ray CT scanning. 
 
5.1.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy  
The CT scans also acted as a guide for identifying regions of interest for examination 
under SEM (Hitachi SU-70 High-Technologies Europe GmbH, Krefield Germany) 
which was coupled with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscope (EDX) (INCA Energy 
software platform Version4.02 Oxford Instruments, 2006). The microscope operated 
using an accelerating voltage of 20kV and a working distance of 15mm. The presence 
of calcification was confirmed by quantifying the chemical composition of the calcium 
hydroxyapatite denoted by its Calcium to Phosphorus ratio. The SEM requires the 
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sample to be electrically conductive. The samples were therefore sputter coated in gold 
using 35mA at a deposition rate of 12nm/min leaving a 24nm surface coating Emitech 
K550 (Emitech Ltd., Kent, U.K.). EDX analysis was used to quantify the samples 
composition in terms of its individual elemental components by calculating the area 
under the peak of each identified element. Taking into account the accelerating voltage 
of the beam to produce the spectrum, the software uses a Gaussian fit of elemental 
peaks and converts the area to weight percent and atomic percent which is based on the 
stoichiometry of the sample.  
5.1.6 Statistical Analysis 
Shapiro-Wilk tests were performed to assess the distribution of the data and select the 
most appropriate statistical test for this sample set. Mann Whitney U non-parametric 
tests were used to identify statistically significant differences between the mechanical 
groups and also between the corresponding calcification volume measures. This type of 
test was deemed appropriate as all variables are non-normally distributed. SPSS 
Statistics (IBM) was used to perform these tests. A p-value of less than 0.05 was 
deemed to be statistically significant. 
5.2 Results  
5.2.1 Plaque Classification  
From the seventeen carotid plaque samples examined in this sample set, all samples 
contained calcification speckles that were randomly dispersed throughout the tissue 
structure. Two lightly calcified samples comprised of speckles and a small volume of 
fragmented macro calcification deposits of no distinct pattern (n=2, 12%). The most 
prevalent calcification pattern was diffuse calcification aggregates located in the 
necrotic core (n=9, 53%). This diffuse pattern was also found embedded in the collagen-
rich tissue (n=2, 12%). The other prevalent pattern was a concentric configuration 
which forms from a mixture of diffuse and fragmented calcification plates that migrate 
towards the surrounding tissue (Otsuka et al., 2014) or along the outer border of the 
necrotic core (n=4, 24%). Figure 5-3 illustrates a schematic of each of the calcification 
patterns. 




Figure 5-3 Schematic of four calcification patterns distributed in the cross section thickness plane; A) speckled 
calcification, B) diffuse calcification embedded in tissue, C) concentric calcification and D) diffuse calcification 
in necrotic core (calcification, lipid core, tissue and lumen regions are represented by dark blue, pink, light 
blue and grey respectively). 
 
The quantitative volume measures of each calcification pattern type and the 
corresponding percent calcified volume fraction (% CVF) are listed in table 5-1. The 
data are ordered in terms of increasing average degree of calcification with the speckled 
pattern representing the lowest and diffuse necrotic core the highest. There is a large 
range of measures for each pattern with a degree of overlap between the different 
calcification pattern types. The FTIR analysis identified the differences in composition, 
in terms of spectroscopic intensity, revealing equivalent trends to the calcification 
volume and identified a large range of lipid measures for each plaque type. 
Table 5-1 The calcification and lipid composition measures for each plaque group as classified by calcification 
pattern, data presented as an average (range) of the plaques in each group.  
Calcification 
Pattern (n) 
Structural (CT)  Biochemical (FTIR) 
Volume (mm
3
) % CVF  Calc:Col Lip:Col 
Speckled (2) 17.83 (6.27-29.39) 6.27 (2.4-10.15)  0.23 (0.22-0.25) 0.33 (0.17-0.49) 
Diffuse tissue (2) 50.39 (45.30-55.48) 20.58 (14.4-26.7)  0.42 (0.4-0.43) 0.42 (0.33-0.50) 
Concentric (4) 60.08 (16.18-155.23) 23.34 (9.8-49.6)  0.45 (0.32-0.73) 0.43 (0.15-0.67) 
Diffuse necrotic 
core (9) 
75.98 (31.88-175.71) 26.47 (18.1-37.5)  0.48 (0.24-0.87) 0.41 (0.30-0.60) 
 
5.2.2 Mechanical Characterisation  
Figure 5-4 illustrates the mechanical deformation behaviour, in response to the 
aforementioned circumferential stretching tests, in terms of Cauchy stress (MPa) and 
stretch ratio for each carotid plaque samples. The four mechanical groups were defined 
by classifying the carotid plaque samples based on the distinctions in calcification 
pattern type. 




Figure 5-4 Cauchy stress vs. stretch ratio plots of each carotid plaque, demonstrating the relationship between 
mechanical expansion properties and structural  characteristics of four calcification types; speckled with light 
grey lines, diffuse tissue with grey-dashed lines, concentric with black-dotted lines and diffuse necrotic core 
with black-solid lines.  
The average stretch ratio and corresponding Cauchy stress (MPa) values at the point of 
initial failure for each mechanical group are illustrated in figure 5-5A and 5-5B 
respectively. The failure limits of stretch ratio and corresponding stress values 
represented as the Rupture of the plaque tissue which was recorded using simultaneous 
videography and force-displacement (stress-stretch) data, where the initial site of 
macroscopic tissue tearing was digitally represented as a change in the slope of the 
Cauchy stress-stretch curve to negative with increasing stretch. The lines within the 
boxplots represent the median value of the data, the boxes encompass 50% of the data 
and the protruding bars encompass the remainder of the data with the exception of 
outliers which are depicted as circles. There was a statistically significant difference in 
the strength between the diffuse calcification in necrotic core and in the tissue (p=0.033) 
and a non-significant increase in the stretch ratio (p=0.099). There was no statistically 
significant difference in the strength between the diffuse calcification in the tissue and 
the concentric arcs (p=0.064) with a further non-significant increase in the stretch ratio 
(p=0.159). A statistically significant difference was found between the diffuse 
calcification in necrotic core and the concentric arcs in terms of both strength (p=0.009) 
and stretch ratio (p=0.009).  




Figure 5-5 Carotid plaque mechanical limits; box plot of A) stretch ratio and B) Cauchy stress (MPa) at the 
point of failure for each plaque group as classified by calcification pattern. 
 
5.2.3 Structural Characterisation 
Figure 5-6 portrays four reconstructed models of mechanically ruptured plaque samples. 
Each model is a representative example for each of the four calcification groups as 
classified by CT scanning. The images reveal the calcification (dark blue) embedded 
within the surrounding plaque tissue structure (light blue) and its location with respect 
to the mechanically induced rupture line. The tissue was rendered transparent in order to 
clearly illustrate the calcifications. Each model characterises the different modes of non-
calcified tissue deformation as indicated by the dashed lines and the plaque sample 
failure mechanism corresponding to the rupture of tissue fibres upon reaching their 
extension limits while under the influence of their respective calcification type. 




Figure 5-6 Representative reconstructed models of the mechanically ruptured carotid plaque specimens for 
each plaque group as classified by their distinct calcification patterns type A) speckled; tissue rupture, B) 
diffuse tissue; tissue rupture C) concentric; deform parallel to the lumen with the inner luminal layer 
separating from the outer portion exposing the necrotic and D) diffuse necrotic core; rupture in non-calcified 
region (dashed lines indicate mode of failure; dark blue = calcification and light blue = tissue). 
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5.2.4 SEM Characterisation  
SEM examination of the plaques revealed the physical calcification patterns distributed 
within the plaque samples, the interface properties between calcification and fibrous 
tissue and the distinct failure mechanisms.  
SEM examination of the fracture sites of the plaques with diffuse calcifications 
embedded in the tissue, represented mechanically as the strongest plaques, revealed 
interfacial interactions between the calcification and tissue as illustrated by the calcified 
failure cross section in figure 5-7(A-B) which has separated from the tissue. Figure 5-
7(C-D) reveals sheared calcification surface at the failure site evidencing that mutual 
ductile sliding of the calcification crystals may have occurred (Fritsch et al., 2009) as 
the applied load transfers from the load bearing collagen fibres to the calcification via a 
strong interfacial interactions. 
 
Figure 5-7 SEM micrographs of plaques with diffuse tissue calcifications: A-C) macroscopic cross section view 
of the failure sites and B-D) corresponding microscopic image of calcification surface features.  
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Figure 5-8 illustrated the interaction between the plaques fibrous tissue and concentric 
calcifications with evidence of tissue delamination from the calcification indicating the 
high internal shear stresses that exist at the interface between the contrasting material 
properties following circumferential stretching. The mode of plaque failure is illustrated 
in figure 5-8C by the delaminated layers of fibrous tissue stretched parallel to the lumen 
and the region highlighted in pink represents the calcification confirmed through EDX 
analysis. 
 
Figure 5-8 SEM micrographs of plaques with concentric calcifications: Macroscopic cross section view of A) 
delamination of tissue fibres from calcification indicated by white arrows, B) the calcification attachment site, 
C) failure mechanism through tissue delamination and D) EDX spectra of calcification (Ca:P) (*=lumen, 
X=calcification and white arrow=regions of delamination). 
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SEM examination of the interface attachment between the tissue and the calcification 
revealed a unique graded transition between the tissue and the calcification with the 
presence of microcalcification depositions embedded in the collagen fibres (figure 5-
9B) attaching to the irregular surface of the calcification deposit.  
 
Figure 5-9 SEM micrographs of the rupture line following mechanical failure: A) macroscopic cross section 
view of calcification deposit, B) microcalcification depositions embedded in the collagen fibres, C) attachment 
site between fibres and calcification and D) cracked calcification deposit with irregular spherical particles 
adhered to the surface. 
 
SEM examination of the cross section (5-10A-E) shows evidence of tissue delamination 
and rupture along the boundaries of the calcified core and the corresponding non-
calcified tissue fibre ruptures (5-10B-F) representing the fracture site for these plaques. 
This plaque type marks the advancing disease state of the plaque sample through the 
transformation of the lipid rich necrotic core into a fully calcified core region. 




Figure 5-10 Example SEM micrographs of diffuse necrotic core calcifications: (A-E) tissue delamination and 
damage from the calcified core and (B-F) ruptured tissue fibres at fracture site (*=lumen, X=calcification and 
white arrows=delamination and fibrous cap damage). 
 
5.2.5 EDX Analysis 
The average atomic percent of all elements detected by EDX related to the SEM images 
of each calcification pattern are listed in table 5-2. EDX detected elemental composition 
of the calcification as hydroxyapatite denoted by the Ca:P ratio of ≥1.67 was similar in 
all calcified regions examined. At the fibrous tissue fracture sites no hydroxyapatite was 
present and only small traces of calcium were detected. In some samples small amounts 
of Na, Cl and Mg were also present.  
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Table 5-2 The average atomic percent of all elements detected by EDX for each calcification pattern. 
 Element Diffuse tissue   Concentric  Diffuse necrotic core 
C  51.80 ± 22.26  41.85 ± 2.45  49.12 ± 10.99 
O  30.42 ± 13.70  34.40 ± 3.13  30.96 ± 3.14 
Na  0.50 ± 0.20  0.44 ± 0.03  0.33 ± 0.10 
P  5.25 ± 3.15  7.52 ± 0.18  6.01 ± 2.65 
Ca  9.20 ± 5.81  12.68 ± 0.21  10.89 ± 4.54 
Au  2.84 ± 0.59  2.90 ± 0.99  2.66 ± 1.20 
Cl  -  -  0.15 
Mg  -  0.27  - 
Al  -  0.18  - 
Ca:P 1.73 ± 0.07  1.69 ± 0.07  1.81 ± 0.11 
 
5.3 Discussion 
This study determines the relationship between the presence of calcification patterns 
and the mechanical properties of atherosclerotic carotid plaque samples. Specifically, 
this study identifies four calcification patterns that are characteristic of explicit trends in 
the mechanical deformation behaviour and failure properties of carotid plaque samples 
in response to circumferential stretching tests. The calcification patterns influence the 
plaque’s tissue stretching capabilities exclusively which is reflected in the large 
variation in degree of stretch that the plaques can undergo prior to failure between each 
group. Additionally, the distinct strength properties are the result of different interface 
boundary conditions between calcified and non-calcified tissue. The characterisation of 
calcification pattern is an important determinant of the plaque’s mechanical response 
mechanism to circumferential expansion and could help tailor the type of endovascular 
intervention employed (Tuzcu et al., 1996). 
5.3.1 Calcification Patterns  
A large degree of inter-sample variation exists between the Cauchy stress-stretch curves 
(figure 5-4) which suggests that mechanical tissue deformation and failure properties of 
the plaques are profoundly influenced by plaque components acting as mechanical 
entities altering the plaque’s structural integrity (Wong et al., 2012). The FTIR results 
suggest that the lipid content is independent of the mechanical properties (table 5-1). 
Previous studies have concluded that lipid is responsible for increasing critical stresses 
(Huang et al., 2001) but does not contribute mechanically to the load bearing portion of 
the plaques (Richardson et al., 1989). Utilising the plaque’s overall calcified volume 
fraction measure is misleading in terms of predicting the tissue’s behaviour as there is a 
large range of % CVF measures for each pattern with no significant difference between 
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the groups (table 5-1). Results suggest that the calcification pattern is a stronger 
predictor of the tissue’s mechanical behaviour as relating the specific calcification 
patterns with their respective mechanical deformation behaviour and failure properties 
identified calcification patterns that are characteristic for explicit trends in the 
mechanical behaviour (figure 5-4). 
5.3.2 Stretch Properties  
In all four types the calcification appears to act as a mechanical restraint to the applied 
load and the deformation of the plaque sample is restricted to only stretch at non-
calcified portions. This is evidenced by the non-linear stiffening mechanical response of 
the plaques (figure 5-4) which closely resembles the mechanical response of biological 
tissue. The observed tissue’s stretching response in this study is in agreement with the 
published literature that has proposed luminal patency can be restored by stretching the 
non-calcified portions of the plaque during endovascular intervention (Tsutsumi et al., 
2008). 
Figure 5-5A illustrates a progressive increase in the degree of stretch prior to failure 
between each group followed by a sharp decrease in the diffuse necrotic core group. 
Structural characterisation suggests that the plaque’s mechanical stretching properties 
are sensitive to the specific type of calcification pattern where each type promotes a 
distinct tissue stretching mechanism (figure 5-6). The plaques with heavily calcified 
cores display the lowest stretch at failure (1.74±0.2). The large range of stretch at failure 
values within this group is stemming from the size of the diffuse calcification in the 
core region and the corresponding degree of residual non-calcified tissue available to 
undergo stretch (figure 5-6D). This failure stretch is comparable to previously reported 
heavily calcified femoral plaques (1.55±0.21) and predominantly calcified carotid 
plaques (1.631±0.23) (Cunnane et al., 2015; Mulvihill et al., 2013). Interestingly, the 
plaques with concentric calcifications undergo a significantly increased stretch prior to 
failure (p=0.009). The CT models revealed how the tissue stretches by shearing directly 
contiguous to the calcification deposit (figure 5-6C). Similar in vivo mechanical 
behaviour has been observed in the analysis of plaque sample expanded with balloon 
angioplasty (Fitzgerald et al., 1992). Despite the contrast in structural configuration 
between the calcification patterns, the overlap in stretch between plaques with speckles 
of calcification and diffuse deposits indicate the plaques’s dependence on the available 
tissue to achieve plaques expansion. Contrastingly, Tsutsumi et al. concluded that 
heavily calcified plaques covering greater than 75% of the circumference can achieve 
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successful luminal gain by triggering disruption and fragmentation to the calcifications 
in the plaque structure (Tsutsumi et al., 2008). However, the altered mechanical 
influences of each calcification type are further clarified by the corresponding strength 
properties in response to the applied circumferential stretch. 
5.3.3 Strength Properties  
In comparing the range of Cauchy stresses at failure between each group (figure 5-5B) it 
was found that the strength properties are highly sensitive to the calcification pattern 
with significantly higher strength in the plaques with diffuse calcifications embedded in 
the tissue which indicate interactions between the tissue and calcification upon 
examining their fracture sites (figure 5-7 to 5-10). The resistance to fail under the 
applied stretch, denoted by the Cauchy strength properties, may possibly depend on 
interactions at the calcification-tissue interface. SEM examination of the interfaces 
suggests strong adhesion between the calcification and tissue may promote a transfer of 
stress from the tissue to the calcification under loading. Previous studies have similarly 
suggested that rigid calcifications can carry a high portion of the total stresses and 
subsequently the deposits reduce the load carried by the tissue (Cunnane et al., 2015; 
Richardson et al., 1989).  
Highly localised stresses are likely to develop at the interface between the calcification 
and tissue due to the large dissimilarity in material properties (Hoshino et al., 2009). 
The examination of a calcification deposit attached at the fracture line using SEM 
imaging revealed a graded transition region at the attachment site between the tissue and 
calcification deposit by the presence of microcalcification depositions embedded in the 
collagen fibres (figure 5-9B). This interface forms a mechanically continuous network 
between the tissue and calcification (Genin et al., 2009). This graded transition between 
the tissue and calcification is likely formed as an adaptive response mechanism to 
combat contrasting material properties and functions to promote a transfer of stress. 
A range of macrocalcification moduli have been measured in carotid plaques using 
nanoindentation (Ebenstein et al., 2009) and as the modulus of the calcifications 
increase the stress concentrations increase at the calcification-tissue interface for all 
calcification geometries (Buffinton and Ebenstein, 2014). Thus, it is possible that the 
different patterns of calcification have different moduli which may influence stress 
concentrations at the interface and consequently explain the range of strength properties 
associated with each pattern. To confirm this hypothesis future studies are needed to 
define the exact calcification moduli for each specific pattern. Additionally, 
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inflammation plays a key role in the calcification progression. Microcalcification are 
induced by pro-inflammatory stimuli while the macrocalcifcations form from an 
adaptive blunting response mechanism to inflammation regulating the calcification 
development process (Pugliese et al. 2015). It is also known that biogenic factors, 
including inflammation, determine the surface activity of tissue and calcifications 
complexes (Tomazaic et al. 2001). Thus, the altering inflammatory role in the 
calcification development process may result in different interface properties between 
tissue and calcification types. 
5.3.4 Future Perspectives  
The selection of the optimal calcified plaque type for undergoing carotid artery stenting 
remains an elusive target in successfully achieving proper stent expansion and stent 
apposition. Uniform total circumferential expansion is not possible in the presence of 
calcification as it reduces the stretching capabilities of the adjacent tissue which is 
further demonstrated by the results in this present study. The deployment of a stent can 
create high regional radial forces at the more compliant regions and overstretch the 
vessel wall (Vavuranakis et al., 2001). An understanding of the mechanical influence of 
calcification patterns may help tailor the type of endovascular intervention technique 
employed (Tuzcu et al., 1996) whereby stent designs could be tailored to decrease the 
pressure effects in the rigid heavily calcified portions while conserving the expansion 
performance in tissue region to achieve localised stent expansion coinciding with tissue 
stretching limits presented in this study. 
5.3.5 Limitations 
There are a number of inherent limitations in this present study that must be taken in to 
account. The plaque sample cannot be tested incorporating its cylindrical nature as 
samples were collected from endarterectomy. As a result samples have been cut along 
the anterolateral wall longitudinally, the location of the longitudinal incision determined 
by the anterior aspect of the vessel which is approached during surgery. The primary 
focus of this study was to determine the influence of the calcification on the tissue and 
therefore the plaques orientation was optimised by performing planar shear tests. The 
gauge length was therefore taken as the straightened circumference and the specimen 
width was taken as the longitudinal length which was constrained in the testing clamps. 
This orientation facilitates stretching along the circumferential axis only. Inflation 
testing would be the ideal mechanical characterisation in quantifying the inflation 
pressure and stretching deformation response representing a closer resemblance of the 
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circumferential expansion during endovascular intervention (Boekhoven et al., 2014). 
However, excision of the plaque specimen ‘en bloc’ is required to facilitate this type of 
test. As a result of the limited sample size, this study did not correlate calcification 
parameters with patient details or preoperative clinical stenosis measures. A limitation 
regarding the restraints in the predicted experimental stress values is that it is based on 
the assumption of a nearly incompressible material. The stress value resembles an 
approximation of the average force limits with respect of the degree of stretch a global 
plaque structure can withstand prior to failing. Future studies wishing to characterise the 
exact stress values when numerically modelling should account for the material 
properties of both components as in the case of (Cardoso et al., 2014). Furthermore, 
stress may be redistributed through a stress transfer from the load bearing non-calcified 
tissue to the calcification deposits in cases where the calcification strongly adheres to 
the surrounding tissue. However, the implications of this require further research on the 
interface boundaries between calcified and non-calcified tissue. A limitation regarding 
the structural characterisation is that the plaque sample was imaged retrospectively after 
the mechanical testing and in vitro. Although this characterisation process doubled as a 
failure analysis of the plaque specimen, future studies should seek to employ 
prospective structural characterisation in vivo including the intact circular configuration 
of the plaque’s calcification content prior to mechanical testing. This would facilitate a 
pre and post-operative imaging comparison in order to track the calcification 
deformation mechanisms during the mechanical stretching (Tsutsumi et al., 2008). 
5.4 Conclusions 
In conclusion, this present study was conducted to examine the mechanical challenges 
in circumferentially expanding atherosclerotic plaque tissue imposed by the presence of 
different calcification patterns. It has been shown that the calcification significantly 
affects the biomechanical properties of carotid plaque tissue by imposing a strong 
influence on the overall structural deformation behaviour and induced failure properties. 
Differentiating the specific type of calcification structures with respect to the 
mechanical deformation behaviour identifies a classification of distinct mechanical 
groups that are directly related to the macroscopic calcification patterns each type 
displaying a unique stretching mechanism and interaction with the surrounding tissue.  
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Introduction: Carotid artery stenting (CAS) in calcified arteries carries a higher 
perioperative risk. This study investigates the relationship between the stretching limits 
of carotid plaque samples and calcification in order to determine a stretch tolerance 
criterion for endovascular intervention. 
Methods: Seventeen carotid plaque samples were acquired from standard 
endarterectomy procedures. The maximum stretch capability of the global plaque was 
determined by circumferentially extending the tissue to complete failure. Quantitative 
assessment of calcification was performed using high resolution computed tomography 
including measures of percent calcification volume fraction (%CVF) and calcification 
configuration. Maximum stretch properties were then related to calcification measures 
in order to evaluate the predictive power of calcification for determining plaque 
stretching limits. 
Results: A strong negative correlation was found between %CVF and stretch ratio with 
respect to specific calcification configuration types. All plaques with <70% stenosis 
superseded the minimum required stretch threshold. Severe stenosis (>70%) warrants a 
stretch of at least 2.33 during revascularisation and only plaques containing concentric 
calcifications with <20% CVF successfully reached this minimum required stretch 
threshold. 
Conclusion: The addition of calcification measures to the stenosis classification may 
help in guiding endovascular intervention techniques to achieve a balance between an 
acceptable residual patency level while avoiding plaque rupture in calcified carotid 
plaques.  
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6 Calcification Volume Reduces Stretch Capability and May 
Predispose Plaque to Rupture During Carotid Artery 
Stenting 
6.1 Introduction  
Endovascular intervention, using balloon angioplasty (BA) inflation followed by stent 
expansion, is challenging in the presence of large volumes of calcification within 
carotid artery plaques.
1
 There are a number of procedural complications associated with 
stenting including stent apposition, malapposition, under- and over-expansion which 
considerably increase the risk of dissections and residual stenosis occurring particularly 
at stent edges.
2
 Stenosis is the most critical parameter in determining the degree of 
lumen gain (plaque stretching) that is required in order to restore lumen patency to an 
acceptable residual stenosis. However, a considerably lower lumen gain is achieved in 
heavily calcified lesions in comparison to lightly calcified.
1,3
 The circumferential 
complexity of calcified plaques elicits an inhomogeneous circumferential stretch 
response whereby lumen gain is predominantly attained by stretching of the non-
calcified portion.
3
 Moreover, the use of forceful circumferential stretching during the 
procedure, in an attempt to overcome the calcific resistance, can induce plaque 
mechanical failure through dissection and fragmentation at non-calcified and calcified 
interface regions.
4,5
 Calcification plays a key role in plaque failure limits and in the 
context of angioplasty and stenting, a prediction of the maximum stretch that a calcified 
plaque can withstand prior to undergoing failure may be of clinical benefit. 
Upon plaque mechanical failure (by angioplasty/stenting), the magnitude of forces 
applied to generate the circumferential stretch is transferred to the underlying arterial 
wall. The reported mechanisms of procedural stroke following carotid artery stenting 
include ischemic stroke caused by carotid embolism, hemodynamic mechanisms and 
thrombosis or occlusion of the carotid artery.
6
 The risk of embolism is the most frequent 
and serious complication during the different stages of the BA procedure.
7
 Furthermore, 
fragmentation of calcified plaques may lead to embolization.
7
 It has been reported that 
BA generates particles which consist of atherosclerotic debris, calcified material, 
endothelial fragments and micro-thrombi composed of platelets and cholesterol.
8
 
A detailed analysis of the mechanisms of plaque stretch and subsequent failure under 
the influence of varying calcification configurations has been reported by our group in a 





 The goal of this study was to examine the relationship between the 
maximum stretch properties of the carotid plaques and the corresponding calcification 
measures to determine a mechanical-structural relationship and to evaluate the 
predictive power of calcification for distinguishing plaques that are capable of achieving 




This study characterises sixteen carotid plaques acquired from the University Hospital 
Limerick in a manner that conformed to the declaration of Helsinki and was approved 
by the hospital’s Ethical Research Committee. The plaques were removed via standard 
endarterectomy procedures and have been cut along the anterolateral wall 
longitudinally, the location of the longitudinal incision determined by the anterior 
aspect of the vessel which is approached during surgery. The in vitro nature of the 
testing process resulted in stress values which could underestimate the in vivo values as 
the resistance of the plaque influenced by the arterial wall is not taken into account. 
Notwithstanding, the stretching deformation response are independent of resistance and 
closely represent the in vivo state as the circumferential stretch properties depends on 
the level of expansion applied. Upon excision, the plaques were immediately frozen in 
phosphate buffer solution (PBS) and stored at -20°C. The plaques were then thawed at 4 
degrees Celsius overnight, further equilibrated to room temperature in PBS, and 
subsequently immersed in PBS at 37°C to equilibrate the tissue back to physiological 
temperature prior to extension testing. While freezing can induce intracellular ice 
crystals that damage the cellular structures affecting post-thaw recovery leading to cell 
functional damage, it has been reported that freezing the tissue does not affect the 
mechanical behaviour of the arterial tissue.
10
  
The carotid plaques were examined preoperatively using duplex ultrasound (DUS) 
classification and magnetic resonance angiography (MRA). A list of the preoperative 
measures for each patient is detailed in Table 6-1. Stenosis measures are based on 
hemodynamic physical blood flow measures of DUS velocities and the NASCET 
criteria for MRA stenosis levels.
11
 MRA stenosis levels are used to compare the plaques 
with respect to stretch capacity and calcification measurements, with the exception of 
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five patients with DUS as the sole imaging modality. Plaques can be broadly classified 
into four groups based on carotid stenosis levels.  
Current clinical practice regards achieving a residual stenosis level of <30% as the 
accepted threshold for successful endovascular intervention.
12
 Thus, the plaque stretch 
required to achieve a residual stenosis of 30%can be equated as the ratio of final internal 
diameter with 30% residual stenosis to the original stenosed internal diameter and 
denoted as required stretch.  
Table 6-1 Preoperative classification of plaques using DUS and MRA (NR; not reported, Prox ICA; proximal 
internal carotid artery). 











1 112 34 20-49% IV Regular Prox ICA >60% TIA 
2 130 37 50-69% III Regular Prox ICA - CVA 
3 154 50 50-69% IV Regular Prox ICA 70% CVA 
4 173 32 50-69% II Irregular Prox 50% TIA 
5 213 76 50-69% II Regular Prox >90% Asymptomatic 
6 138 56 70-79% III Regular Mid ICA 50% Amarosis fugax 
7 232 62 70-79% II Regular Prox - CVA 
8 260 103 70-79% IV Regular Prox - Amarosis Fugax 
9 594 129 70-79% III Irregular Prox >90% Amarosis Fugax 
10 410 161 80-89% III Regular Bulb 80% CVA 
11 428 170 80-89% III Regular Prox ICA >80% CVA 
12 564 173 80-89% II Regular Prox ICA >90% CVA 
13 455 165 90-99% III Irregular Prox 99% CVA 
14 521 253 90-99% II Regular Prox - Amarosis Fugax 
15 300 160 90-99% I NR Mid ICA 99% CVA 
16 380 240 90-99% IV Irregular Prox ICA - CVA 
17 550 201 80-89% NR NR Prox ICA >90% Amarosis Fugax 
 
6.2.2 Plaque-properties 
Each carotid plaque was subjected to continuous stretching along the circumferential 
axis to complete failure in order to characterise the stretching properties in the direction 
simulating BA and stent expansion. The mechanical test characterised the stretching 
capability of whole plaques and defined the limit of stretch at which point destructive 
damage is induced as indicated by a drop in force registered by the testing apparatus. 
The experimental protocol employed five preconditioning cycles, to 10% of the gauge 
length at a displacement rate of 0.1 mm per second, to achieve a repeatable stress-
stretch response. All plaques were stretched circumferentially at a displacement rate of 
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30% of the gauge length per second until the point of mechanical failure was reached. 
This corresponds to the minimum strain in order to achieve a 30% residual stenosis 
level whereby the inflation protocol typically employs 16 atmospheres over 20 seconds 
in a calcified vessel.
13
   
The plaques were orientated longitudinally with the surgically cut ends secured within 
the custom designed testing clamps of the mechanical tester as illustrated in figure 6-
1.
14
 The plaque have been cut along the anterolateral wall longitudinally, the location of 
the longitudinal incision determined by the anterior aspect of the vessel which is 
approached during surgery and thus could not be test the resistance of the plaques 
incorporating the intact cylindrical nature of the samples. Notwithstanding, the 
stretching deformation response are independent of the resistance and the 
circumferential stretch properties closely represent the in vivo state. The 
average±standard deviation longitudinal length was 25.02mm±6.42 and denoted as 
width. The gauge length was taken as the straightened circumference (5.16mm±1.09) 
and the thickness measurement was (1.91mm±0.55). The plaques displacement and 
corresponding force data were measured during each test. The maximum stretch was 
calculated as the ratio of final gauge length to original gauge length. 
 
Figure 6-1 Schematic of A-C) test process employed to characterise the maximum circumferential stretch 
limits of whole carotid plaques and B-D) micro-CT segmentation process.  
6.2.3 Calcification 
All plaques were scanned using high resolution CT (XradiaXRM 500 Carl Zeiss X-ray 
Microscopy Inc.). The scanning was performed with a 0.4x optical magnification and 
2.5s x-ray exposure time. The x-ray source was operated at 50kV and 81μA and all 
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tomographic slices were obtained with a pixel resolution of 15.5μm. Three dimensional 
reconstructions were generated using XradiaXRM reconstructor (version7.0.2817). The 
pixel values were rescaled with a standard Hounsfield unit calibration using air, water 
and hydroxyapatite phantom and the optimum difference in absorbance between the 
plaque tissue and calcification was achieved using 16-bit grey level images.  
Mimics Medical imaging processing software, (version17.0, Materialise, Belgium) was 
used for the analysis of each plaque. All slices were density calibrated based on defining 
a fixed grey value (GV) threshold range for the plaque tissue (324-1249GV) and 
calcification (>1250GV). A mask was generated for each component and 3D models 
were calculated. The calcifications and plaque tissue were quantified separately using 
their voxel volumes (mm
3
). The degree of calcification was represented by the percent 
calcified volume fraction (%CVF) which is the ratio of calcification volume to total 
plaque volume. Calcification volumetric measures are used as a relative measure as this 
method corrects for the geometrical detail of each plaque therefore allowing for direct 
sample comparison.
15
 The calcification configuration patterns were grouped into four 
radiographic categories according to the previous histological classification.
16
 The 
speckled calcification defined as (<2mm flecks of calcification particles), fragmented 
(2–5mm), diffuse (>5mm segment of continuous calcification) and concentric (mixture 




6.2.4 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics 21. Data normality was 
examined using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Maximum stretch and %CVF data sets were 
normally distributed. Independent t-tests were used to identify statistically significant 
differences for stretch and calcification between stenosis groups. Pearson and Spearman 
rho correlation tests were used to identify statistically significant correlations between 
groups of continuous variables. A p-value of less than 0.05 was deemed to be 
statistically significant. 
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6.3 Results  
6.3.1 Patient details 
Patient characteristics include gender [male (n=13) 76%], side [Left (n=10) 58.8%] and 
age [67±9.37 years]. Table 2 displays the vascular risk factors compared to maximum 
stretch and %CVF. Calcification levels are high with diabetes mellitus (P=.078) and 
smoking is related to lower stretch ratio capability (P=.038). 
Table 6-2 Clinical risk factors and medication detail compared to %CVF and maximum (max.) stretch 
(APrevious coronary artery bypass grafting; BPrevious cerebrovascular attack).  
Factor     % CVF 
Stretch 
ratio 
Clinical n % P P 
Hypertension  11 64.71 0.459 0.305 
Hyperlipidemia 12 70.59 0.644 0.407 
IHD 8 47.06 0.85 0.991 
Prev. CABG
A
 3 17.65 0.918 0.905 
Diabetes Mellitus 3 17.65 0.078 0.604 
Renal disease 1 5.882 0.952 0.503 
Prev. CVA
B
 5 29.41 0.126 0.316 
Atrial fibrillation 3 17.65 0.523 0.401 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease 
5 29.41 0.697 0.797 
Peripheral arterial disease 1 5.882 0.259 0.963 
Smoker 10 58.82 0.411 0.038 
 
6.3.2 Plaque classification 
Figure 6-2 illustrates a comparison of A) maximum stretch and B) %CVF associated 
with each plaque group as classified by stenosis level. As can be seen, there is a large 
inter-sample range of maximum stretch properties and %CVF measurements associated 
with each stenosis with a considerable degree of overlap for each level. The bivariate 
analysis between the %CVF levels and maximum stretchgrouped according to specific 
calcification configuration type demonstrates a strong negative for diffuse core, diffuse 
tissue and speckle calcifications types concentric calcification is approaching 
significance. 




Figure 6-2 Carotid plaque stenosis classification; box-plot of A) maximum stretch ratio and B) %CVF. 
6.3.3 Required stretch classification 
Figure 6-3 displays the strong negative relationships between maximum stretch ratio 
(bars) and %CVF (black squares) with respect to each of the calcification configuration 
types as classified by CT. Plaques containing diffuse core calcifications are associated 
with the lowest stretch capability with an average stretch ratio of 1.74±0.20 and highest 
%CVF 26.63%±8.65 overall. Within diffuse core group, the only major outlier to this 
trend (denoted by the star) can be explained based on the stretching mechanism 
undergone by the non-calcified tissue in between the diffuse calcification deposits 
which is exceptionally thin in this case (0.34mm). As a consequence the tissue could not 
bear the applied stretch, predisposing this sample to fail early. This sample was 
therefore excluded from the bivariate analysis for diffuse core and max stretch (table 6-
3) as it may potentially confound the statistical testing. Conversely, plaques containing, 
concentric calcifications are associated with the highest stretch capability with an 
average stretch ratio of 2.42±0.3. 
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Table 6-3 Bivariate correlations, parametric Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) and non-parametric 
Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients (rs), for the relationship between the %CVF and maximum stretch. 
 
  Maximum stretch 












Speckle (2) -1 <.001* 
 
-1 <.001* 
Concentric (4) -0.949 0.053   -0.949 0.051 
 
 
Figure 6-3 Strong negative relationships between maximum stretch ratio (bars) and %CVF (black squares) 
with respect to calcification configuration type. (Bars denote maximum stretch; black points denote %CVF). 
 
Figure 6-4(A-D) illustrates the relationship between required stretch and maximum 
stretch with respect to %CVF and calcification configuration for each of the four 
stenosis groups. The grey bars indicate the plaque’s maximum stretch, the solid lines 
represent the upper and lower required stretch for each stenosis range and the black dots 
represent the %CVF. Figure 4A illustrates that the group with 50-70% stenosis contains 
plaques with all configuration of calcification. Each plaque surpassed the lower required 
stretch threshold of 1.4. Figure 4B depicts the maximum stretch for 70-79% stenosis 
and reveals that plaques with diffuse core calcification failed to surpass the lower 
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required stretch threshold of 2.33 while the plaques with <23%CVF concentric 
calcification reached the threshold. Figure 4C-D show the maximum stretch for groups 
with 80-89% and 90-99% stenosis where all plaques failed to surpass the lower required 
stretch threshold of 3.5 and 7 respectively. 
 
Figure 6-4 Maximum stretch and required stretch with respect to %CVF and calcification configuration for 
each stenosis group; A) 50-69%, B) 70-79%, C) 80-89% and D) 90-99%. (Solid lines represent upper and 
lower required stretch limits; grey bars represent maximum stretch; black dots represent %CVF). 
 
6.4 Discussion 
A measure of stenosis is currently used to determine the amount of stretch a plaque is 
required to undergo during endovascular BA in order to reach an adequate residual 
stenosis level. The results of this study demonstrate that a plaque’s ability to undergo 
stretch is independent of the level of stenosis and strongly depends on the calcification 
content whereby the overall %CVF measure negatively correlates with stretch capability 
with respect to specific calcification patterns. A calcification volumetric-structure 
plaque classification is proposed using experimentally derived maximum stretch 
properties of the plaque and the corresponding calcification measures identified using 
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micron scale high resolution CT imaging. An accurate measurement of stenosis, 
combined with quantification of calcification, may help to develop a high risk plaque 
stratification protocol for identifying cases requiring standard endarterectomy versus 
those eligible for endovascular intervention.  
Figure 6-3 illustrates that within each calcification configuration type there is a negative 
relationship between %CVF and stretch capability, with the exception of diffuse tissue 
calcification. Expanding a plaque up to its maximum stretch capacity reflects the load 
bearing boundaries that a plaque can withstand during angioplasty. Stretching of 
plaques beyond mechanical failure limits, as reported in this study, signifies the point 
where the plaque no longer bears the applied load. Subsequent mechanical failure of 
plaques represents plaque destruction with permanent deformation, through tearing and 
delamination of the fibrous tissue matrix. Therefore, defining such stretch limits may 
help to protect the underlying wall from the exertion of high stress induced by BA, 
subsequent risk of embolization and development of restenosis. Relating maximum 
stretch capacity and the corresponding %CVF measures to the required stretch limits 
distinguishes the plaques that are capable of achieving adequate lumen gain, based on 
achieving a residual stenosis level of 30%, without undergoing mechanical failure. 
Plaques with stenosis <70% and containing all levels of calcification successfully 
surpassed the minimum stretch limits of 1.4. Conversely, severe stenosis (>70%) 
warrants much higher stretch of at least 2.33 during revascularisation. Interestingly, 
only plaques containing concentric calcification reached this required stretch limit. This 
is as a consequence of the stretching mechanisms employed by this configuration which 
supports tissue stretch by shearing parallel to the calcification deposits and thereby 
facilitating a significantly higher circumferential stretch in comparison to all other 
configuration types. This behaviour is in contrast to plaques with speckles and diffuse 
core calcification which achieves rupture through the tissue fibers breaking in non-
calcified region. Diffuse calcifications embedded in the tissue matrix involved 
separation of the tissue from the calcification deposit and the actual calcification deposit 
failed in one case. 
Moreover, the results indicate that irrespective of the level of calcification present, the 
stretch required by a plaque with stenosis >70% to achieve a 30% residual stenosis is 
too high and indicates a high risk of plaque rupture associated with the required 
circumferential expansion. In such cases, endarterectomy may be deemed as a safer 
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option in severely stenosed arteries. This may also help to explain the reported increased 
risk of neurological death or stroke following carotid stenting associated with >30% 
residual stenosis as plaques that cannot physically attain the required stretch in vivo 
cause significant damage.
18,19
 Achieving a residual stenosis of <10% is a univariable 
predictor of stroke following carotid stenting.
20
 To prevent adverse clinical events in 
response to expansion a safe residual stenosis level needs to be determined for each 
plaque type considering calcification levels. This is an important implication for 
circumferential expansion as tuning the attainable stretch to a safe residual stenosis 
could result in improved patient outcomes following endovascular intervention.  
The current study is not without limitations.  Firstly we acknowledge a limitation 
regarding the sample size in that the classification of the plaques by corresponding 
stenosis level results in small numbers. A large scale study including all plaque types 
would be useful to confirm if similar associations with calcification can be identified. 
Furthermore, our findings are based on ex vivo experimentation involving stretching of 
the plaque tissue along its circumferential axis. As DUS and MRA were the imaging 
modalities used in the preoperative classification of the carotid arteries, all calcification 
measurements were made using ex vivo micro-CT. The absence of preoperative CT 
angiography prevents the comparison of the calcification measurements with in vivo 
clinical CT imaging technology. Future studies are warranted to compare the diagnostic 
power of in vivo CT with respect to the calcification measurements applied in this 
study. 
The mechanical stretch information presented in this study marks a fundamental starting 
point for stratification of carotid plaques for endovascular treatment. The clinical benefit 
must be evaluated and further studies are required to establish the in vivo impact of 
utilising calcification measures for verification of the preliminary findings in this study. 
This structure-volume parameter could be clinically employed to predict a plaques 
response to endovascular treatment and indicate the benefit from using an adjusted 
residual stenosis level ‘using smaller diameter non-compliant balloon’ to accommodate 
the actual level of stretch capable of being achieved. Additionally, this parameter could 
indicate a patient’s interventional risk and aid in stratifying plaque specific cases that 
would benefit from advanced endovascular techniques including cutting BA (CBA) or 
atherectomy devices that disrupt the calcified portions of the plaque and facilitate 
further lumen gain or in severely stenosed cases endarterectomy would be safer.  
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The morphological manifestation of calcification within an atherosclerotic plaque is 
diverse and the response to cutting balloon angioplasty remains an elusive target to 
predict in the presence of extensive calcification. This study examines the resistance of 
plaque tissue to blade penetration by characterising the underlying toughness properties 
and stratifying the upper and lower scale toughness limits based on the strong 
mechanical influence of calcification. 
Mechanical toughness properties of the common, bifurcation and internal carotid artery 
(n=62) were determined using guillotine-cutting tests measuring the energy required to 
pass a surgical blade through a unit length of plaque tissue. The corresponding 
structural composition of the dissected plaque segments was characterised using Fourier 
transform infrared analysis, electron microscopy and energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy. 
Mechanical results reveal a clear distinction in toughness properties within each region 
of the carotid vessel with significantly tougher properties localised in the bifurcation 
(p=0.004) and internal region (p=0.0003) compared to the common. The severity of the 
intra-plaque variance is highest in plaques with high toughness localised in the 
bifurcation region (p<0.05). 
Structural examination reveals that the diverse mechanical influence of the level of 
calcification present is characteristic of specific regions within the carotid plaque.  The 
energy required to overcome the calcific resistance and propagate a controlled cut in the 
calcified tissue at each region varies further with the degree of plaque progression. The 
identification of the localised calcification characteristics is a key determinant in 
achieving successful dissection of the severely toughened plaque segments during 
cutting balloon angioplasty. 
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7 Towards the Characterisation of Carotid Plaque Tissue 
Toughness: Linking Mechanical Properties to Plaque 
Composition 
7.1 Introduction  
Atherosclerotic plaque localised at the carotid artery bifurcation remains one of the most 
challenging regions of the human vasculature to treat using endovascular device based 
intervention. The unique geometrical configuration and physiological flow properties of 
the carotid bifurcation predispose this vessel as a high risk target for the development of 
focal atherosclerotic plaque [1,2]. Carotid artery stenosis is conventionally treated by 
endarterectomy [3,4]. However, the SAPHIRE Trial (the Stenting and Angioplasty with 
Protection in Patients at High Risk for Endarterectomy) has determined the safety and 
efficacy of the angioplasty followed by carotid artery stenting (CAS) for the subset of 
patients with high grade stenosis that are deemed unsuitable for surgical endarterectomy 
[5]. Consequently, the use of endovascular CAS has been advocated as a non-inferior 
alternative treatment strategy for this patient cohort [3]. Despite this, there is still a large 
subset of patients that are excluded from this group [6]. Of these, patients who present 
with heavily calcified plaque sample are generally deemed unsuitable for CAS [7]. 
Heavily calcified plaques are associated with stent under-expansion and stent strut 
malapposition [8,9] as a result of the rigid inclusions mechanically restraining the 
forceful circumferential inflation [10]. This can lead to peri-procedural complications 
including severe arterial injury triggering a restenotic response [11]. 
The use of Cutting Balloon Angioplasty (CBA) has been advocated as a potential 
superior treatment strategy to conventional balloon angioplasty (BA) for the pre-dilation 
phase in calcified sample [12,13]. The CBA protocol involves dissecting the plaque 
tissue through the use of force-focused fractures which are controlled by surgical blades 
oriented along the length of a non-compliant angioplasty balloon. Numerous studies 
have demonstrated that CBA can achieve a significantly larger acute lumen gain in 
vessels with calcified plaque in comparison with BA [13]. The incisions created by 
CBA dilatation relieve the hoop stress of the artery vessel wall by disrupting and 
fragmenting the calcific deposits [14]. Subsequently, lumen patency is restored through 
widening the incisions at lower inflation pressures. This induces lower vessel wall 
trauma and reduces the incidence of restenosis [15]. The potential of CBA has been 
demonstrated in the pre-dilation phase of CAS in highly calcified carotid plaque sample 
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indicating that it is a safe technique to prepare this plaque subset for stenting [16,17]. 
Notwithstanding, a number of procedural complications have been reported including 
failure of the CBA device to overcome the calcific resistance in the calcified plaque. 
Furthermore, arterial rupture and vessel perforation can also occur due to the use of 
excessive forces [18]. Finally, a number of adverse clinical events have been related to 
CBA device failure in treating heavily calcified plaque including fracture of cutting 
blades, blade withdrawal resistance, balloon rupture and catheter fracture [19],[20],[21]. 
The CBA treatment strategy is largely limited by the paucity of information regarding 
the toughness properties of the carotid plaque tissue resisting the cutting blade 
penetration and how this varies with plaque composition across the length of the target 
vessel. The toughness properties of human femoral artery plaques have been recently 
characterised demonstrating a strong relationship between the mechanical toughness 
properties and the degree of calcification [22]. However, histological evidence has 
demonstrated distinctions in the calcification within the femoral and carotid arterial 
beds with femoral plaques containing significantly higher degrees of calcification and a 
high prevalence of osteoid metaplasia that is not associated with the carotid vasculature 
[23]. Furthermore, the morphological characteristics of the carotid artery plaques are 
diverse and the vascular calcification varies in both its origin and morphological 
manifestation within the carotid artery vessel [24,25]. 
The importance of tissue appropriate properties are highlighted in a study by [26] who 
demonstrate the difference in using aortic plaque properties to represent femoral plaque 
mechanical response. It is now becoming clear that territory specific mechanical 
properties are required to accurately represent plaque mechanics [27]. Classifying the 
experimental toughness properties of carotid plaque tissue under controlled cutting 
conditions is a prerequisite to distinguishing the upper and lower scale toughness 
properties associated with this complex tissue. Such mechanical information is a crucial 
starting point for simulations of carotid plaque treatment by CBA that can be employed 
to improve device design and information can be leveraged to correlate pre-operative 
imaging of the plaque to support patient stratification into groups where the patient 
plaque types can be classified for CBA applicability. 
In this regard, this study characterises the toughness properties of carotid artery plaques 
by determining the plaques resistance to blade penetration and quantifying the necessary 
cutting forces required to propagate a controlled cut in the calcified plaque tissue in 
order to achieve successful plaque dissection. This mechanical toughness parameter is 
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correlated to specific regions within the carotid vessel distinguishing the unique 
dissection properties of the common, bifurcation and internal carotid artery regions. 
Additionally, toughness properties are related to plaque composition in order to 
understand the biomechanical influence of distinct pathological components of the 
carotid vasculature. This correlation is made using structural examination under electron 
microscopy and spectroscopic Fourier transform infrared characterisation. 
7.2 Methods 
7.2.1 Carotid plaque acquisition 
Human carotid plaque samples were obtained from twenty one endarterectomy patients 
in the University Hospital Limerick in a manner that conformed to the declaration of 
Helsinki and was approved by the hospital’s Ethical Research Committee. Patient 
sample characteristics included gender [Male (13/21); Female (8/21)], side [Left 
(10/21); Right (11/21)] and the cohort had an average age range of 70.38±8.83 years. 
The symptomatic high-grade stenosed carotid plaque specimens were removed by 
standard endarterectomy, whereby an arteriotomy was made along the anterolateral side 
of the common carotid artery (CCA), through the bifurcation (BIF) and extended into 
the internal carotid artery (ICA). The location of the longitudinal incision was 
determined by the anterior aspect of the vessel which is approached during surgery. The 
primary focus of this study was to determine the toughness properties of the plaque’s 
primary stenosis and therefore the acquired plaques orientation was optimised by 
examining the toughness profile distributed along the longitudinal posterolateral wall of 
the plaque where the atherosclerotic stenosis is predominantly localised [28,29]. Prior to 
testing, the carotid plaque specimens were equilibrated in a water bath of PBS at 37 
degrees Celsius. The plaques were sectioned into 7mm segments, isolating a total of 62 
rectangular segments including segments from each of the three anatomical regions of 
the carotid artery vessel as illustrated in figure 6-1. The CCA segments; mid and distal 
(n=17), BIF segments (n=21) and ICA segments; proximal, mid and distal (n=24).  




Figure 7-1 Schematic of carotid plaque region classification; Common; mid and distal (blue), Bifurcation 
(orange) and Internal; proximal, mid and distal (red). 
 
7.2.2 Mechanical testing 
A guillotine-cutting test was employed to examine the toughness properties of the 
diseased carotid plaque tissue [30]. This in vitro mechanical test characterises the 
mechanical work performed to pass a surgical blade across a unit length of plaque. CBA 
is a two part process involving the circumferential expansion of the plaque and once it 
has reached a point in tension the cutting mechanism is initiated by pushing the blades 
through the plaques radial thickness. The experimental technique employed in this study 
differs from the in vivo CBA technique, which incorporates a combination of 
deformation and fracture mechanisms, in that the technique solely focuses on 
characterising the fracture properties of the plaque components, including calcified 
tissue and non-calcified tissue, and intentionally minimises the effects of sample 
deformation. The toughness measure in this study characterises the actual cutting 
process which is separate from the initial indentation that is additionally involved in the 
cutting balloon angioplasty. This initial indentation can be classified as the level of 
strain prior to cut initiation. However, this experimental technique measures the energy 
required to propagate the crack through the complex plaque segment and does account 
for any initial strains prior to crack initiation. This process allows us to account for the 
energy required to propagate a crack in plaque of different morphological characteristics 
by using the toughness properties as a comparative metric for plaque types based on 
varying calcification levels. 
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Figure 7-2 illustrates a schematic of the carotid plaque test process. The segments were 
oriented longitudinally with the surgically cut ends secured within the custom designed 
testing clamps of an in-house developed guillotine-cutting tester [22] which held the 
specimen laterally in place during the test. Blade cutting was constrained in one 
direction along the longitudinal length of the sample through a small slit in the clamps 
permitting blade penetration, preventing tissue movement and minimising the risk of 
out-of-plane deformation. The horizontal slicing movement of the cutting blade 
undergoes a vertical pushing motion in the ratio of 3.5:1. This is achieved by orienting 
the blade and sample at an angle of θ=16° to the displacement arm [30]. This blade-
sample orientation minimises the effects of initial indentation prior to cut initiation 
[31,32] allowing for the actual fracture of the plaque with respect to the non-calcified 
and calcified tissue and not the energy spent deforming the sample to be examined. 
The cutting blade (Personna American Safety Razor Company, Cedar Knolls, USA) is 
first preconditioned by making twenty 7mm cuts into silicone rubber (Sylgard 187, Dow 
Corning, MI, USA) test segments in order to stabilize the cutting edge [33]. To 
minimise friction effects the cutting blade is lubricated using a white spirit and light 
mineral oil solution mixture in the ratio of 1:1 (Sigma–Aldrich, Wicklow, Ireland). The 
experimental protocol employed two separate blade passes for each segment tested; an 
initial cutting pass followed by a friction pass. The friction is approximately accounted 
for by observing the forces required to pass the blade over the sample’s fractured 
surface that is generated during the first blade pass. The blade is driven at a constant 
displacement rate of 0.5mm/s for both passes. The force exerted on the tissue by the 
cutting blade as the blade moves through the sample was recorded with a sub-miniature 
12N load cell (Omega, Manchester, UK) that was attached to the sample holder. The 
force and blade displacement readings were recorded for each test. A video camera was 
employed during the cutting process to maintain the movement of the blade and the 
cutting of the sample. Plaque sample measurements were made using a Vernier callipers 
and non-contact photography. 
The fracture toughness (J/m
2
), denoted as toughness, is the difference of the work of 
cutting and the work of friction divided by twice the cross-sectional area (accounting for 
the two new fracture surfaces created). The calculation is performed using the 3/8 
Simpson’s rule. The tilted angle of the blade relative to the test segment results in the 
force being applied at an angle of 75° to the blade displacement arm. The measured 
force is therefore normalised with respect to the linear motion of the cutting blade by 
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multiplying force values by 3.64 in order to resolve the force into its component parallel 
to the motion of the blade.  
 
Figure 7-2 Representative of a carotid plaque specimen with regions of segmentation indicated by dashed lines, 
B) schematic of isolated ICA segment, C) cutting test rig and D) force displacement curve acquired during the 
cutting test process. (The grey dashed lines indicate the work done). 
 
7.2.3 Composition characterisation 
The biochemical composition of each segment was acquired from Fourier transform 
infrared (FTIR) (Perkin-Elmer Model 1740) analysis using an attenuated total 
reflectance technique with probe across the fractured luminal surface at 4 separate 
points. This characterisation examines the plaque tissue composition after blade 
penetration in order to rationalise the toughness values acquired during the cutting tests. 
The spectral absorbance in the mid infrared region (4000-700cm
-1
) was measured for 8 
scans at a spectral resolution of 2cm
-1
. The analysis identified the biochemical 
composition of the plaques including the lipids, calcification and collagen (amide I) 
using their unique peak spectral ranges. The concentration of each component was 
quantified by an absorbance peak-area ratio function (Spectrum software Spectrum 100 
FTIR) that relates the ratio of lipid to collagen (Lip) and calcification to collagen (Calc) 
as previously defined by [34]. 
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7.2.4 Structural characterisation 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi SU-70 High-Technologies Europe 
GmbH, Krefield Germany) which was coupled with an energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscope (EDX) (INCA Energy software platform Version4.02 Oxford Instruments, 
2006) was used to examine the fractured surfaces. To prepare the tissue for scanning, all 
carotid plaque segments underwent a tissue preservation process involving three stages 
[35]. The samples were fixed with 100% methanol, rinsed in 100% ethanol and 
dehydrated in a graded series of increasing ethanol concentrations (30%, 50%, 70%, 
80%, 90%, 95% and 100%). The samples were then dried in a graded series of 
hexamethyldisilazane (50% and 100%). The SEM requires the sample to be electrically 
conductive. The samples were therefore sputter coated in gold using 35mA at a 
deposition rate of 12nm/min leaving a 24nm surface coating Emitech K550 (Emitech 
Ltd., Kent, U.K.). This process prevents any deleterious effects to the tissue structure 
under the intense x-ray voltage source. The microscope was operated using an 
accelerating voltage of 20keV and a working distance of 15mm. The presence of 
calcification was confirmed using EDX by identifying the x-ray signal intensity peaks 
of Calcium (Ca) and Phosphorus (P), the chemical composition of calcification.  
7.2.5 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics 21. Shapiro–Wilk tests 
were performed to assess the distribution of the data and select the most appropriate 
statistical test. Mann Whitney U non-parametric tests were used to identify statistically 
significant differences between the toughness regions and groups. Pearson correlation 
tests were used to identify statistically significant differences between the toughness 
properties and calcification and lipid readings as classified by FTIR analysis. A p-value 
of less than 0.05 was deemed to be statistically significant. 
7.3 Results 
7.3.1 Region specific toughness  
Figure 7-3 illustrates the distribution of region specific toughness properties within the 
carotid vessel. In these box plots, the boxes encompass the middle 50% range of 
toughness values, the lines in the boxes represent the median values and the protruding 
bars encompass the remainder of the data for both the maximum and minimum 
toughness values with the exception of outliers (1.5 times the interquartile range) 
represented by hollow circles and extreme outliers (3 times the interquartile range) 
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represented by the triangle symbol. Figure 7-3 reveals that the common carotid region 
has the least degree of variation and the lowest toughness properties with an average 
value of 26±14.25 J/m
2
 excluding the one extreme outlier. The bifurcation and internal 
regions of the carotid artery are both significantly tougher than the common region 
(p=0.004 and p=0.0005) respectively. Moreover, both bifurcation and internal regions 
demonstrate a large range of toughness values with more than 50% of the data 
overlapping with the lower scale toughness properties exhibited by the common while 
also reaching maximum toughness values of 3810 J/m
2
 in the bifurcation and 2465 J/m
2
 
in the internal region.  
 
Figure 7-3 Region specific toughness properties; Box plots of the toughness properties at each region in carotid 
vessel; the common (CCA), bifurcation (BIF) and internal (ICA) regions. 
 
7.3.2 Toughness threshold  
To better classify the large range of plaque toughness properties observed in figure 7-3, 
each plaque region was divided into a low and high toughness group. Such a distinction 
is necessary due to the high clinical incidence of failure to overcome the plaque 
resistance in severely toughened tissue and conversely, the prevalence of arterial vessel 
perforation in the low toughness tissue during CBA. Figure 7-4 illustrates the average ± 
standard deviation toughness properties within each region for the two toughness groups 
classified as low and high based on defining a toughness threshold at a level of 365 
J/m
2
. This classification is based on reference toughness ranges of porcine aortic tissue 





) [30] and bone material (365-7960 J/m
2
) [36] respectively. This log scale 
plot illustrates the clear distinction in toughness properties between the low and high 
toughness groups for each region of the carotid vessel. 
Low toughness properties represented 94% of CCA; 52.3% of BIF; and 62.5% of ICA 
segments. The pooled location average low toughness, representing 68% of the total 
segments, is 71.86±91.27 J/m
2
 [CCA 26±14.25 J/m
2
, BIF 40.47±31.9 J/m
2
 and ICA 
143.79±121.37 J/m
2
]. The pooled location average of high toughness, representing 32% 
of the segments, is 1530.31±999 J/m
2
 [CCA 929 J/m
2
, BIF 1845±1212.8 J/m
2





Figure 7-4 Toughness threshold classification; Log scale distribution of toughness properties at each region in 
the carotid vessel; common (CCA), bifurcation (BIF) and internal (ICA) (Dashed red line represents the 
toughness threshold classification located at a level of 365 J/m2). 
 
7.3.3 Plaque specific toughness 
Figure 7-5 illustrates the distribution of toughness properties across the length of each 
carotid plaque specimen examined. The four unique longitudinal toughness profile types 
are classified by regions with similar localised toughness properties. Type A (n=8, 38%) 
demonstrates low toughness properties in all three regions. Type B (n=7, 30%) 
demonstrates high toughness properties localised in the bifurcation region only. Type C 
(n=3, 14%) demonstrates a combination of both low and high toughness properties 
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within the internal region. Type D (n=3, 14%) demonstrates high toughness properties 
in both the bifurcation and internal regions. 
 
Figure 7-5 Plaque specific toughness properties; Log scale distribution of toughness properties for each plaque 
specimen tested, Plaque types (A-D) are classified by regions of similar localised toughness. (Background 
colours indicate vessel region; common: blue, bifurcation: orange and internal: pink. The dashed line 
represents the toughness threshold classification located at a level of 365 J/m2). 
 
Figure 7-6 shows the average ± standard deviation toughness values of the four plaque 
specific toughness profile types (A-D) separated by regions of similar localised 
toughness properties. The internal region is significantly tougher than both the common 
(p=0.035) and bifurcation (p=0.021) regions in plaque type A. A significant toughness 
difference is identified at the transition between the common and bifurcation region and 
bifurcation and internal region for type B (p<0.05). A non-significant difference is 
found at the transition between the bifurcation and internal regions for type C 
(p=0.383). This is as a result of the high degree of intra-region heterogeneity contained 
within the internal carotid region. A further non-significant difference exists at the 
transition between the bifurcation and internal region for type D (p=0.571). 




Figure 7-6 Plaque specific toughness properties; Log scale distribution of toughness properties for each plaque 
type separated by region within the carotid vessel, Plaque types are classified by regions of localised toughness. 
(Background colours indicate vessel region; common: CCA, blue, bifurcation: BIF, orange and internal: ICA, 
pink). 
 
7.3.4 Plaque composition  
Table 7-1 lists the toughness value and corresponding calcification and lipid readings 
for each plaque type separated by region within the carotid vessel which was used to 
qualitatively indicate the presence of calcification present in a particular plaque 
segment. The composition was classified using FTIR by examining 4 points of each 
segment tested. Incorporating the plaque composition with respect to the corresponding 
toughness properties identifies a significant positive linear trend regarding the presence 
of calcification (R
2
=0.106, p=0.01) and a weak negative linear trend regarding the 
presence of lipid, although not significant (R
2
=0.0264 p=0.208). 
Type A has predominantly low calcification absorbance levels corresponding with the 
low toughness properties. Type B has higher calcification detected in the bifurcation 
region corresponding to the high toughness properties, while also the presence of 
calcification is indicated in the ICA segments which have toughness properties close to 
the toughness threshold. Type C has a mixture of both high and low calcification 
readings in the ICA corresponding with the high degree of variety in toughness. This 
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highlights the high degree of heterogeneity in calcification and fibrous necrotic tissue 
located within this portion of the vessel. Type D has high calcification absorbance 
levels in both the bifurcation and internal regions corresponding to the high toughness. 
Table 7-1 Toughness values (T) in J/m2 and corresponding calcification and lipid readings as classified by 
FTIR for each segment tested at the common, bifurcation and internal regions of the carotid vessel grouped by 
plaque type (A-D). (Colours denote toughness classification green = low toughness red = high toughness). 
 
7.3.5 Structural classification  
Electron microscopy further rationalizes the resulting toughness properties for each 
plaque region. Examining the cross section of the dissected plaque segments revealed 
the carotid calcification types present which varies considerably between each region in 
terms of size and morphological appearance. Representative sections from each type 
were chosen to demonstrate the strucutral chracteristics associated with the toughness 
properties. The calcification distribution across the fracture surface was characterised 
using EDX analysis which confirmed the structures are calcific based on detecting the 
calcium and phosphorous intensity peaks. 
Figure 7-7 demonstrates the cross section of the dissected carotid segments with low 
toughness properties. These segments predominantly consist of fatty-fibrous tissue and 
the absence of large calcified areas. Figure 7-7A reveals the clear distinction between 
the layers in the common segment with a predominance of the thickened fatty tissue 
along the luminal layer and an adjacent thin outer fibrous layer. Figure 7-7B represents 
a high magnification view of the fatty layer and illustrates the smooth fracture surface. 
Figure 7-7C exposes the fracture surface of the common region which consists of 
entirely fibrous tissue. Figure 7-7D reveals the thickened porous tissue microstructure 
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of the plaque segment from the internal region potentially arising from the dissolution 
of lipid droplets during tissue processing. 
 
Figure 7-7 SEM micrographs of fractured surface for low toughness carotid segments; A) combination of 
fatty-fibrous tissue in the common region, B) high magnification of the fatty luminal layer, C) layers of fibrous 
tissue in the common region and D) porous fibrous tissue microstructure within the internal region. (L; lumen 
side and M; medial side). 
 
Figure 7-8 portrays the diffuse layers of calcification embedded in the cross section of 
the dissected carotid segments that represent the high toughness bifurcation region. 
Figure 7-8A displays the smooth fracture surface of the calcification which has a 
toughness value of 1400 J/m
2
. Figure 7-8B displays the fracture surface of the 
calcification with a staggered surface with multiple fracture planes which has a higher 
toughness value of 2481 J/m
2
. Figure 7-8C portrays the fracture surface of the toughest 
plaque segment in this sample set with a value of 3810 J/m
2
. High magnification of this 
surface (figure 7-8D) reveals numerous cracks in the internal microstructure. Figure 7-
8C further illustrates the significant degree of calcification where the calcification 
dominates the radial plaque thickness. The representative Ca-P intensity peaks 
illustrated in figure 7-8E-F reveal the calcification distribution across the yellow profile 
line (figure 7-8C) in the cross section of this segment. 




Figure 7-8 SEM micrographs of fractured surface for high toughness bifurcation segments; A) calcification 
with smooth facture surface, B) calcification with staggered fracture surface, C) layers of calcification, D) high 
magnification of calcification with micro cracks and intensity peaks of E) calcium (red) and F) phosphorous 
(aqua) showing the calcification distribution along the yellow profile line shown in C. (L; lumen side, M; 
medial side and C; calcification). 
 
Figure 7-9 displays the cross section of the dissected carotid segments that represent the 
internal region. Figure 7-9A reveals the fracture surface of an internal carotid segment 
which consists of two calcification nodules surrounded by a fibrous tissue matrix. The 
surface demonstrates slight scaring from the blade cut. High magnification of the 
interface region (figure 7-9B) reveals the presence of micro spherical hydroxyapatite 
crystals embedded in the surrounding fibrous tissue and attached to the outer surface of 
the calcification deposit. In contrast, figure 7-9C illustrates the fracture surface of an 
internal carotid segment which consists of almost entirely all calcification within the 
cross sectional thickness. This segment represents the toughest properties within this 
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portion of the carotid vessel with a toughness value of 2465.21 J/m
2
. Figure 7-9D 
highlights the fracture surface of this calcification after blade cutting. 
 
Figure 7-9 SEM micrographs of fracture surface for internal carotid segments; A) low toughness segment with 
sheared fractured calcification deposit embedded in tissue, B) micro spherical crystals (arrows), C) heavily 
calcified necrotic core and D) high magnification of cut surface. (L; lumen side, M; medial side and C; 
calcification). 
 
Figure 7-10 portrays high magnification of the interface properties of the cross section 
of the dissected carotid segments representing the high toughness internal regions. 
Figure 7-10A displays the fracture surface of an internal carotid segment consisting of 
calcification nodule with micro spherical hydroxyapatite crystals (arrows) heavily 
concentrated in the adjacent tissue matrix. The representative profile line across the 
surface reveals the distribution of Ca-P in the surrounding tissue. Figure 7-10B displays 
the fracture surface of an internal carotid segment consisting of an irregularly shaped 
mass. The representative profile line detects a weaker concentration of calcification 
crystals embedded in the adjacent tissue matrix. Figure 7-10C reveals the distinct border 
of plaque tissue surrounding the calcification deposits indicated by the low Ca-P 
intensity peaks. 




Figure 7-10 SEM micrographs of fracture surface for high toughness internal segments with representative 




Atherosclerotic plaque localised at the carotid artery bifurcation remains one of the most 
challenging regions of the human vasculature to treat using endovascular device based 
intervention. Currently, conventional endarterectomy is the gold standard method of 
intervention for patients who are eligible for surgery that present with a significant 
stenosis [4,5]. Therefore, this study focuses on characterising all plaque types 
distinguishing the upper and lower scale toughness properties associated with specific 
components, including calcifications in the complex carotid tissue. This will help to 
elucidate a plaque type that would be appropriate for CBA treatment while also 
highlighting the plaque types that would be more suitable for conventional balloon 
angioplasty or surgical endarterectomy as previously investigated [10]. Specifically, this 
study identifies three plaque specific toughness profiles that contain regions of localised 
high toughness properties as a result of the presence of different calcifications. The level 
of calcification present is characteristic of specific regions within the carotid plaque and 
influence plaque toughness properties independently. This is reflected in the large range 
of toughness properties exhibited by each region. The identification of the localised 
calcification and its morphological characteristics is a key factor in achieving successful 
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dissection of the severely toughened plaque segments. Moreover, the determination of a 
link between the calcification configurations, fracture mechanisms and associated 
toughness properties is a crucial determinant towards the development of a useful 
quantitative plaque classification for CBA treatment. 
7.4.1 Toughness classification 
Figures 3 displays the wide range of intra and inter region variance between the 
toughness properties of the carotid plaque samples. From this toughness data, two 
groups are identified, namely high and low toughness (figure 7-4). The two toughness 
groups are characteristic of the strong biomechanical influence from specific 
pathological components within the complex carotid plaque samples.  
The low toughness group represents 68% of all carotid segments tested in this study 
(figure 7-4). The low toughness ICA segments have an average toughness value of 
143.79±121.37 J/m
2
 including a number of segments displaying toughness properties 
tending towards the threshold. This mechanical response is as a result of the complex 
nature of the developing core stenosis which contains a mixture of both soft fibrous 
tissue and well defined nodes of calcifications as illustrated in figure 7-9A. The average 
toughness values in the ICA are the same order of magnitude but somewhat lower than 
the toughness properties exhibited in a small portion of the femoral plaque segments 
[22] which exhibited an average toughness value of 226.27±110.96J/m
2
.  
Interestingly, the CCA and BIF segments display much lower toughness properties that 
are distinct to the ICA and the previously identified femoral plaques samples. These 
regions demonstrate much less resistance to blade penetration having average toughness 
values in the CCA and BIF of (26±14.25 J/m
2
) and (40.47±31.9 J/m
2
) respectively. 
These values are the same order of magnitude but somewhat lower than dissection 
energies required for CCA and ICA medial tissue measured as (70.5±20.4J/m
2
) and (60 
J/m
2
) respectively [37]. These plaque segments encompass the majority of low 
toughness segments examined in this study which structurally represent the toughness 
properties of a predominantly soft fibrous fatty plaque tissue (figure 7-7). 
Carotid plaques with a region of high toughness structurally represent the toughness 
properties of plaque regions containing a high calcific portion (figure 7-8 to 7-10). This 





 depending on the level of calcification present. This behaviour is also 
observed in human femoral plaques whereby the toughness properties of the plaque 
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segments vary considerably corresponding to the level of calcification present. 
However, the resulting high toughness properties of the carotid plaques are considerably 
lower than the reported toughness values of calcified femoral artery plaques which 
exhibit toughness values reaching 6778.26 J/m
2
 [22]. This corresponds with studies that 
have classified femoral plaques as being more advanced [38]. Further studies have 
demonstrated that a morphological distinction exists regarding the calcification in each 
arterial bed whereby carotid plaques do not express osteoid metaplasia and also exhibit 
lower calcium and cholesterol concentrations in comparison to the femoral plaques [23]. 
The femoral plaques present with high degrees of calcification in all four regions of the 
femoral artery with no preferential location for the calcification deposition. Conversely, 
in the carotid plaques, the bifurcation region is the most heavily calcified, followed by 
the ICA and little or no calcification in the CCA. This is an important implication for 
CB device design in that targeting region specific toughness properties may lead to 
improved patient outcome. 
7.4.2 Plaque specific toughness  
In three of the plaque specific toughness profiles (type B-D), the presence of 
calcification creates a localised region of high toughness that requires a significantly 
higher degree of energy in order to propagate a controlled cut in contrast to the 
remainder of the plaque. The severity of the intra-plaque sample variance was highest in 
the plaques with significantly high toughness localised in the bifurcation regions 
(p<0.05) as shown in figure 7-6B. The upper toughness limits in this region approach 
two orders of magnitude higher than the distal common regions and one order of 
magnitude higher than the proximal internal regions. This group incorporates the 
majority of plaques with a region of high toughness 77% which corresponds with 
studies that have identified the bifurcation region as morphologically the most heavily 
calcified portion of carotid plaque [24]. Figure 7-8 illustrates the homogenous thick 
sheets of calcifications that have formed in the bifurcation region as a result of the 
vascular smooth muscle cells promoting fibrosis and undergoing osteogenic trans-
differentiation [39].  
Moreover, characterisation of the toughness properties within the internal region of the 
vessel identified a combination of both the upper and lower scale toughness properties 
(figure 7-5C). The resulting heterogeneous intra-plaque toughness properties highlight 
the difficulties in treating this portion of the vessel with current CBA devices. The 
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longitudinal profile of the plaque is regarded as an independent clinical risk factor 
whereby a longer stenosis is associated with an increase in the risk of restenosis after 
endovascular treatment [40]. The high intra-plaque variance observed in this study may 
offer a possible explanation as to the high restenotic response endured during the 
endovascular treatment of long plaque samples as incorrectly targeting the low 
toughness portions with CBA which may lead to intimal injury resulting in a neo-
proliferative and restenotic response [40]. 
Vascular calcification is a highly regulated and complex process that occurs as part of 
atherosclerotic plaque development. Large portions of the internal necrotic core region 
calcify with plaque progression [25]. In the initiation phase of calcification development 
smooth muscle cells undergo apoptosis and manifest as micro-calcification depositions 
which transform into macro-calcifications [41]. As the degree of calcification increases 
the number of interfaces increases initially until the calcifications begin to coalesce 
forming irregularly shaped masses with a large eccentricity [41,42] This process is 
suggested structurally in figure 7-9A-B by the calcification deposit with micro spherical 
crystals surrounding the outer surface. This is in contrast to the fully developed heavily 
calcified ICA in figure 7-9C-D representing the toughest properties for this portion of 
the vessel in this sample set with a toughness value of 2465.21 J/m
2
. This present study 
is a cross section study of carotid endarterectomy plaques at a single point in time taken 
from patients who present with symptomatic high grade stenosis in the carotid vessel. 
Therefore, the authors can only postulate regarding the level of progression of the 
plaque. Unfortunately, it is not possible to state the exact onset of calcification 
development as it can initiate and manifest within a patient for a long time prior to 
clinical diagnosis or intervention. Future work is required to confirm the level and rate 
of progression of the calcification. 
7.4.3 Fracture mechanism 
Mineral maturity and mineral crystallinity index are biological processes that evolve 
separately affecting the mineral’s characteristics [43]. The variation in fracture surfaces 
of the calcified deposits in the bifurcation region further suggest that mineral maturity 
has implications on the calcification’s toughness properties. The fracture surface in 
figure 7-8B, with a toughness value of 2481 J/m
2
, indicates that failure was not confined 
to one fracture plane and that multiple cracks were developed to produce the final 
fracture surface. The fracture surface in figure 7-8C, with a toughness value of 3810.03 
J/m
2
, exhibits numerous micro-cracks in fractured calcification. Both of these fracture 
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surfaces indicate that toughening mechanisms may have been employed during the 
fracture process. The multiple fractures normal to the cutting blade greatly increase the 
fracture surface area [44] and the micro-cracks are toughening the material by relieving 
the localised high stresses during cutting [45]. Moreover, previous studies have reported 
similar fracture mechanisms in the tough mineral material [46].   
Classifying the correct toughness properties of the plaque is a fundamental step for the 
CBA treatment as applying forces above the targeted toughness threshold in low 
toughness segments risk perforating the adjacent arterial wall [11]. Conversely, the 
application of forces below the targeted toughness threshold in high toughness segments 
risk failing to propagate a controlled cut in the calcified plaque tissue. Subsequent 
expansion of the heavily calcified segment would result in the transmission of the 
applied high inflation pressures to the carotid baroreceptor leading to complications 
including hemodynamic depression [17,47]. An understanding of the luminal expansion 
mechanism achieved by CBA and the necessary forces required to propagate a 
controlled cut in the calcified plaque may help to translate this endovascular strategy 
into clinical benefit [13]. Furthermore, there is a high risk of micro embolization after 
carotid artery stenting as a result of fibrous tissue ruptures, tissue prolapse and stent mal 
apposition [8]. Similarly, propagating a cut in the plaque material might be potentially 
responsible for generating particulate debris that could embolise distally. This potential 
risk must be considered in future work. 
7.4.4 Limitations  
There are a number of inherent limitations within this study. A limitation regarding the 
sample size is that the development of a grouping classification of the plaques into 
respective types is relatively small. However, in a global sense the regional difference 
reflects the importance of region specific characterisation and this study warrants 
further investigation to define a CBA classification based on plaque region and 
calcification configuration type. The harvested carotid plaque samples were cut during 
the surgical procedure and therefore this study could only characterise the sample along 
the posterolateral wall opposite the surgical incision therefore negating the inflation 
effect of the procedure. It would be necessary to obtain the samples ‘enbloc’ to facilitate 
demonstrating the range of toughness properties around the vessels circumference and 
consider the implications of circumferential heterogeneity. However, this mechanical 
test characterises the tissue and its heterogeneity along the longitudinal length as the 
primary focus of this study is to determine the variation in toughness properties of the 
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plaque with respect to the structural composition of the plaque material in each plaque 
segment tested. 
The fundamental properties of a material are determined from a combination of 
mechanical factors including stiffness, fracture toughness and hardness [48]. 
Quantitative measures such as Young’s modulus were not employed in this study to 
characterise the plaque material. The test method employed focuses on measuring the 
energy required to create the fracture in plaque by using a push/slice ratio. This 
technique minimises the deformation of the sample prior to the initiation of cutting and 
any deformation induced during the cutting. Future studies wishing to characterise the 
stiffness and level of strain a plaque can bear before it breaks should employ a blade 
penetration test protocol [31,48]. 
A drawback regarding the attenuated total reflectance FTIR spectroscopy is it has a 
finite penetration depth which is a function of the wavelength, refractive index of the 
crystal and the angle of incidence of the beam. As a consequence, the intensity of the 
absorbance peak depends strongly on where the calcification is located within in the 
cross section (close to the surface or embedded deep within the thickness) as the 
radiation cannot penetrate through the entire cross section in thicker plaque segments. 
Therefore, this analysis is regarded as a qualitative indicator of the presence of 
calcification present in a particular plaque segment. For a quantitative analysis of the 
calcification content, imaging techniques including computed tomography are required 
to assess the geometrical distribution of calcification within the plaque. Furthermore, 
EDX was used during the structural SEM examination of the plaques’ cut cross 
sections. In the presence of calcification nodes, this analysis confirmed the calcific 
structures by detecting calcium and phosphorus, the chemical composition of the 
calcification.  
7.5 Conclusions 
This study identifies the toughness of carotid artery plaques, a mechanical parameter 
which determines the plaques resistance to blade penetration. This parameter can assist 
in better understanding the mechanism of plaque dissection which is compounded by 
specific plaque components during CBA. Moreover, distinguishing between the plaque 
specific toughness profiles, with respect to the three anatomical regions of the carotid 
artery, identifies a classification of plaque toughness that are related to localised regions 
of high toughness. Furthermore, each region contains different levels of calcification 
which influence plaque toughness properties independently. Ultimately, this study 
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implicates the presence of specific calcification distribution as a key contributor to the 
mechanical toughness properties of the carotid plaque tissue. 
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Objective: Parameters other than maximum diameter that predict rupture of abdominal 
aortic aneurysms (AAA) may be helpful for risk:benefit analysis in individual patients. 
The aim of this study is to characterise the biomechanical-structural characteristics 
associated with AAA walls in order to better identify the mechanistic related variables 
required for an accurate prediction of rupture risk. 
Methods: Anterior AAA wall (n=40) and intraluminal thrombus (ILT) (n=114) samples 
were acquired from eighteen patients undergoing open surgical repair. Biomechanical 
characterisation was performed using controlled circumferential stretching tests 
combined with a speckle-strain tracking technique to quantify the spatial heterogeneity 
in deformation and localised strains in the AAA walls containing calcification. 
Following mechanical testing, the accompanying microstructural characteristics of the 
AAA wall and ILT types were examined using electron microscopy.  
Results: There was no significant correlation found between the AAA diameter and the 
wall mechanical properties in terms of Cauchy stress (rs=-.139; P=.596) or stiffness 
(rs=-.451; P=.069). Quantification of significant localised peak strains, which were 
concentrated in the tissue regions surrounding calcification, reveals that peak strains 
increased by a mean of 174% as a result of calcification and corresponding peak stresses 
by 18.2%. Four ILT types characteristic of diverse stages in the evolving tissue 
microstructure were directly associated with distinct mechanical stiffness properties of 
the ILT and underlying AAA wall. ILT types were independent of geometrical factors 
including ILT volume and AAA diameter measures [ILT stiffness and AAA diameter 
(rs=-.511; P=.074); ILT stiffness and ILT volume (rs=-.245; P=.467)]. 
Conclusions: AAA wall stiffness properties are controlled by the load bearing capacity 
of the non-calcified tissue portion and low stiffness properties represent a highly 
degraded vulnerable wall. The presence of calcification, that is contiguous with the 
inner wall, cause severe tissue overstretching in surrounding tissue areas. The results 
highlight the use of additional biomechanical measures, detailing the biomechanical-
structural characteristics of AAA tissue, which may be a helpful adjunct to improve the 
accuracy of rupture prediction. 
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8 On the Influence of Wall Calcification and Intraluminal 
Thrombus on Prediction of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm 
Rupture 
8.1 Introduction 
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA) is a chronic inflammatory degenerative disease of 
the aortic wall characterised by the progressive abnormal dilatation of the infrarenal 
aorta.
1
 AAA rupture occurs when the wall can no longer bear the applied load induced 
by physiological forces. A prediction of rupture based on changes in diameter alone 
may not be sufficient to identify patients who could benefit from initial or a secondary 
procedure, addressing sac growth. Moreover, the influence of late complications of 
endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR), such as migration and endoleaks, creates a new 
paradigm for rupture risk assessment. Invasive secondary procedures such as 
explantation which may be indicated technically, can pose serious clinical dilemmas in 
patients who are older and frailer than at the time of initial repair and therefore may not 
derive a survival benefit from reintervention.
2
 To identify AAAs vulnerable to higher 
rupture risk, parameters other than diameter increase may be very helpful to elucidate 
when intervention is necessary and cost effective.
3
 
AAAs consist of a multi-layered structure including intraluminal thrombus (ILT)  
eliminating the endothelium and intima, a progressively degrading media layer and an 
inflammatory or fibrotic adventitial layer.
4
 The specific structure of the ILT may have a 
significant degradative influence on the biomechanical properties of the underlying 
AAA wall.
5
 Based on the hypothesis that ILT may play a role in AAA growth and 
subsequent rupture, the diversity in the ILT morphology may potentially represent a 
variable characterising the functionality of specific ILT types.
6
 Moreover, medial 
calcium deposition, a clinical marker of AAA degradation,
1,7
 plays an integral role in 
degenerative inflammatory processes by eliciting disorganisation of collagen network 
and loss of elastin’s lamellae wavy structure.
8
 A recent clinical study has indicated the 
potential predictive power of calcifications in the prognosis of AAA rupture risk by 
demonstrating increased degrees of calcification in symptomatic and ruptured AAA in 
comparison to elective patients.
9
 
Despite this advancement in knowledge, there is a paucity of experimental information 
regarding the relationship between the stiff calcification and the surrounding tissue. A 
relationship may exist between calcification and high localised wall strains which could 
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possibly increase the risk of AAA wall rupture. Thus, it remains a critical clinical 
challenge to accurately predict the likelihood of AAA rupture without knowledge of the 
biomechanical characteristics of the AAA wall.
10
 The aim of this study is to characterise 
the biomechanical-structural characteristics associated with AAA walls in order to 
better identify the mechanistic related variables required for an accurate prediction of 
rupture risk. 
8.2 Methods 
8.2.1 Sample Acquisition  
Human AAA wall (n=40) and ILT (n=114) samples were obtained from eighteen 
patients undergoing open surgical repair in the University Hospital Limerick in a 
manner that conformed to the declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the 
hospital’s Ethical Research Committee. Upon excision, the AAA samples were 
immediately frozen in phosphate buffer solution (PBS) (Fisher Scientific, Product-
code:12821680) and stored at -20°C. Storage of the aneurysmal tissue was necessary 
due to logistical constraints associated with the unpredictable nature of the tissue 
excision. It has been previously demonstrated that freezing does not interfere with 
mechanical properties.
11
 AAA wall segments were excised from the anterior portion 
centred on the area of maximum diameter and all wall segments exhibited the 
geometrical configuration of longitudinal length>circumferential width. This facilitates 
for sectioning of multiple circumferentially oriented rectangular samples of 20mm in 
length (Fig.8-1). ILT segments were prepared with a similar configuration. A control 
segment of tissue was not resected during the time of surgery as it would fall outside 
standard surgical procedures and therefore not permitted by ethical standards. A 
summary of AAA preoperative data and sample details is tabulated in table I. 
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Table 8-1 Summary of patient demographics and test sample details for preoperative diameter measures and 


















W:L Type CT 
D 
≤5.5cm 
1 4.6 77 F N 2 1.47 5.32 4 5.91 2.95 IV Y 
2 5.2 68 M N 3 1.65 4.44 - - - - Y 
3 5.3 63 M N 1 1.75 3.08 6 6.14 3.23 IV Y 
4 5.4 67 M N 1 1.13 6.38 0 - - - Y 
5 5.4 67 M N 2 1.10 4.02 11 6.08 2.61 IV Y 
6 5.5 77 F N 4 1.46 3.04 2 5.92 3.67 III Y 
D 
>5.5cm 
7 5.6 71 M N 2 1.91 3.61 8 4.40 4.27 III Y 
8 5.8 74 M N 2 1.66 5.10 4 5.08 3.29 III Y 
9 6 74 M N 2 1.21 3.08 2 6.24 3.44 III Y 
10 6.5 77 M N 2 1.84 2.84 2 6.92 3.88 IV N 
11 6.7 57 M N 2 1.18 4.35 6 9.13 2.57 III Y 
12 7.2 70 M N 2 2.16 3.95 6 2.06 2.88 I Y 
13 7.3 72 M N 2 1.45 4.77 27 7.09 3.21 IV Y 
14 8 77 M N 4 2.20 4.61 9 4.57 3.72 II N 
15 8.9 77 M N 4 1.74 3.64 4 5.41 3.17 III Y 
16 9 76 M Y 2 1.81 2.90 14 6.38 3.81 IV Y 
17 9 71 F Y 3 1.50 3.58 - - - - Y 
18 - - M Y 2 1.64 2.62 9 6.54 3.67 IV N 
 
8.2.2 Mechanical testing 
Uniaxial circumferential stretching tests were employed to examine the mechanics of 
AAA tissue. The samples were thawed overnight, equilibrated to room temperature in 
PBS, and subsequently immersed in PBS at 37°C to equilibrate the tissue back to 
physiological temperature. Sample thickness, width and gauge length were measured 
using Vernier callipers and non-contact photography. A fine mist of fast-dry black 
enamel paint was deposited on the sample’s surface creating a thin coating of speckles 
for use with the optical strain tracking system. Such a speckle distribution does not 
affect mechanical properties as it is discontinuous in nature. This fast-dry paint method 
is desired so as to minimise the potential for chemical contamination on the AAA 
tissue.
12
 The samples were immersed back in the PBS solution at 37°C once the paint 
had dried. 
The samples were secured within flat-bottomed testing clamps (BioTester, Cellscale, 
Waterloo, Canada) with the orientation facilitating stretching of the sample in the 
circumferential axis only. This orientation was selected as it captures the direction in 
which the AAA is predominantly loaded and subjected to the highest principal stresses 
in vivo
13,14
 while also maximising the characterisation of the resected wall segments. 
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The planar tension test employed differs from standard tensile testing methods as each 
sample had a W:L ratio above 2:1 deemed acceptable for planar tension testing when 
focusing on the template area.
15
 In an attempt to analyse wall deformation in a more 
physiologically realistic environment, the displacement rate employed is based on the 
rate induced in vivo.
16
 The test protocol employed nine preconditioning cycles to 25% 
of the gauge length at a displacement rate of 12.5% of the gauge length per second, with 
data taken from a subsequent tenth cycle. This test procedure allowed for the structural 
integrity of the AAA to remain intact and facilitated a structural examination of the 
tissue to further rationalise the resulting mechanical properties. 
8.2.3 Data analysis 
The displacement and force data (23N load cell Honeywell) were converted to strain, 
stretch ratio and Cauchy stress. Stiffness was calculated using the tangential modulus, 
the slope of the line tangent to the Cauchy stress-stretch ratio curve, at a given point 
acquired by differentiating the equation of the curve.
17
 Cauchy stress and stiffness were 
analysed within the physiological range at a circumferential strain of 12%.
18
 Strains of 
at least 2mm from clamp edges are excluded to negate any clamping effects and a 
further minimum of 4mm from width edges are excluded (Fig.1C). Test data was 
analysed using LabJoy Software (Cellscale, Waterloo, Canada). The percent spatial-
heterogeneity index (% SHI) was defined as the coefficient of variation calculated as the 
ratio of strain standard deviation to the mean strain multiplied by 100. 
 
Figure 8-1 Schematic of the mechanical characterisation test process; A) segments of AAA wall excised from 
the anterior portion of each patient aneurysm centred on the area of maximum diameter, B) speckled test 
sample in clamps, C) template for acquisition of strains and D) Cauchy stress-stretch ratio curve. 
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2.3 Computed tomography 
AAA diameter measurements were made preoperatively using 64-multidetector CT 
(Siemens sensation 64, Erlangen Germany). For the purpose of this study, the ILT and 
calcification volumes (cm
3
) were quantitatively analysed from the preoperative CT 
scans using Mimics Medical imaging software, (version17.0, Materialise, Belgium). 
However, the CT scans were not used to localise the resected wall tissue. All 
tomographic slices were obtained with a pixel resolution of 0.742mm, slice-increment 
0.5mm and slice-thickness 1mm. The limited scan resolution made it difficult to 
distinguish between the tissue boundaries of ILT and wall in the absence of calcification 
and it was not possible to distinguish layers within the ILT structure. A constant wall 
thickness was applied using the closest pixel size measure based on the actual wall 
thickness measured (1 pixel=0.742mm). 
2.4 Calcification classification 
2.4.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 
The presence of calcification in each AAA wall sample was analysed by ex vivo Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (Perkin-Elmer Model-1740) using attenuated total 
reflectance. Multiple spectra were acquired from the luminal and adventitial side of the 
wall to qualitatively indicate the presence of calcification. The spectral absorbance, in 
the mid infrared region (4000-700cm
-1




2.4.2 Structural characterisation 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi SU-70 High-Technologies Europe 
GmbH, Krefield Germany) coupled with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscope 
(EDX) (INCA Energy software platform Version4.02 Oxford Instruments, 2006) was 
used to examine the microstructural characteristics of the intact AAA tissue. The 
presence of calcification was confirmed using EDX by identifying the x-ray signal 
intensity peaks of Calcium and Phosphorus, the chemical composition of calcification. 
The images display the cross section view of the AAA walls and were formatted 
according to the steps in Fig.8-2 to improve the clarity of the wall cross section. Table 
8-2 details the definition of the four ILT types that were classified based on 
macroscopic differences in the structural layers of each ILT sample as previously 
defined
19
 [Supplemental Fig.8-3]. 




Figure 8-2 Schematic of the structural characterisation process; A) Cross section view of AAA wall along the 
circumferential direction, B) side walls view are removed and C) luminal layer including calcifications are 
highlighted in green and denoted as C. (Grey; adventitial side containing fibrous tissue and Green; luminal 
side containing calcifications). 
 
Table 8-2 Definition of ILT types classified according to structural characteristics.19 
Type  Description 
Type I (n=1) Fresh thrombus, dark red in colour and containing only the luminal layer. 
Type II (n=1) Disintegrated thrombi with a thin solid thrombus at the luminal surface.  
Type III (n=6) Thrombi with a luminal and transitioning medial layer with continuous 
homogenous appearance.  
Type IV (n=7) Discrete multi-layered thrombus with a luminal, medial and degrading 
abluminal layer.  
 
 




Figure 8-3 Representative examples of ILT type categories as classified by morphology differences A) type I; 
luminal fresh thrombus, B) type II; luminal and degrading medial layer, C) type III; continuous luminal and 
medial layers and D) type IV; discrete luminal, medial and degrading abluminal layers. 
 
All samples underwent a preservation process involving; fixation in 100% methanol 
(Fisher Scientific, product-code:10644795), wash in 100% ethanol and dehydration in a 
graded series of increasing ethanol concentrations up to 100% (Fisher Scientific, 
product-code:10020260)
20
. The samples were then dried in a graded series of 
hexamethyldisilazane (50% and 100%), (Sigma-Aldrich, product-code:440191). As 
SEM requires the samples to be electrically conductive each were sputter coated in gold 
using 35mA at a deposition rate of 12nm/min leaving a 24nm surface coating (Emitech 
K550, Emitech Ltd., Kent, U.K.). The microscope was operated using an accelerating 
voltage of 20keV and a working distance of 15mm. 
 
8.2.4 Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics 21. Data normality was 
examined using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Independent t-test and Mann Whitney U tests were 
used to identify statistically significant differences. Continuous variables, including 
AAA diameter were tested for the whole patient cohort and associations were 
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determined by using Spearman’s rank order and Pearson’s correlations. Equal weights 
per patient were analysed in terms of the mechanical behaviour from each AAA. AAA 
with >1 sample tested were averaged to represent the overall mechanical properties of 
the AAA segment. A P-value of less than .05 was deemed to be statistically significant 
in all cases. 
8.3 Results 
8.3.1 Wall Characterisation 
Fig.8-4 presents the average mechanical response of each AAA wall, as classified 
according to diameter size. Mechanical parameters evaluated at 12% strain (Fig.4) 
demonstrated no significant correlation between the AAA diameter and wall mechanics 
in terms of Cauchy stress (rs=-.139;P=.596) or stiffness (rs=-.451;P=.069). The average 
mechanics were much lower for the large diameter group in comparison with the small 
diameter group Cauchy stress [D≤5.5cm=10.71±8.82kPa and D>5.5cm=6.33±5.72kPa]; 
and stiffness [D≤5.5cm=150.17±78.63kPa and D>5.5cm=62.15±31.07kPa] At 15% 
stretch the Cauchy stress of D<5,5cm is comparable to that of healthy reference 
abdominal aorta
22
 whereas the AAA with D>5.5cm are considerably lower 
[Supplemental Fig.8.5]. 
 
Figure 8-4 Average Cauchy stress (kPa) and stretch ratio response of each AAA wall as classified by diameter 
size. (Black solid lines represent diameter ≤5.5cm; grey solid lines represent diameter >5.5cm and grey dashed 
line represent diameter not reported). 




Figure 8-5 Box plot comparison of Cauchy stress measured at 15% stretch for AAA walls with D<5.5cm and 
D>5.5cm with respect to the levels in a reference healthy control abdominal aortic (AA)22 and AAA group22. 
 
The localised mechanical influence of calcification is demonstrated in Fig.8-6 which 
illustrates representative examples of the spatial distribution of circumferential strain. 
FTIR was used to qualitatively indicate the presence of calcification in each AAA 
sample. The images represent strain maps tracked at a reference strain value of 12%. 
Examples can be seen in Fig.8-6 where the dark red values (>20% strain) are localised 
in regions of non-calcified tissue regions surrounding the calcification deposits (Fig.8-
6A) and (Fig.8-6B) and in the absence of significant calcification no high strains were 
present (Fig.8-6C). Calcifications are unevenly distributed within the gauge length of 
the clamps and hence the very high strains imaged are not symmetrical. 




Figure 8-6. Representative AAA wall samples demonstrating the distribution of % circumferential wall strain 
tracked at a reference strain of 12% and with varying % SHI levels A) 82.51%, B) 76.67% and C) 29.31%. 
The boxes within each grid represent an area of 0.25mm2 and any strain value exceeding 20% is denoted as 
dark red. 
 
Table 8-3 shows the strain indices for each AAA sample in order of increasing 
diameter. The overall average maximum sample strain is 28%±7 which is greater than 
twice the reference applied strain of 12%. The maximum strains are also reported in 
table III. For example AAA no. 6 corresponds to Fig.8-6A and it can be seen that the 
localised maximum strain is 3.6 times the average strain that the sample is subjected to. 
The corresponding localised stresses, in the dark red regions, are tabulated for all 
samples. The localised maximum stresses in Fig.8-6A and 8-6B increase by 30.85% and 
40.59% in comparison to the calculated stresses based on the average strain for that 
sample. 
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Table 8-3 Comparison of circumferential strain indices for each AAA wall based on a reference strain of 12% 


























1 0.12 0.04 0.05 0.23 35.70 1.97 2.15 9.34 
2 0.07 0.05 0.00 0.21 69.71 14.96 16.84 12.61 
3 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.35 36.95 10.13 12.66 24.96 
4 0.11 0.03 0.05 0.19 27.01 5.51 5.87 6.48 
5 0.10 0.06 0.00 0.19 55.41 9.81 10.42 6.17 
6 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.43 82.51 6.04 7.91 30.85 




7 0.08 0.06 0.00 0.35 78.01 2.19 3.08 40.59 
8 0.08 0.04 0.00 0.18 53.88 22.66 24.82 9.56 
9 0.09 0.06 0.00 0.29 67.52 3.62 4.92 35.91 
10 0.12 0.05 0.02 0.25 40.68 5.68 6.33 11.54 
11 0.13 0.04 0.05 0.22 29.31 2.85 3.09 8.32 
12 0.09 0.06 0.00 0.29 63.62 3.77 4.44 17.76 
13 0.14 0.06 0.08 0.25 41.78 7.09 7.91 11.50 
14 0.10 0.05 0.00 0.32 54.72 10.33 12.47 20.72 
15 0.09 0.07 0.01 0.31 76.67 8.18 9.88 20.82 
16 0.11 0.07 0.00 0.36 58.99 2.68 3.29 22.76 
17 0.11 0.06 0.00 0.32 56.32 3.63 4.32 19.12 
18 0.11 0.07 0.00 0.31 65.31 3.07 3.63 18.24 
 Mean 0.10 0.06 0.01 0.29 57.23 6.31 7.35 19.74 
 
8.3.2 ILT Characterisation 
All ILT samples display an approximate linear stiffening mechanical response to 
circumferential stretching (Fig.8-7). Fig.8-8 displays the mechanical measures of each 
type at a reference stretch of λ=1.12. Type-IV ILT, incorporating the multi-layered 
thrombus structure, is significantly stiffer than type III in terms of Cauchy stress 
(P=.007) and stiffness (P=.002). Table 8-4 presents the geometric measurements, ILT 
mechanical properties and corresponding of mechanical stiffness properties of AAA 
wall. There is a strong positive linear correlation between ILT volume and AAA 
diameter (r=.740;P=.006). No statistically significant difference between ILT stiffness 
and diameter (rs=-.511;P=.074) or ILT stiffness and volume (rs=-.245;P=.467) was 
found [Supplemental Fig.8-9]. 




Figure 8-7 The average Cauchy stress (kPa) and stretch ratio response of each ILT sample classified according 
to ILT morphology type. (Black dashed line = type I; grey dashed line = type II; grey solid line = type III and 
black solid line = type IV). 
 
Figure 8-8  Box plot of ILT mechanical properties in terms of A) Cauchy stress (kPa) and B) stiffness (kPa) at 
a reference stretch ratio of λ=1.12 grouped by ILT type. The lines within the boxplots represent the median 
value of the data, the boxes encompass 50% of the data and the protruding bars encompass the remainder of 
the data. Correlation between groups was determined with Independent t-tests. 
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Table 8-4 Patient data and geometrical measures of each grouped according to ILT type. 


















Left side Anterior 
Eccentric 
Non rupture 3.31 156.28 5.4 42.78 




Non rupture 4.46 65.19 24.25 238.15 
III 5.6 Anterior Eccentric Non rupture 0.33 75.68 24.32 31.69 
III 5.8 Anterior Eccentric Non rupture 9.16 77.84 21.05 74.45 




Non rupture 0.31 111.48 16.77 61.87 
III 8.9 Left side Eccentric Non rupture 12.20 150.62 15.84 117.15 
Mean 6.4 - - 4.59 84.84 20.8 98.9 
IV 4.6 Anterior Eccentric Non rupture 2.34 46.42 47.85 33.07 
IV 5.3 Anterior Eccentric Non rupture 0.64 55.10 28.78 129.17 
IV 5.4 Anterior Eccentric Non rupture 0.86 164.33 25.32 95.92 
IV 6.5 - Non rupture - - 43.56 58.72 
IV 7.3 Anterior Eccentric Non rupture 3.19 280.31 55.88 123.82 
IV 9 Anterior Eccentric Rupture 2.57 303.79 37.14 51.58 
IV - - Rupture - - 42.52 30.27 
Mean 6.4 - - 1.92 169.99 39.76 82.05 
 
 
Figure 8-9 AAA Correlation between ILT stiffness (kPa) and A) AAA diameter (cm) and B) ILT volume (cm3) 
at a reference stretch ratio of λ=1.12. Each point is classified according to ILT type. Black square= type 1; grey 
square type II; grey diamond = type III and black circle = type IV. 
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8.3.3 Structural Classification 
Fig.8-10 shows the initial calcification development stages characterised by the 
presence of microscopic calcific deposits embedded between fibers of the outer medial 
layer. EDX confirmed that the disorganised medial layers are densely populated with 
calcific particles as illustrated in Fig.8-10C-D.  
 
Figure 8-10 SEM micrographs of AAA wall with a small diameter and type III ILT; A) full cross section view 
of the wall structure, B) calcifying medial-adventitial layers, C) cluster of calcification particles embedded 
between fibrous lamellae and D) a localised region of densely populated calcific particles detected using EDX. 
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Fig 8-11 illustrates representative cross section images of AAA wall with small and 
large diameters revealing the contrasting wall structures with calcification deposits lying 
adjacent to tissue displaying pronounced disruption. 
 
Figure 8-11 SEM micrographs of AAA walls with small diameter displaying A) a developing calcification 
nodule disrupting the tissue structure (No ILT present) B) linearly aligned circumferential calcification 
deposits in between fibers (ILT type III). Large diameters; C) calcification deposit lying adjacent to the 
fibrous tissue portion with disruption (ILT type III), D) large medial calcification deposit with a thin overlying 
layer of medial tissue (ILT type IV), E) thin remaining fibrous structure underlying calcifications (ILT not 
available), and F) fissures present in calcification structures causing excessive thinning in wall (ILT type IV). 
(Ad denotes the adventitial side; C denotes the calcification). 
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Fig.8-12 portrays a clear distinction between the microstructural variations in ILT types. 
Fig.8-12 A-B illustrates the structure of type-I with fresh loose fibrin networks that are 
circumferentially oriented. Type-II portrays the thin luminal layer (Fig.8-12C) and thick 
degrading medial layer (Fig.8-12D). Type-III illustrates luminal fibrin fibers 
circumferentially orientated (Fig.8-12E) and the evolving structure with the presence of 
pores in outer medial layers (Fig.8-12F). Contrastingly, the microstructural 
characteristics of type-IV contain all three layers. The luminal layer consists of a 
network of fibrin fibers creating a porous structure with cellular debris intertwined in 
the fibers (Fig.8-12G). The medial layer consists of thicker fibrin fiber network (Fig.8-
12H) and the outer abluminal layer portrays the degraded dense accumulation of fibrin 
fibres with no apparent structure (Fig.8-12I) and absence of any porous structure (Fig.8-








Figure 8-12 SEM micrographs of each of the layers present in the ILT types. Type I A-B) luminal with fibrin 
fibers circumferentially orientated, type II C) thin luminal layer, D) degrading medial, type III E) luminal, F) 
medial and type IV G) luminal, H) medial, I) transition between medial and abluminal layers and J) zoomed in 
the cross section of abluminal thrombi. 
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8.4 Discussion  
Accurate prediction of AAA rupture risk has limitations using the current standard of 
maximal AAA diameter. This study employs circumferential stretching tests, combined 
with strain-speckle tracking, to analyse spatial deformations of AAA walls and 
distinguish localised mechanics influenced by calcification within the wall, these 
biomechanical characteristics may have rupture prediction potential. Specifically, 
calcification within the AAA wall is highly patient-specific and the deposit’s 
relationship with the surrounding tissue can significantly alter the localised strains and 
consequent stresses as the mechanical properties of the wall are controlled by the load 
bearing capacity of the non-calcified fibrous tissue portion. 
Stiffness alterations are inherent mechanical characteristics associated with AAA 
development. AAA with D<5.5cm have comparable mechanics to healthy abdominal 
aorta.
22
 The progressive dilation of AAAs is coupled with the loss of wall structural 
integrity by elastin degradation and collagen turnover
23
 which explicates the 
diminishing mechanics associated with larger AAA to an extent. No significant 
correlation was found between diameter and wall mechanics. Within this patient cohort 
30% of walls demonstrated severely diminished mechanics with an average stiffness 
value of 36.86±9.59kPa at 12% strain, displaying an approximate linear mechanical 
response where the stress is practically independent of stretch ratio (Fig.8-4). Wall 
stiffness represents the load bearing capacity of the remaining non-calcified tissue 
portion of the AAA wall with respect to the presence of adjacent medial calcifications 
that lie on the inner surface. The structural characterisation of walls with low stiffness, 
performed by SEM, further reveals the extremely thin tissue content (Fig.8-11B-D). 
Moreover, the mechanical-structural characterisation underscores the meaning of low 
stiffness properties as this subset includes two ruptured patients. 
Studies have demonstrated the capability of in vivo time-resolved three-dimensional 
ultrasound coupled with speckle-strain tracking, similar to the methods employed in this 
study, for determining spatial heterogeneity and localised peak strains in AAA and 
differentiating between the pathological states of the aortic wall.
24
 The corresponding 
stresses and stiffness properties can also be subsequently estimated using an inverse 
finite element approach of the ultrasound data.
25
 However, no such models have 
incorporated the presence of calcification or ILT in their analysis. In this present study, 
the localised variation in strain in calcified AAA samples was quantified using speckle-
strain tracking indicating the negative influence of calcification on wall mechanics. 
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Calcification creates significant areas of localised peak strains in the wall with an 
average %SHI of 55.2±16.9%. Fig.8-6 demonstrates the large degree of over-extension 
of the non-calcified fibrous tissue surrounding the calcified regions in order to 
compensate for the stiff calcification resisting the deformation. The localised average 
maximum strain of the AAA tissue was 27% which is greater than twice the reference 
strain and reached a maximum strain of 43% in the most severe case. The mismatch in 
compliance between stiff calcium depositions and distensible wall causes an increase in 
strain in the surrounding wall tissue and consequent stresses also increase with 
increasing calcification thereby increasing AAA rupture risk.
26
 
The influence of localised strains also directly influences the localised stresses. For 
example, in regions of high strain the localised maximum stresses increase on average 
by 18.2% (range 6.2-40.6) from the calculated stress of the sample based on the average 
strain. Computational predictions of peak wall stresses related to calcification have 
similarly demonstrated an increase in stress of 22%.
27
 The presence of calcification is 
associated with regions of high stress supporting the hypothesis that a stress-mediated 
weakening process influences the wall whereby increasing stress induces further wall 
damage.
19
 The relationship between calcification and strain properties of AAA is 
indicative of the potential predictive power of calcification for evaluating AAA rupture 
risk. A higher relative dispersion of strain is representative of localised heterogeneity of 
the AAA wall structure which may ultimately disclose the wall’s localised site of 
highest rupture risk.
28
 This underscores the importance of calcification in the 
assessment of AAA wall motion. 
Furthermore, AAA wall stiffness properties are far greater than the corresponding ILT 
stiffness properties with the exception of type IV. Interestingly, walls covered by type-
IV ILT, which is mechanically the stiffest ILT type (average 37.53kPa±8.87), have the 
lowest wall stiffness <60kPa. Two walls demonstrated stiffness even lower than the 
corresponding ILT type-IV indicating that the ILT stiffness may mask the true stiffness 
of the vulnerable underlying wall in this low stiffness range. Recent studies have shown 
that AAA walls with low stiffness properties are most associated with the stiffest ILT 
types.
29
 Specifically, type-IV ILT subset includes the ruptured AAA samples in this 
cohort (Table 8-4). Type-IV ILT is also found in a small AAA (D=4.6cm) from a 
female with the highest ILT stiffness and lowest wall stiffness highlighting the 
independence of ILT type with respect to diameter. Moreover, a study has demonstrated 
that ILT of females are relatively older compared to males.
30
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There are a number of inherent limitations regarding this study. Firstly, there is a 
limited sample size as a result of the high rate of EVAR procedures performed in place 
of surgery in our cohort. Furthermore, wall samples are all from the anterior portion of 
the AAA wall centred on the area of maximum diameter. The primary focus of this 
study was to determine the influence of calcification on the tissue and therefore the 
resected wall segment’s orientation was optimised by performing extension tests in the 
circumferential direction only. This characterises the wall in the direction of the 
calcification, collagen and elastin fibrous tissue structure’s orientation and is deemed to 
be subjected to the highest principal stresses during the cardiac cycle.
14
 Future studies 
wishing to characterise the properties of AAA wall should relate the biomechanics to 
the wall’s tissue fiber microarchitecture in a quantitative manner. 
31
 Such information 
may aid in explaining the variation in diminished mechanical stiffness responses and 
indicate localised areas of vulnerability as wall structural integrity is strongly dependent 
on the elastin and collagen level of degradation. Moreover, a healthy reference control 
group to provide a baseline mechanical response to the mechanical testing was not 
included in this study. 
Preoperative surgical planning using CT provides excellent detail of AAA geometrical 
measures. Structurally, CT cannot identify the distinct ILT types but can identify 
calcification which may have strong clinical importance in evaluating AAA rupture risk. 
Conversely, ultrasound cannot accurately distinguish the calcifications yet can provide 
real-time in vivo mechanical strains. In this regard, a combined imaging approach using 
ultrasound, coupled with speckle-strain tracking for wall strain classification
24
, and CT 
for calcification classification
9
 could allow for the acquisition of localised strains with 
respect to the presence of calcifications. Ultimately, the generation of improved 
biomechanical stress models may be used in the assessment of localised peak stresses 
and consequently AAA rupture risk. 




The quantification of AAA wall mechanics suggests that the true mechanical stiffness 
properties are reliant on the load bearing capacity of the non-calcified fibrous tissue 
portion of the wall with low stiffness properties reflecting a thin and highly degraded 
vulnerable wall structure adjacent to large medial calcification deposits. Additionally, 
quantification of the calcification’s influence on the wall reveals the significant 
localised areas of peak strains in the wall whereby the non-calcified fibrous tissue 
surrounding the calcified regions undergoes increased degrees of deformation in order 
to compensate for the stiff calcifications resisting the applied deformation. ILT types are 
characteristic of distinct structural variations and mechanical properties. Specifically, 
stiff ILT may potentially represent a clinical variable for characterising the low stiffness 
properties of the vulnerable underlying AAA wall. The combined assessment of the 
mechanical stiffness properties and localised strains with respect to calcifications further 
rationalise the biomechanical-structural properties of AAA walls. Thus, the use of 
additional biomechanical measures may help to leverage an improvement in accuracy of 
AAA rupture prediction. 
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Purpose: The purpose of this study is to determine the optimal target CT spatial 
resolution for accurately imaging abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) wall 
characteristics, distinguishing between tissue and calcification components, for an 
accurate assessment of rupture risk. 
Materials and Methods: Ruptured and non-ruptured AAA-wall samples were acquired 
from eight patients undergoing open surgical aneurysm repair upon institutional review 
board approval and informed consent was obtained from all patients. Samples were 
scanned using high resolution micro-CT scanning. A resolution range of 15.5-155µm 
was used to quantify the influence of decreasing resolution on wall area measurements, 
in terms of tissue and calcification. Physical wall measurements were made using 
scanning electron microscopy. A statistical comparison between the reference resolution 
(15.5µm) and lower resolutions including multi-detector CT resolution (740µm) was 
made. 
Results: Electron microscopy examination of ruptured AAAs revealed extremely thin 
outer tissue structure <200µm in radial distribution which is supporting the aneurysm 
wall along with large areas of adjacent medial calcifications far greater in area than the 
tissue layer. The spatial resolution of 155µm is a significant predictor of the reference 
AAA-wall tissue and calcification area measurements (r=0.850; p<0.001; r=0.999; 
p<0.001 respectively). The tissue and calcification area at 155µm is correct within 
8.8%±1.86 and 26.13%±9.40 respectively with sensitivity of 87.17% when compared to 
the reference. 
Conclusion: The inclusion of AAA-wall measurements, through the use of high 
resolution-CT will elucidate the variations in AAA-wall tissue and calcification 
distributions across the wall which may help to leverage an improved assessment of 
AAA rupture risk.   
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9 On the Accuracy of Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Wall 
Measurements using Computed Tomography Imaging  
9.1 Introduction 
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) rupture represents one of the most fatal surgical 
emergencies exhibiting a 90% mortality rate(1). Studies have advocated the potential 
clinical value of biomechanical indices as a superior measure of AAA rupture risk in 
comparison to the current standard of maximal AAA diameter alone(2,3,4). 
Specifically, advancements in clinical imaging modalities have facilitated acquiring 
additional high precision patient-specific geometrical details. Notwithstanding, the 
measurement of AAA-wall structure in the clinic is an fundamental parameter 
governing the accurate estimation of AAA rupture(2,3). AAA-wall measurements, 
indicating structural integrity, are a difficult parameter to measure given the spatial 
resolution of the current clinical imaging modalities(5). Computed tomography (CT) 
angiography, using multi-detector CT (MDCT) scanners, is the current standard of 
practice for examining AAA geometrical features for initial pre-operative rupture 
assessment and endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) follow-up screening for late-
complications(7). MDCT imaging capabilities and the given spatial resolution (600-
820µm) are limited to measurements greater than 600µm(8). This further impedes the 
accuracy of distinguishing tissue in the presence of adjacent wall calcifications which 
yield severe blooming artefacts as a consequence of the calcification strongly 
attenuating x-rays(9). In this regard, an imaging modality capable of evaluating the 
complete range of wall morphological measurements in order to better indicate a 
patient’s vulnerability to rupture is necessitated. 
The evolution of CT angiography technology with novel detectors, reconstruction 
software and image processing techniques aims to enhance aneurysm diagnostic 
measurements and support intra-operative endovascular procedures(10). Specifically, 
the advent of flat-panel volume CT (FPCT) has been advocated as a potentially superior 
imaging modality to MDCT providing ultra-high spatial resolution as low as 150µm(8).  
However, the prognostic value of this modality in imaging the AAA-wall’s structural 
characteristics remains unclear. In this regard, this study characterises the cross-
sectional area distributions of calcification and tissue in AAA-walls using high 
resolution micro-CT imaging and scanning electron microscopy to determine the 
optimal target spatial resolution for accurately imaging AAA-wall characteristics, 
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distinguishing between tissue and calcification components, for an accurate assessment 
of rupture risk. 
9.2 Materials and Methods 
9.2.1 Sample Acquisition 
Human AAA-wall samples were obtained from eight patients (three ruptured and five 
non-ruptured) undergoing open surgical aneurysm repair upon institutional review 
board approval and  obtaining informed consent from all patients in a manner that 
conformed to the declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the hospital’s Ethical 
Research Committee. Segments of AAA-wall were excised from the anterior portion 
centred on the area of maximum diameter. Table 9-1 summarises the characteristics of 
AAA samples. Diameter measurements were made preoperatively using 64-
multidetector CT (Siemens sensation 64, Erlangen Germany). The peak voltage was 
120kVp and all tomographic slices were obtained with a pixel resolution of 742µm 
incorporating a field of view of 380mm, a slice increment of 0.5mm and slice thickness 
of 1mm. Post-operatively, for the purpose of this study, the scans were analysed using 
Mimics medical imaging processing software (version 17.0, Materialise, Belgium) to 
identify AAA calcifications (>1250GV/ >226 HU) (table 1). As can been seen in figure 
9-1, AAA MDCT scan data examined at 742µm was very difficult to distinguish 
between tissue boundaries between intraluminal thrombus (ILT) and wall. The bright 
white areas at border resemble medial calcifications, as indicated by white arrows, 
further hampered the identification of the wall’s tissue portion due to blooming 
artefacts. 




Figure 9-1 Axial view of preoperative contrast enhanced preoperative MDCT scans at 742µm of AAA samples 
examined in this study; A) non-ruptured small AAA D=5.4cm, B) non-ruptured heavily calcified AAA 
D=5.8cm, C) non-ruptured large AAA D=8.9cm and D) ruptured large AAA D=9cm. (White arrows denote 
medial wall calcifications). 
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Table 9-1 Summary of patient details (M=Male F=Female), MDCT measures and corresponding physical wall 
thickness measurements. The ratio of calcification volume to AAA diameter was used as a metric used to 
normalise the AAA size for a comparison of the calcification measurements.  (*Blank lines represent the 
patients with no CT scan available). 














































6 76 M Rupture 9 2569.20 28.55 1.81 0.35 
7 71 F Rupture 9 5535.68 61.51 1.50 0.23 
8 66 M Rupture - - - 1.64 0.25 
 
9.2.2 Structural Imaging 
To prepare the AAA tissue for ex vivo imaging, wall segments underwent a tissue 
preservation process. The samples were fixed with 100% methanol (Fisher Scientific, 
product-code:10644795), washed in 100% ethanol (Fisher Scientific, product-
code:10020260) and dehydrated in a graded series of increasing ethanol water 
concentrations (30%-100%). The samples were then dried in a graded series of 
hexamethyldisilazane (Sigma-Aldrich, product-code:440191) (50% and 100%). This 
process prevents any deleterious effects to the tissue structure under the intense x-ray 
voltage source of the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and micro-CT(11). 
9.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy  
SEM (Hitachi SU-70 High-Technologies Europe GmbH, Krefield Germany) coupled 
with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscope (EDX) (INCA Energy software platform 
Version4.02 Oxford Instruments, 2006) was utilised to examine wall structures and 
define the optimal spatial resolution required to differentiate the wall’s tissue portion 
from calcification. For SEM, samples were sputter coated in gold using 35mA at a 
deposition rate of 12nm/min leaving a 24nm surface coating Emitech K550 (Emitech 
Ltd., Kent, U.K.). The microscope was operated using an accelerating voltage of 20keV 
and a working distance of 15mm. The presence of calcification was confirmed using 
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EDX by identifying the x-ray signal intensity peaks of Calcium and Phosphorus, the 
chemical composition of calcification.  
9.2.4 Micro-Computed Tomography 
Micro-CT (Xradia versa XRM 500 Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy Inc.) scanning was 
used to examine the contributions of tissue and calcifications in walls at high resolution. 
The scanning was performed with a 0.4x optical magnification and 2.5s x-ray exposure 
time. The x-ray source was operated at 50kV and 81μA and all tomographic slices were 
obtained with a pixel resolution of 15.5μm. A low pass filter was used as a balance 
between the low attenuating tissue and high attenuating calcification. Reconstructions 
were generated using Xradia XRM reconstructor (version 7.0.2817). The pixel values 
were rescaled using a standard Hounsfield unit calibration using air, water and 
hydroxyapatite phantom.  
Image slices were examined at 1.55mm intervals per sample CT scan resulting in a total 
of 78 image slices analysed in terms of calcification and wall tissue area. The images 
scanned at 15.5µm represent the reference spatial resolution as previous studies have 
reported that at high resolution CT scans at 6.7µm the calcification can be as small as 
15µm in diameter(12). This resolution ensures that no calcification is omitted. The 
image matrix of the reference (15.5µm) was down-sampled at ten discrete scaling 
points, to 155µm which corresponds to the spatial resolution of FPCT. An eleventh 
resolution point at 740µm was also analysed which corresponds to MDCT acquired at 
742µm (figure 2). All image scaling was performed using ImageJ. Examples of 15.5µm, 
155µm and 744µm are illustrated in figure 9-2. A fixed grey value range was defined on 
the reference image for calcification (100-255GV) and tissue (<99GV) on the reference 
image (15.5µm) and kept constant for all scaling points to track the difference in area 
with decreasing resolution. The calcification area fraction (%CAF) was calculated as 
(Calcification area/Total area)*100. Tissue area fraction (%TAF) was calculated as (1-
%CAF). The difference in area measurements (mm
2
) for tissue and calcification are 
used as the metric by which the different levels of spatial resolution are compared. Each 
spatial resolution is compared against the reference (15.5µm) to assess the accuracy in 
discerning AAA-wall tissue and calcification. 




Figure 9-2 Representative AAA-wall micro-CT slices demonstrating the scaling process; A) reference scan 
resolution at 15.5µm, B) lower resolution limit at 155µm corresponding to FPCT resolution and C) MDCT 
resolution at 744µm. 
 
9.2.5 Statistical Analysis 
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics 21. Data normality was 
examined using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Bivariate analysis was carried out using Pearson’s 
correlation (r) and Spearman’s rank order (rs) to determine the correlation between 
calcification and area difference measurements. Friedman tests were used to test for 
differences between area measures at resolutions. Mann Whitney U tests were used to 
identify statistically significant differences between area differences. A P-value of less 
than .05 was deemed to be statistically significant in all cases. 
9.3 Results 
9.3.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Figure 9-3 illustrates the SEM examination of AAA-walls revealing physical radial 
distributions of calcification and tissue. The calcification deposits lie adjacent to the 
tissue and consume the inner portion of the wall. The remaining underlying tissue 
portion displays pronounced thinning with increasing diameter. Specifically, Figure 9-
3C-D represents samples from ruptured AAA with extremely thin tissue supporting the 
aneurysm. This structural analysis was further used to indicate the spatial resolution of 
155µm capable for distinguishing between calcification and tissue. This was determined 
by placing an overlay grid, corresponding to a resolution of 155µm, onto the SEM 
micrographs capturing the wall tissue in at least one pixel with minimal crossover from 
adjacent calcification. 




Figure 9-3 SEM micrographs in axial view of medial calcification and underlying fibrous tissue distributed 
within the AAA-wall. Overlay grids are included that depict a resolution of 155µm; A) non-ruptured small 
AAA D= 5.4cm, B) heavily calcified non-ruptured AAA D= 5.8cm and C-D) ruptured thin walled AAA D= 
9cm. (Ca; denotes calcification and Ad; denotes the adventitial side). 
9.3.2 Micro-Computed Tomography 
The AAA-walls were subsequently scanned with micro-CT at 15.5µm resolution. 
Figure 9-4 illustrates the relationship between percent differences in tissue and 
calcification area at 744µm spatial resolution and reference resolution (15.5µm) as 
classified by %TAF and %CAF respectively. The % difference for tissue area has a 
significant negative linear correlation with increasing %TAF (rs=-.797; P<.001). The % 
difference in calcification area demonstrates a strong negative relationship with 
increasing %CAF (rs=-764; P<.001). Tissue area differences are significantly higher 
than the calcification area differences (P=.014). 




Figure 9-4 Scatter plots of % area differences between the reference CT spatial resolution of 15.5µm and a 
spatial resolution of 744µm for A) tissue area and B) calcification area as classified by %TAF and %CAF 
respectively. 
 
Figure 9-5A and 9-5B illustrate the relationship between absolute area differences 
(mm
2
) and decreasing resolution for tissue and calcification respectively. Increasing 
pixel size leads to an increasing overestimation in tissue area with respect to increasing 
%TAF. This behaviour starts to become evident at 62µm and differences subsequently 
increase dramatically with decreasing resolution. The largest differences are found in 
AAA-walls containing the smaller %TAF and larger %CAF.  
 
Figure 9-5 Relationship between absolute difference (mm2) in AAA-wall area and pixel size for each sample 
(identified by its % area fraction value corresponding to the graph) A) tissue as classified by tissue area 
fraction (%) and B) calcification as classified by calcification area fraction (%). 
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Table 9-2 summarises the comparison between the accuracy in area measures for image 
spatial resolutions at 62µm, 155µm and 744µm with respect to the reference resolution 
(15.5µm). The 62µm resolution represents the inflection point in area differences and 
still having a sensitivity of 100% for calcification detection. The 155µm resolution 
represents the lower resolution limit required to distinguish between tissue and 
calcification as classified using SEM. At this level, mean tissue overestimation was 
0.72mm
2
(±1.79) and calcification underestimation is -0.018mm
2
(±.151). Furthermore, 
calcification detection has a sensitivity of 87.17%. The 744µm resolution displays a 
mean tissue overestimation of 6.55mm
2
(±6.65) and calcification underestimation of -
1.45mm
2
 (±2.22). At this level, calcification detection had a sensitivity value of 44.87%. 
Table 9-2 Mean area and area difference measurements at three resolution scales with respect to the reference 
resolution for tissue and calcification. 
 Tissue 
 62µm 155µm 744 µm p-value 
Mean area (mm
2
) 10.24 (3.29) 10.82 (3.22) 16.64 (6.73) <0.001 
Mean difference (mm
2
) 0.149 (.202) 0.72 (1.79) 6.55 (6.65) <0.001 
Difference (%) 2.11 (1.86) 8.79 (8.47) 77.67 (77.87) <0.001 
 Calcification 
 62µm 155µm 744 µm p-value 
Mean area (mm
2
) 2.32 (2.87) 2.30 (2.92) 0.87 (1.45) <0.001 
Mean difference (mm
2
) -0.003 (.056) -0.018 (.151) -1.45 (2.22) <0.001 
Difference (%) 6.19 (9.40) 26.13 (33.66) 79.88 (27.98) <0.001 
True-Positive (n) 78 68 35 - 
False-Negative (n) 0 10 43 - 
Sensitivity (%) 100 87.17 44.87 - 
 
Figure 9-6 illustrates mean differences at 62µm and 155µm with respect to the 
reference. The overall, tissue and calcification areas significantly predict tissue and 
calcification area of the reference resolution at 62µm (r=0.998; P<0.001 and r=0.999; 
P<0.001 respectively) and at 155µm (r=0.850; P<0.001 and r=0.999; P<0.001 
respectively). 




Figure 9-6 Bland-Altman scatter plots for area of A) tissue and B) calcification at 62μm and C) tissue and D) 
calcification at 155μm as compared with the reference (15.5μm). 
 
Figure 9-7 illustrates a representative example of the influence of varying image 
resolution on calcification area. Figure 9-7A represents the reference spatial resolution 
including all calcifications >15.5μm. In regions denoted by white arrows, it can be seen 
that calcification micro-particles that are resolved at 15.5µm and 62µm (figure 9-7B) 
become too small at 155µm (figure 9-7C). However, at 155µm larger areas of 
calcification maintain a good representation of the deposits at 15.5µm with an overall 
slight area oversizing (0.07mm
2
). Figure 9-7D highlights the difficulty in accurately 
discerning calcification using MDCT spatial resolution. 




Figure 9-7 Axial CT slices of the AAA-wall with the calcification areas measurements (≥100GV) outlined in 
red for each decreasing resolution scale point A) the reference spatial resolution at 15.5µm; calcification 
area=2.81mm2 , B) 62µm; calcification area=2.82mm2 C) 155µm; calcification area=2.88mm2  and D) 744µm; 
calcification area=1.23mm2.  
 
9.4 Discussion 
This study examines the influence of spatial resolution on the basis of quantifying CT’s 
ability to distinguish between AAA-wall calcification and tissue for the inclusion of 
wall measurements in AAA rupture risk assessment. Recent studies have advocated the 
importance of AAA-wall measurements, indicating its structural integrity, for rupture 
risk assessment(6). SEM examination of ruptured AAAs revealed extremely thin outer 
tissue structures of less than 200µm in radial distribution supporting the aneurysm wall. 
The discrimination between this considerable wall thinning (tissue layer) and large 
medial calcification deposits, which lie adjacent to the wall, is necessary to establishing 
the wall’s vulnerable state. Applying a range of high spatial resolutions for CT imaging 
between 15.5µm and 155µm reveals that, at a spatial resolution of 155µm, CT can 
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successfully distinguish between the high attenuating calcifications and the underlying 
AAA-wall tissue with high accuracy in area measurements. This resolution threshold of 
155µm corresponds to the resolution of emerging FPCT.  
In the AAAs with large areas of calcification, the adjacent medial calcified layer was far 
greater than the outer tissue layer. CT measurements are dependent on a combination of 
calcification area, calcification grey-scale intensity and image quality(13). On MDCT 
scans, this creates significant image blooming interference which hampers wall 
measurements and fails to differentiate calcification from tissue. These artefacts are 
attributed to limited spatial resolution of MDCT and image reconstruction algorithms. 
The inclusion of accurate wall tissue area measurements are invaluable in the 
assessment of AAA rupture risk as the tissue portion of the wall is the determining 
factor controlling the ultimate load bearing capacity and structural integrity of the 
aneurysm wall(3). At 155µm, tissue area is correct within 8.8% for all AAA-walls 
examined in this study and calcification area is correct within 26.13% (sensitivity 
87.17%) with respect to the reference spatial resolution (15.5µm). Typically, wall tissue 
is overestimated by an average of [0.726±1.792mm
2
] at 155µm whereas small 
calcification area (<5mm
2
) measurements are underestimated. This behaviour can be 
explained by the partial averaging artefacts whereby any particular pixel that contains 
both tissue and calcification actually represents an average grey value of the combined 
densities. At a critical pixel size, the grey scale is no longer able to distinguish 
calcification. 
The spatial resolution of CT is a function of focal spot size, detector element size and 
reconstruction parameters(14). The emergence of FPCT, which can yield a similar 
spatial resolution of 150µm due to small detector element size, is therefore of great 
clinical importance and may facilitate for accurate imaging of AAA-wall morphology. 
Currently, AAA-walls appear as uniform boundary distributions on MDCT images with 
a minimum radial distribution in the range of 600-800µm (1 pixel) and thus denote an 
inaccurate portrayal of wall structure(15). The importance of wall measurements is 
underscored by AAA-wall strength determined by the tissue content(16). Calcifications 
represent medial layer degradation and induce a reduction in the overall tissue content 
of the AAA-wall(17). In the absence of the medial layer, adventitial tissue is responsible 
for maintaining the structural integrity of the aortic wall(18). These thinned regions 
adjacent to calcification, are at higher risk of rupture as they exhibit higher stress 
concentrations which can predispose the wall to mechanical failure(19). As a 
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consequence, imaging the walls with a high spatial resolution, as indicated in this study, 
is an important parameter. This promising technical concept can also be leveraged for 
clinical follow-up investigations including monitoring of wall alterations in aneurysm 
sac growth resulting from endovascular complications. Moreover, in order to 
demonstrate the clinical utility of achieving such high resolution the clinical benefit of 
FPCT will have to be evaluated during in vivo AAA screening with regards to resolving 
sufficient image quality to discern the distributions of calcification and tissue in the 
AAA-wall and ensuring the applied patient dose is acceptable. 
There are a number of inherent limitations regarding this study. Firstly, this study 
employs a limited sample size to examine AAA-walls. However, the sample cohort 
incorporates a range of AAA diameters with both ruptured/non-ruptured samples and 
varying degrees of calcification spanning from 1-44%CAF which allows for a diverse 
analysis of AAA scenarios. This study focuses on the image resolution effects of 
decreasing resolution from reference resolution (15.5um) which employed an optimised 
protocol to resolve an accurate portrayal of the wall. Thus, the variation in scanning 
acquisition parameters and reconstruction must also be evaluated. The AAA-wall tissue 
samples were scanned in isolation. A considerable limitation of AAA clinical MDCT 
imaging, acquired using low spatial resolution in the range of 600-800µm, is that it is 
unable to distinguish between the wall tissue boundary and the underlying ILT. 
Segments of AAA-wall were excised from the anterior portion of each patient 
aneurysm. It was therefore impossible to test the global wall and thrombus combined. 
Imaging of the whole AAA, including ILT, using the high resolution scanning 
employed in this study could only be performed using AAA’s obtained from 
cadavers(20).  
9.5 Practical Application 
This study examines the quantitative morphological characteristics of AAA-walls and 
outlines an improved understanding of spatial resolution requirements for aspiring CT 
system technology developments. The AAA-wall structural analysis, revealed the 
extremely thin outer tissue portion of the wall, particularly evident in ruptured AAA, 
which was less than 200µm in radial distribution with large calcification lying adjacent. 
This implicates the need for attuned scanning resolution as MDCT cannot image wall 
features below 744µm. The spatial resolution of 155µm is a significant predictor of the 
reference AAA-wall tissue and calcification area measurements which corresponds to 
the resolution of emerging FPCT. Improvements in the accuracy of CT, garnered by the 
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use of a higher spatial resolution, will facilitate the quantification of the regional 
variations in wall tissue and calcification distributions. Examination of the AAA-wall’s 
tissue portion is advantageous to fully exploiting the prognostic value of incorporating 
wall measurements under high resolution CT. 
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Atherosclerosis (Under Review, 2017)  




Objective: To determine the relationship between circulating protein expressions of 
non-functional Matrix-Gla-Protein (MGP) and plaque phenotype at different arterial 
beds in ‘at risk’ cardiovascular patients. 
Approach and Results: Twenty patients with symptomatic carotid or femoral artery 
plaques and undergoing endarterectomy were recruited. High resolution micro-
computed tomography was used to measure plaque calcification and in vivo multi-
detector computed tomography was used to measure corresponding coronary 
calcification. Levels of desphospho-uncarboxylated MGP (dp-ucMGP), total-
uncarboxylated MGP (t-ucMGP), the protein expressions of mineralisation regulators 
[osteoprotegerin, osteopontin and osteocalcin], and high sensitivity C-reactive protein 
were measured. Compared to the femoral plaque group, levels of T-ucMGP were 
significantly lower in the carotid group for patients >65 years [p=0.013] and age-
matched healthy controls [p=0.005]. Femoral plaque calcification levels were 
significantly higher than the carotid group [p<0.01]. In the femoral group, t-ucMGP 
positively correlated with osteoprotegerin [rs=0.727;p=0.041] and femoral plaque 
calcification had a close to significant negative correlation with percent uncarboxylated 
osteocalcin [r=-0.690;p=0.058]. No significant difference was found for dp-ucMGP 
levels between carotid and femoral groups and age-matched healthy reference. Positive 
correlations between high sensitivity-C reactive protein and osteopontin were found in 
femoral [r=0.828;p=0.011], and carotid [r=0.545;p=0.067] groups respectively. 
Conclusions: Unlike, Dp-ucMGP, t-ucMGP appears to differentiate territory-specific 
carotid artery plaques from femoral artery plaques in older adults and healthy subjects. 
Further studies elucidating the mechanisms controlling this distinction in 
uncarboxylated MGP levels, with respect to each arterial bed, are warranted.  
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10 On the of Non-functional Matrix-Gla-Protein species to 
Determine Location-specific Arterial Plaque Phenotype in 
Cardiovascular Disease Patients 
10.1 Introduction  
Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory disease of arterial walls, mediated by 
endothelial cell injury, and characterised by the progressive development of 
atherosclerotic plaque lesions. Theses plaques are inflammatory and are characterised 
by macrophages, T-cell, lipids and debris from apoptotic cells primarily produced by 
vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs)[1]. In an attempt to remove lipids from the 
intima, macrophages initiate an inflammatory cascade that results in matrix degradation 
and plaque destabilisation[2]. Moreover, vascular calcification, a complex regulated 
process involving the osteoprotegerin (OPG)/ receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-
B Ligand (RankL) system, is initiated as a healing response mechanism to eradicate the 
inflamed sites[3]. Notwithstanding, advanced calcification is a trigger for major 
hemodynamic consequences in atherosclerotic prone arteries resulting in high morbidity 
and mortality rates from hypertension, myocardial infarction, stroke and lower-limb 
ischemia[4]. Furthermore, vascular calcification negatively impacts the success of 
minimally invasive endovascular interventions, resulting in high rates of surgical re-
intervention and cardiovascular deaths[5]. 
Studies have implicated vitamin-K as an inhibitor of inflammation[6] and 
calcification[7] by acting as a cofactor for the enzyme γ-glutamyl carboxylase in the 
post-translational conversion of glutamic acid (Glu) to γ-carboxyglutamic acid (Gla) 
residues. This conversion is necessary for the functionality of all vitamin-K dependent 
proteins (VKDPs) including, matrix-Gla-Protein (MGP) that is secreted primarily by 
VSMCs in the arterial medial layer[8] and is considered a potent inhibitor of vascular 
calcification. It contains five Glu residues and three serine residues; requiring glutamate 
carboxylation and serine phosphorylation, respectively to become fully functional[9] 
and therefore inhibiting calcification development. Studies have demonstrated the 
potential utility of non-functional MGP measurements to indicate vascular vitamin-K 
status, cardiovascular disease risk and disease state, including calcification levels, in 
specific patient cohorts including end stage renal disease (ESRD) and aortic valve 
disease (AVD) patients[10]. The anti-inflammatory effects of vitamin-K have also been 
demonstrated both in vitro and in vivo while biomarkers of inflammation have been 
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correlated with low vitamin-K status[11]. However, to date, no study has compared the 
non-functional MGP levels in patients with symptomatic atherosclerotic plaque from 
the carotid and femoral arteries. As a consequence, the pathophysiological mechanisms, 
which result in diverse morphological manifestations of disease progression in the 
respective arterial beds, remain unknown[12]. The measurement of non-functional 
MGP in atherosclerotic prone vasculature may help elucidate the complex mechanisms 
involved in plaque development and permit the identification territory specific disease 
risk and progression[13]. The goal of this study was to determine the relationship 
between plaque development, including calcifications, and a patient’s vitamin-K status 
reflected by measuring the non-functional levels of MGP and associated biomarkers 
involved in calcification inhibition/development and inflammation in comparable 
groups of patients with symptomatic atherosclerosis plaque in different arterial beds. 
10.2 Materials and Methods 
10.2.1 Study Population and Clinical Examination 
Twenty patients with symptomatic carotid or femoral plaque, undergoing 
endarterectomy, were recruited for this study in a manner that conformed to the 
declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the hospital’s Ethical Research 
Committee. Preoperative patient assessment included demographics, comorbid 
conditions, medication data and clinical data. Coronary CT scanning was performed for 
elected patients prior to undergoing endarterectomy using a Siemens Somotom 
Sensation 64, Erlangen, Germany. The scanning parameters were 200mm field of view, 
3mm slice thickness, acquisition 24x1.2mm and reconstruction increment of 1.5mm. 
The x-ray source was operated at 120 kV and all tomographic slices were obtained with 
a rotation time of 0.33s and pitch of 0.2. Agatston scores and coronary artery volume 
scores were acquired using TeraRecon Inc., San Mateo, CA, USA. 
10.2.2 MGP Biomarkers Measurement 
Fasting blood was collected by venepuncture preoperatively (16ml; BD Vacutainer 
Systems). Plasma and serum samples were prepared by standard centrifugation for 15 
minutes at 1580g and stored at -80°C. Dp-ucMGP levels were quantified in citrate 
plasma by pre-commercial sandwich (dual-antibody) enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) kits and t-ucMGP levels quantified with an ELISA developed using a 
monoclonal antibody (mAb-ucMGP) VitaK BV, Maastricht, The Netherlands. 
Additional serum/plasma levels of human osteoprotegerin (OPG), osteopontin (OPN), 
high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) and carboxylated (cOC) and 
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undercarboxylated (ucOC) osteocalcin were measured by commercially available 
ELISA test kits (TaKaRa, Bio-techne, UK and Medical supply company, Ireland). 
10.2.3 Plaque-Specific Computed Tomography 
Upon post-operative excision, the plaque samples were immediately frozen in 
phosphate buffer solution (PBS) and stored at -20°C.  High resolution micro-CT, Xradia 
versa XRM 500 (Carl Zeiss X-ray Microscopy Inc.), imaging was used to scan each 
plaque sample quantifying localised calcification content. To prepare the tissue for 
scanning, a tissue preservation process involving three stages was applied[14]. The 
samples were fixed with 100% methanol, rinsed in 100% ethanol and dehydrated in a 
graded series of increasing ethanol concentrations. The samples were then dried in a 
graded series of hexamethyldisilazane. This process prevents any deleterious effects to 
the tissue structure under the intense x-ray voltage source. The scanning was performed 
with a 0.4x optical magnification, low energy pass filter and 2.5s x-ray exposure time. 
The x-ray source was operated at 50 kV and 81 μA and all tomographic slices were 
obtained with a pixel resolution of 15.5μm. This scanning procedure was kept constant 
for all samples. Scan analysis was performed using slicer 3D (calcification >130 
Hounsfield Units (HU) and soft tissue was >30 HU). The calcification and tissue were 
quantified separately using their voxel volumes (mm
3
). The degree of calcification was 
represented by the calcification volume fraction (CVF), the ratio of calcification volume 
to total plaque volume. 
10.2.4 Statistical Analysis  
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics-21. Data normality was 
examined using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Independent t-tests were used to identify 
statistically significant differences between normally distributed data sets and Mann 
Whitney U tests were used for non-normally distributed data. Continuous variable, 
associations were determined by Pearson (r) and Spearman rho (rs) correlation tests. 
Due to the small sample size analysed and exploratory nature of this study no 
adjustments were made for multiple testing. Fisher tests were used for categorical data 
including comorbidities and medication. A p-value of less than 0.05 was deemed to be 
statistically significant. 
  




10.3.1 Patient Detail 
The characteristics of symptomatic patients are given in Table 10-1. There were no 
significant differences in the distribution of baseline characteristics between groups 
with the exception of peripheral arterial disease with femoral plaques and 
cerebrovascular events with carotid artery disease as expected. 
Table 10-1 Characteristics of study participants according to total, carotid and femoral plaque phenotype. The 
demographics are presented as [median (IQR)], comorbidities [n, (%)] and medication [n, (%)]. 
Demographics Total Carotid Femoral P-
value 
N 20 12 8 - 
Gender, male n (%) 15 (75.0) 8 (66.7) 7  (87.5) 0.603 
Age (years) 69.5 (±11.0) 73 (±13.3) 66 (±14.5) 0.063 
BMI (kg/m
2
) 27.25 (±6.3) 26 (4.9) 28 (±9.05) 0.823 
Systolic BP (mmHg) 141.5 (±26.0) 152.5 (28.3) 140 (±26.0) 0.213 
Diastolic BP (mmHg) 76 (±20.5) 81.5 (22.8) 75 (±13.8) 0.168 
Comorbidities n (%)     
Smoker  20 (100) 12 (100) 8 (100) - 
Diabetes 5 (25.0) 1 (8.3) 4 (50.0) 0.109 
Chronic kidney disease 1 (5.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (12.5) 0.400 
Ischemic heart disease 10 (50.0) 7 (58.3) 3 (37.5) 0.670 
Dyslipidaemia 16 (80.0) 9 (75.0) 7 (87.5) 0.619 
Hypertension 16 (80.0) 10 (83.3) 6 (75.0) 1.000 
Coronary revascularisation 8 (40.0) 4 (33.3) 4 (50.0) 0.648 
Previous Cerebrovascular event 1 (5.0) 1 (8.3) 0 (0.00) 1.000 
Atrial Fibrillation 3 (15.0) 3 (25.0) 0 (0.00) 0.242 
COPD 3 (15.0) 1 (8.30) 2 (25.0) 0.537 
Peripheral arterial disease 8 (40.0) 0 (0.0) 8 (100) <0.001 
Cerebrovascular event 12 (60.0) 12 (100) 0 (0.0) <0.001 
Medication n (%)     
Anticoagulant  4 (20.0) 2 (16.7) 2 (25.0) 1.000 
Aspirin 14 (85.0) 9 (75.0) 5 (62.5) 0.642 
Antiplatelet 5 (35.0) 2 (16.7) 3 (37.5) 0.347 
Ace inhibitor 7 (35.0) 3 (25.0) 4 (50.0) 0.356 
B Blocker 12 (60.0) 8 (66.7) 4 (50.0 0.648 
Calcium Antagonist 5 (25.0) 3 (25.0) 2 (25.0) 1.000 
Angiotensin 2 block 4 (20.0) 2 (16.7) 2 (25.0) 1.000 
Nitrates 1 (5.0) 1 (8.33) 0 (0.0) 1.000 
Statin 14 (85.0) 8 (66.7) 6 (75.0) 1.000 
Oral hypoglycaemic 3 (15.0) 1 (8.33) 2 (25.0) 0.537 
Insulin 2 (10.0) 0 (0.00) 2 (25.0) 0.147 
BMI, body mass index, BP, blood pressure; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.  
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10.3.2 MGP Biomarkers 
Figure 10-1 illustrates a comparison between MGP biomarkers (dp-ucMGP and t-
ucMGP) for the carotid and femoral groups with respect to previously published values 
for a healthy control reference population (RP). The patient groups are separated using 
an age threshold level of >65 years to compare with age-matched RP controls. 
Additionally, the MGP levels of the carotid and femoral groups are compared with RD, 
AVD and ESRD patients ESRD[15].
 
Carotid and femoral groups display similar dp-
ucMGP levels and no significant differences were found in comparison to the age-
matched RP[15] for either age group (figure 1A-B). Carotid patients (n=3) <65 years 
were significantly lower levels in comparison to patients with AVD and ESRD. 
Femoral patients (n=3) <65 years were significantly lower than ESRD patients 
(p<0.05). Similarly, carotid (n=9) and femoral patients (n=5) >65 years were 
significantly lower than ESRD patients. No differences were found between the t-
ucMGP levels in carotid and femoral patients (<65y) in comparison with a healthy RP 
and patients with RD, AVD or ESRD. The carotid group (>65y) had significantly lower 
t-ucMGP levels in comparison to an age-matched RP[15] (p=0.005), femoral group 
(p=0.013) and RD patients (p=0.049). Similar levels were found in the >65y carotid 
group and ESRD group (p=0.849). No significant differences were found between the 
femoral group (>65y) in comparison to an age-matched RP[15]. 
 
 




Figure 10-1 Comparison of measured desphospho uncarboxylated MGP (dp-ucMGP) biomarker levels, in 
carotid and femoral patients, with levels in age-matched healthy reference control and renal disease (RD), 
aortic valve disease (AVD) and end stage renal disease (ESRD)[15] for A) patients <65 years and B) patients 
>65 years and total uncarboxylated MGP (t-ucMGP) biomarker levels C) patients <65 years and D) patients 
>65 years. (Bars indicate standard deviation). 
 
Table 10-2 demonstrates a comparison between blood-based biomarkers involved in 
plaque development in the carotid and femoral groups with respect to healthy reference 
control values. OPN, hs-CRP and %ucOC were much higher in the plaque groups while 
OPG (ng/mL) was lower than the plaque groups. 
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Table 10-2 Summary of biomarkers levels for healthy controls, carotid patients, femoral patient and combined 
total groups [Data presented as average ± standard deviation]. 
Biomarker 
(unit) 















































>65y (nM) 4537(±1074)[15] 2807.6(±614.06) 0.005 4766(±1107) 0.784 3507(±614.06) 0.195 
OPN 
(ng/mL) 
41.01* 97.88(±37.04)  92.9(±39.44)  95.89(±37.06)  
hs-CRP 
(mg/L) 
1.19* 5.78(±6.65)  5.45(±5.94)  5.64(±6.22)  
OPG 
(ng/mL) 
1346.9* 1278.17(±1459)  410.44(±116.5)  931.08(±1194.8)  
cOC 
(ng/mL) 
13.17* 4.60(±3.61)  4.62(±2.94)  4.61(±3.27)  
ucOC 
(ng/mL) 
3.44* 2.55(±3.24)  3.11(±1.99)  2.78(±2.76)  
% ucOC 20.73 32.39(±14.37)  41.76(±20.99)  36.14(±17.44)  
Dp-ucMGP, desphosphroylated uncarboxylated matrix gla protein; t-ucMGP, total uncarboxylated matrix gla 
protein, OPN, osteopontin; hs-CRP, high sensitivity-c reactive protein; OPG, osteoprotegerin; cOC, 
carboxylated osteocalcin; and ucOC *values are taken from one healthy control to be used a baseline reference 
compared to patient group. 
 
Table 10-3 presents a bivariate analysis of the biomarkers tested for the carotid (grey) 
and femoral (white) patient groups. OPN positively correlated with hs-CRP in the 
femoral and carotid groups [rs=0.828; p=0.011]; [r=0.545;p=0.067] respectively. In the 
femoral group, t-ucMGP positively correlated with OPG [r=0.727;p=0.041]. 
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Table 10-3 Bivariate analysis between biomarker levels using Pearson’s correlation and Spearman (grey cells 
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OPN, osteopontin; hs-CRP, high sensitivity-c reactive protein; OPG, osteoprotegerin; cOC, 
carboxylated osteocalcin; and ucOC, uncarboxylated; dp-ucMGP, desphospho-uncarboxylated 
matrix gla protein; t-ucMGP, total uncarboxylated matrix gla protein, *indicate p<0.05. 
 
10.3.3 Vascular Calcification 
There was a statistically significant difference between %CVF in the localised plaque of 
carotid and femoral groups (p<0.01) and a non-significant difference between the 
coronary calcification volume levels of the carotid and femoral patient groups (p=0.515) 
(figure 10-2).  
 
Figure 10-2 Box plot comparison of calcification measurements between carotid and femoral groups for A) 
calcified volume fraction (%CVF) of plaque samples and B) corresponding coronary calcification volumes 
(mm3). 
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No correlations were found for the carotid or femoral groups between plaque specific 
%CVF and MGP biomarkers (figure 10-3). A weak positive relationship was found 
between dp-ucMGP and carotid plaque calcification (rs=0.510;p=0.090). 
 
Figure 10-3 Scatter plot of calcification volume fraction (%) and MGP biomarkers for A) desphospho 
uncarboxylated MGP, dp-ucMGP in the carotid group, B) total uncarboxylated MGP, t-ucMGP in the carotid 
group, C) dp-ucMGP in the femoral group and D) t-ucMGP in the femoral group.   
 
Table 10-4 summarises the results of bivariate analysis between the calcification levels, 
in the plaques and corresponding coronary arteries and biomarker levels, as classified 
according to each patient group. Percent ucOC had a close to significant inverse 
relationship with femoral plaque %CVF [r=-0.690;p=0.058] and coronary calcification 
volume measurement [r=-0.667;p=0.071].  
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Table 10-4 Bivariate analysis between calcification levels in the localised plaque and the corresponding 
coronary arteries for both carotid and femoral groups, and biomarker levels using Pearson’s correlation (r). 
  Carotid  Femoral 
  Plaque %CVF Coronary CV  Plaque %CVF Coronary CV 
  r p r p  r P r P 
OPN 
(ng/mL) 
0.063 0.847 0.406 0.244  0.302 0.467 0.146 0.731 
hs-CRP 
(mg/L)  
-0.142 0.533 0.553 0.112  -0.167 0.693 -0.008 0.984 
OPG 
(pg/mL) 
-0.300 0.344  -0.188 0.604  0.102 0.811 -0.295 0.478 
% ucOC 
fraction  
-0.210 0.512 -0.038 0.917  -0.690 0.058 -0.667 0.071 
OPN, osteopontin; hs-CRP, high sensitivity-c reactive protein; OPG, osteoprotegerin; cOC, 
carboxylated osteocalcin; and ucOC, uncarboxylated osteocalcin. 
 
10.4 Discussion 
This study focuses on measuring non-functional MGP in terms of dp-ucMGP and t-
ucMGP to identify the level of patient disease state and distinguish between 
atherosclerotic plaque samples from carotid and femoral arterial locations in a patient 
cohort with other-wise comparable risk factors, comorbidities and medication usage. 
Identification of the non-functioning MPG levels may have the clinical potential to 
attenuate the progression of vascular calcification[16] and provide incremental 
prognostic information for a cardiovascular-related clinical events beyond traditional 
risk factors[17]. Furthermore, the potential of early detection in high risk patients, prone 
to calcification development, may act as a useful adjunctive criterion to plaque 
diagnosis and in the optimisation of arterial plaque treatments[18]. 
10.4.1 Dp-ucMGP 
Dp-ucMGP represents the completely non-functional non-phosphorylated and 
uncarboxylated form of MGP which has a low affinity for calcium and matrix vesicles 
and is thus set free into the circulation[10]. The dp-ucMGP levels were comparable in 
both femoral and carotid patient groups for all ages and no differences were found in 
either group in comparison to an age-matched healthy RP[15]. As a consequence, this 
study does not confirm that dp-ucMGP levels can distinguish carotid plaque from 
femoral plaque development or from a healthy RP. These findings extend the 
observations of a previous study which did not find an association of dp-ucMGP levels 
with chronic heart disease or stroke risk[19]. The carotid group (>65y) displayed a 
much larger range of dp-ucMGP levels and three patients had extremely high levels, in 
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excess of 1000pM. It has been previously demonstrated that patients with symptomatic 
aortic stenosis and elevated dp-ucMGP levels (>950pM) have a higher mortality 
rate[11,20]. The causal relationship between risk and underlying factors influencing 
higher levels is not clear. In this regard, further investigation is warranted using a large 
cohort of symptomatic patients to rationalise high dp-ucMGP levels and their 
association with cardiovascular risk.  
10.4.2 T-ucMGP  
The carotid patients (>65y) had significantly lower t-ucMGP values which distinguishes 
this patient group from the age-matched healthy RP, femoral patients and RD patients 
indicating the influence of ageing in atherosclerotic plaque development for this arterial 
bed. The low levels of t-ucMGP were comparable with AVD and ESRD patients[15]. 
Femoral patients had significantly higher localised plaque calcification levels in 
comparison with the carotid group thereby reflecting a more advanced level of 
atherosclerotic disease in the femoral patient group independent of patient age. 
Notwithstanding, t-ucMGP values reported in femoral patients were comparable the 
healthy population[15]. Circulating levels and isoforms of MGP reaching the circulation 
depend on the rate of local MGP synthesis, MGP activity in tissue and subsequent 
binding to calcified areas[21]. In the case of a low vitamin-K status, carboxylation is 
prevented and thus fails to form calcium binding Gla residues. This triggers VSMCs to 
increase the production of MGP reflected by an increase in MGP messenger RNA[22]. 
As all the femoral plaques contained significant calcification (>30% CVF) these results 
suggest an altered behaviour in the VSMCs which are known to play an integral role in 
the regulation of calcification[24,12]. 
The carotid group had calcification levels ranging from as low as 1%CVF to 52%CVF 
and lower t-ucMGP levels. This implies that t-ucMGP is independent of plaque 
calcification and therefore does not support the theory that patients with decreased t-
ucMGP levels have increased calcification. It remains unclear as to what is the exact 
cause of diminished t-ucMGP in the carotid group and in patient cohorts with AVD and 
ESRD[15]. A possible explanation is that the messenger-RNA expression does not 
increase in these high risk cardiovascular disease states resulting in a relative deficiency 
of MGP secretion which also permits calcification development due to underlying 
molecular mechanisms[29,26]. 
Interestingly, t-ucMGP levels positively correlated with OPG in the femoral group. 
Recent studies have advocated the involvement of OPG in pathological arterial 
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calcification in femoral plaques, specifically in the formation of osteoid metaplasia[27]. 
In the presence of high concentrations of inflammatory cytokines, cells with 
osteochondrogenic potential differentiate into osteoblast cells, which secrete OPG into 
the arterial wall and into the circulation. OPG then inhibits proliferation and 
differentiation of osteoclasts by preventing the fixation of RANKL on RANK at the 
surface of osteoclasts[27]. This process is characterised by the progressive development 
of plaque mineralisation[12] and expression of osteochondrogenic markers including 
OPN and OC[28]. 
10.4.3 Inflammation 
Furthermore, in the present study, OPN correlated significantly with the inflammatory 
biomarker hs-CRP in line with previous findings[29]. Vitamin-K is thought to play a 
protective role in vascular status through the regulation of inflammatory processes[6]. 
In the femoral group, 62.5% had hs-CRP levels that were >3mg/L. A multivariable 
analysis implicates patients with coronary artery disease and hs-CRP levels >10mg/L to 
have a four-fold increased risk of mortality[30]. These results underscore the 
importance of hs-CRP in the assessment of patients prone to inflammatory derived 
atherosclerotic plaque development. The chronic progressive increase in the pro-
inflammatory status of the arterial wall is related with patient age and is a fundamental 
factor involved in the vascular calcification development process. Notwithstanding, a 
previous study has suggested differences exist between the local and systemic factors of 
age-matched patient groups which may be a consequence of compensatory mechanisms 
of bone and inflammatory regulation [3]. Carotid plaques become symptomatic much 
earlier than femoral plaques due to the prevalence of the lipid rich cores and increased 
OPG representing a ‘younger plaque’ with more inflammatory activity by macrophage 
infiltration in comparison with significant calcifications of the femoral plaques 
representing an ‘older plaque’. While calcification is a significant prognosticator of the 
underlying differences between the carotid and femoral plaque development [27], this 
study indicates that patient age is independent of the level of disease progression. 
10.4.4 Limitations 
The current study is not without limitations. First, we acknowledge the small sample 
size which limited statistical power in group comparisons. Nevertheless, this study 
served as an important proof-of-concept to explore the potential contribution of non-
functional MGP biomarkers in relation to atherosclerotic plaques. Further studies in 
cohorts of sufficient size are required to explore associations between biomarkers and 
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atherosclerotic plaque calcification. Second, this study did not examine not examine the 
dietary patterns of individual’s especially in regard to Vitamin K intake which may 
have interfered with measurements. Such information would improve our understanding 
of the relationship between dietary intake and the level of non-functional MGP in the 
circulation of the femoral and carotid groups and also its impact on the extent of plaque 
calcification.  
10.5 Conclusion  
In summary, the data generated in this study is a fundamental first step for investigating 
the association between non-functioning MGP and territory specific atherosclerotic 
plaque development. This is reflected by the significantly lower level of t-ucMGP levels 
in the carotid patients in comparison with healthy levels and femoral patients which did 
not differ despite having a more progressed disease state present in the femoral artery. 
As MGP is synthesized in the tunica media and primarily prevents medial calcification 
associated with the femoral vasculature whereas plaque formation and calcification of 
the carotid arteries is at the intimal side, and thus this suggests that the role of MGP 
may be different in each arterial bed. This study advocates the necessity for further 
investigations into the clinical utility of measuring non-functional t-ucMGP to facilitate 
a better understanding in the early detection of patients at high risk and the mechanisms 
involved in territory specific arterial calcification which can result in severe 
cardiovascular complications. 
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11 Discussion, Conclusion & Future Direction 
11.1 Discussion 
A classification protocol for defining the morphological characteristics of calcification 
in diseased arterial tissue is subjective and it remains unclear as to whether calcification 
measures can be utilised to support pre-operative patient stratification for the 
endovascular treatment of arterial plaques or abdominal aortic aneurysms. The 
uncertainty associated with the calcification component has driven the need for an 
experimental tissue characterisation approach that simulates the physiological and 
endovascular procedural forces induced upon the diseased tissue, thereby characterising 
the mechanical response and injury incurred during a number of different loading 
conditions.  
In order to relate the influence of vascular calcifications to the mechanical properties of 
diseased arterial tissue an accurate representation of the calcification’s morphological 
characteristics is required. The use of different imaging techniques and limited 
resolution has made it difficult to determine the role of calcification in arterial tissue. 
Thus, there is a clear need to use more accurate methods of morphologically 
characterising the calcification in diseased tissue to better understand the effects that the 
structural components have on the mechanical behaviour. In order to address this issue, 
the initial aspect of this thesis, in Chapter 3, presented a method to comprehensively 
classify the internal morphology and composition of excised human arterial plaque 
samples using high resolution micro-CT combined with biochemical Fourier Transform 
Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Structural analysis, performed by micro-CT, revealed the 
calcification morphology of mechanically ruptured plaques and indicates that the local 
heterogeneity of the pathological calcific component, at the fundamental micro length-
scale, may be functionally related to the biomechanical properties.  
In Chapter 4, a clinical case study is reported whereby balloon angioplasty fails to 
alleviate the arterial stenosis in the presence of a heavily calcified carotid plaque. This 
case underscores the necessity of understanding the stretching mechanisms under the 
influence of different calcification configurations and the level of stretch a plaque can 
undergo prior to mechanical failure in order to maximise the full potential of balloon 
angioplasty. 
In Chapter 5, the circumferential stretch properties and rupture limits of whole carotid 
plaque samples are determined using specialised experimental tests simulating the 
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balloon angioplasty procedure which were then related to the calcification morphology 
and plaque composition measurements. The purpose of this study was to determine the 
mechanical stretching mechanisms involved in circumferentially expanding the plaques, 
and how these vary under the influence of different calcification morphology types. 
Structural characterisation of plaques identified four calcification pattern types (diffuse 
core, diffuse tissue, concentric and speckled) that are characteristic of unique 
circumferential stretching mechanisms. The overall plaque resistance to failure relied on 
interactions between the specific calcification pattern type and non-calcified tissue. The 
most vulnerable plaque type identified in this sample set are plaques with heavily 
diffuse calcified cores displaying the lowest stretch and Cauchy stress properties at 
failure. This underscores the importance of understanding the mechanical influence of 
calcification patterns for endovascular intervention as stretching of plaque samples 
beyond their mechanical failure limits in vivo signifies the point where the plaque no 
longer bears the applied load which is therefore transmitted to the underlying wall 
inducing arterial damage. 
In Chapter 6, the novel mechanical stretch and structural data generated in the 
preceding chapter are then related to preoperative stenosis measurements determined 
with ultrasound imaging. Currently, a measure of the arterial stenosis determines the 
amount of stretch a plaque is required to undergo during BA in order to reach an 
adequate residual stenosis level. However, the results of this study demonstrated that a 
plaque’s ability to undergo stretch is independent of the level of stenosis and strongly 
depends on the calcification content whereby the overall %CVF measure negatively 
correlates with stretch capability with respect to each calcification pattern. A 
calcification structure-volume parameter was defined, representing the plaque stretch 
limits for a given stenosis level, defining a critical balance between an accepted residual 
stenosis and non-destructive expansion in calcified plaques. Severe stenosis (>70%) 
warrants a higher stretch during revascularisation which was only achieved by plaques 
containing concentric calcifications. This structure-volume parameter could be 
clinically employed to predict a plaques response to endovascular treatment and indicate 
the benefit from using an adjusted residual stenosis level to accommodate the actual 
level of stretch capable of being achieved. Alternatively, this parameter could indicate 
the patients risk and aid in stratifying plaque specific cases that would benefit from 
advanced endovascular techniques including cutting balloon angioplasty (CBA) or 
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athrectomy devices that disrupt the calcified portions of the plaque and facilitate further 
lumen gain. 
In Chapter 7, the necessary cutting forces required for successful fragmentation and 
disruption of calcific portions of carotid plaques during CBA were determined by 
characterising the fracture toughness properties of a further twenty-one carotid plaque 
samples. The results revealed a significant difference in toughness properties between 
non-calcified and calcified tissue as well as at each anatomical location of the carotid 
vasculature. The resulting highest toughness properties of the carotid plaques were 
located in the bifurcation region, followed by the internal and lowest in the common. 
Three plaque specific toughness profiles, containing regions of different localised 
calcifications with high toughness properties, were defined. This identified a 
classification of plaque toughness that is related to localised regions of high toughness. 
This study underscores the importance of region specific characterisation for the 
improved design of CBA devices and to ensure successful fracture of the calcified 
plaque using appropriate forces. 
In addition to the examination of mechanical properties of arterial plaques with respect 
to endovascular interventional approaches, in Chapter 8 the mechanics of abdominal 
aortic aneurysms was investigated. The focus of this work was to better understand the 
mechanical properties of AAA wall with respect to the presence of calcifications and 
corresponding intraluminal thrombus (ILT). This research aimed to contribute to the 
development of a reintervention benefit:risk analysis in patients suffering EVAR stent 
graft complications. The mechanical properties of forty AAA wall segments from 
eighteen patients were determined using circumferential stretching tests, emulating the 
physiological stretch induced during the cardiac cycle, combined with a speckle-strain 
tracking algorithm quantifying localised strains. The study demonstrated that AAA wall 
mechanics are dependent on the structural degradative status of the wall with respect to 
calcifications creating high strains. Consequently, AAA wall mechanics are controlled 
by the load bearing capacity of the remaining fibrous tissue portion of the thinning wall 
which explicates the lack of correlation between AAA rupture and diameter.  
Moreover, a classification of ILT types identified the structural characteristics of ILT 
which are directly associated with distinct mechanical stiffness properties and were 
independent of geometrical factors including ILT volume and AAA diameter measures. 
Specifically type IV, with a multi-layered thrombus including the luminal, medial and 
degrading abluminal layers was the stiffest. Examining the ILT types with respect to the 
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AAA wall mechanics revealed that the Type IV ILT subset contains the ruptured AAA 
samples in this patient cohort and small AAA with low diminished wall stiffness 
properties. This study underscores the clinical importance of identifying wall thinning 
with respect to calcifications and ILT types. The ILT degradative influence coupled 
with significant straining influences of calcification predisposes the underlying non-
calcified tissue to significantly increased stresses which may help to disclose the wall’s 
localised site of highest rupture risk. Thus, this information may help to assess whether 
a survival benefit can be achieved from reintervention. 
Notwithstanding, the inclusion of AAA wall morphological characteristics has been 
neglected in the AAA rupture risk assessment protocol due to the limited spatial 
resolution associated with clinical CT imaging modalities which specifically fails to 
resolve detailed information regarding the wall’s tissue portion. In Chapter 9, high 
resolution micro-CT scanning was used to determine the overestimation in the wall 
tissue area measurements and underestimation in the area of calcification present with 
clinical CT resolution. An optimal resolution of 155µm was advocated to accurately 
distinguish between the calcifications and tissue contributions of the wall. Therefore, 
technological advancements with in vivo CT imaging are a prerequisite in order to 
resolve the level of information generated by micro-CT in order to inform clinicians of a 
patients AAA rupture risk status. 
The preceding studies have demonstrated the significant negative influence of 
calcifications in the mechanical properties of diseased arterial tissue leading to 
unsolicited endovascular treatment and arterial rupture complications. In order to 
combat this, it is crucial to identify the mechanisms involved in calcification 
development. Thus, the final aspect of this thesis in Chapter 10 sought to determine the 
relationship between plaque development, including calcifications, and a patient’s 
vitamin k status reflected by measuring the non-functional levels of matrix-gla-protein 
(MGP) and associated biomarkers involved in calcification inhibition/development in 
comparable groups of patients with symptomatic femoral and carotid atherosclerosis 
plaque. This study demonstrated that non-functioning levels of MGP are related to 
ageing and in patients >65 years total-uncarboxylated MGP levels can distinguish 
carotid plaque development from a healthy reference population but not patients with 
peripheral arterial disease. Plaque calcification development was independent of 
biomarker levels. Understanding the role of novel biomarkers responsible for promoting 
the calcification process in cardiovascular disease is of crucial importance as it can 
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serve as a marker for early detection in patients at high risk of developing 
atherosclerotic plaque and territory specific calcification types. 
11.2 Conclusion 
A number of key conclusions can be drawn from the work presented in this thesis: 
 The morphology and composition of diseased arterial tissue can be fully 
characterised by using combined spectroscopic and high resolution micro-CT 
imaging techniques. 
 The biomechanical properties of carotid plaque tissue are significantly affected by 
calcifications of different configurations which dictate the overall structural 
deformation behaviour and induced failure properties. 
 A classification of plaques calcification structure-volume properties can be 
leveraged to indicate a plaques stretch capability for endovascular balloon 
angioplasty. 
 The toughness properties of carotid artery plaques correspond to the presence of 
localised calcifications which are characteristic of specific regions within the carotid 
vasculature. Thus, the toughness properties measured can be leveraged to indicate 
the forces required to propagate a crack in the presence of the location specific 
calcification. 
 The biomechanical properties of AAA walls are reliant on the load bearing capacity 
of the degrading non-calcified tissue portion of the wall with respect to adjacent 
calcifications which create significant localised areas of peak strains. 
 An accurate prediction of the AAA wall tissue and calcification contributions can be 
achieved using a higher resolution of 155µm for CT imaging. This will facilitate the 
quantification of variations in wall structure, a simple geometrical clinical feature, 
which may help to develop an improved assessment of AAA rupture risk. 
 The measurement of the non-functional total-uncarboxylated matrix-gla-protein 
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11.3 Future Direction 
11.3.1  Plaque Stenosis: Linking Calcification density to Material properties  
In Chapter 10 differences between the density properties of calcification in carotid and 
femoral plaques on micro-CT were identified. Knowledge of the relationship between 
the material properties of calcification and their radiologically classified densities would 
greatly add to the calcification characterisation approach utilised in this thesis and 
would provide a simple additional metric for revealing engineering material properties 
by using in vivo clinical imaging. Nano-indentation testing of the calcifications in 
carotid and femoral artery plaque specimens following micro-CT scanning would 
facilitate the determination of the intra and inter-plaque variations in hardness and 
young’s moduli of the calcification deposits. This would be useful for the development 
of endovascular treatment approaches for arterial plaques and procedural planning. 
Specifically, determining the relationship between the hardness of the calcified tissues 
to calcification plaque types, structure and radiologically classified density will permit 
the utilisation of CT to better pre-operatively predict the behaviour of the calcified 
tissue in plaque modification treatments while also tailor the CBA treatment method for 
plaque specific cases based on the calcification content present. Moreover, deriving a 
link between the material properties of the calcification, which can be directly related to 
the CT density, will be valuable for computational modelling efforts which require 
exact knowledge of the calcifications moduli in order to accurately predict stresses. 
Future work wishing to characterise the material properties should incorporate the CT 
density in order to maximise the clinical utility of tissue characterisation. 
 
Figure 11-1 A) Representative axial micro-CT slice of carotid artery plaque sample with calcification and B) 
corresponding calcification density map (HU). 
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11.3.2  AAA In vivo Classification  
The second part of this thesis focused on the morphological and mechanical 
characterisation of diseased arterial tissue that was harvested during open surgical 
aneurysm repair. Future studies wishing to characterise the mechanical properties of 
AAA wall should relate the biomechanical properties to the wall’s tissue fiber 
microarchitecture in a quantitative manner. In this regard, Koch et al. have recently 
developed a protocol using multi-photon microscopy combined with a custom 
automated image-based analysis tool which can image the elastin and collagen fibers 
thus allowing for the quantification of the critical structural parameters as illustrated in 
figure 11-2 (Koch et al., 2014). This approach should be incorporated in future studies 
examining AAA tissue as this would facilitate a full characterisation of the fibrous 
portion of AAA wall properties. Such information may aid in explaining the variation in 
diminished mechanical stiffness responses and indicate localised areas of vulnerability 
as wall structural integrity which is strongly dependent on the elastin and collagen level 
of degradation. 
 
Figure 11-2 Example phantom image of elastin fibers for tissue fiber quantification (Koch et al., 2014). 
 
Moreover, in order to expand the many new insights identified in this thesis regarding 
the mechanical and morphological characterisation of AAA to full clinical utilisation, 
future work is necessitated to evaluate the patient specific properties of the AAA from 
an in vivo perspective. The combination of identifying the ILT morphology type, the 
deformation and the level of strain during the cardiac cycle and the calcifications 
embedded in the wall should be assessed in the clinical evaluation of AAA. This tri-
functional concept will facilitate the full characterisation and may help to better identify 
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those at high risk of rupture. Currently, there is no in vivo clinical imaging modality 
available that can fully characterise the AAA. However, individual imaging techniques 
can each provide useful information and thus an image registration of the combined 
modalities is a prerequisite in order to advance the knowledge base regarding this 
disease. The combined registration of magnetic resonance imaging, for ILT morphology 
classification (De La Motte et al., 2013), Doppler ultrasound, coupled with speckle-
strain tracking algorithms for wall strain classification (Derwich et al., 2015) and high 
resolution flat panel volume computed tomography for calcification classification (Buijs 
et al., 2013) will allow for the generation of improved biomechanical models that can 
be used in the assessment of stresses and AAA rupture risk. 
 
Figure 11-3 Schematic of AAA imaging techniques for full AAA characterisation; I) demonstrates AAA-ILT 
morphology characterisation and B) CT imaging wall calcifications and C) MR imaging ILT morphology 
types. II) systolic displacement vector field on healthy and diseased AAA models acquired from real time three 
dimension speckle tracking  (De La Motte et al., 2013; Derwich et al., 2015). 
 
11.3.3  MGP Biomarkers  
The third aspect of this thesis has implicated the prognostic value of non-functional 
MGP biomarkers in the initial assessment of plaque calcification in symptomatic 
patients with atherosclerosis in both the carotid and femoral arterial beds. Further 
information is needed regarding patient’s MGP levels from an early disease onset point 
in order to understand the development process and potentially utilise these biomarkers 
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as a diagnostic tool. This would permit evaluating the influence of improving a poor 
vitamin K diet in order to activate the non-functioning MGP’s and track the feedback 
actions of biomarkers in their calcification inhibition activity. 
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Abstract
Calcification is a marked pathological component in carotid artery plaque. Studies
have suggested that calcification may induce regions of high stress concentrations
therefore increasing the potential for rupture. However, the mechanical behaviour of
the plaque under the influence of calcification is not fully understood. A method of
accurately characterising the calcification coupled with the associated mechanical
plaque properties is needed to better understand the impact of calcification on the
mechanical behaviour of the plaque during minimally invasive treatments. This study
proposes a comparison of biochemical and structural characterisation methods of the
calcification in carotid plaque specimens to identify plaque mechanical behaviour.
Biochemical analysis, by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, was used to
identify the key components, including calcification, in each plaque sample. However,
FTIR has a finite penetration depth which may limit the accuracy of the calcification
measurement. Therefore, this FTIR analysis was coupled with the identification of the
calcification inclusions located internally in the plaque specimen using micro x-ray
computed tomography (μX-CT) which measures the calcification volume fraction (CVF)
to total tissue content. The tissue characterisation processes were then applied to the
mechanical material plaque properties acquired from experimental circumferential
loading of human carotid plaque specimen for comparison of the methods.
FTIR characterised the degree of plaque progression by identifying the functional
groups associated with lipid, collagen and calcification in each specimen. This
identified a negative relationship between stiffness and ‘lipid to collagen’ and
‘calcification to collagen’ ratios. However, μX-CT results suggest that CVF
measurements relate to overall mechanical stiffness, while peak circumferential
strength values may be dependent on specific calcification geometries. This study
demonstrates the need to fully characterise the calcification structure of the plaque
tissue and that a combination of FTIR and μX-CT provides the necessary information
to fully understand the mechanical behaviour of the plaque tissue.
Introduction
Symptomatic carotid artery embolisation, acute occlusion and distal propagation of
thrombus are a consequence of an atherosclerotic plaque rupture during clinical endo-
vascular intervention [1]. There is clinical and experimental evidence suggesting that
rupture locations in carotid artery plaque tissue can be associated with regions of high
stress concentrations induced by calcification inclusions. Clinical intervention using
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intravascular angioplasty is associated with plaque fracture and dissection occurring
adjacent to the calcification inclusions [2]. Stenting and angioplasty procedures have
also had poor success outcomes in severely calcified vessels due to resistance to high
inflation pressures as well as, inadequate and asymmetrical stent expansion [3].
The screening of high risk patients and accurate computational modelling of asso-
ciated procedural risk for patient-specific plaque types requires non-invasive imaging
that permits accurate structural characterisation along with mechanical stiffness and
threshold strength values acquired from experimental mechanical testing. One study
that attempted to characterise aortic plaque samples tested in vitro calcified aortic tis-
sue strips, imaged by x-ray. These plaques were found to have a lower breaking stress
and a significantly lower stretch ratio under uniaxial circumferential loading which
suggests that calcification reduces the breaking strength of the artery wall [4]. Conver-
sely in another study, on the basis of Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) classification
using the ratio of calcification to lipid at a threshold level of one in human carotid pla-
ques, predominantly calcified specimens exhibited a significantly higher Cauchy stress
and significantly lower stretch ratio in whole plaque circumferential loading [5] there-
fore suggesting that calcification causes a stiffening effect where plaques will provide
more resistance to deformation until the stress exceeds the strength and rupture
occurs. Calcification inclusions may immobilise the surrounding plaque tissue causing
localised high stress concentrations in the calcified regions where tissue breakdown
may occur under excessive loads [4]. However, the mechanical behaviour of the plaque
under the influence of calcification is not fully understood and there is a clear need to
use more accurate methods of measuring calcification in order to better understand
the effect that calcification may have on mechanical behaviour of plaque tissue.
A wide range of imaging techniques has been employed to determine plaque morphol-
ogy and calcification detail. These include in vitro techniques such as x-ray, histology,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), FTIR and in vivo techniques such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US) and computed tomography (CT). The
in vitro based modalities require blind serial sectioning which loses key morphological
data and represent a 2D cross-section of a 3D plane which may underestimate the true
diameter of the calcification due to the absence of volumetric measures [6]. Moreover,
in vivo calcification measurement methods, including the degree of calcification, percen-
tage area, volume and density measurements, have led to conflicting conclusions regard-
ing a plaque’s biomechanical stability and its association with clinical events. It has been
documented previously that FTIR has a finite penetration depth which may limit the
accuracy of the FTIR data in characterising calcifications which are located deep within
the plaque wall. Therefore, a method of accurately characterising the calcification struc-
tures throughout the whole plaque sample coupled with acquiring the mechanical prop-
erties is required to better understand the impact of calcification on the mechanical
behaviour of plaque including the risk of rupture.
Advancements in imaging resolutions have permitted the reconstruction of 3D volu-
metric diseased arterial vessels with detail of the internal tissue structure [7]. Further-
more, micro x-ray computed tomography (μX-CT) has permitted patient-specific
predictive finite element models that simulate the manipulation of plaque tissue by
stent expansion to better encapsulate a realistic evaluation of the tissue injury incurred
during the procedure [8]. However, studies are limited in their theoretical predictions
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as they lack the biological detail and experimental data required to correctly evaluate
the tissue injury under certain loading conditions [9].
The overall aim of this study is to demonstrate a method of relating the biochemical
and structural calcification characteristics of carotid plaque tissue using FTIR analysis
and high resolution μX-CT. However, it is first necessary to compare the improved
accuracy of the μX-CT to the FTIR when measuring the amount, size and location of
the calcifications within the plaque tissue. This study investigates experimentally
derived mechanical properties using a complementary tissue characterisation process
on a sample set of six carotid plaque specimens that were previously characterised
using FTIR [5]. The previous plaque classification approach that was employed
grouped the plaques mechanical response based on a calcification to lipid ratio using a
threshold level of one. This led to a degree of overlap between the mechanical stiffness
groupings especially when the ratio is close to one. This present study applies a reclas-
sification of a sample set of the plaques along with an additional post-mechanical
structural characterisation using µX-CT to the experimentally derived mechanical
properties in order to better understand the mechanical behaviour of diseased plaque
tissue. Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX) chemical
analysis is used to validate the presence of calcification and also to examine the charac-
teristic surface defects in severely advanced plaque types.
Methods
Sample acquisition
Carotid plaque specimens were acquired from standard endarterectomy procedures
performed in the University of Limerick Hospital Ireland in a manner that conformed
to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the hospital’s Ethical Research
Committee. On the basis of the aforementioned FTIR classification approach a sample
set of six carotid plaque samples, which did not conform to the proposed calcification
to lipid ratio criteria, were selected for further characterisation in this present study.
Mechanical testing
Mechanical testing was performed to investigate the circumferential Cauchy stress (MPa)
and stretch ratio response of six whole carotid plaque samples using testing parameters
that closely replicate the in vivo physiological instantaneous systolic pulse. The experiment
used five preconditioning cycles, to 10% gauge length, at a displacement rate of 0.1 mm/s
to achieve a repeatable stress-stretch response and the tissue was subsequently stretched
to complete failure at a displacement rate of 30% of gauge length per second [5]. Cauchy
stress and stretch ratio plots were used to quantify the stress induced on the plaque and
the deformation response up to the point of ultimate strength.
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) analysis
Probe based spectroscopic Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) (Perkin-Elmer Model
1740) was employed to globally characterise the diseased tissue. Samples were analysed
in their hydrated state at multiple intimal surface locations. The acquired spectral
information was measured through the absorbance in the mid infrared region 4000-
700 cm-1 for 16 scans using a spectral resolution of 2 cm-1. The tissue sample was
then placed on the crystal area plate and the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) probe
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was positioned over the plaque sample applying an adequate force which does not
damage the tissue but ensures full contact. Each spectrum represented the unique che-
mical composition of lipid, collagen and calcification in a plaque sample relating to
chemical compounds absorbed at particular wavenumbers as illustrated in Figure 1.
The tissue content was quantified using an absorbance peak-area ratio function in the
Spectrum software (Spectrum 100 FTIR). This peak-area measure is directly related to
the concentration of each component. The average ratios for lipid to collagen (Lip:Col)
and calcification to collagen (Calc:Col) were quantified for each plaque [10].
μX-CT scanning process
A section from each of the mechanically ruptured plaque samples was extracted and
prepared for analysis by μX-CT. The longitudinal and circumferential dimensions of
the scanned sections were (12.34 ± 2.18 mm) and (8.85 ± 0.73 mm) respectively. All
sections underwent a tissue preservation process involving three stages; fixation,
dehydration and drying. This ensured minimal tissue damage under the intense x-ray
voltage source. The samples were imaged using Xradia versa XRM 500 (Carl Zeiss
X-ray Microscopy Inc.). The imaging process involved the repeated axial scanning of
the rotating plaque section. Each plaque specimen was imaged using a 0.4× optical
magnification and 2.5s x-ray exposure time. The x-ray source was operated at 50 kV
and 81 µA. All tomographic slices were obtained with 15.5 µm pixel resolution produ-
cing a voxel volume of (15.5 µm* 15.5 µm* 15.5 µm).
μX-CT post processing
Three dimensional reconstructions were generated using Xradia XRM reconstructor
(version 7.0.2817). The pixel values were rescaled using a standard Hounsfield unit
calibration using air, water and hydroxyapatite phantom and the optimum difference
in absorbance between the plaque tissue and calcification was achieved using 16-bit
grey level images [11]. The reconstructed image slices were exported as a series of tiff
Figure 1 Tissue characterisation process; biochemical (FTIR) analysis identifying the composition of
the carotid plaque specimen at multiple locations (I) acquiring a spectra for each region detailing
lipid, collagen and calcification (II). Structural characterisation (µX-CT scanning) (III) reconstructed plaque
specimen (IV) and calcification segmentation (V).
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images and imported into Mimics Medical imaging processing software, (version 15.0,
Materialise, Belgium) for analysis. All slices were density calibrated based on defining a
fixed threshold range for the plaque tissue (324-1249GV) and calcification (>1250GV)
and a mask was generated for each component (Figure 1). Successful segmentation
was achieved due to the high atomic number associated with calcification which
strongly attenuates the x-ray emitted by the CT scanner. The lipid component was not
segmented as a result of its poor contrast differentiation with plaque tissue. However,
the global FTIR analysis adequately identified the lipid concentration within the plaque
tissue.
Quantitative analysis
The individual calcification inclusions were assessed using their three dimensional
voxel volume (mm3), surface area (mm2) and spatial distribution measurements. The
ratio of calcification to total plaque volume was calculated for each plaque and also
used as an overall calcification measure. The calcification inclusions were then divided
into three groups based on geometrical shape and size. The first group are the spheri-
cal inclusions defined as any particle less than 300 µm with a sphericity measure close
to one (ψ = (π1/3(6Vp)
2/3)/Ap) where Vp and Ap are volume and surface area measures
of the particles [6]. These inclusions are assumed to be spherical which allowed the
normalised diameter to be extracted from the measured volumes [11]. The second
group, sheet-like structures, were defined as any inclusion that had a thickness (t),
width (w) and length (l) measure that conformed to longer than wide and wider than
thick aspect ratio (t<<W<<L). The final group consisted of irregularly shaped agglom-
erated macro-nodes defined as randomly shaped masses of calcification.
Scanning electron microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray (SEM-EDX) analysis
SEM-EDX chemical analysis was performed on localised calcified regions to validate the
μX-CT characterisation and to investigate the ultra-structural surface features. These
regions were selected based on the μX-CT analysis. The plaques were re-sectioned and
coated in gold (35 mA for 120s) to ensure a sufficient conducting surface using Emitech
K550 (Emitech Ltd. U.K.). This analysis produced x-ray spectra, similar to the FTIR
spectroscopy spectra, whereby measured relative intensity of x-ray spectral peak is pro-
portional to the mass concentration of the sample elements. The calcium to phosphorus
ratio for each inclusion was measured to verify the μX-CT identified inclusions as calcifi-
cation alternatively known as hydroxyapatite.
Results
Table 1 summarises the structural µX-CT results for each carotid specimen along with the
previously published biochemical and experimental mechanical data [5]. This sample set is
tabulated in order of increasing (low to high) initial stiffness (MPa). The Cauchy stress and
stretch ratio response to the uniaxial testing of whole human carotid plaque samples in
the circumferential loading direction is presented in Figure 2. The heterogeneous mor-
phology of each plaque is demonstrated by the large inter-specimen disparity in mechani-
cal behaviour. Three distinct stiffness levels were exhibited and each plaque was grouped
based on their respective level of initial stiffness. The colour of the lines (light grey; grey
dashed and dark grey) indicates the three mechanical stiffness levels (LS, low stiffness; MS,
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medium stiffness and HS, high stiffness) respectively. The stress and stretch data quantify
the stress induced on the plaque tissue structure during the large deformation. The mean
peak circumferential strength value (± standard deviation) was Cauchy stress 0.40 ± 0.09
MPa and stretch ratio 1.44 ± 0.13.
Global FTIR spectroscopy analysis identified the functional groups associated with
the three key plaque components collagen, lipid and calcification. The absorbance
spectral peak-area readings are directly related to the concentration of the components.
Figure 3 shows the average absorbance (± standard deviation) values of lipid:collagen
and calcification:collagen ratios for each plaque grouping as classified by initial stiff-
ness. Results show that lipid concentrations decrease with increasing mechanical stiff-
ness level. A slight decrease in the calcification concentration is also exhibited which
demonstrates no clear correlation with the increasing mechanical stiffness level.
µX-CT imaging revealed the calcification present throughout the internal plaque
morphology and facilitated the characterisation of calcification using volume and
surface area measurements thus complementing the global FTIR biochemical readings.
Figure 4 shows the averaged calcification volume fraction measurements (± standard
deviation) for each stiffness group. This measure demonstrates that there was a slight
change between low and medium stiffness groupings with the exception of one plaque
in the lowest stiffness group which had the second highest overall calcification volume
faction value of 0.32. A significant increase was found between medium and the high
stiffness groupings.
Table 1 Mechanical; initial stiffness and ultimate strength, biochemical; calcification and
lipid composition and structural; calcification volume fraction (CVF) and surface area














LS 0.6 0.24 1.43 0.24 0.67 0.11 15.05
LS 0.65 0.45 1.68 0.63 1.55 0.32 31.58
LS 0.75 0.33 1.33 0.66 0.97 0.08 9.41
MS 1.25 0.44 1.35 0.68 0.41 0.19 10.73
MS 1.6 0.49 1.45 0.22 0.36 0.13 9.55
HS 3.79 0.40 1.4 0.30 0.20 0.52 130.85
Figure 2 Cauchy stress and stretch ratio plots of the plaque samples grouped by initial stiffness.
The dark grey represents high stiffness (HS), the dashed line represents medium stiffness (MS) and the
light grey represents low stiffness (LS). Note Mechanical data extracted from Mulvihill et al. 2013.
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Figure 3 Average absorbance ± standard deviation of (A) lipid to collagen and (B) calcification to
collagen ratio for each plaque group as classified by mechanical stiffness (LS = low stiffness, MS =
medium stiffness and HS = high stiffness).
Figure 4 The average calcification volume fraction ± standard deviation for each plaque group as
classified by mechanical stiffness (LS = low stiffness, MS = medium stiffness and HS = high stiffness).
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Figure 5 shows an example of the three types of calcification geometries that were iden-
tified within the internal morphology of the plaque sections for this sample set. Table 2
summarises the number of each type that was found in the plaque sections. A total of 505
spherical calcification particles were identified in the six plaque sections. A higher concen-
tration of these randomly distributed spherical particles was found in the least stiff, high
lipid, plaque type along with thin sheet-like structures. Conversely, the stiffer plaques con-
tained larger irregularly shaped agglomerated nodes of calcification with few spherical
nodes. The plaque with the highest stiffness contained a single agglomerated mass of
calcification that was the same length as the plaque and was located circumferentially in
the cross-section; this plaque also exhibited 113 spherical particles.
Validation
SEM-EDX chemical analysis confirmed the presence of calcification. The presence of cal-
cification was confirmed through the measurement of stoichiometric hydroxyapatite ratio
of calcium to phosphorus of 1.67:1 [12]. All regions analysed had an equivalent ratio or
greater. Furthermore, the structural plaque characterisation using μX-CT identified
regions of interest that warranted further investigation by SEM imaging analysis revealing
the surface topography of the plaques. Figure 6 examines the intimal surface irregularity
of a severely calcified plaque. According to [12], these carotid plaque surface irregularities
are a high risk factor for cerebrovascular events during the endovascular treatments. This
intimal surface characteristic was covered with irregular bubbly-like micro nodules.
Discussion
This study investigates the use of global FTIR and µX-CT as complementary character-
isation techniques in order to better understand the mechanical behaviour of diseased
plaque tissue. The biochemical analysis identifies the key components in each plaque
specimen while the complementary µX-CT imaging modality permits accurate recon-
structions of the internal morphology of the carotid plaque specimen’s post-mechanical
loading. The use of volumetric and surface area measurements of the individual calcifi-
cation inclusions allowed for a quantitative method of examining the structures. The
findings presented in this study suggest that experimentally derived mechanical beha-
viour and rupture data may be related to the presence of individual calcification
geometries.
The juxtaposition of the key pathological components, lipid and calcification identi-
fied by global FTIR, embedded in the plaque tissue were assessed individually in order
to demonstrate how each component contributes to the structural integrity of the
Figure 5 µX-CT images of calcification structures (A) spherical inclusions (<300 µm), (B) irregular
agglomerated macro-nodes and (C) thin sheet-like structures.
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macroscopic plaque structure (Figure 3). The global FTIR analysis shows clear markers
for the level of disease progression through the decreasing lipid concentrations as the
plaques stiffness increases. This decreasing lipid measure agrees with the AHA plaque
classification standard which states that pathologically advanced plaques have lower
lipid and are more fibrotic [13]. It has been hypothesised that higher lipid measures
also impose an element of vulnerability affecting strength [14]. A similar decreasing
trend is observed in the calcification:collagen ratio where calcification concentrations
progressively decrease with each increasing stiffness group which suggest that calcifica-
tion is not contributing to the mechanical stiffness of the plaque despite other findings
suggesting that calcification is a marked pathological component that strongly contri-
butes to the mechanical stiffness of a plaque [15]. This lack of correlation between
mechanical stiffness may be explained by the finite penetration depth of the global
FTIR spectroscope in reaching the outer plaque regions in thicker specimen.
Table 2 µX-CT classification of calcification volume fraction (CVF) and quantity of
individual inclusion type spherical particle, sheet-like and irregular node, for each
plaque section examined in this study
Sample CVF Particle Sheet Irregular
LS 0.11 158 1 12
LS 0.32 88 2 1
LS 0.08 106 3 7
MS 0.19 23 1 1
MS 0.13 17 - 4
HS 0.52 113 - 1
Figure 6 Characteristic imaging process of (A) advanced carotid plaque with (B) surface defects
identified by μX-CT and (C) the surface topology further examined using SEM-EDX chemical
analysis highlighting the irregular surface defects on the plaques luminal surface.
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Histomorphological studies have demonstrated that calcified tissue can be heavily con-
centrated in the outer thickness of the atherosclerotic plaque [16].
µX-CT was employed as an additional technique that can identify the entire internal
plaque volume therefore providing a global visual representation of the structural inclu-
sions. This was performed in order to address the limited penetration depth of the global
FTIR analysis. The µX-CT results of this study shows that applying the overall calcifica-
tion volume fraction measurements to the mechanical data (Figure 4) arrives at a clearer
explanation for the observed increasing initial stiffness levels. The results for this sample
set suggest that there may be a threshold level where calcification does not contribute
significantly to the mechanical stiffness as there is little variation in the degree of calcifi-
cation between the low and medium stiffness groups in comparison with the highest
stiffness group; that has a calcification volume fraction of 0.52. Further analysis must be
carried out to determine how calcification is affecting the varying stiffness levels in a lar-
ger sample set. From a clinical perspective, a systematic review that compares the differ-
ent methods used to quantify calcification has shown that the lower overall calcification
measures are more likely to be associated with clinically symptomatic plaques [17].
However, the mechanical behaviour of the plaque under the influence of calcification is
not fully understood using overall volume measurements. Alternative methods of mea-
suring calcification are required to better understand the effect that calcification has on
mechanical behaviour.
In this study the individual inclusions were analysed in order to assess if specific geo-
metries contribute to the experimentally derived mechanical properties. In this sample
set, the three distinct calcification geometries identified were micro spherical inclusions
(<300 µm), long thin sheet-like structures and irregularly shaped agglomerated macro-
nodes (Figure 5).
Computational studies have predicted that micro spherical calcifications can cause
localised stress concentrations in the tissue structure inducing a weakening effect that
can diminish the ultimate strength [18]. In this study, higher quantities of smaller
micron scale spherical particles were found in the least stiff group with the weakest
ultimate strength response (Figure 2). These spherical inclusions can be a potentially
dangerous type of calcification depending on location where they have been linked to
the cause of fatigued fibrous cap rupture [19].
In contrast to these findings, Buffington et al. have recently highlighted the impor-
tance of macro-calcification analysis and have predicted that an increase in localised
stress concentrations can be dependent on the geometrical parameters including shape,
size and location of the macro inclusions [20]. The sheet-like and irregularly shaped
agglomerated macro geometries identified in this study have been previously identified
through the use of in vitro SEM analysis of cross-sections of plaque [5,21,22]. Similar
calcification geometries have also been documented in a clinical study that correlates
calcification geometries and culprit lesions. Spotty patterns of calcification were typi-
cally associated with patients with acute myocardial infarction whereas patients with
stable angina pectoris were associated with longer more extensive calcifications [23].
In this sample set it would appear that sheet-like structures are associated with the
lower stiffness plaque type. Sheet-like structures that lie in the circumferential thick-
ness have been linked to the failure of clinical procedures [3,24].The results also show
that the irregularly shaped agglomerated macro-nodes are a common geometry in the
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more advanced stiffer carotid plaques. These irregular nodes are regarded as a calcifi-
cation type commonly associated with the carotid artery vasculature [25]. The most
severely stiffened mechanical response was as a result of the presence of a single mass
of calcification which dominated the length of the plaque and was located circumferen-
tially in the plaques cross section. This structure appears to have formed from agglom-
erated nodes. In vivo, similar circumferential calcified plaques have been shown to
experience post-stenting geometrical alterations [26]. Post-stenting analyses, carried
out by multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT), show how calcification frag-
mentations may occur where the calcification divides into several pieces of various
sizes while other calcification experience cracking without fragmentation [27].
This study demonstrates a characteristic process of multitudinous diagnostic capabil-
ity that is required in order to solve the multifactorial biomechanics problem. FTIR
analysis is a capable technique for examining the specific plaque components through
the use of a catheter based device [28] while CT imaging is available in a clinical set-
ting. The conflicting methods of calcification measurements require further investiga-
tion. Future studies should also incorporate the density of the calcification as a
parameter of importance as recent studies have shown an inverse relationship between
cardiovascular risk and calcification density [29]. Furthermore, as trends are shifting
toward the use of calcification as a measure for plaque characterisation, standardised
methods are needed to lead to a better informed method of predicting plaque suitabil-
ity for minimally invasive intervention [30]. Plaque assessment via imaging modalities
need to include calcification geometrical features, shape, size and location in order to
accurately evaluate the plaque in question.
A limitation of this study is the examination of a small sample size of six human car-
otid plaques, which limits the conclusions that can be drawn regarding the mechanical
behaviour. However, it should be noted that this initial investigation was primarily con-
cerned with assessing the feasibility of improving the predictive value of using calcifica-
tion to understand the mechanical properties of plaque. A limitation regarding the
structural characterisation is that it requires a tissue preservation process to prevent
tissue degradation during the long scan times and for protection from intense x-ray
source in the SEM which can result in tissue damage. Shorter scan times may elimi-
nate the need for tissue preservation along with the use of a low vacuum SEM which
requires little sample preparation. Uniaxial in vitro testing does not fully describe the
behaviour of a plaque in vivo as it only incorporates one aspect of the physiological
loading. In vitro experimental testing of carotid plaque specimens offers a method of
ascertaining biomechanical parameters, rupture behaviour and mechanical response to
large deformation in the circumferential loading direction, which cannot be examined
through in vivo material characterisation. The experimental testing in this study
employs the standardised test method for uniaxial testing of diseased arterial tissue in
order to allow for a better comparison with other in vitro studies [31]. μX-CT scanning
could not differentiate the lipid component from the plaque tissue as a result of poor
contrast differentiation. It has been suggested that the use of osmium tetroxide in
tissue preparation allows the identification of the lipid content [32]. However, it leads
to arbitrary segmentation and a degree of overlap between the similar tissue densities
and therefore was not implemented for this study. Furthermore, spectroscopic FTIR
analysis adequately identified the lipid composition in the plaque specimen.
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Conclusion
This study demonstrates a method of characterising human atherosclerotic carotid pla-
que tissue’s composition and morphology using combined spectroscopic and imaging
modalities. The complementary characterisation shows that the presence of calcifica-
tion strongly influences the heterogeneous mechanical behaviour of the carotid plaque
specimens in response to circumferential loading. The overall calcification volume frac-
tion measurement is an effective marker to predict the mechanical stiffness behaviour
of the plaque, where increasing measures relate to increased stiffness. The findings in
this study warrant further investigation in a large cohort of plaques in order to exam-
ine the dominating calcification geometries and associated mechanical material plaque
properties. Also, the identification of the particular calcification features and their
influence on mechanical properties may help to clarify the mechanism of stent expan-
sion in calcified carotid plaque lesions and elucidate the procedural risk of endovascu-
lar treatments in plaque with certain calcification types.
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Vascular calcification is a complex molecular process that exhibits a number of relatively
characteristic morphology patterns in atherosclerotic plaques. Treatment of arterial
stenosis by endovascular intervention, involving forceful circumferential expansion of
the plaque, can be unpredictable in calcified lesions. The aim of this study was to
determine the mechanical stretching mechanisms and define the mechanical limits for
circumferentially expanding carotid plaque lesions under the influence of distinct calcifi-
cation patterns.
Mechanical and structural characterisation was performed on 17 human carotid
plaques acquired from patients undergoing endarterectomy procedures. The mechanical
properties were determined using uniaxial extension tests that stretch the lesions to
complete failure along their circumferential axis. Calcification morphology of mechanically
ruptured plaque lesions was characterised using high resolution micro computed tomo-
graphy imaging. Scanning electron microscopy was used to examine the mechanically
induced failure sites and to identify the interface boundary conditions between calcified
and non-calcified tissue.
The mechanical tests produced four distinct trends in mechanical behaviour which
corresponded to the calcification patterns that structurally defined each mechanical group.
Each calcification pattern produced unique mechanical restraining effects on the plaque
tissue stretching properties evidenced by the variation in degree of stretch to failure.
Resistance to failure appears to rely on interactions between calcification and non-calcified
tissue. Scanning electron microscopy examination revealed structural gradations at inter-rved.
Infrared; ATR, attenuated total reflectance; CT, computed tomography imaging;
ning electron microscopy; EDX, Energy dispersive x-ray; lip, lipid; calc, calcification;
T. Walsh).
j o u r n a l o f t h e m e c h a n i c a l b e h a v i o r o f b i o m e d i c a l m a t e r i a l s 5 6 ( 2 0 1 6 ) 4 5 – 5 646face boundary conditions to facilitate the transfer of stress. This study emphasises the
mechanical influence of distinct calcification configurations on plaque expansion proper-
ties and highlights the importance of pre-operative lesion characterisation to optimise
treatment outcomes.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Vascular calcification is a highly regulated and complex
process that occurs as part of atherosclerotic plaque devel-
opment (Stary, 2000). The process is initiated by apoptotic
smooth muscle cells and the release of matrix vesicles by
macrophages responding to pro-inflammatory stimuli which
generate microcalcification crystals speckled throughout the
necrotic core region adjacent to the internal elastic lamina
(Leopold, 2015; Otsuka et al., 2014). An adaptive response
mechanism can inhibit the inflammatory stimuli and regu-
late the mineralisation process forming macrocalcifications
which encompass the necrotic core and surrounding tissue
regions. The macrocalcifications display a number of rela-
tively characteristic morphology types which parallel the
development of the atherosclerotic stenosis (Pugliese et al.,
2015; Otsuka et al., 2014; Stary, 2000).
In terms of treating a stenosis, the safe development of
carotid artery stenting (CAS) has been impeded by the
mechanical challenges posed by dilating calcified lesions.
The examination of heavily calcified plaques following CAS
using high resolution optical coherence tomography imaging
techniques has highlighted a number of procedural issues
(Cremonesi et al., 2014). Among these issues is evidence of
stent under-expansion and also stent malapposition (Saw,
2014) with thrombus forming around the malapposed stent
struts leading to post-procedural cerebral embolization (De
Donato et al., 2013). Calcified plaques are also less compliant
and require higher radial forces to achieve sufficient luminal
gain and overcome the vessel resistance (Tsutsumi et al.,
2008). Consequently, calcification has a strong association
with iatrogenic arterial dissection (Fitzgerald et al., 1992).
Stent fractures can occur due to high regional focal stress
points induced by calcification. According to Ling et al.
calcified internal carotid arteries are 8 times more likely to
experience a stent fracture (Ling et al., 2008). The clinical
relationship between a stroke occurring at the time of inter-
vention and lesion calcification is not clear (Saw, 2014). The
fundamental issue regarding the progress of treating calcified
lesions with stenting is that the mechanical stretching
mechanisms involved in circumferentially expanding the
lesion, and how this varies under the influence of different
calcification morphology types, is unknown.
The endovascular treatment applies a circumferential
force to the entire diseased portion of the arterial vessel to
restore luminal patency. This procedure triggers a complex
whole-plaque mechanical response including contributions
from the calcifications embedded within the complex fibrous
tissue. The composition and morphology of the plaque are
important determinants of mechanical behaviour (Wonget al., 2012). Recent studies have determined the dissimilar
material properties of individual plaque components (Teng
et al., 2014) while we have previously examined the mechan-
ical properties of the plaque as a whole tissue composite by
expanding plaques in their circumferential loading direction
to complete failure (Mulvihill et al., 2013; Cunnane et al.,
2015). In these latter studies scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) revealed calcification deposits present at the failure
sites suggesting a negative mechanical effect increasing the
propensity to rupture. The global mechanical stretching
properties are largely influenced by the structural integrity
of the entire lesion which comprises of mutually integrated
structural components (Akyildiz et al., 2014). Classifying the
global calcification detail in conjunction with experimentally
stretching the lesion in a controlled testing manner may be
appropriate to evaluate the stretching mechanisms and
define mechanical limits of the tissue.
This study aims to examine the influence of specific
calcification patterns on the mechanical expansion behaviour
and failure properties in human carotid plaque lesions. The
mechanical properties of the carotid tissue are determined
using uniaxial extension testing and calcification morphology
is examined by computed tomography imaging. SEM is also
employed to examine the failure sites and the interaction
between calcified and non-calcified tissue. An improved
understanding of the mechanical influence of calcification
on plaque deformation and rupture behaviour during circum-
ferential expansion will have major implications for the
treatment of calcified lesions.2. Methods
2.1. Sample acquisition
Carotid plaques were obtained from seventeen endarterect-
omy patients at the University Hospital Limerick in a manner
that conformed to the declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the hospital's Ethical Research Committee. The
symptomatic carotid plaque specimens were removed by
standard endarterectomy, whereby an arteriotomy was made
along the anterolateral side of the common carotid artery and
extended distally into the internal carotid artery. Upon exci-
sion, the plaques were immediately frozen in phosphate
buffer solution (PBS) and stored at 20 1C. The plaques were
then thawed at 4 1C overnight, further equilibrated to room
temperature in PBS, and subsequently immersed in PBS at
37 1C to equate the tissue back to physiological temperature
prior to mechanical testing.
Fig. 1 – Whole carotid plaque sample and schematic diagram of the mechanical testing process employed for all carotid
plaque samples.
Fig. 2 – Representative of carotid plaque test process; (A) whole carotid plaque specimen acquired from endarterectomy,
(B) mechanically ruptured specimen post circumferential extension tests and (C) reconstructed model of plaque generated
from x-ray CT scanning.
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Uniaxial extension tests to complete failure were employed
to examine the mechanical behaviour of the diseased carotid
tissue. This in vitro experimental test characterises the
mechanical response and rupture limits of the diseased
tissue which cannot be determined from in vivo tissue
characterisation methods (Walsh et al., 2014). The plaque
specimen thickness, width and gauge length were measured
using a Vernier calipers thickness gauge (Mitutoyo, Series547)
along with non-contact photography to validate the measure-
ments. Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic of the carotid plaque test
specimen. The samples were orientated longitudinally with
the surgically cut ends secured within the custom designed
testing clamps of an in-house developed uniaxial tester
(Mulvihill et al., 2013). The average7standard deviation long-
itudinal length was (25.0276.42) and denoted as width.
The gauge length was therefore taken as the straighte-
ned circumference (5.1671.09). This orientation facilitates
stretching of the plaque specimen along the circumferential
axis only, the direction the plaque is stretched during balloon
angioplasty. The planar tension test employed differs from
standard tensile testing methods as each plaque had a width
to length ratio close to 4:1 (5.0571.66) (Mulvihill and Walsh,
2013) which means that the samples were tested in a state of
pure shear at a 45 degree angle to the direction of the applied
stretch (Timoshenko, 1970).The experimental protocol employed five preconditioning
cycles, to 10% of the gauge length at a displacement rate of
0.1 mm per second to achieve a repeatable stress–stretch
response. The tissue was subsequently stretched to complete
failure at a displacement rate of 30% of the gauge length
per second (Mulvihill et al., 2013). The displacement and force
data defined by stretch ratio and corresponding Cauchy stress
was calculated as;
Stretch ratio λ¼ L
L0
;Cauchy stress s¼ F
A0
λ
Carotid plaque samples are approximated as nearly
incompressible. The measurements of extension data were
calculated from the gauge lengths in the loaded (L) and
unloaded configuration (L0) along with the force (F) and
original cross sectional area (Ao) from each mechanical test.
2.3. Biochemical Characterisation
The biochemical composition of each specimen was acquired
from Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) (Perkin-Elmer Model
1740) analysis using an attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
probe. The spectral absorbance in the mid infrared region
(4000–700 cm1) was measured for 8 scans at a spectral
resolution of 2 cm1. The analysis identified the biochemical
composition of the plaques including the lipids, calcification
and collagen using their unique peak spectral ranges. The
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absorbance peak-area ratio function (Spectrum software
Spectrum 100 FTIR) that relates the ratio of lipid to collagen
(Lip:Col) and calcification to collagen (Calc:Col) as previously
defined by (Ebenstein et al., 2009).
2.4. Structural characterisation
2.4.1. Computed tomography
Computed tomography (CT) imaging was used to scan the
plaque samples in order to examine the calcification content
within each mechanically ruptured plaque lesion (Fig. 2B). To
prepare the tissue for scanning, all carotid lesions underwent
a tissue preservation process involving three stages (Mulvihill
et al., 2013). The samples were fixed with 100% methanol,
rinsed in 100% ethanol and dehydrated in a graded series of
increasing ethanol concentrations (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%,
95% and 100%). The samples were then dried in a graded
series of hexamethyldisilazane (50% and 100%). This process
prevents any deleterious effects to the tissue structure under
the intense x-ray voltage source.
The scanning was performed with a 0.4x optical magnifi-
cation and 2.5 s x-ray exposure time. The x-ray source was
operated at 50 kV and 81 μA and all tomographic slices were
obtained with a pixel resolution of 15.5 μm. This scanning
procedure was kept constant for all samples. For further
details on the reconstruction process the reader is referred
to a comprehensive explanation previously described in
(Barrett et al., 2015). The threshold ranges for the tissue and
calcification were defined as (324–1249 GV) and (41250 GV)
respectively.
The calcifications and tissue were quantified separately
using their voxel volume (mm3). The degree of calcification
was represented by the calcified volume fraction (CVF), the
ratio of calcification volume to total plaque volume. The
calcification configuration patterns were grouped into four
radiographic categories according to the histological calcifica-
tion classification defined by (Friedrich et al., 1994); speckled
(o2 mm flecks of calcification particles), fragmented (2–
5 mm), diffuse (Z5 mm segment of continuous calcification)
and concentric; (mixture of fragmented and diffuse calcifica-
tions uniformly aligned around the plaques circumference)
(Hoffmann et al., 1998).
2.4.2. Scanning electron microscopy
The CT scans also acted as a guide for identifying regions of
interest for examination under SEM (Hitachi SU-70 High-
Technologies Europe GmbH, Krefield Germany) which was
coupled with an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscope (EDX)
(INCA Energy software platform Version4.02 Oxford Instru-
ments, 2006). The microscope operated using an accelerating
voltage of 20 keV and a working distance of 15 mm. The
presence of calcification was confirmed by quantifying the
chemical composition of the calcium hydroxyapatite denoted
by its Calcium to Phosphorus ratio. The SEM requires the
sample to be electrically conductive. The samples were
therefore sputter coated in gold using 35 mA at a deposition
rate of 12 nm/min leaving a 24 nm surface coating Emitech
K550 (Emitech Ltd., Kent, U.K.). EDX analysis was used to
quantify the samples composition in terms of its individualelemental components by calculating the area under the peak
of each identified element. Taking into account the acceler-
ating voltage of the beam to produce the spectrum, the
software uses a Gaussian fit of elemental peaks and converts
the area to weight percent and atomic percent which is based
on the stoichiometry of the sample.
2.5. Statistical analysis
Shapiro–Wilk tests were performed to assess the distribution
of the data and select the most appropriate statistical test for
this sample set. Mann Whitney U non-parametric tests were
used to identify statistically significant differences between
the mechanical groups and also between the corresponding
calcification volume measures. This type of test was deemed
appropriate as all variables are non-normally distributed.
SPSS Statistics (IBM) was used to perform these tests. A p-
Value of less than 0.05 was deemed to be statistically
significant.3. Results
3.1. Plaque classification
From the seventeen carotid plaque lesions examined in this
sample set, all lesions contained calcification speckles that
were randomly dispersed throughout the tissue structure.
Two lightly calcified samples comprised of speckles and a
small volume of fragmented macro calcification deposits of
no distinct pattern (n¼2, 12%). The most prevalent calcifica-
tion pattern was diffuse calcification aggregates located in
the necrotic core (n¼9, 53%). This diffuse pattern was also
found embedded in the collagen-rich tissue (n¼2, 12%). The
other prevalent pattern was a concentric configuration which
forms from a mixture of diffuse and fragmented calcification
plates that migrate towards the surrounding tissue (Otsuka
et al., 2014) or along the outer border of the necrotic core
(n¼4, 24%). Fig. 3 illustrates a schematic of each of the
calcification patterns.
The quantitative volume measures of each calcification
pattern type and the corresponding percent calcified volume
fraction (% CVF) are listed in Table 1. The data are ordered in
terms of increasing average degree of calcification with the
speckled pattern representing the lowest and diffuse necrotic
core the highest. There is a large range of measures for each
pattern with a degree of overlap between the different
calcification pattern types. The FTIR analysis identified the
differences in composition, in terms of spectroscopic inten-
sity, revealing equivalent trends to the calcification volume
and identified a large range of lipid measures for each
plaque type.
3.2. Mechanical characterisation
Fig. 4 illustrates the mechanical deformation behaviour, in
response to the aforementioned circumferential stretching
tests, in terms of Cauchy stress (MPa) and stretch ratio for
each carotid plaque lesion. The four mechanical groups were
Fig. 3 – Schematic of four calcification patterns distributed in the cross section thickness plane; (A) speckled calcification,
(B) diffuse calcification embedded in tissue, (C) concentric calcification and (D) diffuse calcification in necrotic core
(calcification, lipid core, tissue and lumen regions are represented by dark blue, pink, light blue and grey respectively). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1 – The calcification and lipid composition measures for each plaque group as classified by calcification pattern, data
presented as an average (range) of the plaques in each group.
Calcification pattern (n) Structural (CT) Biochemical (FTIR)
Volume (mm3) % CVF Calc:Col Lip:Col
Speckled (2) 17.83 (6.27–29.39) 6.02 (2.4–9.66) 0.23 (0.22–0.25) 0.33 (0.17–0.49)
Diffuse tissue (9) 50.39 (45.30–55.48) 20.58 (14.4–26.7) 0.42 (0.4–0.43) 0.42 (0.33–0.50)
Concentric (4) 60.09 (16.18–155.23) 23.18 (9.8–49.6) 0.45 (0.32–0.73) 0.43 (0.15–0.67)
Diffuse necrotic core (2) 81.17 (31.88–175.71) 26.63 (18.1–37.5) 0.48 (0.24–0.87) 0.41 (0.30–0.60)
Fig. 4 – Cauchy stress vs. stretch ratio plots of each carotid
plaque, demonstrating the relationship between mechanical
expansion properties and structural characteristics of four
calcification types; speckled with light grey lines, diffuse
tissue with grey-dashed lines, concentric with black-dotted
lines and diffuse necrotic core with black-solid lines.
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distinctions in calcification pattern type.
Fig. 5 illustrates a comparison of the failure limits between
the four plaque groups as classified by calcification pattern.
The failure point of stretch ratio Fig. 5(A) and corresponding
Cauchy stress Fig. 5(B), represent the onset of the plaque
tissue failure where the macroscopic tissue tearing is digitally
represented by a change in the slope of the Cauchy stress–
stretch curve to negative with increasing stretch. The lines
within the boxplots represent the median value of the data,
the boxes encompass 50% of the data and the protruding bars
encompass the remainder of the data with the exception of
outliers which are depicted as circles. There was a statisti-
cally significant difference in the strength between the
diffuse calcification in necrotic core and in the tissue
(p¼0.033) and a non-significant increase in the stretch ratio
(p¼0.099). There was no statistically significant difference in
the strength between the diffuse calcification in the tissue
and the concentric arcs (p¼0.064) with a further non-
significant increase in the stretch ratio (p¼0.159). A statisti-
cally significant difference was found between the diffuse
calcification in necrotic core and the concentric arcs in terms
of both strength (p¼0.009) and stretch ratio (p¼0.009).
3.3. Structural characterisation
Fig. 6 portrays four reconstructed models of mechanically
ruptured plaque samples. Each model is a representative
example for each of the four calcification groups as classified
by CT scanning. The images reveal the calcification (darkblue) embedded within the surrounding plaque tissue struc-
ture (light blue) and its location with respect to the mechani-
cally induced rupture line. The tissue was rendered
transparent in order to clearly illustrate the calcifications.
Each model characterises the different modes of non-calcified
tissue deformation as indicated by the dashed lines and the
plaque lesions failure mechanism corresponding to the
rupture of tissue fibres upon reaching their extension
limits while under the influence of their respective calcif-
ication type.
Fig. 5 – Carotid plaque mechanical limits; box plot of (A) stretch ratio and (B) Cauchy stress (MPa) at the point of failure for each
plaque group as classified by calcification pattern.
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SEM examination of the plaques revealed the physical calci-
fication patterns distributed within the plaque lesions, the
interface properties between calcification and fibrous tissue
and the distinct failure mechanisms.
SEM examination of the fracture sites of the plaques with
diffuse calcifications embedded in the tissue, represented
mechanically as the strongest plaques, revealed interfacial
interactions between the calcification and tissue as illu-
strated by the calcified failure cross section in Fig. 7(A and
B) which has separated from the tissue. Fig. 7(C and D) reveals
sheared calcification surface at the failure site evidencing
that mutual ductile sliding of the calcification crystals may
have occurred (Fritsch et al., 2009) as the applied load
transfers from the load bearing collagen fibres to the calcifi-
cation via strong interfacial interactions.
Fig. 8 illustrated the interaction between the plaques
fibrous tissue and concentric calcifications with evidence of
tissue delamination from the calcification indicating the high
internal shear stresses that exist at the interface between the
contrasting material properties following circumferential
stretching. The mode of plaque failure is illustrated in
Fig. 8C by the delaminated layers of fibrous tissue stretched
parallel to the lumen and the region highlighted in pink
represents the calcification confirmed through EDX analysis.
SEM examination of the interface attachment between the
tissue and the calcification revealed a unique graded transi-
tion between the tissue and the calcification with the pre-
sence of microcalcification depositions embedded in the
collagen fibres (Fig. 9B) attaching to the irregular surface of
the calcification deposit.SEM examination of the cross section (10A–E) shows
evidence of tissue delamination and rupture along the
boundaries of the calcified core and the corresponding non-
calcified tissue fibre ruptures (10B–F) representing the frac-
ture site for these plaques. This plaque type marks the
advancing disease state of the lesion through the transforma-
tion of the lipid rich necrotic core into a fully calcified core
region.
3.5. EDX Analysis
The average atomic percent of all elements detected by EDX
related to the SEM images of each calcification pattern are
listed in Table 2. EDX detected the elemental composition of
the calcification as hydroxyapatite denoted by the Ca:P ratio
of Z1.67 in all calcified regions examined. At the fibrous
tissue fracture sites no hydroxyapatite was present and only
small traces of calcium were detected. In some samples small
amounts of Na, Cl and Mg were also present.4. Discussion
This study determines the relationship between the presence
of calcification patterns and the mechanical properties of
atherosclerotic carotid plaque lesions. Specifically, this study
identifies four calcification patterns that are characteristic of
explicit trends in the mechanical deformation behaviour and
failure properties of carotid plaque lesions in response to
circumferential stretching tests. The calcification patterns
influence the lesion’s tissue stretching capabilities exclu-
sively which is reflected in the large variation in degree of
Fig. 6 – Representative reconstructed models of the mechanically ruptured carotid plaque specimens for each plaque group as
classified by their distinct calcification patterns type (A) speckled; tissue rupture, (B) diffuse tissue; tissue rupture
(C) concentric; deformation parallel to the lumen with the inner luminal layer separating from the outer portion exposing the
necrotic and (D) diffuse necrotic core; rupture in non-calcified region (dashed lines indicate mode of failure; dark
blue¼calcification and light blue¼tissue).(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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each group. Additionally, the distinct strength properties are
the result of different interface boundary conditions between
calcified and non-calcified tissue. The characterisation of
calcification pattern is an important determinant of the
plaque’s mechanical response mechanism to circumferential
expansion and could help tailor the type of endovascular
intervention employed (Tuzcu et al., 1996).
4.1. Calcification patterns
A large degree of inter-sample variation exists between the
Cauchy stress–stretch curves (Fig. 4) which suggests that
mechanical tissue deformation and failure properties of the
lesions are profoundly influenced by plaque components
acting as mechanical entities altering the plaque’s structural
integrity (Wong et al., 2012). The FTIR results suggest that the
lipid content is independent of the mechanical properties
(Table 1). Previous studies have concluded that lipid isresponsible for increasing critical stresses (Huang et al.,
2001) but does not contribute mechanically to the load
bearing portion of the lesion (Richardson et al., 1989). Utilis-
ing the plaque’s overall calcified volume fraction measure is
misleading in terms of predicting the tissue’s behaviour as
there is a large range of % CVF measures for each pattern
with no significant difference between the groups (Table 1).
Results suggest that the calcification pattern is a stronger
predictor of the tissue’s mechanical behaviour as relating the
specific calcification patterns with their respective mechan-
ical deformation behaviour and failure properties identified
calcification patterns that are characteristic for explicit trends
in the mechanical behaviour (Fig. 4).
4.2. Stretch properties
In all four types the calcification appears to act as a mechan-
ical restraint to the applied load and the deformation of the
plaque lesion is restricted to only stretch at non-calcified
Fig. 7 – SEM micrographs of plaques with diffuse tissue calcifications: (A–C) macroscopic cross section view of the failure sites
and (B–D) corresponding microscopic image of calcification surface features.
Fig. 8 – SEMmicrographs of plaques with concentric calcifications: Macroscopic cross section view of (A) delamination of tissue fibres
from calcification indicated by white arrows, (B) the calcification attachment site, (C) failure mechanism through tissue delamination
and (D) EDX spectra of calcification (Ca:P) (*¼ lumen, X¼calcification and white arrow¼regions of delamination).
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mechanical response of the plaques (Fig. 4) which closely
resembles the mechanical response of biological tissue. The
observed tissue's stretching response in this study is in
agreement with the published literature that has proposedluminal patency can be restored by stretching the non-
calcified portions of the lesion during endovascular interven-
tion (Tsutsumi et al., 2008).
Fig. 5A illustrates a progressive increase in the degree of
stretch prior to failure between each group followed by a
Fig. 9 – SEM micrographs of the rupture line following mechanical failure: (A) macroscopic cross section view of calcification
deposit, (B) microcalcification depositions embedded in the collagen fibres, (C) attachment site between fibres and calcification
and (D) cracked calcification deposit with irregular spherical particles adhered to the surface.
Table 2 – The average atomic percent of all elements
detected by EDX for each calcification pattern.
Element Diffuse tissue Concentric Diffuse necrotic core
C 51.80722.26 41.8572.45 49.12710.99
O 30.42713.70 34.4073.13 30.9673.14
P 5.2573.15 7.5270.18 6.0172.65
Ca 9.2075.81 12.6870.21 10.8974.54
Na 0.5070.20 0.4470.03 0.3370.10
Au 2.8470.59 2.9070.99 2.6671.20
Cl – – 0.15
Mg – 0.27 –
Al – 0.18 –
Ca:P 1.7370.07 1.6970.07 1.8170.11
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characterisation suggests that the plaque’s mechanical
stretching properties are sensitive to the specific type of
calcification pattern where each type promotes a distinct
tissue stretching mechanism (Fig. 6). The plaques with
heavily calcified cores display the lowest stretch at failure
(1.7470.2). The large range of stretch at failure values within
this group is stemming from the size of the diffuse calcifica-
tion in the core region and the corresponding degree of
residual non-calcified tissue available to undergo stretch
(Fig. 6D). This failure stretch is comparable to previ-
ously reported heavily calcified femoral lesions (1.5570.21)
and predominantly calcified carotid lesions (1.63170.23)
(Cunnane et al., 2015; Mulvihill et al., 2013). Interestingly,
the plaques with concentric calcifications undergo a signifi-
cantly increased stretch prior to failure (p¼0.009). The CT
models revealed how the tissue stretches by shearing directlycontiguous to the calcification deposit (Fig. 6C). Similar in vivo
mechanical behaviour has been observed in the analysis of
plaque lesions expanded with balloon angioplasty (Fitzgerald
et al., 1992). Despite the contrast in structural configuration
between the calcification patterns, the overlap in stretch
between plaques with speckles of calcification and diffuse
deposits indicate the lesion’s dependence on the available
tissue to achieve lesion expansion. Contrastingly, Tsutsumi
et al. concluded that heavily calcified lesions covering greater
than 75% of the circumference can achieve successful lumi-
nal gain by triggering disruption and fragmentation to the
calcifications in the plaque structure (Tsutsumi et al., 2008).
However, the altered mechanical influences of each calcifica-
tion type are further clarified by the corresponding strength
properties in response to the applied circumferential stretch.
4.3. Strength properties
In comparing the range of Cauchy stresses at failure between
each group (Fig. 5B) it was found that the strength properties
are highly sensitive to the calcification pattern with signifi-
cantly higher strength in the plaques with diffuse calcifications
embedded in the tissue which indicate interactions between
the tissue and calcification upon examining their fracture sites
(Figs. 7–10).The resistance to fail under the applied stretch,
denoted by the Cauchy strength properties, may possibly
depend on interactions at the calcification–tissue interface.
SEM examination of the interfaces suggests strong adhesion
between the calcification and tissue may promote a transfer of
stress from the tissue to the calcification under loading.
Previous studies have similarly suggested that rigid calcifica-
tions can carry a high portion of the total stresses and
Fig. 10 – Example SEM micrographs of diffuse necrotic core calcifications: (A–E) tissue delamination and damage from the
calcified core and (B–F) ruptured tissue fibres at fracture site (*¼ lumen, X¼calcification and white arrows¼delamination and
fibrous cap damage).
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(Cunnane et al., 2015; Richardson et al., 1989).
Highly localised stresses are likely to develop at the inter-
face between the calcification and tissue due to the large
dissimilarity in material properties (Hoshino et al., 2009). The
examination of a calcification deposit attached at the fracture
line using SEM imaging revealed a graded transition region at
the attachment site between the tissue and calcification
deposit by the presence of microcalcification depositions
embedded in the collagen fibres (Fig. 9B). This interface forms
a mechanically continuous network between the tissue and
calcification (Genin et al., 2009). This graded transition
between the tissue and calcification is likely formed as an
adaptive response mechanism to combat contrasting mate-
rial properties and functions to promote a transfer of stress.
A range of macrocalcification moduli have been measured
in carotid lesions using nanoindentation (Ebenstein et al.,
2009) and as the modulus of the calcifications increase the
stress concentrations increase at the calcification–tissue
interface for all calcification geometries (Buffinton and
Ebenstein, 2014). Thus, it is possible that the differentpatterns of calcification have different moduli which may
influence stress concentrations at the interface and conse-
quently explain the range of strength properties associated
with each pattern. To confirm this hypothesis future studies
are needed to define the exact calcification moduli for each
specific pattern. Additionally, inflammation plays a key role
in the calcification progression. Microcalcifications are
induced by pro-inflammatory stimuli while the macrocalcif-
cations form from an adaptive blunting response mechanism
to inflammation regulating the calcification development
process (Pugliese et al., 2015). It is also known that biogenic
factors, including inflammation, determine the surface activ-
ity of tissue and calcifications complexes (Tomazaic 2001).
Thus, the altering inflammatory role in the calcification
development process may result in different interface proper-
ties between tissue and calcification types.
4.4. Future perspectives
The selection of the optimal calcified lesion type for under-
going carotid artery stenting remains an elusive target in
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apposition. Uniform total circumferential expansion is not
possible in the presence of calcification as it reduces the
stretching capabilities of the adjacent tissue which is further
demonstrated by the results in this present study. The
deployment of a stent can create high regional radial forces
at the more compliant regions and overstretch the vessel wall
(Vavuranakis et al., 2001). An understanding of the mechan-
ical influence of calcification patterns may help tailor
the type of endovascular intervention technique employed
(Tuzcu et al., 1996) whereby stent designs could be tailored to
decrease the pressure effects in the rigid heavily calcified
portions while conserving the expansion performance in
tissue region to achieve localised stent expansion coinciding
with tissue stretching limits presented in this study.
4.5. Limitations
There are a number of inherent limitations in this present
study that must be taken into account. The plaque lesion
cannot be tested incorporating its cylindrical nature as
samples were collected from endarterectomy. As a result
samples have been cut along the anterolateral wall long-
itudinally, the location of the longitudinal incision deter-
mined by the anterior aspect of the vessel which is
approached during surgery. The primary focus of this study
was to determine the influence of the calcification on the
tissue and therefore the plaques orientation was optimised
by performing planar shear tests. The gauge length was
therefore taken as the straightened circumference and the
specimen width was taken as the longitudinal length which
was constrained in the testing clamps. This orientation
facilitates stretching along the circumferential axis only.
Inflation testing would be the ideal mechanical characterisa-
tion in quantifying the inflation pressure and stretching
deformation response representing a closer resemblance of
the circumferential expansion during endovascular interven-
tion (Boekhoven et al., 2014). However, excision of the plaque
specimen ‘en bloc’ is required to facilitate this type of test. As
a result of the limited sample size, this study did not correlate
calcification parameters with patient details or preope-
rative clinical stenosis measures. A limitation regarding the
restraints in the predicted experimental stress values is that
it is based on the assumption of a nearly incompressible
material. The stress value that this study characterises is the
measurement of the maximum tissue resistance with respect
to the degree of stretch prior to the plaque tissue material
separation. This stress value is to serve as a fundamental
basis of peak circumferential stress for numerical models.
Future studies wishing to characterise the exact stress values
when numerically modelling should account for the material
properties of both components as in the case of (Cardoso
et al., 2014). Furthermore, stress may be redistributed through
a stress transfer from the load bearing non-calcified tissue to
the calcification deposits in cases where the calcification
strongly adheres to the surrounding tissue. However, the
implications of this require further research on the interface
boundary properties between calcified and non-calcified tis-
sue. A limitation regarding the structural characterisation is
that the plaque lesions were imaged retrospectively after themechanical testing and in vitro. Although this characterisa-
tion process doubled as a failure analysis of the plaque
specimen, future studies should seek to employ prospective
structural characterisation in vivo including the intact circular
configuration of the plaque's calcification content prior to
mechanical testing. This would facilitate a pre and
post-operative imaging comparison in order to track the
calcification deformation mechanisms during the mechanical
stretching (Tsutsumi et al., 2008).5. Conclusions
In conclusion, this present study was conducted to examine
the mechanical challenges in circumferentially expanding
atherosclerotic plaque tissue imposed by the presence of
different calcification patterns. It has been shown that the
calcification significantly affects the biomechanical proper-
ties of carotid plaque tissue by imposing a strong influence on
the overall structural deformation behaviour and induced
failure properties. Differentiating the specific type of calcifi-
cation structures with respect to the mechanical deformation
behaviour identifies a classification of distinct mechanical
groups that are directly related to the macroscopic calcifica-
tion patterns each type displaying a unique stretching
mechanism and interaction with the surrounding tissue.Acknowledgements
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CalcificationThe morphological manifestation of calcification within an atherosclerotic plaque is diverse and the
response to cutting balloon angioplasty remains an elusive target to predict in the presence of extensive
calcification. This study examines the resistance of plaque tissue to blade penetration by characterising
the underlying toughness properties and stratifying the upper and lower scale toughness limits based
on the strong mechanical influence of calcification.
Mechanical toughness properties of the common, bifurcation and internal carotid artery (n = 62) were
determined using guillotine-cutting tests measuring the energy required to pass a surgical blade through
a unit length of plaque tissue. The corresponding structural composition of the dissected plaque segments
was characterised using Fourier transform infrared analysis, electron microscopy and energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy.
Mechanical results reveal a clear distinction in toughness properties within each region of the carotid
vessel with significantly tougher properties localised in the bifurcation (p = 0.004) and internal region
(p = 0.0003) compared to the common. The severity of the intra-plaque variance is highest in plaques
with high toughness localised in the bifurcation region (p < 0.05).
Structural examination reveals that the diverse mechanical influence of the level of calcification pre-
sent is characteristic of specific regions within the carotid plaque. The energy required to overcome
the calcific resistance and propagate a controlled cut in the calcified tissue at each region varies further
with the degree of plaque progression. The identification of the localised calcification characteristics is a
key determinant in achieving successful dissection of the severely toughened plaque segments during
cutting balloon angioplasty.
Statement of significance
Calcification plays a fundamental role in plaque tissue mechanics and demonstrates a diverse range of
material moduli properties. This work addresses the characterisation of the toughness properties in
human carotid plaque tissue using a fracture mechanics approach. Toughness determines the energy
required to propagate a controlled cut in the plaque material. This parameter is crucial for predicting
the cutting forces required during endovascular cutting balloon angioplasty intervention. Results demon-
strate that a strong relationship exists between the structural calcification configurations, fracture mech-
anisms and associated toughness properties that are characteristic of specific regions within the carotid
artery plaque. The identification of the morphological characteristics of localised calcification may serve
as a valuable quantitative measure for cutting balloon angioplasty treatment.
 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction vasculature to treat using endovascular device based intervention.Atherosclerotic plaque localised at the carotid artery bifurcation
remains one of the most challenging regions of the humanThe unique geometrical configuration and physiological flow prop-
erties of the carotid bifurcation predispose this vessel as a high risk
target for the development of focal atherosclerotic plaque [1,2].
Carotid artery stenosis is conventionally treated by endarterec-
tomy [3,4]. However, the SAPHIRE Trial (the Stenting and Angio-
plasty with Protection in Patients at High Risk for Endarterectomy)
H.E. Barrett et al. / Acta Biomaterialia 43 (2016) 88–100 89has determined the safety and efficacy of the angioplasty followed
by carotid artery stenting (CAS) for the subset of patients with high
grade stenosis that are deemed unsuitable for surgical endarterec-
tomy [5]. Consequently, the use of endovascular CAS has been
advocated as a non-inferior alternative treatment strategy for this
patient cohort [3]. Despite this, there is still a large subset of
patients that are excluded from this group [6]. Of these, patients
who present with heavily calcified plaque lesions are generally
deemed unsuitable for CAS [7]. Heavily calcified plaques are asso-
ciated with stent under-expansion and stent strut malapposition
[8,9] as a result of the rigid inclusions mechanically restraining
the forceful circumferential inflation [10]. This can lead to peri-
procedural complications including severe arterial injury triggering
a restenotic response [11].
The use of Cutting Balloon Angioplasty (CBA) has been advo-
cated as a potential superior treatment strategy to conventional
balloon angioplasty (BA) for the pre-dilation phase in calcified
lesions [12,13]. The CBA protocol involves dissecting the plaque
tissue through the use of force-focused fractures which are
controlled by surgical blades oriented along the length of a non-
compliant angioplasty balloon. Numerous studies have demon-
strated that CBA can achieve a significantly larger acute lumen gain
in vessels with calcified plaque in comparison with BA [13]. The
incisions created by CBA dilatation relieve the hoop stress of the
artery vessel wall by disrupting and fragmenting the calcific depos-
its [14]. Subsequently, lumen patency is restored through widening
the incisions at lower inflation pressures. This induces lower vessel
wall trauma and reduces the incidence of restenosis [15]. The
potential of CBA has been demonstrated in the pre-dilation phase
of CAS in highly calcified carotid plaque lesions indicating that it
is a safe technique to prepare this lesion subset for stenting
[16,17]. Notwithstanding, a number of procedural complications
have been reported including failure of the CBA device to overcome
the calcific resistance in the calcified lesions. Furthermore, arterial
rupture and vessel perforation can also occur due to the use of
excessive forces [18]. Finally, a number of adverse clinical events
have been related to CBA device failure in treating heavily calcified
lesions including fracture of cutting blades, blade withdrawal
resistance, balloon rupture and catheter fracture [19–21].
The CBA treatment strategy is largely limited by the paucity of
information regarding the toughness properties of the carotid
plaque tissue resisting the cutting blade penetration and how this
varies with plaque composition across the length of the target
vessel. The toughness properties of human femoral artery plaques
have been recently characterised demonstrating a strong relation-
ship between the mechanical toughness properties and the degree
of calcification [22]. However, histological evidence has demon-
strated distinctions in the calcification within the femoral and
carotid arterial beds with femoral plaques containing significantly
higher degrees of calcification and a high prevalence of osteoid
metaplasia that is not associated with the carotid vasculature
[23]. Furthermore, the morphological characteristics of the carotid
artery plaques are diverse and the vascular calcification varies in
both its origin and morphological manifestation within the carotid
artery vessel [24,25].
The importance of tissue appropriate properties are highlighted
in a study by [26] who demonstrate the difference in using aortic
plaque properties to represent femoral plaque mechanical
response. It is now becoming clear that territory specific mechan-
ical properties are required to accurately represent plaque
mechanics [27]. Classifying the experimental toughness properties
of carotid plaque tissue under controlled cutting conditions is a
prerequisite to distinguishing the upper and lower scale toughness
properties associated with this complex tissue. Such mechanical
information is a crucial starting point for simulations of carotid
plaque treatment by CBA that can be employed to improve devicedesign and information can be leveraged to correlate pre-operative
imaging of the plaque to support patient stratification into
groups where the patient plaque types can be classified for CBA
applicability.
In this regard, this study characterises the toughness properties
of carotid artery plaques by determining the plaques resistance to
blade penetration and quantifying the necessary cutting forces
required to propagate a controlled cut in the calcified plaque tissue
in order to achieve successful plaque dissection. This mechanical
toughness parameter is correlated to specific regions within the
carotid vessel distinguishing the unique dissection properties of
the common, bifurcation and internal carotid artery regions. Addi-
tionally, toughness properties are related to plaque composition in
order to understand the biomechanical influence of distinct patho-
logical components of the carotid vasculature. This correlation is
made using structural examination under electron microscopy
and spectroscopic Fourier transform infrared characterisation.2. Methods
2.1. Carotid plaque acquisition
Human carotid plaque samples were obtained from twenty-one
endarterectomy patients in the University Hospital Limerick in a
manner that conformed to the declaration of Helsinki and was
approved by the hospital’s Ethical Research Committee. Patient
sample characteristics included gender [Male (13/21); Female
(8/21)], side [Left (10/21); Right (11/21)] and the cohort had an
average age range of 70.38 ± 8.83 years. The symptomatic high-
grade stenosed carotid plaque samples were removed by standard
endarterectomy, whereby an arteriotomy was made along the
anterolateral side of the common carotid artery (CCA), through
the bifurcation (BIF) and extended into the internal carotid artery
(ICA). The location of the longitudinal incision was determined
by the anterior aspect of the vessel which is approached during
surgery. The primary focus of this study was to determine the
toughness properties of the plaque’s primary stenosis and there-
fore the acquired plaques orientation was optimised by examining
the toughness profile distributed along the longitudinal posterolat-
eral wall where the atherosclerotic stenosis is predominantly
localised [28,29]. Prior to testing, the carotid plaque samples were
equilibrated in a water bath of PBS at 37 degrees Celsius. The
plaques were sectioned into 7 mm segments, isolating a total of
62 rectangular segments including segments from each of the
three anatomical regions of the carotid artery vessel as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The CCA segments; mid and distal (n = 17), BIF segments
(n = 21) and ICA segments; proximal, mid and distal (n = 24).2.2. Mechanical testing
A guillotine-cutting test was employed to examine the tough-
ness properties of the diseased carotid plaque tissue [30]. This
ex vivo mechanical test characterises the mechanical work per-
formed to pass a surgical blade across a unit length of plaque.
CBA is a two part process involving the circumferential expansion
of the plaque and once it has reached a point in tension the cutting
mechanism is initiated by pushing the blades through the plaques
radial thickness. The experimental technique employed in this
study differs from the in vivo CBA technique, which incorporates
a combination of deformation and fracture mechanisms, in that
the technique solely focuses on characterising the fracture proper-
ties of the plaque components and intentionally minimises the
effects of sample deformation. The toughness measure in this
study characterises the actual cutting process which is separate
from the initial indentation that is additionally involved in the
Fig. 1. Schematic of carotid plaque region classification; common; mid and distal (blue), bifurcation (orange) and internal; proximal, mid and distal (red). (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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fied as the level of strain prior to cut initiation. However, this
experimental technique measures the energy required to propa-
gate the crack through the complex plaque segment and does
account for any initial strains prior to crack initiation. This process
allows us to account for the energy required to propagate a crack in
plaque of different morphological characteristics by using the
toughness properties as a comparative metric for plaque types
based on varying calcification levels.
Fig. 2 illustrates a schematic of the carotid plaque test process.
The segments were oriented longitudinally with the surgically cut
ends secured within the custom designed testing clamps of an in-
house developed guillotine-cutting tester [22] which held the
specimen laterally in place during the test. Blade cutting was con-
strained in one direction along the longitudinal length of the sam-
ple through a small slit in the clamps permitting blade penetration,
preventing tissue movement and minimising the risk of out-of-
plane deformation. The horizontal slicing movement of the cutting
blade undergoes a vertical pushing motion in the ratio of 3.5:1.
This is achieved by orienting the blade and sample at an angle of
h = 16 to the displacement arm [30]. This blade-sample orienta-
tion minimises the effects of initial indentation prior to cutFig. 2. (A) Representative of a carotid plaque sample with regions of segmentation indicat
force-displacement curve acquired during the cutting test process. (The grey dashed lininitiation [31,32] allowing for the actual fracture of the plaque with
respect to the non-calcified and calcified tissue and not the energy
spent deforming the sample to be examined.
The cutting blade (Personna American Safety Razor Company,
Cedar Knolls, USA) is first preconditioned by making twenty
7 mm cuts into silicone rubber (Sylgard 187, Dow Corning, MI,
USA) test segments in order to stabilize the cutting edge [33]. To
minimise friction effects the cutting blade is lubricated using a
white spirit and light mineral oil solution mixture in the ratio of
1:1 (Sigma–Aldrich, Wicklow, Ireland). The experimental protocol
employed two separate blade passes for each segment tested; an
initial cutting pass followed by a friction pass. The friction is
approximately accounted for by observing the forces required to
pass the blade over the sample’s fractured surface that is generated
during the first blade pass. The blade is driven at a constant dis-
placement rate of 0.5 mm/s for both passes. The force exerted on
the tissue by the cutting blade as the blade moves through the
sample was recorded with a sub-miniature 12 N load cell (Omega,
Manchester, UK) that was attached to the sample holder. The force
and blade displacement readings were recorded for each test. A
video camera was employed during the cutting process to maintain
the movement of the blade and the cutting of the sample. Plaqueed by dashed lines, (B) schematic of isolated ICA segment, (C) cutting test rig and (D)
es indicate the work done).
Fig. 3. Region specific toughness properties; Box plots of the toughness properties
at each region in carotid vessel; the common (CCA), bifurcation (BIF) and internal
(ICA) regions.
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non-contact photography.
The fracture toughness (J/m2), denoted as toughness, is the dif-
ference of the work of cutting and the work of friction divided by
twice the cross-sectional area (accounting for the two new fracture
surfaces created). The calculation is performed using the 3/8 Simp-
son’s rule. The tilted angle of the blade relative to the test segment
results in the force being applied at an angle of 75 to the blade dis-
placement arm. The measured force is therefore normalised with
respect to the linear motion of the cutting blade by multiplying
force values by 3.64 in order to resolve the force into its component
parallel to the motion of the blade.
2.3. Composition characterisation
The biochemical composition of each segment was acquired
from Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) (Perkin-Elmer Model
1740) analysis using an attenuated total reflectance technique
with probe across the fractured luminal surface at 4 separate
points. This characterisation examines the plaque tissue composi-
tion after blade penetration in order to rationalise the toughness
values acquired during the cutting tests. The spectral absorbance
in the mid infrared region (4000–700 cm1) was measured for 8
scans at a spectral resolution of 2 cm1. The analysis identified
the biochemical composition of the plaques including the lipids,
calcification and collagen (amide I) using their unique peak spec-
tral ranges. The concentration of each component was quantified
by an absorbance peak-area ratio function (Spectrum software
Spectrum 100 FTIR) that relates the ratio of lipid to collagen (Lip)
and calcification to collagen (Calc) as previously defined by [34].
2.4. Structural characterisation
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi SU-70 High-
Technologies Europe GmbH, Krefield Germany) which was coupled
with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX) (INCA Energy
software platform Version4.02 Oxford Instruments, 2006) was
used to examine the fractured surfaces. To prepare the tissue for
scanning, all carotid plaque segments underwent a tissue preserva-
tion process involving three stages [35]. The samples were fixed
with 100% methanol, rinsed in 100% ethanol and dehydrated in a
graded series of increasing ethanol concentrations (30%, 50%,
70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100%). The samples were then dried in a
graded series of hexamethyldisilazane (50% and 100%). The SEM
requires the sample to be electrically conductive. The samples
were therefore sputter coated in gold using 35 mA at a deposition
rate of 12 nm/min leaving a 24 nm surface coating Emitech K550
(Emitech Ltd., Kent, U.K.). This process prevents any deleterious
effects to the tissue structure under the intense X-ray voltage
source. The microscope was operated using an accelerating voltage
of 20 keV and a working distance of 15 mm. The presence of calci-
fication was confirmed using EDX by identifying the x-ray signal
intensity peaks of Calcium (Ca) and Phosphorus (P), the chemical
composition of calcification.
2.5. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics 21.
Shapiro–Wilk tests were performed to assess the distribution of
the data and select the most appropriate statistical test. Exact 2-
tailed Mann Whitney U non-parametric tests were used to identify
statistically significant differences between the toughness regions
and groups. Pearson correlation tests were used to identify statis-
tically significant differences between the toughness properties
and calcification and lipid readings as classified by FTIR analysis.A p-value of less than 0.05 was deemed to be statistically
significant.3. Results
3.1. Region specific toughness
Fig. 3 illustrates the distribution of region specific toughness
properties within the carotid vessel. In these box plots, the boxes
encompass the middle 50% range of toughness values, the lines
in the boxes represent the median values and the protruding bars
encompass the remainder of the data for both the maximum and
minimum toughness values with the exception of outliers (1.5
times the interquartile range) represented by hollow circles and
extreme outliers (3 times the interquartile range) represented by
the triangle symbol. Fig. 3 reveals that the common carotid region
has the least degree of variation and the lowest toughness proper-
ties with an average value of 26 ± 14.25 J/m2 excluding the one
extreme outlier. The bifurcation and internal regions of the carotid
artery are both significantly tougher than the common region
(p = 0.004 and p = 0.0003) respectively. Moreover, both bifurcation
and internal regions demonstrate a large range of toughness values
with more than 50% of the data overlapping with the lower scale
toughness properties exhibited by the common while also reaching
maximum toughness values of 3810 J/m2 in the bifurcation and
2465 J/m2 in the internal region.3.1.1. Toughness threshold
To better classify the large range of plaque toughness properties
observed in Fig. 3, each plaque region was divided into a low and
high toughness group. Such a distinction is necessary due to the
high clinical incidence of failure to overcome the plaque resistance
in severely toughened tissue and conversely, the prevalence of
arterial vessel perforation in the low toughness tissue during
CBA. Fig. 4 illustrates the average ± standard deviation toughness
properties within each region for the two toughness groups classi-
fied as low and high based on defining a toughness threshold at a
level of 365 J/m2. This classification is based on reference tough-
ness ranges of porcine aortic tissue (290 ± 110 J/m2) [30] and bone
material (365–7960 J/m2) [36] respectively. This log scale plot
Fig. 4. Toughness threshold classification; Average ± standard deviation of low and
high toughness properties at each region in the carotid vessel; common (CCA),
bifurcation (BIF) and internal (ICA). (Dashed red line represents the toughness
threshold classification located at a level of 365 J/m2). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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the low and high toughness groups for each region of the carotid
vessel.
Low toughness properties represented 94% of CCA; 52.3% of BIF;
and 62.5% of ICA segments. The pooled location average low tough-
ness, representing 68% of the total segments, is 71.86 ± 91.27 J/m2Fig. 5. Plaque specific toughness properties; Log scale distribution of toughness proper
similar localised toughness. (Background colours indicate vessel region; common: blue
threshold classification located at a level of 365 J/m2). (For interpretation of the referen
article.)[CCA 26 ± 14.25 J/m2, BIF 40.47 ± 31.9 J/m2 and ICA 143.79 ±
121.37 J/m2]. The pooled location average of high toughness, repre-
senting 32% of the segments, is 1530.31 ± 999 J/m2 [CCA 929 J/m2,
BIF 1845 ± 1212.8 J/m2 and ICA 1247.4 ± 676.94 J/m2].3.1.2. Plaque specific toughness
Fig. 5 illustrates the distribution of toughness properties across
the length of each carotid plaque sample examined. The four
unique longitudinal toughness profile types are classified by
regions with similar localised toughness properties. Type A
(n = 8, 38%) demonstrates low toughness properties in all three
regions. Type B (n = 7, 30%) demonstrates high toughness proper-
ties localised in the bifurcation region only. Type C (n = 3, 14%)
demonstrates a combination of both low and high toughness prop-
erties within the internal region. Type D (n = 3, 14%) demonstrates
high toughness properties in both the bifurcation and internal
regions.
Fig. 6 shows the average ± standard deviation toughness values
of the four plaque specific toughness profile types (A–D) separated
by regions of similar localised toughness properties. The internal
region is significantly tougher than both the common (p = 0.035)
and bifurcation (p = 0.021) regions in plaque type A. A significant
toughness difference is identified at the transition between the
common and bifurcation region and bifurcation and internal region
for type B (p < 0.05). A non-significant difference is found at the
transition between the bifurcation and internal regions for type C
(p = 0.383). This is as a result of the high degree of intra-region
heterogeneity contained within the internal carotid region. A fur-
ther non-significant difference exists at the transition between
the bifurcation and internal region for type D (p = 0.571).ties for each plaque sample tested. Plaque types (A–D) are classified by regions of
, bifurcation: orange and internal: pink. The dashed line represents the toughness
ces to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
Fig. 6. Plaque specific toughness properties; Average longitudinal toughness profile for each plaque type separated by region within the carotid vessel. Plaque types are
classified by regions of localised toughness. (Background colours indicate vessel region; common: CCA, blue, bifurcation: BIF, orange and internal: ICA, pink). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 1 lists the toughness value and corresponding calcifica-
tion and lipid readings for each plaque type separated by regionTable 1
Toughness values (T) in J/m2 and corresponding calcification and lipid readings a
internal regions of the carotid vessel grouped by plaque type (A–D). (Colours de
CCA BIF
mid distal bif





18.14 0.26 0.30 44.77 0.21 0.22
14.01 0.30 0.29 30.78 0.27 0.25
11.85 0.61 0.42
6.71 0.28 0.54 11.99 0.49 0.37
34.45 0.19 0.39 27.13 0.16 0.47 72.26 0.29 0.27
24.67 0.27 0.18 20.72 0.20 0.23
Type 
B
12.02 0.30 1.41 1400.29 0.42 0.30
7.58 0.40 0.41 550.69 0.70 0.25
29.28 0.41 0.33 1201.60 2.33 0.29
65.55 0.29 0.42 929.79 0.24 0.28 2481.57 0.22 0.20
31.71 0.39 0.42 18.90 0.28 0.26 3514.40 0.88 0.16
30.78 0.37 0.53 580.41 0.45 0.25










813.41 0.51 0.27within the carotid vessel which was used to qualitatively indicate
the presence of calcification present in a particular plaque
segment. The composition was classified using FTIR by examining
4 points of each segment tested. Incorporating the plaques classified by FTIR for each segment tested at the common, bifurcation and
note toughness classification green = low toughness red = high toughness).
ICA
proximal mid distal
T J/m2 Calc Lip T J/m2 Calc Lip T J/m2 Calc Lip
121.39 0.24 0.21
119.71 0.24 0.24









29.80 0.24 0.37 743.32 0.43 0.30 198.54 0.25 0.37
11.08 0.29 0.35 1365.79 0.37 0.48 638.73 0.29 0.45
2197.84 0.50 0.23
2465.21 0.63 0.20 1054.16 0.43 0.19
794.51 0.71 0.34 1343.41 0.49 0.31
623.44 0.37 0.38
Fig. 7. SEMmicrographs of fractured surface for low toughness carotid segments; (A) combination of fatty-fibrous tissue in the common region, (B) high magnification of the
fatty luminal layer, (C) layers of fibrous tissue in the common region and (D) porous fibrous tissue microstructure within the internal region. (L; lumen side and M; medial
side).
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ties identifies a significant positive linear trend regarding the pres-
ence of calcification (R2 = 0.106, p = 0.01) and a weak negative
linear trend regarding the presence of lipid, although not signifi-
cant (R2 = 0.0264 p = 0.208).
Type A has predominantly low calcification absorbance levels
corresponding with the low toughness properties. Type B has
higher calcification detected in the bifurcation region correspond-
ing to the high toughness properties, while also the presence of cal-
cification is indicated in the ICA segments which have toughness
properties close to the toughness threshold. Type C has a mixture
of both high and low calcification readings in the ICA correspond-
ing with the high degree of variety in toughness. This highlights
the high degree of heterogeneity in calcification and fibrous necro-
tic tissue located within this portion of the vessel. Type D has high
calcification absorbance levels in both the bifurcation and internal
regions corresponding to the high toughness.
3.3. Structural classification
Electron microscopy further rationalizes the resulting tough-
ness properties for each plaque region. Examining the cross section
of the dissected plaque segments revealed the carotid calcification
types present which varies considerably between each region in
terms of size and morphological appearance. Representative sec-
tions from each type were chosen to demonstrate the structural
characteristics associated with the toughness properties. The calci-
fication distribution across the fracture surface was characterised
using EDX analysis which confirmed the structures are calcific
based on detecting the calcium and phosphorous intensity peaks.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the cross section of the dissected carotid
segments with low toughness properties. These segments predom-
inantly consist of fatty-fibrous tissue and the absence of largecalcified areas. Fig. 7A reveals the clear distinction between the
layers in the common segment with a predominance of the thick-
ened fatty tissue along the luminal layer and an adjacent thin outer
fibrous layer. Fig. 7B represents a high magnification view of the
fatty layer and illustrates the smooth fracture surface. Fig. 7C
exposes the fracture surface of the common region which consists
of entirely fibrous tissue. Fig. 7D reveals the thickened porous
tissue microstructure of the plaque segment from the internal
region potentially arising from the dissolution of lipid droplets
during tissue processing.
Fig. 8 portrays the diffuse layers of calcification embedded in
the cross section of the dissected carotid segments that represent
the high toughness bifurcation region. Fig. 8A displays the smooth
fracture surface of the calcification which has a toughness value of
1400 J/m2. Fig. 8B displays the fracture surface of the calcification
with a staggered surface with multiple fracture planes which has
a higher toughness value of 2481 J/m2. Fig. 8C portrays the fracture
surface of the toughest plaque segment in this sample set with a
value of 3810 J/m2. High magnification of this surface (Fig. 8D)
reveals numerous cracks in the internal microstructure. Fig. 8C
further illustrates the significant degree of calcification where the
calcification dominates the radial plaque thickness. The represen-
tative Ca-P intensity peaks illustrated in Fig. 8E and F reveal the
calcification distribution across the yellow profile line (Fig. 8C) in
the cross section of this segment.
Fig. 9 displays the cross section of the dissected carotid
segments that represent the internal region. Fig. 9A reveals the
fracture surface of an internal carotid segment which consists of
two calcification nodules surrounded by a fibrous tissue matrix.
The surface demonstrates slight scaring from the blade cut. High
magnification of the interface region (Fig. 9B) reveals the presence
of micro spherical hydroxyapatite crystals embedded in the
surrounding fibrous tissue and attached to the outer surface of
Fig. 8. SEM micrographs of fractured surface for high toughness bifurcation segments; (A) calcification with smooth facture surface, (B) calcification with staggered fracture
surface, (C) layers of calcification, D) high magnification of calcification with micro cracks and intensity peaks of E) calcium (red) and F) phosphorous (aqua) showing the
calcification distribution along the yellow profile line shown in C. (L; lumen side, M; medial side and C; calcification).
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surface of an internal carotid segment which consists of almost
entirely all calcification within the cross sectional thickness. This
segment represents the toughest properties within this portion of
the carotid vessel with a toughness value of 2465.21 J/m2. Fig. 9D
highlights the fracture surface of this calcification after blade cutting.
Fig. 10 portrays high magnification of the interface properties of
the cross section of the dissected carotid segments representing
the high toughness internal regions. Fig. 10A displays the fracture
surface of an internal carotid segment consisting of calcification
nodule with micro spherical hydroxyapatite crystals (arrows)
heavily concentrated in the adjacent tissue matrix. The representa-
tive profile line across the surface reveals the distribution of Ca-Pin the surrounding tissue. Fig. 10B displays the fracture surface of
an internal carotid segment consisting of an irregularly shaped
mass. The representative profile line detects a weaker concentra-
tion of calcification crystals embedded in the adjacent tissue
matrix. Fig. 10C reveals the distinct border of plaque tissue sur-
rounding the calcification deposits indicated by the low Ca-P inten-
sity peaks.4. Discussion
Atherosclerotic plaque localised at the carotid artery bifurcation
remains one of the most challenging regions of the human
Fig. 9. SEM micrographs of fracture surface for internal carotid segments; (A) low toughness segment with sheared fractured calcification deposit embedded in tissue, (B)
micro spherical crystals (arrows), (C) heavily calcified necrotic core and (D) high magnification of cut surface. (L; lumen side, M; medial side and C; calcification).
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Currently, conventional endarterectomy is the gold standard
method of intervention for patients who are eligible for surgery
that present with a significant stenosis [3,4]. Therefore, this study
focuses on characterising all plaque types distinguishing the upper
and lower scale toughness properties associated with specific com-
ponents, including calcifications in the complex carotid tissue. This
will help to elucidate a plaque type that would be appropriate for
CBA treatment while also highlighting the plaque types that would
be more suitable for conventional balloon angioplasty or surgical
endarterectomy as previously investigated [10]. Specifically, this
study identifies three plaque specific toughness profiles that con-
tain regions of localised high toughness properties as a result of
the presence of different calcifications. The level of calcification
present is characteristic of specific regions within the carotid pla-
que and influence plaque toughness properties independently. This
is reflected in the large range of toughness properties exhibited by
each region. The identification of the localised calcification and its
morphological characteristics is a key factor in achieving successful
dissection of the severely toughened plaque segments. Moreover,
the determination of a link between the calcification configura-
tions, fracture mechanisms and associated toughness properties
is a crucial determinant towards the development of a useful quan-
titative plaque classification for CBA treatment.
4.1. Toughness classification
Figs. 3 displays the wide range of intra and inter region variance
between the toughness properties of the carotid plaque samples.
From this toughness data, two groups are identified, namely high
and low toughness (Fig. 4). The two toughness groups are charac-
teristic of the strong biomechanical influence from specific patho-
logical components within the complex carotid plaque samples.
The low toughness group represents 68% of all carotid segments
tested in this study (Fig. 4). The low toughness ICA segments havean average toughness value of 143.79 ± 121.37 J/m2 including a
number of segments displaying toughness properties tending
towards the threshold. This mechanical response is as a result of
the complex nature of the developing core stenosis which contains
a mixture of both soft fibrous tissue and well defined nodes of cal-
cifications as illustrated in Fig. 9A. The average toughness values in
the ICA are the same order of magnitude but somewhat lower than
the toughness properties exhibited in a small portion of the
femoral plaque segments [22] which exhibited an average tough-
ness value of 226.27 ± 110.96 J/m2.
Interestingly, the CCA and BIF segments display much lower
toughness properties that are distinct to the ICA and the previously
identified femoral plaques samples. These regions demonstrate
much less resistance to blade penetration having average tough-
ness values in the CCA and BIF of (26 ± 14.25 J/m2) and
(40.47 ± 31.9 J/m2) respectively. These values are the same order
of magnitude but somewhat lower than dissection energies
required for CCA and ICA medial tissue measured as
(70.5 ± 20.4 J/m2) and (60 J/m2) respectively [37]. These plaque
segments encompass the majority of low toughness segments
examined in this study which structurally represent the toughness
properties of a predominantly soft fibrous fatty plaque tissue
(Fig. 7).
Carotid plaques with a region of high toughness structurally
represent the toughness properties of plaque regions containing
a high calcific portion (Fig. 8–10). This group demonstrates a large
range of toughness properties spanning from 550.69 J/m2 up to
3810.03 J/m2 depending on the level of calcification present. This
behaviour is also observed in human femoral plaques whereby
the toughness properties of the plaque segments vary considerably
corresponding to the level of calcification present. However, the
resulting high toughness properties of the carotid plaques are con-
siderably lower than the reported toughness values of calcified
femoral artery plaques which exhibit toughness values reaching
6778.26 J/m2 [22]. This corresponds with studies that have
Fig. 10. SEM micrographs of fracture surface for high toughness internal segments with representative intensity peaks of calcium (aqua) and phosphorous (red) showing the
calcification distribution along the yellow profile lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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studies have demonstrated that a morphological distinction exists
regarding the calcification in each arterial bed whereby carotid
plaques do not express osteoid metaplasia and also exhibit lower
calcium and cholesterol concentrations in comparison to the femoral
plaques [23].
The femoral plaques present with high degrees of calcification in
all four regions of the femoral arterywithnopreferential location for
the calcification deposition. Conversely, in the carotid plaques, the
bifurcation region is the most heavily calcified, followed by the ICA
and little or no calcification in the CCA. This is an important implica-
tion for CB device design in that targeting region specific toughness
properties may lead to improved patient outcome.
4.2. Plaque specific toughness
In three of the plaque specific toughness profiles (type B-D), the
presence of calcification creates a localised region of high tough-
ness that requires a significantly higher degree of energy in order
to propagate a controlled cut in contrast to the remainder of the
sample. The severity of the intra-plaque sample variance was high-
est in the plaques with significantly high toughness localised in the
bifurcation regions (p < 0.05) as shown in Fig. 6B. The upper tough-
ness limits in this region approach two orders of magnitude higher
than the distal common regions and one order of magnitude higherthan the proximal internal regions. This group incorporates the
majority of plaques with a region of high toughness 77% which
corresponds with studies that have identified the bifurcation
region as morphologically the most heavily calcified portion of
carotid plaque [24]. Fig. 8 illustrates the homogenous thick sheets
of calcifications that have formed in the bifurcation region as a
result of the vascular smooth muscle cells promoting fibrosis and
undergoing osteogenic trans-differentiation [39].
Moreover, characterisation of the toughness properties within
the internal region of the vessel identified a combination of both
the upper and lower scale toughness properties (Fig. 5C). The
resulting heterogeneous intra-plaque toughness properties high-
light the difficulties in treating this portion of the vessel with cur-
rent CBA devices. The longitudinal profile of the plaque is regarded
as an independent clinical risk factor whereby a longer stenosis is
associated with an increase in the risk of restenosis after endovas-
cular treatment [40]. The high intra-plaque variance observed in
this study may offer a possible explanation as to the high resteno-
tic response endured during the endovascular treatment of long
lesions as incorrectly targeting the low toughness portions with
CBA which may lead to intimal injury resulting in a neo-
proliferative and restenotic response [40].
Vascular calcification is a highly regulated and complex process
that occurs as part of atherosclerotic plaque development. Large
portions of the internal necrotic core region calcify with plaque
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ment smooth muscle cells undergo apoptosis and manifest as
micro-calcification depositions which transform into macro-
calcifications [41]. As the degree of calcification increases the num-
ber of interfaces increases initially until the calcifications begin to
coalesce forming irregularly shaped masses with a large eccentric-
ity [25,42]. This process is suggested structurally in Fig. 9A and B
by the calcification deposit with micro spherical crystals surround-
ing the outer surface. This is in contrast to the fully developed
heavily calcified ICA in Fig. 9C and D representing the toughest
properties for this portion of the vessel in this sample set with a
toughness value of 2465.21 J/m2. This present study is a cross sec-
tion study of carotid endarterectomy plaques at a single point in
time taken from patients who present with symptomatic high
grade stenosis in the carotid vessel. Therefore, the authors can only
postulate regarding the level of progression of the plaque sample.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to state the exact onset of calcifi-
cation development as it can initiate and manifest within a patient
for a long time prior to clinical diagnosis or intervention. Future
work is required to confirm the level and rate of progression of
the calcification.4.3. Fracture mechanism
Mineral maturity and mineral crystallinity index are biological
processes that evolve separately affecting the mineral’s character-
istics [43]. The variation in fracture surfaces of the calcified depos-
its in the bifurcation region further suggest that mineral maturity
has implications on the calcification’s toughness properties. The
fracture surface in Fig. 8B, with a toughness value of 2481 J/m2,
indicates that failure was not confined to one fracture plane and
that multiple cracks were developed to produce the final fracture
surface. The fracture surface in Fig. 8C, with a toughness value of
3810.03 J/m2, exhibits numerous micro-cracks in fractured calcifi-
cation. Both of these fracture surfaces indicate that toughening
mechanisms may have been employed during the fracture process.
The multiple fractures normal to the cutting blade greatly increase
the fracture surface area [44] and the micro-cracks are toughening
the material by relieving the localised high stresses during cutting
[45]. Moreover, previous studies have reported similar fracture
mechanisms in the tough mineral material [46].
Classifying the correct toughness properties of the plaque is a
fundamental step for the CBA treatment as applying forces above
the targeted toughness threshold in low toughness segments risk
perforating the adjacent arterial wall [11]. Conversely, the applica-
tion of forces below the targeted toughness threshold in high tough-
ness segments risk failing to propagate a controlled cut in the
calcifiedplaque tissue. Subsequentexpansionof theheavily calcified
segment would result in the transmission of the applied high infla-
tion pressures to the carotid baroreceptor leading to complications
including hemodynamic depression [17,47]. An understanding of
the luminal expansion mechanism achieved by CBA and the neces-
sary forces required topropagate a controlled cut in the calcifiedpla-
que may help to translate this endovascular strategy into clinical
benefit [13]. Furthermore, there is a high risk of micro embolization
after carotid artery stenting as a result of fibrous tissue ruptures, tis-
sue prolapse and stent mal apposition [8]. Similarly, propagating a
cut in the plaque material might be potentially responsible for gen-
eratingparticulatedebris that could embolisedistally. This potential
risk must be considered in future work.5. Limitations
There are a number of inherent limitations within this study. A
limitation regarding the sample size is that the development of agrouping classification of the plaques into respective types is rela-
tively small. However, in a global sense the regional difference
reflects the importance of region specific characterisation and this
study warrants further investigation to define a CBA classification
based on plaque region and calcification configuration type. The
harvested carotid plaque samples were cut during the surgical pro-
cedure and therefore this study could only characterise the sample
along the posterolateral wall opposite the surgical incision there-
fore negating the inflation effect of the procedure. It would be nec-
essary to obtain the samples ‘enbloc’ to facilitate demonstrating
the range of toughness properties around the vessels circumfer-
ence and consider the implications of circumferential heterogene-
ity. However, this mechanical test characterises the tissue and its
heterogeneity along the longitudinal length as the primary focus
of this study is to determine the variation in toughness properties
of the plaque with respect to the structural composition of the pla-
que material in each plaque segment tested.
The fundamental properties of a material are determined from a
combination of mechanical factors including stiffness, fracture
toughness and hardness [48]. Quantitative measures such as
Young’s modulus were not employed in this study to characterise
the plaque material. The test method employed focuses on mea-
suring the energy required to create the fracture in plaque by using
a push/slice ratio. This technique minimises the deformation of the
sample prior the initiation of cutting and any deformation induced
during the cutting. Future studies wishing to characterise the stiff-
ness and level of strain a plaque can bear before it breaks should
employ a blade penetration test protocol [32,48].
A drawback regarding the attenuated total reflectance FTIR spec-
troscopy is it has a finite penetration depthwhich is a function of the
wavelength, refractive indexof the crystal and the angle of incidence
of the beam. As a consequence, the intensity of the absorbance peak
depends strongly on where the calcification is located within in the
cross section (close to the surface or embedded deep within the
thickness) as the radiation cannot penetrate through the entire cross
section in thicker plaque segments. Therefore, this analysis is
regarded as a qualitative indicator of the presence of calcification
present in a particular plaque segment. For a quantitative analysis
of the calcification content, imaging techniques including computed
tomography are required to assess the geometrical distribution of
calcification within the plaque. Furthermore, EDX was used during
the structural SEM examination of the plaques cut cross sections.
In thepresenceof calcificationnodes, this analysis confirmedthecal-
cific structures by detecting calcium and phosphorus, the chemical
composition of the calcification.
6. Conclusions
This study identifies the toughness of carotid artery plaques, a
mechanical parameter which determines the plaques resistance to
bladepenetration. This parameter can assist in better understanding
themechanismof plaque dissectionwhich is compounded by speci-
fic plaque components during CBA. Moreover, distinguishing
between the plaque specific toughness profiles, with respect to the
three anatomical regions of the carotid artery, identifies a classifica-
tion of plaque toughness that are related to localised regions of high
toughness. Furthermore, each region contains different levels of cal-
cification which influence plaque toughness properties indepen-
dently. Ultimately, this study implicates the presence of specific
calcification distribution as a key contributor to the mechanical
toughness properties of the carotid plaque tissue.
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Calcificationa b s t r a c t
The failure of endovascular treatments of peripheral arterial disease represents a critical clinical issue.
Specialized data are required to tailor such procedures to account for the mechanical response of the dis-
eased femoral arterial tissue to medical device deployment. The purpose of this study is to characterize
the mechanical response of atherosclerotic femoral arterial tissue to large deformation, the conditions
typical of angioplasty and stenting, and also to determine the mechanically induced failure properties
and to relate this behaviour to biological content and structural composition using uniaxial testing, Fou-
rier transform infrared spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy. Mechanical and biological char-
acterization of 20 plaque samples obtained from femoral endarterectomy identified three distinct
classifications. ‘‘Lightly calcified’’ samples display linear mechanical responses and fail at relatively high
stretch. ‘‘Moderately calcified’’ samples undergo an increase in stiffness and ultimate strength coupled
with a decrease in ductility. Structural characterization reveals calcified nodules within this group that
may be acting to reinforce the tissue matrix, thus increasing the stiffness and ultimate strength. ‘‘Heavily
calcified’’ samples account for the majority of samples tested and exhibit significantly reduced ultimate
strength and ductility compared to the preceding groups. Structural characterization of this group reveals
large areas of calcified tissue dominating the failure cross-sections of the samples. The frequency and
structural dominance of these features solely within this group offers an explanation as to the reduced
ultimate strength and ductility and highlights the need for modern peripheral endovascular devices to
account for this behaviour during novel medical device design.
 2014 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction claudication and ischaemia, which are associated with high mor-Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory response of the arte-
rial wall to lipid accumulation beneath the endothelium. Its pro-
gression is characterized by monocyte infiltration, lipid oxidation,
foam cell formation, smooth muscle cell migration [1,2] and the
gradual deposition of cholesterol crystals, cellular waste products
and calcium minerals [3,4]. The continued deposition of calcium
minerals can lead to atherosclerotic plaques that contain large cal-
cified lesions. Such heavily calcified plaques are viewed as a com-
mon feature of advanced atherosclerosis and are regarded as the
most established atheroma in the arterial tree [5–7].
The manifestation of the atherosclerotic process within the
femoral arteries is known as lower extremity peripheral arterial
disease (PAD). The narrowing of the femoral vessels that accompa-
nies this disease process causes a myriad of conditions such asbidity, mortality and the impairment of quality of life [8]. The
endovascular treatment of atherosclerotic femoral vessels to allevi-
ate this condition has been established as a safe and effective
method of combating PAD [9–11]. However, despite the proven
efficacy of minimally invasive femoral revascularization, the
implementation of techniques such as angioplasty, stenting and
drug delivering therapies such as drug-eluting stents and drug-
coated balloons, is still impeded by numerous complications. The
main issue regarding these treatments is the development of reste-
nosis [12–14]; however; the issues of arterial dissection [15,16]
and stent fracture [17–19] also hinder the progress of this treat-
ment modality.
The failure of endovascular treatments of PAD therefore repre-
sents a critical clinical issue. From a medical device design perspec-
tive, specialized experimental data are required in order to tailor
such therapies to account for the mechanical response of femoral
atherosclerotic tissue during balloon and stent deployment and
also to facilitate the development of accurate material models to
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during numerical simulations of novel device designs. However,
there is a paucity of data regarding the mechanical behaviour of
femoral plaque tissue. Of the studies that do characterize the
mechanical behaviour of such tissue [20,21], none examine the
mechanically induced failure properties, the mechanical response
of the tissue to large deformation, or the effect of biological content
and structural composition on overall mechanical behaviour. These
characteristics are of vital importance when considering the effect
of medical device deployment on plaque mechanics as such proce-
dures expose plaques of varying composition to deformations sig-
nificantly larger than those experienced within the in vivo
physiological strain range. These procedures also induce plaque
failure through processes distinct from the mechanisms that trig-
ger spontaneous fatigue failure of vulnerable plaques, which is
believed to occur through a combination of fibrous cap thinning
and transient lesion collapse [22,23]. This differs from mechani-
cally induced failure which occurs due to circumferential stresses
induced on the plaque structure due to medical device deployment
[24]. Two distinct types of plaque failure therefore exist and this
study seeks to characterize the mechanically induced failure prop-
erties of the diseased tissue so as to develop specialized data
regarding the mechanical response of femoral plaque tissue to
medical device deployment.
In order to characterize this behaviour, the mechanical response
of human femoral plaque tissue is examined using uniaxial testing
and then related to plaque biological composition as determined
using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. This study
also employs scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to structurally
characterize the failure cross-sections of plaque samples after uni-
axial testing in order to relate structural features to mechanical
behaviour. This study therefore adds to the limited knowledge base
regarding the mechanical behaviour of plaques originating in the
femoral arteries and also relates this behaviour to the biological
content and structural composition of the diseased tissue.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sample acquisition
Femoral plaques from 15 patients were obtained from the Lim-
erick University Hospital, Limerick, Ireland in a manner that con-
formed to the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
hospital’s Ethical Research Committee. The femoral plaques were
collected from consenting patients who underwent femoral endar-
terectomy during femoral-popliteal bypass surgery to treat lower
extremity PAD. Within this population, 80% (12/15) of the patients
were male, with a median age of 73.25 years (range 60–81) and the
median age of the female population was 78.67 years (range 73–
82). Plaques were surgically removed in toto from the femoral
artery with preservation of plaque structural integrity emphasized
to minimise possible disruption of the plaque luminal surface
(Fig. 1).
The plaque samples were frozen in phosphate buffer solution
(PBS) immediately after removal at 20 C. On the day of tissue
testing, each plaque was equilibrated to room temperature in
PBS and further heated to 37 C prior to FTIR analysis, mechanicalFig. 1. Femoral plaque sampltesting and SEM examination. Each plaque underwent the process
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Pre-operative patient data and the ankle brachial pressure
index (ABPI) were recorded at the time of sample extraction
(Table 1). The ABPI is calculated by dividing the systolic blood pres-
sure measured in the arteries at ankle level by the systolic blood
pressure measured in the brachial artery. It is used to assess
patients for the presence and severity of PAD as a fall in blood pres-
sure in an artery at ankle level relative to the central blood pres-
sure would suggest a stenosis in the arteries at a location
between the aorta and the ankle [25]. The clinical interpretation
of the ABPI values listed in Table 1 is available in Ref. [26].
2.2. Mechanical testing
Uniaxial mechanical testing was carried out on 20 plaque sam-
ples obtained from the 15 patients using a uniaxial tester and video
extensometer developed in-house. Samples were elongated in the
circumferential direction in order to determine the mechanical
response of each sample to large deformation and the point of
mechanically induced plaque failure. Plaque 1 was divided into
three separate pieces during surgical removal and each piece was
sufficiently large to be tested individually according to the dimen-
sions outlined by Mulvihill and Walsh [27]. Plaques 4, 6 and 7 were
divided into two separate pieces during the surgical removal and
again each piece was sufficiently large to be tested individually.
This increased the sample size to n = 20 (i.e. plaques 1a, 1b, 1c,
4a, 4b, 6a, 6b, 7a and 7b).
Samples were secured within the testing apparatus using
clamps designed for soft biological tissue and a uniform torque
of 50 cN m was applied to the clamps using a torque screwdriver
[28]. Measurements of the gauge length and width were taken
using a vernier calipers and also with a non-contact photography
system to validate the values. The thickness was measured using
a thickness gauge and again with a non-contact photography sys-
tem to validate the values.
Samples were preconditioned using 5 cycles to 10% stretch at a
displacement rate of 0.1 mm s–1 and then elongated to failure at a
displacement rate of 30% of gauge length per second [29,30]. The
plaques typically had width-to-length ratios greater than 4:1
which indicates that the samples are in planar shear during testing
[27]. It should be noted that this mode of testing differs from ten-
sile testing regarding the assumptions that are made about the
minor stretch components. These components effect the character-
ization of the first strain invariant which is necessary to develop a
strain energy function to model the behaviour of the mechanical
data generated in this study. Future studies wishing to numerically
model the results generated by this work should be conscious of
the fact that the samples were tested in planar shear.
2.3. FTIR analysis
FTIR analysis (Spectrum 100, Perkin Elmer Inc., MA) was per-
formed over the plaque luminal surface using attenuated total
reflectance (ATR) to characterize the global biological content of
the samples. A background spectrum was initially removed and
the ATR diamond crystal was placed in direct contact with thees post-endarterectomy.
Fig. 2. Mechanical, biological and structural characterization process for each plaque sample tested.
Table 1
Patient details, clinical data, FTIR ratio and mechanically induced failure data of each sample tested in this study.
Plaque n = 20 Patient details Clinical data FTIR data Mechanical data
Side Sex Age Pre-operative data ABPI Ca:Li Ca:Col Li:Col Stretch ratio Cauchy stress (MPa)
1a Right Female 73 Claudication 0.67 1.301 0.229 0.174 2.132 0.307
1b Right Female 73 Claudication 0.67 2.126 0.655 0.271 1.774 0.117
1c Right Female 73 Claudication 0.67 1.387 0.256 0.18 2.276 0.287
2 Left Female 82 Claudication 0.33 2.184 0.696 0.377 1.755 0.107
3 Right Male 77 Critical ischemia 0.17 1.725 0.265 0.176 1.672 0.303
4a Left Male 77 Claudication 0.46 2.340 0.463 0.192 1.733 0.251
4b Left Male 77 Claudication 0.46 2.704 0.526 0.206 1.781 0.167
5 Left Male 75 Critical ischemia 1.8 2.416 0.409 0.169 1.705 0.214
6a Left Male 77 Critical ischemia NA 2.197 0.385 0.184 1.637 0.181
6b Left Male 77 Critical ischemia NA 1.445 0.225 0.161 2.06 0.316
7a Right Male 60 Critical ischemia NA 1.845 0.309 0.185 1.931 0.588
7b Right Male 60 Critical ischemia NA 1.937 0.334 0.174 1.749 0.415
8 Left Male 69 Critical ischemia 0.23 2.03 0.722 0.252 1.489 0.15
9 Left Male 67 Claudication 0.8 2.015 0.237 0.123 1.27 0.18
10 Left Female 81 Asymptomatic NA 1.529 0.231 0.151 1.936 0.518
11 NA Male 78 Asymptomatic NA 2.925 0.342 0.124 1.309 0.132
12 Left Male 70 Critical ischemia NA 2.946 0.366 0.12 1.567 0.111
13 Right Male 78 Claudication 0.53 1.715 0.337 0.193 1.436 0.327
14 Left Male 79 Claudication 0.58 2.46 0.402 0.157 1.283 0.132
15 Left Male 72 Critical ischemia 1.11 2.742 0.488 0.174 1.251 0.115
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with a resolution of 2 cm1 for 16 scans over the range of 4000–
700 cm1. The water spectrum was subtracted from each spectrum
prior to peak area calculation [31]. The CH2 stretch peaks, found in
the 2972–2845 cm1 range, correspond to the absorbance of lipid
within the specimen. In addition, lipid ester peaks are occasionally
identified at 1730 cm1 and were included in the lipid peak area
calculation. The collagen absorbance peak is represented by the
amide I peak found in the 1720–1585 cm1 range. The calcification
peak is defined as the phosphate absorbance peak in the 1180–
900 cm1 range. The areas under these peaks were measured using
the Spectrum 100’s inbuilt software. From this, the ratios of lipid to
collagen (Li:Col), calcification to collagen (Ca:Col) and calcification
to lipid (Ca:Li) present within the tissue were calculated and aver-
aged in order to biologically characterize each plaque sample [32].2.4. SEM examination
SEM imaging was carried out on the cross-sections of the failure
sites of the samples after mechanical testing. Each major failure
site was identified during post-processing of video footage of the
mechanical testing. As a conventional scanning electron micro-
scope was used in this study, it was necessary to chemically pre-
pare each sample using a process of fixation, chemical
dehydration and drying of the samples to minimize damage and
shrinkage to the tissue structure [33,34]. In order to achieve these
criteria, the SEM preparation procedure outlined in Mulvihill et al.
[29] was followed. The samples are initially cleaned in fresh PBS
and then fixed in methanol for 10 min. The fixed samples are
washed in 100% ethanol prior to passing through seven increments
of ascending grades of molecular-grade ethanol and distilled water
mixture (30% ethanol up to 100% ethanol). The samples are then
chemically dried in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) before being
gold plated at 30 mA for 120 s to ensure electrical conductivity
so as to produce clear and qualitative images.Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy (Oxford Instru-
ments plc, UK) is employed in this study to help confirm the pres-
ence of calcified tissue within the plaque samples. EDX
measurements were taken at the site of suspected calcified tissue
during SEM imaging. The accelerating voltage current was
increased from 10 to 20 keV and a dead time of between 20% and
40% was applied during elemental analysis. The EDX microanalysis
process was performed using the INCA Energy software platform
(Oxford Instruments). Tissue was confirmed as calcified by identi-
fying the presence of calcium and phosphorus within the target
area and also by assessing the ratio of calcium to phosphorous
and comparing it to the ratios typically found in calcified arterial
tissue alternatively referred to as hydroxyapatite.
2.5. Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA tests and post
hoc Bonferroni comparisons (SPSS 21 Inc., Chicago, IL). These tests
were carried out to compare the statistical relevance between the
mechanical data and the biological classifications. A value of
P < 0.05 was defined as significant in this study.3. Results
Table 1 lists the patient details, clinical data, FTIR ratios and
mechanically induced failure data of each sample that was charac-
terized in this study. The mechanical data are represented as Cau-
chy stress and stretch ratio. These measures are used as Cauchy
stress represents the actual stress within the tissue in its deformed
state and the stretch ratio is a convenient measure of elongation
[30].
Fig. 3 presents the response of each sample to large deformation
up to the point of ultimate tissue failure in terms of Cauchy stress
and stretch ratio. The points of mechanically induced failure can be
ascertained (Table 1) and the paths-to-failure can be qualitatively
analyzed from this figure. Quantitative measures such as Young’s
Fig. 3. Cauchy stress vs. stretch ratio of each plaque sample that underwent
uniaxial mechanical testing to failure.
Fig. 4. Cauchy stress vs. stretch ratio plot of the plaque groups classified by FTIR.
The grey solid lines represent the ‘‘lightly calcified’’ group (1 < Ca:Li < 1.5), the grey
dashed lines represent the ‘‘moderately calcified’’ group (1.5 < Ca:Li < 2) and the
black solid lines represent the ‘‘heavily calcified’’ group (2 < Ca:Li < 3).
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paths-to-failure due to the nonlinear response of the majority of
plaque samples. Future studies wishing to quantitatively charac-
terize this response should employ strain energy functions to
describe the mechanical response of each sample. Furthermore,
the large intersample variance visible in Fig. 3 suggests that the
varying biological composition of the samples is influencing the
mechanical behaviour.
Fig. 4 displays the Cauchy stress vs. stretch ratio data of the
tested plaque samples grouped by the ratios of Ca:Li as determined
by FTIR analysis. Ca:Li was chosen as the classifying biological met-
ric as it represents two of the main diseased components within
the plaque, i.e. lipid content and calcified tissue [35,36], and there-
fore offers a convenient measure of atherosclerotic advancement
within the tissue. The Ca:Li ratio of all samples ranged between 1
and 3. From this range, three separate groups were identified:
‘‘lightly calcified’’ plaque samples (1 < Ca:Li < 1.5), ‘‘moderately
calcified’’ plaque samples (1.5 < Ca:Li < 2) and ‘‘heavily calcified’’
plaque samples (2 < Ca:Li < 3). This method of grouping led to sta-
tistically significant differences between the Ca:Li ratios of the
heavily and moderately calcified groups (P < 0.001) and the heavily
and lightly calcified groups (P < 0.001). However, there was no sta-
tistically significant difference between the Ca:Li ratios of the mod-
erately and lightly calcified groups (P = 0.26). This method also led
to statistically significant differences between the Ca:Col ratios ofFig. 5. The average stretch ratio and average Cauchy stress ± standard deviation at mech
(LC = lightly calcified, MC = moderately calcified, HC = heavily calcified). ⁄Statistical signthe heavily and moderately calcified groups (P = 0.043) and the
heavily and lightly calcified groups (P = 0.025). Similarly, there
was no statistically significant difference between the Ca:Col ratios
of the moderately and lightly calcified groups (P = 0.99). In Fig. 4
the grey solid lines represent the lightly calcified group, the grey
dashed lines represent the moderately calcified group and the
black solid lines represent the heavily calcified group.
Fig. 5 displays the average stretch ratio and average Cauchy
stress ± standard deviation at mechanically induced failure for
the three plaque groups identified by FTIR. As indicated, there is
a statistically significant difference between the stretch ratio at
failure of the lightly and moderately calcified groups (P = 0.039)
and a highly significant difference between the lightly and heavily
calcified groups (P < 0.001). There is also a significant difference
between the Cauchy stress at failure of the lightly and heavily cal-
cified groups (P = 0.026) and a highly significant difference
between the moderately and heavily calcified groups (P < 0.001).
SEM imaging was carried out on the cross-sections of the failure
sites of the mechanically tested samples. This was performed in
order to provide further insight into the distinct mechanical behav-
iour displayed by each of the classified groups. The average thick-
ness of the sections prepared for SEM analysis was 3.79 ± 0.73 mm
(range 2.12–5.04 mm). This thickness is considerably larger than
that found in previous SEM studies that examined thin slices ofanically induced failure for each plaque group as classified by Ca:Li ratio using FTIR
ificance (P < 0.05); ⁄⁄⁄high statistical significance (P < 0.001).
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order to examine the macrostructure of the failure sites. Cutting
thin slices, of the order of microns, would lead to the omission of
key structural features from the analysis due to the uneven nature
of the fracture surface.
SEM examination of the plaque samples classified as moder-
ately calcified revealed large calcified nodules dispersed through-
out the failure cross-sections of the samples, causing disruption
to the surrounding fibrous tissue (Fig. 6).
SEM examination of the failure sites of the plaque samples from
the heavily calcified group revealed large nodes of calcification dis-
rupting fibrous tissue, calcified structures protruding through the
basil lamina, the presence of sheet-like calcified structures and
lumpy calcified structures with sheared regions (Fig. 7).
Further SEM examination of the failure sites of the plaque sam-
ples from the heavily calcified group revealed structures resem-
bling colonies of interconnected spheres (Fig. 8). EDX was
performed on these structures to confirm them as calcified tissue
and this analysis revealed high levels of calcium and phosphorousFig. 6. SEM images of plaque samples classified as ‘‘moderately calcified’’. (a) Large calcifi
disruption to the surrounding fibrous tissue (sample 7b).
Fig. 7. SEM images of plaque samples classified as ‘‘heavily calcified’’. (a) Large nodes of c
through the basil lamina (arrow) (sample 6a). (c) Sheet-like calcified structures (arrows)within the tissue. The ratios of calcium to phosphorous at these
sites are 1.56, 1.93, 2 and 1.65 for the structures displayed in
Fig. 8a–d, respectively. These ratios are consistent with stoichiom-
etric hydroxyapatite (Ca:P = 1.67), calcium-deficient hydroxyapa-
tite (Ca:P < 1.67) and calcium-rich hydroxyapatite (Ca:P > 1.67)
[39]. This confirms that the substances displayed in Fig. 8 are cal-
cified tissue.4. Discussion
This study characterizes human atherosclerotic femoral plaque
tissue mechanically, biologically and structurally in order to deter-
mine the mechanical response of the samples to large deformation
and also to determine the mechanically induced failure properties
and to relate this behaviour to biological content and structural
composition. In order to achieve this, 20 femoral plaque samples
from 15 patients were characterized using uniaxial testing, FTIR
analysis and SEM examination.ed nodules grouped in fibrous tissue (sample 13). (b) Nodules of calcification causing
alcification disrupting fibrous tissue (sample 4a). (b) Calcified structures protruding
(sample 4b). (d) Lumpy calcified structures with sheared regions (arrow) (sample 2).
Fig. 8. SEM images of plaque samples classified as ‘‘heavily calcified’’ displaying aggregated masses of spherical particles. (a) Masses with large shear faces (arrows) (sample
6a), (b) fissures (arrows) (sample 15), (c) further shear faces (arrows) (sample 11), and (d) coagulation of masses beneath the endothelium (sample 2).
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deformation exhibited by the plaque samples and highlights the
inter-sample variance present within the cohort of samples tested
in this study. These responses also demonstrate the influence of
the heterogeneous structure of atherosclerotic plaque tissue and
the consequences of the disease process from a biomechanical per-
spective. Healthy human intimal tissue possesses a distinctive
organization of layered groups of collagen fibres which results in
the tissue exhibiting considerable stiffness especially in response
to large deformation [40]. However, few samples in this study dis-
play the mechanical response expected of healthy intimal tissue
possessing an organized collagen structure. This is the case
because the mechanical behaviour of human atherosclerotic tissue
is dependent more on the prevalence, properties and interactions
of the diseased and healthy components of the samples rather than
the proper orientation of healthy collagen fibres [41]. Therefore, in
order to better understand and stratify the wide range of responses
exhibited by the samples tested in this study, biological character-
ization is performed using FTIR to quantify the key components
present within each sample. Such a method of characterization
has been employed previously [32] and has been validated using
EDX as being capable of quantifying the three main components
of human atherosclerotic tissue: collagen, calcification and lipid
[29].
The biological characterization performed in this study classi-
fied three plaque groups based on Ca:Li ratio: ‘‘lightly calcified’’
(1 < Ca:Li < 1.5), ‘‘moderately calcified’’ (1.5 < Ca:Li < 2) and ‘‘heav-
ily calcified’’ (2 < Ca:Li < 3). This method of grouping was intended
to reflect stratifications in both biological content and mechanical
responses as there are distinct trends in failure properties and
paths-to-failure occurring. However, simply dividing the samples
into groups based on mechanical trends does not account for any
kind of biological influences, while dividing the samples based
solely on Ca:Li ratios may overlook critical thresholds in biological
content that indicate clear alterations in mechanical response. To
account for this, the ranges of Ca:Li that define each group were
established by observing the failure points, paths-to-failure andCa:Li ratios of each sample in order to better explain the trends
in mechanical response based on biological content.
Applying the biological groupings to the mechanical data
shown in Fig. 3 leads to a clearer trend emerging regarding the
influence of biological content on femoral plaque tissue (Fig. 4).
This point is examined in more detail in Fig. 5 which displays the
average stretch and Cauchy stress ± standard deviation values at
mechanically induced failure for each of the three groups. As can
be seen, the averaged stretch value at mechanically induced failure
decreases (2.16 ± 0.09 to 1.75 ± 0.19 to 1.55 ± 0.21) and the aver-
aged Cauchy stress value initially increases and then sharply
decreases (0.3 ± 0.01 to 0.43 ± 0.11 to 0.16 ± 0.04 MPa) with
increasing degree of sample calcification. This highlights the effect
that increasing levels of calcification have on the mechanical prop-
erties of the femoral plaque tissue. However, it is necessary to
inspect the behaviour of each group individually in order to fully
examine the influence of biological content on mechanical
response.
The group of plaque samples classified as lightly calcified repre-
sent the least calcified samples tested in this study due to the rel-
atively low ratios of calcification to lipid and collagen content. This
is reflected in the mechanical responses of the samples which dis-
play almost linear paths-to-failure and undergo relatively high
stretch prior to failure. This mechanical behaviour suggests that
the high levels of collagen present within the samples are bearing
the applied load. However, the absence of a curved mechanical
response region suggests that the collagen has lost its orientation
due to the atherosclerotic process. It is hypothesized that the pres-
ence of calcified tissue is having a minimal effect on the overall
mechanical behaviour of the samples due to the collagen-domi-
nated response and the relatively low ratios of calcification to lipid
and collagen content identified within this group. This behaviour is
also observed in human carotid atherosclerotic plaque tissue
whereby samples that were identified as predominantly lipid com-
pared to their calcified content underwent a similar linear
response to failure and also exhibit relatively high stretch at failure
[29]. This again suggests that the calcified tissue identified by FTIR
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que group.
The plaque samples classified as moderately calcified display
stiffer responses and also significantly higher ultimate strengths
and reduced ductility compared to the lightly calcified group.
Using SEM to structurally characterize the failure sites of the sam-
ples from this group identified nodules of calcification embedded
in the tissue matrix (Fig. 6). These features have also been previ-
ously identified in predominantly calcified carotid plaque samples
which also display similar stiffening and strengthening responses
compared to less calcified carotid plaque samples [29]. The
mechanical properties of arterial calcifications have been shown
to be much stiffer than native intimal tissue [32] and such nodules
are therefore often regarded as rigid inclusions that strongly influ-
ence the mechanical response of the tissue sample [41]. It is there-
fore hypothesized that such inclusions, as identified through SEM
in this study, act similarly to the embedded particulates in parti-
cle-reinforced composites whereby the very stiff calcified nodules
bear a portion of the load applied to the tissue and increase the
stiffness and ultimate strength of the plaque samples from this
group [42,43]. The reduced ductility of this group compared to
the lightly calcified group may be attributed to the increased pro-
pensity for void formation to occur at the sites of these inclusions,
as previously observed using SEM [29], and also due to stress con-
centrations that may form at the tips of the calcified nodules.
The plaque samples classified as heavily calcified display a sig-
nificant reduction in both ultimate strength and stretch at failure
compared to the two previously identified groups. This group also
demonstrates a departure from the behaviour previously identified
in carotid plaque samples [29] and represents a highly advanced
calcified form of atherosclerotic plaque tissue. Global FTIR identi-
fies the samples within this group as being far more calcified than
the preceding groups (2.42 ± 0.34 average Ca:Li compared to
1.75 ± 0.15 and 1.38 ± 0.07 for the moderately and lightly calcified
groups, respectively) and it has been previously stated that the
extent and integration of calcified tissue within atherosclerotic
plaque can determine the mechanical properties of the overall
structure [41]. This study therefore hypothesizes that the mechan-
ical behaviour exhibited by this group is occurring as a result of the
highly advanced calcified structures dominating the tissue matrix
of the plaque samples (Fig. 7). Consequently, the calcified tissue
is bearing the load rather than the load being borne by a fibrous tis-
sue matrix reinforced with sporadic pockets of calcification such as
is occurring in plaque samples classified as moderately calcified in
this study.
The departure of the heavily calcified samples from the
strengthening effect of the calcified tissue observed in the moder-
ately calcified group may be further explained by the presence of
the peculiar calcified structures found exclusively within the heav-
ily calcified group (Fig. 8). This image displays globular masses of
spherical entities that have been identified previously in human
vasculature, mammalian organs, cardiac valves, and even within
calcified geological samples [44–47]. Dealing specifically with the
human vasculature, the formations are typically found in the most
calcified portions of arterial tissue samples [48] and have been pre-
viously identified in femoral plaques [44,49]. These particles are
believed to represent the over-mineralization of a by-product of
the homeostatic cycle that is designed to fill voids left by migrating
smooth muscle cells in an attempt to wall off vulnerable vascular
areas from an excessive build-up of calcium and cytotoxic nano-
crystals liberated from apoptotic bodies [49–51]. These masses
have previously been shown to display a calcium and phosphorous
spectral pattern [44], similar to the masses identified in this study
as revealed by EDX, and to also have a highly crystalline hydroxy-
apatite composition distinct from bone [52]. These structures
therefore have mechanical behaviour distinct from the nativevascular tissue and exhibit a far more brittle response as evidenced
by the cracks, fissures and shear faces visible within Fig. 8. The fre-
quency and dominance of these brittle structures within the heav-
ily calcified plaque group suggests that these features are playing a
significant role in the load-bearing response of the tissue and this
offers a further explanation as to the sudden reduction in resis-
tance to mechanically induced failure and the display of relatively
brittle behaviour compared to the less calcified groups.
This study therefore identifies three clear groups of femoral ath-
erosclerotic plaque tissue that have been stratified based on
mechanical behaviour and biological content. Both the lightly
and moderately calcified groups display mechanical behaviour
and calcified tissue levels similar to the predominantly lipid and
predominantly calcified groups identified by Mulvihill et al. [29],
respectively. However, the heavily calcified plaque group displays
novel mechanical, biological and structural characteristics that
are distinct from the remaining groups classified in this study
and also distinct from both plaque groups previously identified
in carotid plaque samples [29]. This group constitutes the majority
of plaque samples characterized in this study (12 samples com-
pared to 5 and 3 for moderately and lightly calcified, respectively),
which corresponds with studies that have identified femoral pla-
ques as typically more advanced atherosclerotic tissues that con-
tain a higher number of calcified and fibrous lesions compared to
plaque tissue originating from the coronary or carotid arteries
[37,53]. The presence of the heavily calcified tissue within this pla-
que group causes the mechanically induced failure properties of
the tissue to alter significantly as these samples fail at significantly
lower stretch ratio and Cauchy stress values compared to the two
preceding groups. From a clinical perspective, this highlights the
need for endovascular treatments to be tailored based on vascular
location due to the prevalence of this brittle heavily calcified pla-
que group in the femoral arteries relative to the carotid arteries.
Also, from a numerical simulation perspective, this study high-
lights the need for vessel-specific material models to be developed
as the mechanical response of femoral plaque tissue is very distinct
from that of atherosclerotic tissue originating in other vascular
locations even when tested in the same manner [30,54].
There are a number of limitations to this present study. The pri-
mary limitation is that the mechanical response and failure prop-
erties of atherosclerotic plaque tissue are multiaxial in vivo
characteristics that cannot be fully captured using in vitro uniaxial
testing. Future studies should therefore seek to employ in vivo
imaging techniques to characterize atherosclerotic tissue as such
methods do not require direct mechanical testing [55,56]. How-
ever, it should be noted that direct mechanical testing remains
the only standardized method currently available to characterize
plaque failure under mechanical loading. A further limitation of
uniaxial testing in the circumferential direction is that the cylindri-
cal plaque samples are straightened during clamping. This induces
a relative stretch on the luminal side and a relative compression on
the exterior of the sample which may induce failure of the tissue at
a reduced stretch compared to in vivo intervention. Future studies
should also seek to test samples fresh from surgical removal as
storing plaques at 20 C can induce crystallization in the tissue
which can affect the mechanical behaviour. However, the only
study to investigate the effects of this storage method on the
mechanical response of human atherosclerotic tissue by perform-
ing nanoindentation on carotid plaques found that the change in
Young’s modulus due to freezing at 20 C is non-significant
[32]. Moreover, uniaxial testing on healthy porcine aortic samples
has found that the subfailure and ultimate failure mechanics of
fresh samples and samples frozen at 20 C are not significantly
different [57]. The effects induced by the storage of the tissue in
this study are therefore assumed to be negligible. There is also a
statistical limitation present in this study as multiple samples were
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specific factors cannot be considered independent from the plaque
groups classified in this study. However, as each sample had bio-
logical content and mechanical responses that varied even
between samples harvested from the same patient, it was deemed
justifiable to treat each sample as an independent entity. A limita-
tion regarding the biological characterization technique employed
in this study is that FTIR only provides surface characterization and
is therefore incapable of obtaining spectra from within the tissue
structure. A solution to this drawback may again lie in in vivo char-
acterization as recent work has shown that optical coherence
topography is capable of determining calcium deposits, lipid con-
centrations and heterogeneous compositions of atherosclerotic
plaques in vivo [58–60].5. Conclusion
The biological content and structural composition of human
atherosclerotic femoral plaque tissue has been shown to signifi-
cantly influence the mechanical response of samples to large defor-
mation as well as the mechanically induced failure properties. This
is evidenced by the alterations in mechanical behaviour of the tis-
sue samples that occur with increasing calcified tissue content.
This study also identifies a classification of atherosclerotic plaque
tissue that exhibits mechanical, biological and structural charac-
teristics unique to the femoral vessels and represents a departure
from previously identified characteristics exhibited by carotid pla-
que tissue tested in the same manner. This novel heavily calcified
group displays significantly reduced ultimate strength and ductil-
ity compared to the remaining plaque groups classified. Further-
more, the majority of plaque samples tested in this study are
classified as heavily calcified, thus highlighting the relevance of
this data and the need for modern endovascular devices aimed at
treating PAD to incorporate this behaviour into novel medical
device design. In addition, future numerical simulations of dis-
eased femoral arteries should employ vessel-appropriate material
models based on femoral plaque experimental data in order to
accurately represent the atherosclerotic plaque portion of the ves-
sel to ensure that any conclusions drawn from such studies
account for the unique characteristics of femoral plaque tissue
identified by this study.Disclosures
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Initiative.Appendix A. Figures with essential colour discrimination
Certain figures in this article, particularly Figs. 1 and 3, are
difficult to interpret in black and white. The full colour images
can be found in the on-line version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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Varying degrees of calcification are present in most abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs).
However, their impact on AAA failure properties and AAA rupture risk is unclear. The aim
of this work is evaluate and compare the failure properties of partially calcified and
predominantly fibrous AAA tissue and investigate the potential reasons for failure.
Uniaxial mechanical testing was performed on AAA samples harvested from 31
patients undergoing open surgical repair. Individual tensile samples were divided into
two groups: fibrous (n¼31) and partially calcified (n¼38). The presence of calcification was
confirmed by fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). A total of 69 mechanical tests
were performed and the failure stretch (λf), failure stress (σf) and failure tension (Tf) were
recorded for each test. Following mechanical testing, the failure sites of a subset of both
tissue types were examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)/energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to investigate the potential reasons for failure.
It has been shown that the failure properties of partially calcified tissue are significantly
reduced compared to fibrous tissue and SEM and EDS results suggest that the junction
between a calcification deposit and the fibrous matrix is highly susceptible to failure.
This study implicates the presence of calcification as a key player in AAA rupture risk
and provides further motivation for the development of non-invasive methods of
measuring calcification.
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.rved.
eering, Intelligent Systems for Medicine Laboratory, School of Mechanical and Chemical
tralia, Perth, WA 6009, Australia.
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Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a balloon like dilation
43 cm found in the distal aorta. Currently, approximately 2% of
men aged 65 years have AAA (Earnshaw, 2011; Svensjo et al.,
2011) while women’s rate of incidence is estimated to be 4–6
times lower (Choke et al., 2012; Lo et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2001).
Frequently asymtomatic, AAAs can continue to expand unde-
tected until eventually rupturing the vessel wall. Rupture of
AAA is fatal in 74–90% of cases (Acosta et al., 2006; Brown and
Powell, 1999). Although incidences of ruptured AAA has
decreased in recent years due to changes in smoking habits
and increases in elective AAA repair, mortality due to AAA
rupture still accounts for 0.03% and 0.01% of all deaths in men
and women, respectively (Anjum et al., 2012). Predicting AAA
rupture risk accurately may provide the key to reducing AAA
mortality rates, however, this still remains a challenge. Due to
well documented limitations of current clinical risk assessment
criteria, i.e. maximum transverse diameter (Darling et al., 1977;
Heng et al., 2008; Simão da Silva et al., 2000; Truijers et al., 2007),
a number of alternative methods have been proposed such as
rupture potential index (RPI) (Vande Geest et al., 2006a), finite
element analysis rupture index (FEARI) (Doyle et al., 2009) and
peak wall rupture index (PWRI) (Gasser et al., 2010). These
methods are founded on the hypothesis that rupture occurs
when the intramural stress exceeds the strength of the AAA
wall and by utilising the finite element method (FEM) it has
been shown that regions of elevated wall stress correlate with
an increased rupture risk (Doyle et al., 2009; Fillinger et al., 2003;
Maier et al., 2010a). In fact, the FEM has been recently shown to
predict the exact location of AAA rupture (Doyle et al., 2014).
As much research has been focused on the development of a
biomechanical based AAA rupture risk assessment tool, it has
become increasingly important to evaluate and understand the
mechanical properties of AAA. Previous studies have focused
on determining the mechanical properties of the AAA wall
tissue (Doyle et al., 2012; Raghavan et al., 1996, 2011; Reeps et al.,
2013; Tavares Monteiro et al., 2013; Tong et al., 2011; Vande
Geest et al., 2006b, 2006c, 2006d; O’Leary et al., 2014a) and also
the intraluminal thrombus (a blood-like structure occurring in
75% of AAA) (Di Martino et al., 1998; Doyle et al., 2012; Gasser
et al., 2008; O’Leary et al., 2014b; Tong et al., 2011; Vande Geest
et al., 2006e; Wang et al., 2001) in an effort to determine their
role in AAA rupture risk. However, there have been few
experimental studies that report the changes in AAA mechan-
ical properties resulting from the development of calcifications
and their potential to influence AAA rupture risk.
Calcium deposits are hard granules of microscopic size
which can combine and grow to form larger structures (Stary,
2000). Varying degrees of mural calcification have been found to
exist in most AAAs (Buijs et al., 2013; Pillari et al., 1988; Torres
et al., 1988). Retrospective studies examining the computed
tomography (CT) scans of non-ruptured and ruptured AAA
patients have positively linked calcification to an increase in
AAA rupture risk (Buijs et al., 2013). Despite this, to date,
calcification has been included in few patient-specific wall stress
analyses (n¼3), and although these studies agree that calcifica-
tion significantly alters the distribution of wall stress, its direct
influence on AAA rupture risk is unclear (Li et al., 2008; Maieret al., 2010b; Speelman et al., 2007). Reasons for inconsistencies
within these studies may be attributed to subtle differences in
modelling techniques but may also be due to the variation in
material parameters used to describe calcified AAA tissue (i.e.
elastic modulus¼0.19–2.75 MPa (Speelman et al., 2007) vs.
1.47 MPa (Li et al., 2008) vs. 50 MPa (Maier et al., 2010b).
Recently, calcified AAA tissue has been modelled as indivi-
dual calcification deposits embedded in a fibrous matrix each
described by their own unique material properties (Li et al. 2008;
Maier et al., 2010b). Determining the material properties of
individual AAA calcified deposits is difficult, owing to their
small size and varied constituent distributions (Marra et al.,
2006). As a result, material parameters describing the uniaxial
properties of non-aneurysmal calcified plaque (Loree et al.,
1994) have been employed in the aforementioned finite element
studies by both Speelman et al. (2007) and Li et al. (2008).
Although, Maier et al. (2010b) utilised the uniaxial tensile data
of calcified AAA tissue performed in-house, the samples were
not available in a statistically representative number. Consider-
ing this modelling approach has been shown to be sensitive to
both the material properties and geometric attributes of indivi-
dual calcification deposits and clinically available CT scanners
are not sufficient to resolve the actual size and shape of
individual calcification deposits (De Putter, 2006), it may be
more appropriate to assess the effect of calcification on the
mechanical properties of the surrounding fibrous tissue.
It has been hypothesised that a mismatch in compliance
between the stiff calcium deposit and surrounding fibrous
tissue, causes an increase in strain in the fibrous region
surrounding the calcium deposit, potentially increasing its
propensity to rupture (Inzoli et al., 1993). Further characterisa-
tion of AAA mechanical properties, in the presence of calcifica-
tion deposits, are required to fully understand the risks
associated with their presence. Recently, a uniaxial study by
Reeps et al. (2013) reported a significant positive correlation
between existent calcification and tissue stiffness; however,
correlations between existent calcification and tissue’s failure
tension and wall strength were not found to be statistically
significant. Chemical composition and morphological character-
isation studies of aortic calcification deposits have been per-
formed previously (Schmid et al., 1980; Tomazic, 1994). However,
the only known study to image and assess the chemical
composition of calcified AAA tissue was by Marra et al. (2006).
In this study, individual calcium deposits were isolated from the
intimal side of the excised AAA tissue and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and electron dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) revealed that deposits are usually conglomerations of
spherical particles and smooth plate-like structures which are
rich in calcium and phosphate. Utilising similar methods to
inspect the failure site of calcified AAA tissue followingmechan-
ical failure may provide an insight into the biological mechan-
isms responsible for the rupture of the tissue.
Further characterisation of AAAmechanical properties in the
presence of calcified deposits is required to fully understand the
risks associated with their presence. Therefore, the aim of this
study is to (a) use non-destructive fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) as a qualitative tool to confirm the presence
of calcification, (b) evaluate and compare the mechanics of
partially calcified and predominantly fibrous AAA tissue utilising
uniaxial test methods and (c) examine the failure sites of a
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potential reasons for failure.2. Material and methods
2.1. Tissue specimens
This study was approved by the Hospital and University
Ethics Committees and patient consent was granted. Tissue
from the anterior region of the AAA wall was harvested from
31 patients undergoing open AAA repair at the University
Hospital Limerick. All tissue was excised such that the long-
itudinal dimension was always larger than the circumferen-
tial dimension. We identified two groups of AAA wall tissue
based on the visual and haptic inspection of macroscopic
features of the luminal layer. Group 1—Fibrous (n¼18): A pink fibrous structure, whose
luminal layer was predominantly smooth surfaced and
compliant to the touch. Group 2—Partially calcified (n¼13): A pink fibrous struc-
ture whose luminal/medial layer was interrupted by vary-
ing degrees of white or yellow regions which were stiff to
the touch.
Upon excision, all samples were frozen in isotonic saline
at 20 1C and stored until further analysis. According to
studies by this group (O’Leary et al., 2014c) and others
(Adham et al., 1996; Stemper et al., 2007; Virues Delgadillo
et al., 2010) such freezing does not negatively impact the
mechanical properties of aortic tissues.
2.2. Tissue preparation
AAA tissue samples were thawed at 4 1C overnight, allowed to
equilibrate at room temperature (20 1C), and then immersed in
warm (37 1C) isotonic saline. To prepare the samples for tensile
testing, the loose connective tissue was carefully removed from
the abluminal side of the tissue. When possible, multiple
rectangular strips typically 224mm were cut from each
patient’s tissue sample. Due to the nature of the surgery, the
size of the tissue samples was restricted in the circumferential
direction and therefore all strips were orientated along the
longitudinal axis. When preparing the samples from Group 2,
where possible, the strips were cut such that the calcification
deposits were located centrally within the gauge length. Using a
digital thickness gauge (Mitutoyo, Series 547), thickness was
measured at five locations along each sample length, repeated
three times and averaged (O’Leary et al., 2013). It is important to
note, throughout the preparation phase and subsequent testing
phases samples were kept hydrated with isotonic saline (37 1C)
(Raghavan et al., 1996) to avoid any adverse effects of tissue
dehydration (Zhu et al., 2003).
2.3. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
FTIR analysis was perfomed prior to tensile testing to ensure
initial grouping of harvested tissue pieces based on visualcharactersiation was accurate. FTIR anlaysis (Spectrum 100,
Perkin Elemer Inc., MA, USA, Diamond Crystal) was performed
on suspected regions of calcification along the gauge length of
individual tensile samples, using the attenuate total reflec-
tance (ATR) mode. After the background spectrum was
removed, the region of interest was placed directly on the
ATR crystal and the spectrum was acquired by using a resolu-
tion of 2 cm1 for 32 scans over a range of 4000–700 cm1
(Mulvihill et al., 2013). In order to isolate the contribution of the
tissue’s components to the resulting spectrum, a spectrum
acquired from the storage solution (isotonic saline), taken prior
to commencement, was subtracted.
To confirm the presence of a calcium rich region, the area
under the phosphate peak at 1180–900 cm1 was measured,
using software provided with the Spectrum 100 and com-
pared to the area under the amide 1 peak in the 1720–
1585 cm1 (Fig. 1). These peaks are characteristic of calcifica-
tion and collagen, respectively (Ebenstein et al., 2009). A
region rich in calcium was confirmed when the measured
Areacalcification4Areacollagen.
2.4. Mechanical testing
To evaluate the failure properties of the tissue, each sample
was subjected to uniaxial tensile testing using an in-house
developed uniaxial tester (Mulvihill et al., 2013). Samples were
removed from a heated bath (37 1C) and placed between two
clamps, custom designed for soft tissue. The initial length was
acquired by the device at zero load, typically 16mm, and the
width wasmeasured from a photo taken of the sample between
the two clamps, typically 4 mm. To avoid any adverse effects
due to strain softening the samples were preconditioned to 10%
of the sample’s gauge length at a strain rate of 20% gauge
length/min for 5 cycles (Doyle et al., 2013; Raghavan et al., 2011;
Tavares Monteiro et al., 2013). Following preconditioning cycles,
the sample was uniaxially extended to failure at the same
strain rate and force and displacement were measured at a
sampling rate of 6 Hz. Samples were continuously hydrated
with isotonic saline (37 1C) throughout testing similar to
Raghavan et al., 1996. Samples that slipped from the clamps
or failed within 2mm of the clamp were excluded from the
results (Tavares Monteiro et al., 2013).
2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)/energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
Following mechanical testing, inspection and characteristion of
the failure sites of a subset of specimens (one from each patient,
n¼31) was performed. A high resolution scanning electron
microscope (Hitachi SU-70, Hitachi High-Technologoes Europe
GmbH, Krefield Germany) which is equipped with a energy
dispersive X-ray system (Oxford Instruments plc., Oxon, UK) was
utilsed to characterise the morphology and assess the chemical
composition of each cross sectional area. To prepare the tissue
for SEM/EDS, samples were fixed with 4% formaldehyde at 4 1C
for 24 h. The fixed samples were then rinsed in 100% ethanol
and dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol concentrations
in distilled water (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100%
ethanol). Following dehydration, samples were chemically dried
in hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS). Following fixation and
Fig. 1 – Example of characteristic FTIR absorption spectra, after the isotonic saline was subtracted, used to differenciate (a)
fibrous and (b) calcified tissue regions.
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35mA for 120 s (EMITECH K550, Emitech Ltd., Kent, U.K.) to
improve conductivity and quality of the image otained using
SEM. To globally assess the chemical composition at the tissues
failure site, several EDS spectrograms of the cross sectional area
were recorded and analysed using Oxford INCA Version 4.02.
EDS spectrograms were also recorded for localised regions of
interest. Considering failure sites have a high surface roughness,
exact quantification of the elements was not possible, however,
themeasurements are largely indicative of the elements present
and their relative amounts. Both SEM and EDS were performed
at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a working distance of
15mm which was necessary for high quality results.
2.6. Data analysis
Utilising the force and extension data obtained from uniaxial
tests, the stretch (λ) and corresponding Cauchy stress (σ), at









where, F is the measured load, Wo is the initial width and T is
the averaged initial thickness. The presented formula for σi
assumes that the material is incompressible and the deforma-
tion field is homogenous.
The failure stretch (λf), failure stress (σf) and failure tension
(Tf), where f is the respective measurement at failure, were







The nonlinear σ–λ response of both tissue groups, which is
inherent to biological tissue, was modelled using a modified
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model of Raghavan and Vorp (2000). To account for initial
stiffness at the zero load state the α parameter was divided by
six, as suggested by Reeps et al. (2013). This strain energy
function (SEF) takes the following form:
W¼ α
6 I1–3ð Þ þ β I1–3ð Þ2
ð4Þ
whereW is the strain energy density, I1 is the first invariant of
the Left Cauchy–Green tensor (B) (i.e. I1¼tr B) and α and β are
the material properties describing the initial low stretch
stiffness and high stretch stiffness respectively. Considering,
the case for uniaxial extension (i.e. I1¼λ2þ2λ1) and differ-
entiating W, the relationship between σ and λ can be
described as follows:
σ ¼ α




The model was fit from zero to the point of yield (point
where the slope begins to decrease with increasing stretch) of
each tissue sample’s σ–λ curve, as this is thought to be the point
where all collagen fibres are contributing to the total tissue
stiffness and it is likely that irreversible damage occurs beyond
this point (Raghavan et al., 1996; Thubrikar et al., 2001). The
best-fit α and β were determined using a custom MATLAB script
(MATLAB 7.0, The mathworks, Inc., Natwick, Massachusetts,
United States) which utilises a Levenberg–Marquardt curve
fitting algorithm to find the best curve fit (Doyle et al., 2012;
Sacks and Chuong, 1998; Vande Geest et al., 2006c).
2.8. Statistical analysis
All measurements are presented as a mean7standard devia-
tion. The Shapiro–Wilk normality test was performed prior to
any statistical tests and the selection of statistical test was
dictated by the result. Differences between the two groups’Table 1 – The distribution of demographic and clinical variable
A p-value o0.05 indicates statistical significance.
Fibrous (n¼
Age (Years) 71.577.1
Max AAA diameter (cm) 6.771.6
Average wall thickness (mm) 1.270.3
Male (%) 72
Elective AAA repair (%) 66
Hyperlipidaemia (%) 44
Ischaemic heart disease (%) 39
Previous coronary artery bypass graft (%) 22
Diabetes (%) 17
Renal disease (%) 28
Previous cerebrovascular accident (%) 22
Atrial fibrillation (%) 5
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (%) 5






Statin (%) 61age, maximum AAA diameter and AAA wall thickness were
assessed using independent t-tests and a Chi-square test was
used to investigate associations of each group with all other
clinical variables (i.e. gender, smoking, renal disease etc.).
Independent t-tests (for normal distributions) and Mann
Whitney tests (for non-normal distributions) were employed
to detect differences between the two groups’ mechanical
properties. A two-sided p-value less than 0.05 indicated
statistical significance and all analyses were performed using
IBM SPSS Statistics (IBM Corp. Released 2011. IBM SPSS
Statistics for Windows, Version 20.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp).3. Results
3.1. Sample characteristics
To summarise patient sample characteristics; 24/31 of
patients were male; the cohort had an age range of
71.5976.53 years; the maximum AAA diameter, ɸ, was
6.6271.55 cm and AAA wall thickness was 1.247.07 cm.
In total, from the AAA wall tissue samples of 31 patients,
79 specimens were prepared for testing and 69 specimens
were tested successfully (10 failed within 2 mm of the clamp).
FTIR positively identified the presence of calcium deposits
within the gauge length for 38 out of these 69 tensile speci-
mens. i.e Areacalcification4Areacollagen. Therefore, the fibrous
group represented 31 specimens (18 patients, average: 1.7
samples per patient) and the partially calcified group repre-
sented 38 specimens (13 patients, average: 2.9 samples per
patient). The average mechanical properties of specimens
from the same tissue sample were chosen to represent the
overall mechanical response for that patient.
The groups (Table 1) were well matched for age (p¼0.78)
and maximum diameter (p¼0.70). However, the partially
calcified group was found to have a significantly higher walls between the fibrous and partially calcified groups.
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association was not found between the AAA groups and
patients’ gender (p¼0.41), smoking (p¼0.63), emergency/elec-
tive repair (p¼0.88), hyperlipidaemia (p¼0.17), ischaemic
heart disease (p¼0.64), previous coronary artery bypass graft
(p¼0.95), diabetes (p¼0.92), renal disease (p¼0.64), previous
cerebrovascular accident (p¼0.63), atrial fibrillation (p¼0.36),
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (p¼0.81), peripheral
artery disease (p¼0.36), aspirin (p¼0.63),warfarin (p¼0.39),
Plavix (p¼0.21), beta-blocker (p¼0.64) and statin (p¼0.35).
The numeric and percentage distribution of these demo-
graphic and clinical variables are summarised in Table 1.3.2. Mechanical properties
An example Cauchy stress–stretch response plot for the
failure of tissue from fibrous and partially calcified groups isFig. 2 – Example Cauchy stress–stretch responses for fibrous
and partially calcified tissue resulting from uniaxial
extension to failure.
Fig. 3 – The average (a) failure stress, (b) failure stretch and (c) f
tissue. The error bars represent the associated standard deviatishown in Fig. 2. Both response curves are nonlinear which is
a characteristic associated with biological tissue. However,
differences in these curves suggest that the presence of
calcified deposits influences the tissue’s response.
A statistically significant difference was found between
the fibrous and partially calcified group for failure stress
(p¼0.01) i.e. 1.2070.33 MPa vs. 0.8770.32 MPa and failure
stretch (p¼0.04) i.e. 1.3170.09 vs. 1.2570.04 (Fig. 3). Statistical
significance was not achieved between the groups for mea-
sures of failure tension (p¼0.27) i.e. 12.1075.85 N/cm vs.
9.9673.19 N/cm, however, the average trend was similar with
the fibrous group exhibit higher values than the partially
calcified group (Fig. 3).3.3. Constitutive model
The constitutive model was fit to the yield σ–λ data for all tissue
samples (R2Z0.98). The α (p¼0.71) and β (p¼0.73) parameters
were not significantly different between the fibrous and par-
tially calcified groups i.e. α: 1.2670.73 MPa vs. 0.9070.64 MPa
and β: 4.8272.00 MPa vs. 4.2972.00 MPa (Fig. 4).
The average alpha and beta parameters were used to
generate the average Cauchy stress–stretch curve to yield,
for both the fibrous and partially calcified groups (Fig. 5).3.4. Scanning electron microscope
SEM images of the fibrous tissue’s failure line, following
uniaxial tension tests, showed evidence of tissue delamina-
tion, severe thinning and prolonged extension of fibers, before
the eventual ultimate failure of individual fibers (Fig. 6).
Macroscopic SEM images of the partially calcified tissue
group revealed large calcification deposits, typically greater
than 1mm, embedded in the intimal-medial layer at or in close
proximity to the fracture line in all cases examined (Fig. 7(a) and
(b)). On closer inspection of these large calcification deposits itailure tension recorded for the fibrous and partially calcified
on and (*) indicates a significant difference (po0.05).
Fig. 4 – (a) A typical Cauchy stress–stretch response from a representative specimen and the corresponding model fit (b) The
average model parameters alpha (α) and Beta (β) for the both the fibrous and partially calcified tissue groups.
Fig. 5 – The average Cauchy stress–stretch response of
fibrous (solid line) and partially calcified (dotted line) groups
as described by the average and associated standard error
(SE) of the material parameters alpha and beta.
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morphologies. Fig. 7(c) is an example of a smooth plate-like
stacked structure while Fig. 7(d) is an example of a conglomer-
ate of smooth-surfaced spheres, typically 10 mm in diameter.
Fig. 8(a) shows evidence of the separation of the underlying
fibrous tissue and the calcium deposit at the point of failure.
Fig. 8(b) illustrates the point of final breakage of the fibres as
they stretched and pulled away from the calcium deposit.
While, Fig. 8(c) and (d) show the immediate junction between
the calcium deposit and the surrounding fibrous tissue and
evidence of highly stretched fibres surrounding the calcium
deposit, while the bulk calcification appears to remain intact.
3.5. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
The average percentage atomic weight of each element
detected at the the cross sectional area of the failure site
for both the fibrous and partially calcifed tissues are listed in
Table 2. Carbon and oxygen were abundant in both tissue
types, while smaller amounts of nitrogen, aluminium and
silicone were also found in both. Not suprisingly, the averageamount of calcium was significantly higher for partially
calcifed tissue than the fibrous tissue (p¼0.01). Relatively
large amounts of phosphorous and calcium were detected at
the failure site of each partially calcified AAA specimen. In
contrast, no phosphorous and only a trace amount of calcium
was detetced at the failure site of the fibrous specimens.4. Discussion
Knowledge of the influence of calcific regions on the mechan-
ical properties of AAA is scarce and considering the reduced 30
day mortality rate associated with EVAR compared to open
repair (Greenhalgh et al., 2004; Lederle et al., 2009), the
opportunities to harvest and conduct mechanical tests on this
tissue are becoming increasingly rare. In general, the failure
properties of partially calcified AAA tissues were lower than
predominantly fibrous tissues. However, the constitutive equa-
tion derived stiffness parameters for these tissues were similar.
Examining the failure site of a representative number of tissues
from each group further implicated the presence of calcifica-
tion as a factor that increases AAA rupture risk. This study
provides insight into AAA rupture and provides further moti-
vation for the development of non-invasive methods of mea-
suring calcification in order to help differentiate those AAAs
which are at a higher rupture risk than others.
4.1. Mechanical properties
4.1.1. Fibrous tissue
Comparing the average wall thickness (1.270.3 mm) of AAA
tissue recorded here, to the highest average value (3.670.3 mm)
recorded by Di Martino et al. (2006)) and the lowest average
value (approximately 1.170.4 mm) recorded by Kazi et al. (2005),
it is at the lower end of this range. This may in part be attributed
to how the groups were classified considering ‘non-plaque’
regions have been found to be thinner than plaque regions
(Raghavan et al., 2006). Also, the tissue examined in this study
was harvested from regions underlying intraluminal thrombus
Fig. 6 – Example SEM images of fibrous AAA tissues following mechanical failure: (a) Macroscopic image of the failure line
pointing to evidence of delamination of the tissue’s layers (the arrows indicate regions within the tissue that have
delaminated); (b) high magnification image of a region along the failure line depicted in (a) illustrating multiple failed fibers; (c)
illustrates evidence of severe thinning and prolonged stretching of the fibres until ultimate failure; and (d) shows another
example of the microscopic failure of multiple fibers.
Fig. 7 – Example SEM images of partially calcified AAA tissue following mechanical failure. Macroscopic images of the failure
line showing (a) separation of the fibrous tissue from the calcium deposit prior to the failure of the fibers and (b) stretching of
the fibers away from the calcium deposit prior to failure. Microscopic images of differing calcification microstructures: (c)
smooth, plate-like structure and (d) conglomerate of smooth-surfaced spheres. The letters ‘f’ and ‘c’ represent fibrous and
calcified regions, respectively.
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Fig. 8 – Microscopic SEM images of the interaction between the calcium deposits and their fibrous surroundings along the
failure line. All images show evidence of the distinct separation or stretching of the fibres away from the site of calcification.
The letters ‘f’ and ‘c’ represent fibrous and calcified regions, respectively.
Table 2 – The average percentage atomic weight of each
element detected at the cross sectional area of the failure
site for both fibrous and partially calcified tissues.
Fibrous Partially calcified p
Carbon (C) 72.176.9 67.978.8 0.24
Oxygen (O) 21.972.2 25.375.8 0.08
Nitrogen (N) 5.377.7 0.671.1 0.65
Phosphorous(P) – 1.771.9 –
Calcium (Ca) 0.170.2 4.472.5 0.01
Aluminium(Al) 0.270.1 0.370.2 0.83
Silicone (Si) 0.370.1 0.170.2 0.07
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in direct contact with blood flow (Kazi et al., 2003). In general,
the measured average failure stretch (1.3170.09) and failure
stress (1.2070.33) reported here, compared well to previous
studies (a comprehensive summary of the findings of previous
studies has been provided by Tavares Monteiro et al. (2013).
Failure tension, which was originally proposed by Raghavan
et al. (2006) as an additional failure measure, is quite similar to
values reported in the largest study to date (Tavares Monteiro
et al., 2013), i.e. 12.1075.85 N/cm vs. 13.1 N/cm. The use of alpha
and beta as descriptors of stiffness has been employed originally
by Raghavan and Vorp (2000) and more recently by Reeps et al.
(2013) and compare well to this study.4.1.2. Partially calcified tissue
It is difficult to compare our data on partially calcified tissue
as there have been few studies that focused on reporting themechanical properties of AAA tissue in the presence of
calcification. Instead, many focused on the mechanical prop-
erties of the calcification deposit itself and thus isolated it
from the surrounding fibrous tissue (Loree et al., 1994; Marra
et al., 2006). It is possible to compare our findings with that of
Maier et al. (2010b) and Reeps et al. (2013), although, a
comprehensive evaluation of the effect of calcification on
the mechanical properties of AAA tissue was not the priority
of these studies. Even though, Maier et al. (2010b) performed
some mechanical testing of AAA tissue with ‘disperse calci-
fication’ the number of samples was not reported nor were
the samples tested to failure. While Reeps et al. (2013) tested
slightly calcified tissue specimens (n¼58) and severely calci-
fied tissue specimens (n¼27) to failure, they did not report
the failure stretch, failure stress or failure tension, rather just
the beta and alpha material parameter for stiffness. The
median values of alpha and beta were found to be similar,
i.e. α¼0.61 MPa and β¼4.0 MPa vs. α¼0.3–0.4 MPa and β¼4.0–
5.0 MPa (the approximate range reported for slightly to
severely calcified AAA tissue).4.1.3. Fibrous tissue vs. partially calcified tissue
Although large standard deviations in measured failure proper-
ties are not unusual due to inherently high inter-specimen
heterogeneity, the grouping criteria here was insensitive to
sex, AAA status or AAA size, thus increasing intra group
variability and decreasing our chances of detecting significant
differences between the two groups. Despite this, the partially
calcified tissue was found to fail at a significantly lower stretch
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cally significant, there was also a trend towards lower failure
tension (p¼0.27) than the fibrous tissue. Therefore, it is possible
that the AAA failure properties are more sensitive to the
presence of mural calcification than some other factors thought
to influence AAA rupture risk. There was no significant differ-
ence found between the average values of the alpha (p¼0.71)
and beta (p¼0.73) parameters reported for fibrous and partially
calcified tissue and therefore the shape of average Cauchy
stress-stretch curves were found to be similar (Fig. 5). Interest-
ingly, however, on average the partially calcified tissue appeared
to be slightly less stiff than the fibrous tissue. This is in contrast
to Maier et al. (2010b), who concluded slight to severely calcified
tissue positively correlated with an increase in these stiffness
parameters. Elastin has been implicated as the nucleation site of
calcification (Proudfoot and Shanahan, 2001) and is known to
have a degenerative effect (Basalyga et al., 2004), thus a reduc-
tion in the initial stiffness (α) may be expected. Future studies
involving more in depth morphological analyses and also
histological analyses are needed to confirm this. The calcifica-
tion deposit itself is known to be much stiffer than the
surrounding tissue, however, according to the stiffness mea-
surements of α and β in this study; its presence on average does
not seem to have a significant effect on the total stiffness of the
tissue. Therefore, it is likely that the fibrous tissue surrounding
the calcified regions extended more in order to compensate
for the stiffness of the calcification deposit and thus, the overall
stiffness of both the partially calcified and predominantly
fibrous tissue groups were similar. EDS quantification of calci-
fication at the cross sectional area of failure sites found that
although phosphorous and calcium were present in relatively
high amounts compared to the fibrous tissues group, a large
percentage of the cross sectional area was still governed
by fibrous components. Therefore, it is possible that the calci-
fication was not large enough to impact the overall tissue
stiffness.4.2. Characterisation of the failure site
4.2.1. SEM
Macroscopic and microscopic SEM imaging of the failure site of
the fibrous tissue revealed a relatively homogenous structure
free from calcification, whereas calcification deposits were found
at or close to the fracture line of all partially calcified tissues
examined. Images also showed evidence of the fibrous tissue
delaminating and stretching away from the calcification deposit
while the bulk deposit itself remained intact. These observations
suggest that the calcification–fibrous interface may be highly
susceptible to failure and therefore it is likely that the presence
of calcification is a factor that increases AAA rupture risk. On
closer inspection of these calcification deposits, the most com-
monly found morphologies were plate-like or clusters of sphe-
rical particles. These surface features have previously been
detected in aortic calcification by Schmid et al. (1980) and
aneurysmal aortic calcification by Marra et al. (2006). It appears
from this study that microscopic morphologies may not play a
dominant role in the failure of the surrounding fibrous tissue
considering both types were found at the failure site.4.2.2. EDS
Elemental quantification of the failure site’s cross sectional area
by EDS confirmed the presence of relatively high amounts of the
elements known to be associated with calcification i.e. calcium
and phosphorous (Marra et al., 2006; Schmid et al., 1980) for the
partially calcified tissues compared to the fibrous tissues. It is
important to note that the trace amounts of calcium found
within the fibrous group were the contributions of only three
fibrous specimens and considering those specimens had a
higher than average failure strength and stretch, it is not likely
that that these small nodes contributed to the overall failure of
the tissue. Small amounts of silicon were also found, which is
not surprising as the highest concentration of silicon in the body
is found in the aorta, primarily in the elastin and collagen fibers.
A decrease in this element is also thought to be linked to the
degree of atherosclerosis, which may explain why it was found
to be lower in the partially calcified tissue than the fibrous tissue
(Masironi, 1969). Aluminium is also commonly found in the
human aorta (Minami et al., 2001) although, it is possible that
these trace elements have been detected from the aluminimum
platform the sample was mounted on. Comparisons of the exact
elemental composition of calcium deposits to that found in the
literature is impossible due to differing research aims of these
studies, i.e. one of our goals was to detect/confirm the presence
of calcification at the failure site by quantifying elemental
composition of the complete cross sectional area, whereas
previous studies were focused on quantifying the chemical
composition of the calcium deposit exclusively.
4.3. Future perspectives
This work provides further evidence that calcification may
play a key role in AAA rupture and therefore future research
should focus on the development of tools capable of quanti-
fying this mineral in vivo. Some methods have been investi-
gated to assess their usefulness in quantifying aortic
calcification for example, electron beam computed tomogra-
phy (ECBT) (Allison et al., 2004; Reaven and Sacks 2004), CT
(Buijs et al., 2013; Isgum et al., 2004; Takasu et al., 1992) and X-
ray (Hollander et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2001). However,
considering the high variation in the grading systems being
reported, a gold standard has not been agreed. Recently, the
radioactive tracer 18F-sodium fluoride (18F-NaF) and positron
emission tomography computed tomography (PET-CT) has
demonstrated the ability to image and quantify active micro-
calcification in the vasculature (Joshi et al., 2013). As partially
calcified aortic tissue appears visually similar to fibrous tissue
on CT images, the use of such tracers and PET-CT may be
particularly useful in future research. Furthermore, consider-
ing we have shown that the junction between the calcifica-
tion and fibrous tissue may be vulnerable to rupture, for the
purposes of the development of a biomechanical based
rupture risk tool, employing imaging modalities (De Putter,
2006) capable of resolving the geometries of individual calci-
fied deposits may prove crucial to their success. Moreover,
until such an imaging modality is routinely used in a clinical
setting, perhaps an alternative modelling approach would be
to represent the AAA wall as a homogenous fibrous structure,
ensuring that regions with high calcification content had a
reduced ultimate strength threshold.
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It is imperative that the excision of AAA tissue during open
repair does not compromise patient safety. This imposes a
number of unavoidable limitations within our study. For
example, the mechanical properties are known to change
regionally (Raghavan et al., 2006; Thubrikar et al., 2001),
however this study was limited to examining the mechanical
properties of the anterior AAA. Furthermore, although a
recent study failed to detect directional dependency of the
AAA properties and suggested the presence of calcification to
have a greater influence than tissue anisotropy (Reeps et al.,
2013), biaxial testing of AAA has revealed preferential stiffen-
ing of the circumferential direction (O'Leary et al., 2014a;
Tong et al., 2011; Vande Geest et al., 2006c). However, due to
the limited width of excised AAA samples individual tensile
samples were orientated in the longitudinal direction. This
ensured that the gauge length was optimised to promote
failure of the tissue away from the clamp and as a result
reduced the number of samples omitted from the analyses
due to premature failure. In addition, considering the proper-
ties were evaluated in a single direction, an isotropic material
model was chosen to represent the stress-stretch response of
AAA tissue. Although this is arguably the most commonly
employed material model for use in AAA finite element
analyses (Fillinger et al., 2002; Gasser et al., 2010, 2014;
Maier et al., 2010a; Speelman et al., 2007), for the aforemen-
tioned reasons, it may not fully represent the response of
AAA tissue in vivo. In addition, failure properties of the AAA
tissue and the influence of calcification on these properties
should ideally be assessed by inflating the whole AAA
structure and measuring the pressure and stretch at failure.
Unfortunately, excision of the complete AAA structure is
extremely rare and can only be obtained post mortem.
Quantification of the tissue’s degree of calcium was not
performed in this study due to the perishable nature of the
tissue and the time required utilising FTIR. Future work
should incorporate a method suitable for quantification of
calcification to fully understand its effect on AAA failure
properties.5. Conclusion
In conclusion, the aim of this study was to (a) use non-
destructive FTIR spectroscopy as a qualitative tool to confirm
the presence of calcification, (b) evaluate and compare the
mechanics of partially calcified and predominantly fibrous
AAA tissue utilising uniaxial test methods and (c) examine
the failure sites of both tissue types using SEM and EDS to
investigate the potential reasons for failure. It was shown
that the failure properties of partially calcified tissue (FTIR
confirmed presence of calcification in 38 out of 69 samples)
are significantly reduced and that the junction between a
calcification deposit and the fibrous matrix is highly suscep-
tible to failure. Therefore, findings support the hypothesis
that a mismatch in compliance between the calcification
deposit and surrounding fibrous structure may increase the
AAA tissues propensity to rupture. This study has further
implicated calcification as a key player in AAA rupture riskand therefore future work should be focused on the develop-
ment of tools capable of providing information regarding the
size and number of calcified deposits embedded within the
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Abstract
Background: Due to the limited number of experimental studies that mechanically
characterise human atherosclerotic plaque tissue from the femoral arteries, a recent
trend has emerged in current literature whereby one set of material data based on
aortic plaque tissue is employed to numerically represent diseased femoral artery
tissue. This study aims to generate novel vessel-appropriate material models for
femoral plaque tissue and assess the influence of using material models based on
experimental data generated from aortic plaque testing to represent diseased
femoral arterial tissue.
Methods: Novel material models based on experimental data generated from
testing of atherosclerotic femoral artery tissue are developed and a computational
analysis of the revascularisation of a quarter model idealised diseased femoral artery
from a 90% diameter stenosis to a 10% diameter stenosis is performed using these
novel material models. The simulation is also performed using material models based
on experimental data obtained from aortic plaque testing in order to examine the
effect of employing vessel appropriate material models versus those currently
employed in literature to represent femoral plaque tissue.
Results: Simulations that employ material models based on atherosclerotic aortic
tissue exhibit much higher maximum principal stresses within the plaque than
simulations that employ material models based on atherosclerotic femoral tissue.
Specifically, employing a material model based on calcified aortic tissue, instead of
one based on heavily calcified femoral tissue, to represent diseased femoral arterial
vessels results in a 487 fold increase in maximum principal stress within the plaque
at a depth of 0.8 mm from the lumen.
Conclusions: Large differences are induced on numerical results as a consequence
of employing material models based on aortic plaque, in place of material models
based on femoral plaque, to represent a diseased femoral vessel. Due to these large
discrepancies, future studies should seek to employ vessel-appropriate material
models to simulate the response of diseased femoral tissue in order to obtain the
most accurate numerical results.
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Background
The finite element (FE) method allows for the simulation of endovascular intervention
through the use of a material model that is characterised by a strain energy function
(SEF) to represent the highly deformable behaviour exhibited by healthy and diseased
arterial tissue. The majority of FE studies develop the required material models based on
in vitro experimental data obtained through the mechanical testing of healthy and ather-
osclerotic arterial tissue. However, as there are a limited number of experimental studies
that mechanically characterise human atherosclerotic plaque tissue, a recent trend has
emerged in current literature whereby one set of material data from a single arterial
location is employed to represent the diseased tissue of numerous vascular locations as
highlighted in Holzapfel et al. (2014) [1]. This trend is also true of numerical simulations
of atherosclerotic femoral arteries as several studies characterise femoral plaque tissue
using experimental data based on aortic plaque tissue generated by Loree et al. (1994)
[2-5]. Such tissue has been shown to exhibit mechanical behaviour distinct to plaque tis-
sue from other vascular locations [6].
This study generates material models based on experimental testing of atherosclerotic
femoral artery tissue that can be employed to more accurately model diseased femoral
artery tissue using computational methods. These models are generated from the mechan-
ical behaviour of human atherosclerotic femoral plaque tissue that was characterised using
uniaxial planar shear testing in Cunnane et al. (2014) [7]. Tissue samples were also biologi-
cally classified using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy prior to mechanical
testing and were classified into three groups based on increasing levels of calcified tissue
content relative to lipid content to further characterise the plaque samples [7,8].
A computational analysis of the revascularisation of a highly idealised diseased
femoral artery is performed using these novel material models and the effect of using
these vessel appropriate material models versus material models based on atherosclero-
tic arterial tissue from aortic vessels generated by Loree et al. (1994) [2] is examined.
This comparison of numerical results intends to examine the influence of basing the
material models for numerical simulations of atherosclerotic femoral vessels on experi-
mental data derived from atherosclerotic aortic tissue.
Methods
Material model
The Yeoh SEF is the material model used in this study to characterise the mechanical
response of the tissue [9]. This function is a third-order reduced polynomial SEF that
is suitable for characterising hyperelastic materials using uniaxial mechanical data, in
tension or planar shear, as the function only depends on the first strain invariant of




Ci0(I1 − 3)i (1)
Ci0 are the material coefficients, and I1 is the first-strain invariant which is based on
the principal stretch ratios, Eqn. 2.
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The principal stretches (l1, l2 and l3) for planar shear testing are shown in equation 3.




The Yeoh SEF is sufficient for the uniaxial test data modelled in this study as it is an iso-
tropic model. However, anisotropic material models are recommended for arterial tissues
and require that the mechanical behaviour of at least two directions (circumferential and
longitudinal) be characterised. Utilising an anisotropic model such as Holzapfel and
Ogden (2009) [10] also requires in vitro histological studies of the samples in order to
determine the angle and dispersion of collagen fibers within the tissue [11-13]. As such
structural information is not available regarding the data modelled in this study and the
geometrical sizes of the samples only permitted uniaxial testing to failure, an isotropic
model based on uniaxial testing is employed.
Mechanical testing
Twenty femoral plaque samples were characterised, as described in [7], in order to
develop the SEF necessary to model femoral plaque tissue. FTIR analysis (Spectrum 100,
Perkin Elmer Inc., MA, USA, Diamond Crystal) was performed over the plaque luminal
surface using the attenuated total reflectance (ATR) probe to characterise the global bio-
logical content of the samples. A background spectrum was removed and the ATR crys-
tal was placed in direct contact with the sample. All of the spectrums were acquired
using the absorbance mode with a resolution of 2 cm-1 for 16 scans over the range of
4000 - 700 cm-1. The water spectrum was subtracted from each sample spectrum prior
to peak area calculation [14]. The CH2 stretch peaks found between 2972 - 2845 cm
-1
represent the absorbance of lipid within the specimen. Also, lipid ester peaks can often
be identified at 1730 cm-1 and were included in the lipid peak area calculation. The cal-
cification peak is represented by the phosphate absorbance peak in the 1180 - 900 cm-1
range. The area under these peaks was measured using inbuilt software from Spectrum
100 (Perkin Elmer Inc., MA, USA). From this, the ratios of calcification to lipid (Ca:Li)
present within each sample were calculated and averaged. Three distinct groups were
identified from these ratios based on increasing levels of calcified tissue content relative
to lipid content: lightly calcified plaques (1 < Ca:Li < 1.5), moderately calcified plaques
(1.5 < Ca:Li < 2) and heavily calcified plaques (2 < Ca:Li < 3).
Samples were then subjected to uniaxial planar shear testing using a uniaxial tester and
video extensometer. Samples were elongated in the circumferential direction in order to
determine the mechanical response of the tissue to large deformation and the mechani-
cally induced failure properties. Samples were preconditioned using 5 cycles to 10%
stretch at a displacement rate of 0.1 mm/s and then elongated to failure at a displacement
rate of 30% of gauge length per second [8]. This testing generated the experimental data
necessary to characterise the femoral plaque material properties.
Material properties
SFA plaque properties
The experimental data of each plaque sample were fitted to the Yeoh SEF using an
optimisation technique developed with Matlab (r2010a, Natick, MA; The Mathworks
Inc., 2009) to minimise the difference in stress values between the Yeoh SEF and the
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experimental data which ensures stability of the SEF. Figure 1 displays the experimen-
tal data, graphically represented in terms of Cauchy stress and stretch ratio, grouped
by FTIR classification and also the SEF curves fit to each data group. The light grey
dashed lines represent the lightly calcified group and the blue line characterises the
average curve of this group which was generated by fitting a single polynomial curve
to the mechanical response curves of all of the plaque samples in this group. The dark
grey dashed lines represent the moderately calcified group and the red line charac-
terises the average curve of this group. The black lines represent the heavily calcified
group and the green line characterises the average curve of this group. The curves con-
tinue until the average point of mechanically induced ultimate failure recorded for
each group.
The coefficients generated to characterise the Yeoh SEF curves shown in Figure 1 are
displayed in table 1. These coefficients are generated from the experimental data that
characterise the mechanical response of the femoral plaque tissue. The R2 value
denotes the quality of the fit of each set of coefficients to the corresponding average
curve used to represent the experimental data.
The averaged stretch ratio and Cauchy stress values at the point of ultimate
mechanically induced failure are listed in table 2. These values are used to assess the
likelihood of plaque failure during revascularisation and are also compared to the fail-
ure values of aortic plaque tissue generated by Loree et al. (1994) [2].
Figure 1 The experimental data grouped by FTIR classification and the SEF curves fit to each data
group. The light grey dashed lines represent the lightly calcified group and the blue line characterises the
average curve of this group. The dark grey dashed lines represent the moderately calcified group and the
red line characterises the average curve of this group. The black lines represent the heavily calcified group
and the green line characterises the average curve of this group.
Table 1 The Yeoh SEF coefficients generated to develop the material models used to
represent the experimental data that characterise the mechanical response of the
femoral plaque tissue
Group C10 (MPa) C20 (MPa) C30 (MPa) R2
Lightly Calcified 4.98E-02 -6.19E-03 8.98E-04 0.99992
Moderately Calcified 1.35E-01 -2.84E-02 4.90E-03 0.99997
Heavily Calcified 4.62E-02 -1.47E-02 4.95E-03 0.99994
The R2 values denote the quality of the fit of each set of coefficients to the corresponding average curve used to
represent the experimental data.
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Aortic plaque properties
The aortic plaque tissue experimental data generated by Loree et al. (1994) [2] was
fitted to the Yeoh SEF again using an optimisation technique developed with Matlab
to minimise the difference in stress values between the Yeoh SEF and the experimental
data. The data was taken from the averaged curves generated by Walsh et al. (2014)
[6] which were fitted to the data published by Loree et al. (1994) [2]. This data set was
selected as it is currently used in literature to computationally represent plaques from
the femoral artery [4,5]. The SEFs generated to represent the atherosclerotic aortic tis-
sue are displayed in Figure 2 and are also compared to the femoral plaque tissue mate-
rial models generated specifically for this study.
Table 3 lists the SEF coefficients generated to develop the material models used to
represent the material properties of the aortic plaque tissue as determined by Loree
et al. (1994) [2].
The averaged stretch ratio and Cauchy stress values at the point of ultimate
mechanically induced aortic plaque tissue failure are listed in table 4. These values are
included in order to determine the effect of employing plaque failure properties gener-
ated from aortic plaque tissue.
Computational model
Artery model
A 2D plane strain quarter model was developed to simulate an idealised concentric
section of diseased femoral artery. This model is intended to offer a quantitative eva-
luation of the effects of employing material models based on aortic atherosclerotic tis-
sue to represent diseased femoral artery tissue. As the numerical results of the artery
Table 2 The stretch ratio and Cauchy stress values at ultimate mechanically induced
failure for each of the three femoral plaque groups tested
Lightly Calcified Moderately Calcified Heavily Calcified
Failure Type Stretch Ratio Cauchy (MPa) Stretch Ratio Cauchy (MPa) Stretch Ratio Cauchy (MPa)
Ultimate 2.16 ± 0.09 0.3 ± 0.01 1.75 ± 0.19 0.43 ± 0.11 1.55 ± 0.21 0.16 ± 0.04
Figure 2 The SEFs generated to develop the material models used to represent the atherosclerotic
aortic tissue characterised by Loree et al. (1994) [2]. Also included are the SEFs generated to develop
the material models used to represent the femoral tissue. In this figure the blue, red and green lines
correspond to the lightly, moderately and heavily calcified femoral groups respectively. Similarly, the black,
dark grey and light grey dashed lines correspond to the calcified, cellular and hypocellular aortic groups
respectively.
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model are intended solely to compare the influence of material model, geometrical and
computational complexities such as patient specific geometries and compositions and
also the influences of residual stresses have been neglected. A fibrous cap was not
included in this model as atherosclerotic plaques originating in the femoral arteries
have been found to be primarily Types VII and VIII (American Heart Association) and
are therefore highly fibrotic and calcified structures that possess no fibrous cap or
underlying lipid pool [15,16].
The artery dimensions and stenosis levels used to develop this model are listed in
table 5. The vessel diameter used is the average value taken from several studies that
characterise both the healthy and diseased femoral vessels of numerous patients
using ultrasound [17-22]. The lumen diameter is the average measurement of the
healthy femoral vessels of 20 patients, again obtained from a study that employs
ultrasound [21]. The resulting media/adventitia wall thickness at initial stenosis is
listed in table 5 and is consistent with values reported in literature for healthy
femoral arteries [18]. The stenosis levels employed represent the most common sce-
narios found in several clinical trials that perform angioplasty procedures in the
femoral arteries of multiple patients suffering from peripheral arterial disease
[23-26].
A grid independent structured mesh consisting of over 400,000 4-node bilinear plane
strain quadrilateral elements was generated to perform the numerical simulation.
Results were obtained along a line located through the centre of the model which
extends from the lumen to the extreior of the artery wall, Figure 3.
Results
Figure 4 displays the maximum principal stress profiles along the line of interest, depicted
in Figure 3, for each of the material models simulated in this study. A log scale is used to
portray the stress values as the large differences in maximum principal stress values
between the material models makes visualising the profiles difficult on a linear scale.
Figure 5 displays the individual maximum principal stress values generated by each mate-
rial model at a point 0.8 mm radial from the lumen along the line of interest, Figure 3. This
point was chosen to avoid the effects of the boundary conditions that were applied to the
luminal surface in order to simulate the displacement of the plaque. Also, this point allows
Table 3 The Yeoh SEF coefficients generated to develop the material models used to
represent the experimental data that characterise the mechanical response of aortic
plaque tissue generated by Loree et al. (1994) [2]
Group C10 (MPa) C20 (MPa) C30 (MPa) R2
Calcified 1.41E-03 4.73E+00 8.51E-01 0.99825
Cellular 4.84E-03 3.59E-01 6.08E-01 0.99953
Hypocellular 2.20E-01 5.09E-01 6.19E-01 0.99903
The R2 values denote the quality of the fit of each set of coefficients to the corresponding average curve used to
represent the experimental data.
Table 4 The stretch ratio and Cauchy stress values at ultimate mechanically induced
failure for aortic plaque tissue
Calcified Cellular Hypocellular
Failure Type Stretch Ratio Cauchy (MPa) Stretch Ratio Cauchy (MPa) Stretch Ratio Cauchy (MPa)
Ultimate 1.19 ± 0.04 0.52 ± 0.34 1.42 ± 0.14 0.74 ± 0.27 1.23 0.67
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for the stress profiles to converge therefore facilitating for a better comparison of induced
stress values. It can be observed that employing a material model based on calcified aortic
tissue, instead of one based on heavily calcified femoral tissue, to represent diseased femoral
vessels, results in a 487 fold increase in maximum principal stress at this point.
Table 5 Dimensions and parameters used to generate the idealised diseased femoral







Initial Stenosis (% of SFA
Diameter)
Final Stenosis (% of SFA
Diameter)
6.87 5.95 0.48 90 10
Figure 3 Idealised concentric quarter model of a diseased femoral artery with an initial stenosis
obstructing 90% of the luminal diameter. The yellow section represents the diseased tissue and the
green section represents the healthy tissue. The red line indicates the line along which data was extracted
from the model.
Figure 4 Maximum principal stress profile across the line of interest for each material model
examined in this study. In this figure the blue, red and green lines correspond to the lightly, moderately
and heavily calcified femoral groups respectively. Similarly, the black, dark grey and light grey dashed lines
correspond to the calcified, cellular and hypocellular aortic groups respectively.
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Figure 5 also illustrates the failure criteria for both the aortic and femoral data sets as
listed in tables 2 and 4. These points of mechanically induced failure are portrayed as
dashed lines with a colour corresponding to the material model to which it applies. These
lines reveal that tissue failure would have occurred at this location of the plaque in each of
the simulations that employ material models based on aortic tissue. However, tissue failure
would not have occurred in the simulations that employ material models based on femoral
plaque tissue.
Discussion
This study performs a computational analysis of the revascularisation of an idealised
diseased femoral artery using novel material models based on femoral plaque tissue
and also using material models based on atherosclerotic aortic tissue that are cur-
rently employed in literature. The comparison of the numerical results from these
simulations is intended to examine the influence of basing the material models
intended for numerical simulations of atherosclerotic femoral vessels on experimental
data derived from atherosclerotic aortic tissue.
The effect of employing material models based on atherosclerotic aortic tissue rather
than femoral tissue can be seen in Figure 4. Comparing the results of the aortic calci-
fied model and the heavily calcified femoral model offers the most insightful compari-
son as the calcified aortic experimental data is most often employed in literature to
represent diseased femoral tissue [4,5] and heavily calcified samples were the most
common class of samples identified by FTIR classification of atherosclerotic femoral
tissue [7]. Employing a material model based on calcified aortic tissue, instead of one
based on heavily calcified femoral tissue, to represent diseased femoral vessels, results
in a 487 fold increase in maximum principal stress at a depth of 0.8 mm from the
lumen. From a medical device design perspective, this overestimation of the stress
induced in the plaque structure may lead to revascularisation devices that are inappro-
priately designed in order to account for this inaccurately high stress value. Rectifying
this issue through the employment of vessel appropriate material models may help
Figure 5 Maximum principal stress values present in the plaque model at a distance of 0.8 mm
from the lumen along the line of interest for each of the material models employed in this study.
The dashed lines represent the ultimate failure stress of each material modelled. The blue, red and green
dashed lines correspond to the lightly, moderately and heavily calcified femoral groups respectively.
Similarly, the black, dark grey and light grey dashed lines correspond to the calcified, cellular and
hypocellular aortic groups respectively.
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reduce the high incident of stent fracture [27-29] and arterial dissection [30,31]
reported in literature for stents deployed in the femoral vessels.
The deviation between the numerical results of the simulations based on aortic and
femoral plaque material models are caused by the discrepancies between the two
experimental data sets visible in Figure 2. These discrepancies may arise due to the
condition of the samples obtained from the two vascular locations. The atherosclerotic
aortic samples selected for testing in the Loree et al. (1994) [2] study were visibly
uncomplicated fibrous cap samples free from thrombus or surface fracture and were
also separated from the underlying necrotic core. This may explain why the mechanical
responses of the aortic plaque samples resemble healthy intimal tissue with an orga-
nised collagen structure [32]. A mechanical response resembling that of healthy intimal
tissue is inappropriate to represent femoral plaque tissue as plaques originating in this
vasculature have been shown to be highly advanced forms of atherosclerotic tissue that
contain high proportions of calcified and fibrous lesions [15,16]. The femoral plaque
samples are therefore believed to be far more diseased than the aortic samples and
were also tested as whole specimens meaning that the mechanical responses displayed
in Figure 1 incorporate the behaviour of the entire intimal layer and not just
the fibrous cap. Furthermore, the majority of the mechanical responses displayed by
the femoral plaque samples in Figure 1 do not display the collagen stiffening response
expected of healthy arterial tissue and displayed by the aortic samples [32]. This sug-
gests that the collagen structure is extremely heterogeneous due to the disruption
caused by the advancement of the atherosclerotic process and that the plaque beha-
viour is dominated by the prevalence, properties and interactions of the diseased and
healthy tissue components rather than properly orientated collagen fibres [33]. This
potentially explains the differences between the mechanical behaviour exhibited by the
two data sets and highlights the need for vessel specific plaque characterisation.
This difference in mechanical response between the two data sets is compounded
further when the inappropriate aortic data is applied to numerical models that simulate
the deployment of endovascular devices. Such events expose the plaque tissue to
stretch that is far beyond the failure point of the tested samples. This causes the SEF
curve to follow the predicted path of the tissue response and therefore any difference
in mechanical behaviour, such as the stiffening behaviour of organised collagen fibres
observed in the aortic plaque samples versus the heterogeneous calcified and fibrous
tissue behaviour exhibited by the femoral plaque samples, is further exasperated. The
problem of material model choice therefore becomes an exponential one and leads to
the large discrepancies observed between the simulations based on aortic and femoral
plaque material models. This highlights the need for future atherosclerotic based FE
studies of femoral arteries, regardless of geometrical or computational complexity, to
employ material models specific to the vascular location.
A major limitation of this study is the relative simplicity of the diseased arterial
model used to compare the material models based on aortic and femoral atherosclero-
tic tissue. Current numerical models of diseased arterial vessels are based on 3D
patient specific vessel geometries and compositions derived from medical imaging
techniques [34-36]. Such models contain far more complex geometrical and computa-
tional parameters. However, as the purpose of this study is to compare the effect of
material model choice on numerical results, free from geometrical influences, it was
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deemed acceptable to employ a highly idealised computational model. A further limita-
tion is that the mechanical response and failure properties of atherosclerotic femoral
plaque tissue are multi-axial in vivo parameters that in vitro mechanical testing cannot
fully characterise. Ideally, in vivo imaging techniques should be employed to character-
ise these mechanical parameters. However, direct mechanical testing remains the only
standardised method currently capable of characterising plaque failure under mechani-
cal loading.
Conclusion
The comparison of numerical results from simulations of femoral artery revascularisation
performed in this study have revealed the influence of employing material models based
on aortic and femoral atherosclerotic experimental data on numerical results. Large differ-
ences are induced on numerical results as a consequence of employing material models
based on aortic plaque, in place of material models based on femoral plaque, to represent
the diseased femoral vessel. These discrepancies are attributed to the differences in the
condition of the aortic and femoral samples tested to generate the mechanical data
whereby the aortic samples exhibit behaviour far closer to healthy intimal tissue than that
of the femoral samples. Due to these large discrepancies, future studies should seek to
employ vessel appropriate material models to simulate the response of diseased femoral
tissue in order to obtain the most accurate numerical results.
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FTIRThe toughness of femoral atherosclerotic tissue is of pivotal importance to understanding the mechanism
of luminal expansion during cutting balloon angioplasty (CBA) in the peripheral vessels. Furthermore, the
ability to relate this parameter to plaque composition, pathological inclusions and location within the
femoral vessels would allow for the improvement of existing CBA technology and for the stratification
of patient treatment based on the predicted fracture response of the plaque tissue to CBA. Such informa-
tion may lead to a reduction in clinically observed complications, an improvement in trial results and an
increased adoption of the CBA technique to reduce vessel trauma and further endovascular treatment
uptake.
This study characterises the toughness of atherosclerotic plaque extracted from the femoral arteries of
ten patients using a lubricated guillotine cutting test to determine the critical energy release rate. This
information is related to the location that the plaque section was removed from within the femoral ves-
sels and the composition of the plaque tissue, determined using Fourier Transform InfraRed spectroscopy,
to establish the influence of location and composition on the toughness of the plaque tissue. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) is employed to examine the fracture surfaces of the sections to determine
the contribution of tissue morphology to toughness.
Toughness results exhibit large inter and intra patient and location variance with values ranging far
above and below the toughness of healthy porcine arterial tissue (Range: 1330–3035 for location and
140–4560 J/m2 for patients). No significant difference in mean toughness is observed between patients
or location. However, the composition parameter representing the calcified tissue content of the plaque
correlates significantly with sample toughness (r = 0.949, p < 0.001). SEM reveals the presence of large
calcified regions in the toughest sections that are absent from the least tough sections. Regression anal-
ysis highlights the potential of employing the calcified tissue content of the plaque as a preoperative tool
for predicting the fracture response of a target lesion to CBA (R2 = 0.885, p < 0.001).
Statement of Significance
This study addresses a gap in current knowledge regarding the influence of plaque location, composition
and morphology on the toughness of human femoral plaque tissue. Such information is of great impor-
tance to the continued improvement of endovascular treatments, particularly cutting balloon angioplasty
(CBA), which require experimentally derived data as a framework for assessing clinical cases and advanc-
ing medical devices. This study identifies that femoral plaque tissue exhibits large inter and intra patient
and location variance regarding tissue toughness. Increasing calcified plaque content is demonstrated to




E.M. Cunnane et al. / Acta Biomaterialia 31 (2016) 264–275 265toughness which may lead to an increased adoption of the CBA technique and also further the uptake of
endovascular treatment.
 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The femoral arteries are one of the most susceptible vascular
locations for the development of atherosclerosis. The occurrence
of this disease process in these vessels is the leading cause of
lifestyle-limiting claudication and ischemic rest pain [1]. Common
femoral endarterectomy has been the standard treatment for focal
occlusive disease of the femoral arteries for over 50 years [2].
Numerous studies have examined the 5 year patency rates of this
procedure and found them to range between 68% and 94% [3–5].
Further data examining the effectiveness of this procedure have
suggested that it should remain the standard of care for atheroscle-
rosis of the femoral arteries due to its safety and efficacy. However,
despite the proven efficacy of this treatment modality, morbidity
rates remain high (10–20%) due to its invasive nature and certain
groups of patients are considered high risk for surgery [6,7].
The use of percutaneous transluminal angioplasty (PTA) has
been advocated as a treatment alternative for patients at higher
risk of surgical morbidity and mortality [7]. Despite this, the long
term results for PTA in the femoral arteries are disappointing due
to uncontrolled dissections in complex lesions, inadequate luminal
expansion in rigid strictures and recurrent stenosis in the dilated
segment [8–11]. PTA has also been shown to cause significant
trauma to the plaque tissue [12] and stretching to the vessel wall
[13]. This has been suggested as a major contributor to constrictive
vascular remodelling and neointimal hyperplasia which are
directly associated with restenosis [14]. Stent implantation for
the treatment of femoral arterial lesions does address the issues
of elastic recoil, residual stenosis, and flow-limiting dissection that
are typically associated with PTA. This is achieved by the stent act-
ing as a permanent implant therefore supporting the tissue. How-
ever, it does not substantially improve primary patency [15–17]
due to exaggerated neointimal hyperplasia that leads to in-stent
restenosis in 20–40% of patients at 2 years [18,19].
Drug eluting stents have been employed in the femoral arteries
to address the issue of in-stent restenosis by delivering an anti-
restenotic drug to the treated area. This approach has been shown
to offer improved patency rates compared to PTA in the Zilver PTX
trial [20]. However, drug eluting stents have failed to demonstrate
a significant reduction in restenosis when compared to traditional
stents in the SIROCCO I and II trials [19]. Furthermore, microfric-
tion due to stent movement remains an issue after complete elu-
tion of the loaded drug. This can lead to vessel irritation,
inflammation and ultimately restenosis [21].
Cutting balloon angioplasty (CBA) has been developed to allevi-
ate the injury response observed following endovascular treatment
using existing minimally invasive devices. The cutting balloon is a
non-compliant balloon with 3–4 radially positioned microblades
that incise the plaque and propagate a controlled fracture thereby
reducing elastic recoil, vessel dilation, vessel injury, and subse-
quent restenosis compared with PTA [22–24]. Relatively low bal-
loon pressures are recommended for use with CBA (4–8
atmospheres) that dilate the target vessel with reduced force to
potentially decrease the risk of a neoproliferative response and
restenosis. Numerous studies have demonstrated the safety and
efficacy of CBA [24–29] and several reports highlight the possibility
of CBA application in the peripheral arteries due to the relatively
low restenosis rates observed during short-term follow-up[30–34] with one randomised controlled trial recently demonstrat-
ing the superiority of CBA over PTA [35]. The potential of CBA is
based on a decrease in inflammatory response [36], a decrease in
proliferative response [37], and an increase in plaque reduction
with accompanying decrease in vessel stretch following CBA com-
pared with PTA [13].
Despite these promising findings, a number of studies have
observed low effectiveness of this method [38,39] and two ran-
domised controlled trials failed to demonstrate the superiority of
CBA over PTA in both coronary and peripheral arteries [38,40]. Var-
ious complications related to CBA have also been reported includ-
ing arterial rupture, delayed perforation, and fracture of
microsurgical blades [41–43]. Arterial injury response to endovas-
cular treatment varies significantly with plaque composition [44–
46] and it has been previously stated that the mechanisms of
CBA affected by plaque composition need to be clarified [47]. While
the mechanical response of femoral plaque tissue to circumferen-
tial stretch has recently been characterised [48,49], the toughness
of this tissue remains unknown. Toughness measures the ability of
a material to absorb energy prior to fracturing. This parameter is of
pivotal importance to understanding the mechanism of luminal
expansion during CBA. Furthermore, the ability to relate this
parameter to plaque composition and pathological inclusions
would allow for the improvement of existing CBA technology and
for the stratification of patient treatment based on the predicted
fracture response of the plaque tissue to CBA. Such information
may lead to a reduction in clinically observed complications, an
improvement in trial results and an increased adoption of the
CBA technique to reduce vessel trauma and further endovascular
treatment uptake.
This study therefore characterises the toughness of atheroscle-
rotic human tissue extracted from the femoral arteries using a
lubricated guillotine cutting test to determine the critical energy
release rate, a measure of toughness. This information is then
related to the location that the plaque section was removed from
within the femoral vessels, the composition of the plaque tissue
as determined using Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spec-
troscopy, and the pathological inclusions identified using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).2. Materials and methods
2.1. Patient characteristics
Following hospital ethical research committee approval,
femoral plaque samples were gathered from 10 consecutive con-
senting patients undergoing common femoral endarterectomy to
treat high grade arterial stenosis. Plaque samples were endarterec-
tomised in toto with preservation of plaque structural integrity
when cutting along the longitudinal length of the specimen. Sam-
ples were taken from the hospital and frozen in phosphate buffer
solution (Fisher Scientific, Product code: 12821680) at 20 C as
this method of storage has been shown to have no significant
effects on arterial tissue mechanical properties [50–52]. Prior to
testing, samples were equilibrated to 37 C in fresh phosphate buf-
fer solution and divided into 7 mm wide sections for testing. Pla-
que sections are grouped based on their location within the
femoral vessels i.e. common femoral artery (CFA), bifurcation
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(DFA), Fig. 3a. This led to 27 sections being obtained from the CFA,
10 from the BF, 5 from the SFA and 4 from the DFA.
2.2. Mechanical testing
Several techniques are available to induce a controlled fracture
during toughness testing, including tearing [53]; scissoring
[54,55]; and cutting [56,57]. Considering the size and shape of
the plaque samples obtained from endarterectomy, it was not fea-
sible to perform tearing tests to evaluate toughness [58]. Scissor
tests were not employed as the induced fracture advances in a
mixed mode through the material which does not allow for a reli-
able estimation of toughness in Mode I [57].
Recently, the damage energies of porcine aorta have been char-
acterised by Chu et al. [58]. A similar custom-built device to that
used in [58] is employed in the present study to measure the
toughness of the human atherosclerotic tissue. This device
employs a lubricated guillotine cutting test to assess the toughness
of the atherosclerotic tissue under Mode I displacement controlled
cut propagation, known to be the weakest fracture mode [59]. The
cut is propagated along the axial direction as this is the direction
that a cutting balloon attempts to cut during CBA. This method
of testing characterises samples using the energy approach to frac-
ture mechanics and defines the toughness values generated in
terms of critical energy release rate.
2.2.1. Test system
It has been previously demonstrated that the majority of blades
indent the target substrate prior to cut initiation [55]. Furthermore,
the extent of indentation can be significant depending on the sub-
strate material and the condition of the blade. In an attempt to
minimise initial indentation, the concept of the slice/push ratio
introduced by Atkins et al. [60] and previously employed by Chu
et al. [58] is implemented in this study. This ratio represents the
magnitude s of a sideways horizontal motion (slicing) that the cut-
ting blade undergoes per unit of vertical motion p (pushing). The
motions of s and p are in-plane to the cut, and p is normal to the
cut tip. A slice/push ratio of 3.5:1 is employed in this work [58].
This ratio is achieved by tilting both the sample and the blade by
h = 15.93 off the blade displacement (d) axis, Fig. 1b.
With the above considerations, the custom-designed guillotine
toughness tester employed in the aforementioned study was built
and adapted for this study, Fig. 1. The blade holder is attached to a
sliding arm on linear bearings. The blade holder is equally angled
with respect to the sample holder. During testing, a sample is
clamped across the slit to the flat surface using custom designed
clamps that are tightened with four equispaced bolts, Fig. 1.Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental apparatus used to determine the toughness of t
study.The clamps are lined with sand paper and designed to provide
minimal clamping force that limits the movement of the sample
in the p-direction during cutting without inducing noticeable com-
pressive transverse stresses that may reduce the energy required to
cut the section [55]. The slit is made as narrow as possible to prevent
the sample from deforming out-of-plane in the s-direction as it is
being dragged into the slit by the blade. At the closed end of the slit
is a rubber block on which the sample is butted against to min-
imise sample deformation in the p-direction. The sample holder
is connected directly to an Omega LCFD miniature 12 N load cell
(Omega, Manchester, UK) which measures the force exerted by
the blade on the sample as the blade moves through the sample.
2.2.2. Test process
GEM single edge 0.23 mm aluminium-back razor blades
(Personna American Safety Razor Company, Cedar Knolls, USA)
were used for testing. The aluminium backs of the blades are
removed, leaving only the blades. Prior to experimental use, each
blade is used to make twenty 7 mm deep cuts through silicone
(Sylgard 187, Dow Corning, MI, USA) to stabilize the cutting edge.
This ‘‘preconditioning” of the blades is necessary as Verhoeven
et al. [61] demonstrated experimentally that the sharpness of a vir-
gin blade edge decreases dramatically within a number of cuts
before exhibiting a steady state of sharpness.
A preconditioned razor blade is installed into the blade holder
and lubricated with a 50% white spirit (Sigma-Aldrich, Wicklow,
Ireland)/50% light mineral oil (Sigma–Aldrich, Wicklow, Ireland)
solution. Lubricant is used to limit the friction between the blade
and the fracture surface. Friction must be minimised as the energy
dissipated by the blade during cutting is the sum of the energy
required to create the facture surface and the energy required to
overcome frictional forces. The influence of friction is further
reduced from the analysis by performing two successive cycles,
as depicted in Fig. 2. In the first cycle, the moving blade cuts the
tissue with a blade velocity of 0.5 mm/s. The blade is then cleaned
and re-lubricated. A second cycle is performed at the same velocity
that passes the blade over the newly formed fracture surface. This
estimates the friction force between the blade and the tissue sur-
face [62]. The difference in the areas under the two curves yields
the work required to cut the sample.
2.2.3. Data analysis
This method of testing measures the critical energy release rate,
GC which is a measure of a material’s toughness. GC is determined
by calculating the work, W performed by the blade in cutting the
section and dividing this value by the newly created fracture sur-
face area, Afracture. This equation is given by Eq. (1) and is measured
in J/m2:he excised human femoral plaque samples and (b) slice-push ratio employed in this
Fig. 2. Sample force-cut length curve obtained from guillotine testing of an atherosclerotic tissue section.
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To obtain the work required to create the fracture surface
(Wfracture), the work of the empty pass (Wempty) is subtracted from
that of the cutting pass (Wcutting), such that:
Wfracture ¼Wcutting Wempty ð2Þ





where ds is the incremental displacement of the blade. The angle of
the blade relative to the test section results in force being applied to
the section at an angle of 74.7 to the displacement of the blade,
Fig. 1b. As work must be calculated parallel to the motion of the
blade, it is necessary to multiply all force values by 3.64 in order
to resolve the force into its component parallel to the motion of
the blade.
To calculateWcutting, F is equal to Fcut in Eq. (3) which is the force
exerted by the blade on the section to create the fracture. To calcu-
late Wempty, F is equal to Fempty pass which is the force required to
pass the blade through the newly created fracture surface follow-
ing the initial cutting of the section. This measure provides an esti-
mation of the work required to overcome the friction of the blade
passing over the newly formed fracture surface while cutting the
section. The integration in Eq. (3) is performed using the 3/8
Simpson’s rule [63].
2.3. Composition characterisation
FTIR spectroscopy is an analytical technique that characterises
the composition of a substance by quantifying the absorbance of
infrared radiation by specific chemical function groups. This study
employs FTIR spectroscopy to determine the composition of each
plaque section following guillotine testing, Fig. 3a. Probe based
attenuated total reflectance was performed on two to four loca-
tions along the luminal aspect of the fracture path to obtain a range
of spectra (Spectrum 100, Perkin Elmer Inc MA, USA, diamond crys-
tal). All spectra were ascertained using absorbance with a resolu-
tion of 2 cm1 and 8 scans over the range of 4000–700 cm1.
Following the subtraction of water from each spectrum [64], the
areas under the key peaks of interest were measured(Lipid: 2980–2810 cm1, Lipid Ester: 1750–1715 cm1, Collagen:
1715–1585 cm1 and Calcification: 1180–900 cm1), Fig. 3b. The
average area under each of the peaks were summated and from
this, the ratios of collagen (Col), lipid (Lip), and calcification (Ca)
to the total measureable content (Tot) can be calculated. Lipid ester
identified in samples is included with lipid in the Lip measure. This
results in three composition parameters: Col:Tot, Lip:Tot and Ca:
Tot, Fig. 3b. These parameters allow for the relation between the
composition and the toughness of atherosclerotic femoral arterial
tissue to be determined.2.4. Structural analysis
SEM analysis was performed to qualitatively examine the mor-
phology of the plaque along the fracture surface of a number of
plaque sections. As a conventional scanning electron microscope
was used in this study, it was necessary to chemically prepare each
sample using a process of fixation, chemical dehydration and dry-
ing to minimise damage and shrinkage to the tissue structure dur-
ing analysis [65,66]. In order to achieve these criteria, a previously
outlined SEM preparation procedure was employed [67]. The sec-
tions were initially cleaned in fresh phosphate buffer solution
and then fixed in methanol (Fisher Scientific, Product code:
10020260) for 10 min. The fixed sections were then washed in
ethanol prior to passing through seven ascending increments of
molecular biology grade ethanol (99.5% (v/v)) (Fisher Scientific,
Product code: 10644795) and distilled water mixtures (30% etha-
nol up to 100% ethanol in increments of 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%
and 95% ethanol) for ten minutes at each increment. The sections
were then chemically dried in a hexamethyldisilazane (Sigma–
Aldrich, Product code: 440191) and ethanol mixture (50:50) for
10 min prior to being transferred into 100% hexamethyldisilazane
for 10 min to complete the drying process. The sections were then
gold plated at 30 mA for 120 s using an Emitech K550 (Emitech Ltd.
U.K.) to ensure electrical conductivity so as to produce clear and
qualitative images.
Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy (Oxford Instru-
ments plc, UK) is employed in this study to confirm the presence
of calcified tissue at the fracture surface of the plaque sections
and investigate its chemical composition. EDX measurements were
taken at the site of suspected calcified tissue during SEM imaging.
The accelerating voltage was increased from 10 to 20 kV and a
dead time of between 20% and 40% was applied during elemental
Fig. 3. (a) Sample sectioning, guillotine testing and FTIR spectroscopic examination performed along the luminal aspect of the fracture path. (b) Sample spectra with peak-
areas representing lipid, lipid ester, collagen and calcification content leading to the development of three composition parameters.
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Energy software (Oxford Instruments plc, UK). Tissue was con-
firmed as calcified by identifying the presence of calcium and
phosphorus within the target area and also by assessing the ratio
of these two elements (Ca:P).
2.5. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Minitab 17 (Minitab
Inc State College, PA, USA). Correlations between the dependant
and predictive variables were assessed using 2-tailed parametric
and nonparametric bivariate analysis. Regression analysis was per-
formed to examine the relationship between the composition
parameters and the toughness. One-way ANOVA tests with post
hoc Bonferroni correction were performed to identify significant
differences between mean plaque section toughness values
grouped by patient and location. A p value of less than 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.
3. Results
Table 1 displays the toughness and composition parameters of
the 46 plaque sections obtained from the 10 patient vessels exam-
ined in this study.
3.1. Mechanical properties
Fig. 4 displays box plots of the toughness values grouped by
patient (a) and location (b). As can be seen, a large amount of inter
and intra sample variance exists regarding patients and location.
No statistically significant difference is observed between the
mean toughness values of plaque sections grouped by patient or
location (All p values >0.05 following Bonferroni correction).
3.2. Composition parameters
Fig. 5 displays box plots depicting the composition parameters
of the plaque tissue grouped by patient (a) and location (b). Again,a large amount of inter and intra sample variance exists regarding
patient and location.
Table 2 displays the results of bivariate analysis between the
measured toughness values and the composition parameters for
each section tested in this study. In this table Pearson’s coefficient
is a measure of the linear dependence between two variables
whereby +1 represents a completely positive correlation and 1
represents a completely negative correlation. Spearman’s rho is a
measure of how well a monotonic function describes the depen-
dence between two variables whereby +1 represents a completely
positive monotonic function and 1 represents a completely neg-
ative monotonic function. These results show that the strongest
correlation exists between toughness and Ca:Tot. This parameters
is therefore further examined to assess its suitability as a preoper-
ative predictor of plaque fracture response.3.3. Regression analysis
Fig. 6 displays the quadratic regression model relating the com-
position parameter Ca:Tot to toughness for each plaque section
grouped by patient (a) and location (b). The model demonstrates
a relatively robust R2 value (R2 = 0.885, p < 0.001). This indicates
that the composition parameter Ca:Tot may be an appropriate
metric to preoperatively predict plaque fracture response to CBA.3.4. Structural morphology
SEM analysis was performed to qualitatively examine the
morphology of the tissue structure along the fracture surface. A
number of sections were chosen to represent the toughest,
moderately tough, and least tough plaque sections visible in
Fig. 6b. Three sections exhibiting toughness values greater than
4000 J/m2 were chosen to represent the toughest sections.
Two sections exhibiting toughness values between 1000 and
3000 J/m2 were chosen to represent the moderately tough sections.
Two sections exhibiting toughness values less than 1000 J/m2 were
chosen to represent the least tough sections.
Table 1
The patient details, location of plaque section, toughness and composition parameters
of all plaque sections examined in this study (M – male, F – female, R – right, L – left).






1 M R 64 CFA 4346.20 0.08 0.37 0.55
CFA 1464.48 0.13 0.49 0.37
CFA 3655.60 0.14 0.43 0.43
CFA 1358.67 0.17 0.45 0.39
CFA 4702.41 0.11 0.37 0.52
BR 197.76 0.12 0.66 0.22
SFA 86.50 0.31 0.50 0.18
2 F L 71 CFA 1811.12 0.24 0.36 0.40
CFA 343.14 0.29 0.52 0.19
CFA 357.96 0.38 0.38 0.24
BR 1563.09 0.15 0.50 0.36
DFA 2836.94 0.14 0.44 0.42
3 F R 69 CFA 3232.17 0.12 0.39 0.49
CFA 2090.27 0.18 0.44 0.38
CFA 356.00 0.14 0.57 0.29
BR 559.90 0.13 0.57 0.30
4 F R 58 CFA 5529.99 0.17 0.41 0.52
CFA 3740.76 0.13 0.38 0.49
CFA 3770.06 0.09 0.42 0.49
BR 5206.87 0.30 0.17 0.53
5 M R 79 CFA 281.01 0.20 0.54 0.27
CFA 282.86 0.23 0.51 0.26
CFA 403.93 0.24 0.48 0.28
CFA 248.43 0.28 0.41 0.32
BR 4891.72 0.18 0.30 0.52
6 M R 75 DFA 185.08 0.09 0.75 0.16
SFA 96.38 0.10 0.75 0.14
7 M R 60 CFA 3895.11 0.10 0.37 0.52
CFA 53.95 0.11 0.70 0.19
BR 1823.02 0.12 0.50 0.39
BR 952.16 0.10 0.55 0.34
SFA 424.33 0.10 0.70 0.20
8 M R 77 CFA 2255.24 0.17 0.41 0.42
CFA 3594.29 0.14 0.38 0.49
CFA 1818.38 0.16 0.45 0.39
BR 3178.87 0.08 0.47 0.45
DFA 1663.68 0.09 0.58 0.34
9 M L 69 CFA 5441.07 0.11 0.39 0.50
CFA 3587.80 0.13 0.42 0.45
BR 5195.27 0.07 0.45 0.47
DFA 2368.55 0.11 0.54 0.36
SFA 2546.64 0.08 0.47 0.42
10 M R 75 CFA 1412.76 0.11 0.49 0.40
CFA 5135.10 0.10 0.45 0.46
BR 6778.46 0.06 0.36 0.64
SFA 3523.41 0.13 0.48 0.40
Fig. 4. Box plots depicting the toughness values grouped by patient (a) and location (b
encompass 50% of the data and the protruding bars encompass the remainder of the da
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sent the toughest sections tested. Fig. 7a depicts the fracture sur-
face a plaque section from the CFA of patient 1 and shows
several large nodules of calcification with sheared faces. Fig. 7b
portrays the abluminal aspect of a plaque section from the BR of
patient 4 and shows a large area of calcified tissue along the frac-
ture surface which is located along the upper most portion of the
section. Fig. 7c displays the fracture surface of a plaque section
from the BR of patient 5 and again shows numerous calcified nod-
ules in the fracture area. Fig. 7d is a higher magnification image of
the largest node from Fig. 7c. All calcified tissue in Fig. 7 was sub-
jected to EDX analysis. Results confirmed the presence of calcium
and phosphorous in the ratios of 2.17, 1.74, and 1.82 for the calci-
fied structures in Fig. 7a–c respectively therefore indicating that
the structures in Fig. 7 are calcium-rich hydroxyapatite (Ca:
P > 1.67) [68].
Fig. 8 displays the fracture surfaces of the sections that repre-
sent the moderately tough sections tested. Fig. 8a displays the frac-
ture surface of a plaque section from the CFA of patient 2 which
consists of a combination of fibrous tissue and calcified tissue. This
point is further illustrated by Fig. 8b which shows a magnified
image of the combined presence of fibrous and calcified tissue
along the fracture surface highlighting the shear faces of both tis-
sues. Fig. 8c and d display the fracture surface of a plaque section
from the DFA of patient 2. Again, both fibrous (c) and calcified tis-
sues (d) are present.
Fig. 9 displays the fracture surface of the sections that represent
the least tough sections tested. Fig. 9a displays the fracture surface
of a plaque section from the CFA of patient 5 which consists of
entirely fibrous tissue. Fig. 9b shows a magnified image of the tis-
sue confirming the presence of fibrous and the absence of calcified
tissue. Fig. 9c depicts the fracture surface of a plaque section from
the CFA of patient 5 which consists almost entirely of fibrous tissue
with the exception of a single calcified nodule as highlighted in (d).4. Discussion
The toughness of femoral atherosclerotic tissue is of pivotal
importance to understanding the mechanism of luminal expansion
during CBA of the peripheral vessels. Furthermore, the ability to
relate toughness to the location of plaque sections, plaque compo-
sition and pathological inclusions would allow for the improve-
ment of existing CBA technology and for the stratification of). The lines within the boxplots represent the median value of the data, the boxes
ta with the exception of outliers which are depicted with asterisks.
Fig. 5. Box plots of the composition parameters of each plaque section represented as a ratio of total measurable content grouped by patient (a) and location (b). In this figure
red represents lipid content; blue represents collagen content and green represents calcified content. The lines within the boxplots represent the median value of the data, the
boxes encompass 50% of the data and the protruding bars encompass the remainder of the data with the exception of outliers which are depicted with circles or asterisks
depending on the degree to which the outlier lies outside of the data. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
Table 2
Results of bivariate analysis revealing parametric Pearson’s correlation coefficients
and non-parametric Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients to quantify the correla-
tion between the composition parameters and the specimen toughness. Significant
correlations are indicated with *p < 0.05 and ***p < 0.001.
Correlation Lip:Tot Col:Tot Ca:Tot
Toughness Pearson’s 0.388 0.689 0.917
p value 0.022⁄ 0.001⁄⁄⁄ 0.001⁄⁄⁄
Spearman’s rho 0.306 0.735 0.949
p value 0.039⁄ 0.001⁄⁄⁄ 0.001⁄⁄⁄
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tissue to CBA. This study attempts to bridge this knowledge gapFig. 6. Quadratic regression model relating the composition parameby relating the location and composition of human atherosclerotic
tissue harvested from the femoral arteries to the toughness of the
tissue.
Fig. 4 highlights the inter patient and location variance present
regarding the toughness of atherosclerotic femoral artery tissue.
The mean toughness values for the ten patient vessels charac-
terised in this study range from approximately 140–4560 J/m2
and the mean toughness values for the four vessel locations range
from approximately 1330–3035 J/m2. This inter patient and loca-
tion variance makes the design of a single CBA device to fit all
lesions and locations difficult as certain lesions will require more
energy to spilt the atherosclerotic potion of the vessel. Furthermore,ter Ca:Tot to toughness grouped by patient (a) and location (b).
Fig. 7. SEM images of sections exhibiting toughness values greater than 4000 J/m2. (a) Several large nodules of calcification with sheared faces present in a plaque section
from the CFA of patient 1. (b) The calcified abluminal aspect of a plaque section from the BR of patient 4. (c) The fracture line of a plaque section from the BR of patient 5
showing numerous calcified nodules in the fracture surface. (d) Magnified view of the largest calcified node from (c).
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and location toughness variance. This further complicates the
implementation of CBA in diseased femoral vessels as the device
and procedure must be designed to induce a controlled cut in the
toughest portion of the plaque. Failure to achieve this will result
in the displacement of excessively tough portions of the lesion
and cause trauma to the adjacent arterial wall. Also, CBA devices
that apply a level of expansion force far above the fracture
threshold of less tough atherosclerotic tissue risk perforating the
surrounding arterial wall. These factors must be considered prior
to intervention as such incidents defeat the purpose of CBA which
is designed to reduce vessel trauma and may also be responsible
for the reported cases of arterial rupture and microsurgical blade
fracture [41–43]. Equally, the presence of atherosclerotic tissue
exhibiting toughness values as low as 54 J/m2 suggests that certain
regions of target lesions require far less energy to induce and
propagate a controlled cut. Identifying these regions preopera-
tively may avoid excessive cutting force in areas of low plaque
toughness that could result in unintended fracture of the healthy
arterial tissue.
The composition of each plaque section was characterised in
this study to identify its influence on the toughness of the tissue
and also to investigate if any of the established composition
parameters can be implemented as a preoperative tool to assess
lesion suitability for CBA treatment based on the predicted tough-
ness of the atherosclerotic tissue. It is possible to clinically deter-
mine the composition parameters characterised in this study as
Tosi et al. have suggested that FTIR spectroscopy is ready to be
developed into a catheter based technology [69]. Additionally,existing clinical imaging tools are currently capable of characteris-
ing the composition of atherosclerotic plaques. Calcified tissue
fraction, fibrous tissue and lipid content can be identified by opti-
cal coherence topography [70,71] and also by magnetic resonance
imaging [72–74].
Similarly to toughness, the composition of the plaque sections
examined in this studydemonstrates large inter patient and location
variance, Fig. 5. The plaque sections are predominantly fibrocalcific
which is in agreement with studies that have previously charac-
terised the composition of atherosclerotic tissue extracted from
the femoral arteries [75,76]. The influence of composition on the
toughness of the plaque samples is confirmed using bivariate analy-
sis. This analysis reveals a significant positive correlation between
calcified tissue content and toughness andalso a significantnegative
correlation between collagen/lipid content and toughness.
The negative correlation between collagen content (Col:Tot)
and section toughness indicates that toughness decreases with
increasing collagen content. This is contrary to findings of Purslow
[77] which demonstrated increasing tissue toughness with increas-
ing collagen content. The negative correlation observed in this
study may occur as a result of the collagen and calcified tissue con-
tent being represented as a fraction of the total tissue content. This
results in the two biological parameters correlating significantly
with one another (r = 0.823, p < 0.001) as increasing calcified tis-
sue content will decrease the recorded collagen and lipid content.
The positive correlation present between toughness and Ca:Tot
can be explained by the increasing presence of calcified tissue
within the tested sections. Calcified femoral artery tissue has been
shown to exhibit osteoid metaplasia suggesting that this tissue is
Fig. 8. SEM images of sections exhibiting toughness values ranging between 1000 and 3000 J/m2. (a) The fracture surface of a plaque section from the CFA from patient 2
which consists of a combination of fibrous tissue and calcified tissue. (b) A magnified image of (a) highlighting the shear faces of both tissues. (c) The fracture surface of a
plaque section from the DFA from patient 2 showing both fibrous and (d) calcified tissues.
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ture which is comparable to the toughness exhibited by the most
heavily calcified sections characterised in this study [78]. Calcified
arterial tissue can therefore be assumed to be much tougher than
the native arterial tissue and closer in toughness to bone thus
explaining the correlation between section toughness and calcified
tissue content.
Regression analysis reveals a significant relationship between
calcified tissue content and tissue toughness. The resulting curve
for the compiled section data also demonstrates that the tissue is
relatively unaffected by the degree of plaque calcification up to a
Ca:Tot value of approximately 0.32. After this point the tissue
toughness increases substantially with increasing calcified tissue
content. This may be occurring as the blade of the guillotine cut-
ting apparatus is initially capable of manoeuvring around the cal-
cified tissue surrounding the fracture zone therefore allowing the
blade to cut the less tough fibrous tissue. Beyond this point, the
blade is forced to directly cut the increasingly calcified tissue and
the resulting measurable toughness increases with a correspond-
ing increase in calcified tissue content. This theory is supported
by the evidence presented in SEM images that characterise the
structural morphology of the fracture areas of a number of sec-
tions. Images of the toughest sections characterised display
numerous calcified structures exhibiting shear faces, Fig. 7. This
suggests that the calcified tissue was cut as part of the guillotine
tests that characterised these samples and that the resulting
toughness values are indicative of the calcified tissue rather than
the surrounding tissue. Furthermore, the Ca:P identified during
EDX analysis of the calcified tissues located in three of the toughest
sections characterised in this study are inversely proportional totoughness, an observation previously made in pure hydroxyapatite
[68]. This may account for the variance in toughness observed in
the tougher sections characterised in this study despite these sec-
tions exhibiting relatively constant Ca:Tot values indicating con-
stant calcified tissue content.
SEM imaging may also explain the relationship between calci-
fied tissue and toughness in the moderately tough and least tough
sections. The moderately tough sections display primarily fibrous
tissue with some calcified tissue that has been subjected to cutting
as evidenced by shear faces, Fig. 8. This suggests that the toughness
exhibited by the sections is a result of the combined response of
fibrous and calcified tissue. It is likely that the calcified tissue con-
tent influences the toughness response more than the fibrous tis-
sue as these moderately tough sections still exhibit toughness
values higher than those observed for healthy porcine aortic tissue
(290 J/m2) [58] which is the response of collagen fibres embedded
in a tissue matrix. The least tough group display fracture surfaces
consisting almost entirely of fibrous tissue suggesting that the rel-
atively low toughness values exhibited are a result of collagen
cleavage. The presence of isolated calcified nodules in Fig. 9d
may explain the presence of the apparent outlier in Fig. 6 that dis-
plays a Ca:Tot value in excess of 0.3 yet registers a decrease in
toughness relative to sections with a lower Ca:Tot value.
The significant correlations and regression models generated in
this study indicate that the composition parameter Ca:Tot may be
an effective tool for tailoring CBA approach prior to intervention.
Such a tool may lead to a reduction in clinically observed compli-
cations, an improvement in trial results and an increased adoption
of the CBA technique to reduce vessel trauma and further endovas-
cular treatment uptake.
Fig. 9. SEM images of sections exhibiting toughness values below 1000 J/m2. (a) The fracture surface of a plaque section from the CFA of patient 5 which consists entirely of
fibrous tissue. (b) A magnified image of (a) confirming the presence of fibrous tissue and the absence of calcified tissue. (c) The fracture surface of a plaque section from the
CFA of patient 5 which consists almost entirely of fibrous tissue with the exception of a single calcified nodule (d).
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are obtained from each patient. Due to this, the influence of patient
specific factors cannot be neglected from the regression analysis.
However, as the influence of plaque composition is consistent
throughout each plaque section (as indicated by the robust R2 val-
ues), it is assumed that the influence of patient specific factors is
negligible compared to the influence of plaque composition. An
additional limitation is the absence of a suitable healthy femoral
artery tissue control. Comparisons drawn between plaque tissue
and healthy porcine aortic tissue may not be entirely appropriate
due to location and species differences. However, no data on the
toughness of human arterial tissue in health or disease currently
exists in literature. In addition to this, the acquisition of healthy
human femoral arterial tissue is difficult as samples need to be
explanted during autopsy of relatively young patients to ensure
the absence of atherosclerosis. As this study does not have ethical
approval to obtain healthy femoral arterial tissue from autopsy,
comparisons are drawn to healthy porcine aortic tissue as a
control.
5. Conclusions
This study characterises the toughness of atherosclerotic
femoral tissue in terms of critical energy release rate and observes
no statistically significant difference between mean toughness and
patient or location. The resulting toughness values range far above
and below the values reported for healthy porcine arterial tissue.
This highlights the challenges faced by CBA intervention and the
need to classify lesion type preoperatively to insure optimalresults. The composition of each sample is also characterised in
an attempt to develop a lesion classifier and the composition
parameter depicting the calcified content of the plaque displays
significant correlation with the measured toughness. SEM imaging
supports this correlation by revealing the presence of large regions
of calcified tissue in the toughest sections that are absent from the
least tough sections. Regression analysis further demonstrates the
predictive power of this parameter and the potential for it to be
employed as a preoperative predictor of target lesion response to
CBA treatment. Such a tool may lead to a reduction in clinically
observed complications, an improvement in trial results, and an
increased adoption of the CBA technique to reduce vessel trauma
and further endovascular treatment uptake.Sources of funding
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tests were performed on 24 carotid and 16 femoral plaque samples. Composition was characterised using
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy. Stretch at failure, strength, and stiffness are significantly higher
in the carotid group (P¼ .012, Po .001 and P¼ .002, respectively). The ratio of calcified to lipid plaque
content demonstrates the strongest correlation with the stretch at failure and strength (R2¼ .285,
Po .001 and R2¼ .347, Po .001). No composition based parameter correlates significantly with stiffness.
The significantly different mechanical properties of the two groups aids in explaining the varying
endovascular treatment outcomes clinically observed in these vessels. Furthermore, determining the
ratio of calcified to lipid plaque content may be useful in predicting individual plaque mechanical
response to endovascular treatment.
& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Results following endovascular treatment of atherosclerotic
lesions vary according to vascular location. One of the most pro-
nounced variances is the incidence of restenosis. Specifically, car-
otid restenosis rates are 3–11% at 2–3 years following intervention
(Arquizan et al., 2011; Eckstein et al., 2008). However, this figure is
31.7–47.2% at only 1 year in the femoral vessels (Chalmers et al.,
2013; Krankenberg et al., 2007). Numerous studies have investi-
gated the biological and clinical factors contributing to this variance
(Cassese et al., 2014; Herisson et al., 2011). However, no study has
compared the mechanical properties of atherosclerotic tissue from
these two locations as a means of investigating the varying endo-
vascular treatment outcomes. This study characterises the stretch at
failure, strength and stiffness of human atherosclerotic plaque
excised from the carotid and femoral vessels using circumferential
planar tension tests. These properties have been previously shown
to influence endovascular outcome (Gu et al., 2010; Kornowski etS, Phosphate Buffer Solution;
pid Content; Tot, Total Mea-
rder.al., 1998; Lally et al., 2005; Mahfouz et al., 2013; Nakayama et al.,
2000; Schwartz et al., 1992; Timmins et al., 2011; Ueda et al., 2002)
and this study aims to elucidate differences in these properties that
may be exploited to explain the clinically observed variance in
endovascular treatment outcomes at these two locations.
Furthermore, being capable of predicting the target lesion's
mechanical properties may aid in improving endovascular treat-
ment outcomes. This study attempts to develop such a predictor
by relating plaque composition to mechanical properties using
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Such a predictive
parameter could be employed clinically to pre-operatively stratify
patients into different treatment strategies based on the predicted
mechanical properties of the atherosclerotic plaque.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Patient characteristics
Following hospital ethical research committee approval, 24 carotid and 16
femoral plaque samples were excised from 40 consenting patients undergoing
carotid or femoral endarterectomy to treat high grade arterial stenosis. Samples
were removed in toto by standard endarterectomy, whereby an arteriotomy was
made along the anterolateral side of the common carotid artery or the ante-
romedial side of the common femoral artery. The atherosclerotic portion of the
respective vessel was then extracted. This method of acquisition resulted in all
Fig. 1. (a) Procedure employed during planar tension testing of carotid and femoral plaque samples in the circumferential direction. (b) Representative Cauchy stress–stretch
ratio plot for a carotid plaque sample tested in this study. The raw data is reduced to the point of failure and the mechanical properties are then characterised from the
resulting curve.
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morbidities and pharmocotherapy were recorded.
Samples were placed in individual vials of Phosphate Buffer Solution (PBS)
(Fisher Scientific) and stored at 20 °C within 2 h of excision. This method of
storage was used as it has been shown to have no significant effects on arterial
tissue mechanical properties once the tissue is unfrozen (Ebenstein et al., 2009;
O'Leary et al., 2014). Prior to testing, samples were defrosted overnight at 4 °C and
subsequently immersed in PBS at 37 °C to equilibrate the tissue back to physiolo-
gical temperature prior to mechanical testing. PBS was sprayed onto the sample
prior to preconditioning and again prior to extension to failure in order to maintain
sample moisture during testing.
2.2. Mechanical characterisation
Planar tension testing was performed on all samples, Fig. 1(a). Samples were
tested in planar tension as the width (longitudinal) to length (circumferential) ratio
of the samples was typically 44:1 (Mean¼6.172.3 SD) and 42 in all cases
(Range¼2.12–11.24) (Mulvihill and Walsh, 2013). This results in a state of pure
shear at an angle of 45° to the applied stretch (Timoshenko and Goodier, 2001).
This manner of extension offers advantages over pure tensile testing. Specifically, it
allows samples to be tested whole, it reduces the influence of lateral edges which
varied between samples as no sectioning was performed, and it provides an
enlarged contact area between the clamps and the tissue (Hollenstein et al., 2011).
Although, planar tension tests alone are not sufficient to fully characterise the
anisotropic behaviour of plaque, extending samples circumferentially is repre-
sentative of the circumferential expansion that atherosclerotic vessels are subjected
to during endovascular device deployment (Hara et al., 2002).
In order to obtain a representative measurement of thickness, samples thick-
ness was measured at multiple points using Vernier callipers. Images of the lateral
edges were also acquired prior to clamping, and again once clamped, to visualise
sample thickness alongside a calibrated ruler. The image processing software,
ImageJ (FIJI, (http://fiji.sc/Fiji[in the public domain])), was utilised to measure
sample thickness from these images to verify the physical thickness measurements.
The average number of thickness measurements per sample was 1477. The mean
intra-sample thickness variance was 21.2678.63% (Range¼5–45%). Variance was
calculated as the standard deviation divided by the mean represented as a
percentage.
The width and gauge length of the samples were also measured at multiple
points using Vernier callipers. These values were again verified using theaforementioned photography approach. Average values were calculated from these
measurements whereby the thickness corresponds to the radial thickness
(.9571.3 mm), the width corresponds to the longitudinal length (24.577.12 mm)
and the gauge length corresponds to the flattened circumferential length of the
sample within the clamps (4.5372.03 mm). Samples were not cut to a uniform size
as it is the intention of this study to characterise whole plaque samples. This
manner of testing is intended to emulate the deployment of an endovascular
device. Such devices are not tailored to plaque geometry and cutting samples to a
uniform size would further compromise the structural integrity of the tissue
without better representing the in vivo scenario of device deployment. Further-
more, as there is no significant difference between the average geometrical mea-
surements of samples from the carotid and femoral groups (Width¼23.4377 vs.
25.677.35, P¼ .29 and Gauge Length¼4.271.74 vs. 4.7872.57, P¼ .521), the
influence of varying sample geometry on mechanical properties is neglected.
Prior to testing, samples were orientated longitudinally and the surgically
incised edges were clamped in the extension apparatus. Samples were first secured
in the lower clamp and then flattened onto the clamping surface of the upper
clamp using a forceps. Samples exhibited minimal resistance to flattening and no
sample damage was observed during this process. The clamps were lined with
sandpaper pads that included a compressible foam backing. This material was
chosen as compressible clamping material reduces stress concentrations at the
clamp–sample interface (Ng et al., 2005). Two pairs of bolts applied clamping force
to the samples, Fig. 1(a). A uniform torque of 50 cN m was applied to each bolt as
this torque was shown to minimise sample slippage during preliminary testing.
The load cell was zeroed following sample insertion and the sample was then
stretched to a pre-load of .01 N. This eliminated slack in less rigid samples. The
samples were preconditioned using five loading-unloading cycles to a stretch ratio
of 1.1 at a displacement rate of .1 mm s–1 to facilitate for the strain softening effect
exhibited by biological soft tissue (Holzapfel et al., 2000). The samples were then
stretched to complete failure at a displacement rate of 30% of the gauge length
per second. This displacement rate is considerably higher than the majority of
experimental studies that perform extension testing on atherosclerotic tissue
(Walsh et al., 2014). The purpose of slow displacement rates is to characterise the
mechanical behaviour of the tissue under quasi-static loading (Holzapfel et al.,
2004). However, this study employs a more clinically relevant displacement rate
based on the inflation rate of angioplasty balloons which has been previously
reported as 16ATM over 20 s (TriRemeMedical, 2015). This corresponds to
approximately 80 kPa over 1 s or a physiological pressure of 16 kPa over .2 s, the
time to peak systolic pressure during 1 cardiac cycle (Vignon-Clementel et al.,
2006). This pressure can be related to stretch using the inflation extension data
E.M. Cunnane et al. / Journal of Biomechanics 49 (2016) 3697–3704 3699generated by Sommer et al. (2010) who found that 16 kPa of internal pressure
generates a circumferential stretch of 6–22% in human carotid arteries. Due to the
loss of distensibility typically exhibited by atherosclerotic vessels, the lower limit of
6% was taken over .2 s. This extrapolates to a displacement rate of 30% stretch s–1.
Force and displacement were recorded throughout the test and converted to
Cauchy stress–stretch ratio plots (Walsh et al., 2014). Stretch ratio and corre-
sponding Cauchy stress were calculated as;
Stretch ratio : λ¼ L=Lo; Cauchy stress : s¼ λ F=Ao 
These measurements represent the sample gauge length in the loaded (L) and
unloaded configuration (Lo) along with the force (F) and original cross sectional
area (Ao) recorded during each test. Plaque samples are approximated as
incompressible.
Failure is defined in this study as the point of highest stress in the Cauchy
stress–stretch ratio curve. The mechanical response of samples to circumferential
extension is obtained from these plots: the stretch that samples can withstand
prior to failure is denoted as λF, the strength of the samples is denoted as σF, and
the stiffness of the samples in the high stretch domain is denoted as E, Fig. 1(b).
Stiffness is characterised in the high stretch domain as endovascular device
deployment acts in the latter portion of the stretch domain due to the high level of
induced tissue deformation (Block, 1984). The transition between the low and high
stretch regions is defined as the point of the Cauchy stress–stretch ratio curve with
the maximum normal distance from the global secant, which is the line spanning
from the origin to the end of the curve (Holzapfel, 2006).
It was not possible to employ local strain measurements to characterise plaque
extension in this study as complicated plaque surfaces frequently had large dis-
eased structures protruding through the lumen that underwent relatively little
strain during circumferential extension. The local strain for samples would there-
fore be calculated as much lower than the actual strain of the sample. As it was the
aim of this study to characterise the response of whole plaques to circumferential
extension analogous to endovascular device deployment, it was necessary to
employ gauge strain.
2.3. Composition characterisation
FTIR spectroscopy is an analytical technique that characterises the composition
of a substance by quantifying the absorbance of infrared radiation by specific
chemical function groups. This study employs FTIR spectroscopy to determine the
composition of each sample prior to circumferential extension. Probe based atte-
nuated total reflectance was performed on each sample to obtain a range of spectra
(Spectrum 100, Perkin Elmer Inc., MA, USA, diamond crystal). A number of loca-
tions were analysed across each sample (Mean¼672, Range¼2–8) in a grid that
was symmetrical about the central longitudinal axis, Fig. 2(a). The number of
locations varied due to the varying size of the samples. All spectra were ascertained
using absorbance with a resolution of 2 cm–1 and 8 scans over the range of 4000–
700 cm–1.Fig. 2. (a) Sample spectra obtained from FTIR spectroscopic examination of the plaqu
(b) Development of three composition parameters from these spectra.The areas under the key peaks of interest, previously employed to characterise
atherosclerotic plaque (Ebenstein et al., 2009), were measured following the sub-
traction of water from each spectrum (Dousseau et al., 1989). Lipid Content is
represented by the lipid and lipid ester peaks at 2980–2810 cm–1 and 1750–
1715 cm–1 respectively. Collagen is represented by the amide I peak at 1715–
1585 cm–1 and also by the amide II and III peaks at 1550 and 1250 cm–1 respec-
tively. However, these later peaks undergo pronounced changes in varying
humidity thus making them unreliable for ex vivo characterisation (Susi et al.,
1971). Therefore, only the amide I peak was utilised to quantify collagen content.
This peak arises in the presence of collagen types I–VI (Belbachir et al., 2009;
Camacho et al., 2001). As human atherosclerotic plaques contain collagen types I, II,
IV and VI (Rekhter, 1999), the Amide I peak is an appropriate parameter to char-
acterise the collagenous matrix of the plaque. Calcification is represented by the
phosphorous peak at 1180–900 cm–1 and also by the carbonate peaks at 1450, 1400
and 880 cm–1 (Mamarelis et al., 2010; Petra et al., 2005). However, only the
hydroxyapatite content, represented by the phosphorous peak, is used in this study
to characterise the calcified tissue content. The carbonate peaks are omitted as they
refer to the degree of carbonation of the calcified tissue rather than the quantity of
the calcified tissue. Furthermore, carbonate typically constitutes very little of the
overall calcified tissue structure (Bigi et al., 1981). The areas under the peaks of
interest from each location are averaged to give values that are representative of
the entire sample. From this, the ratios of collagen (Col), lipid (Li), and calcification
(Ca) to the total measureable plaque content of interest (Tot) are calculated. This
results in three composition based parameters: Col:Tot, Li:Tot and Ca:Tot, Fig. 2(b).
2.4. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Minitab 17 (Minitab Inc. State College,
PA, USA). Data normality was examined using Shapiro-Wilk tests. Significant dif-
ferences were identified between groups of continuous variables using 2-tailed
Student's t-tests for normally distributed data and exact 2-tailed Mann-Whitney U-
tests for non-normally distributed data. Analysis of covariance was performed to
statistically control for the effects of potentially cofounding covariates. Correlations
between the dependant and predictive variables were assessed using 2-tailed
parametric and nonparametric bivariate analysis. Regression analysis was per-
formed to examine the relationship between the dependant and predictive vari-
ables. A P value of less than .05 was considered statistically significant.3. Results
3.1. Patient characteristics
Patient characteristics, smoking history, co-morbidities and phar-
macotherapies are displayed in Table 1. The mean age was higher fore with peak-areas representing lipid, collagen and calcification content displayed.
E.M. Cunnane et al. / Journal of Biomechanics 49 (2016) 3697–37043700patients that underwent femoral endarterectomy (P¼ .073). There was
also a higher number of males in the femoral group (P¼ .094). Both
groups display comparable smoking rates, co-morbidities and phar-
macotherapies, with the exception of statin treatment which was
significantly higher in the femoral group (P¼ .027). As the difference in
age and gender between the groups is approaching significance,
analyses were performed while adjusting for these variables as a
compound covariate.
3.2. Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of both plaque groups are shown in
Fig. 3. The mean value for λF is significantly lower in the femoral
group compared to the carotid group (1.627 .27 vs. 1.897 .36,
P¼ .012), as are the mean values for σF (.227 .12 vs. .497 .23 MPa,
Po .001) and E (.447 .26 vs. .897 .51 MPa, P¼ .002). These results
suggest that femoral plaques undergo failure at reduced stretch
and stress during circumferential extension compared to carotid
plaques. It also suggests that carotid plaques will exhibit higherTable 1
Patient demographics and clinical characteristics gathered for analysis.




Gender (Male/Female) 12/12 13/3 .094
Smoker (Current/Ex/Never) 9/12/3 4/9/3 .437
Co-Morbidity (n/%)
Hypertension 19/79.17 12/75 1
Hyperlipidaemia 19/79.17 15/93.75 .373
Ischemic Heart Disease 6/25 7/43.75 .305
Previous CABG 3/12.5 6/37.5 .12
Diabetes Mellitus 3/12.5 4/25 .407









Aspirin 16/66.67 12/75 .729
Warfarin 0/0 1/6.25 .4
Clopidogrel 4/16.67 5/31.25 .441
Beta Blocker 7/29.17 9/56.25 .11
Statin 14/58.33 15/93.75 .027
Fig. 3. Box plots depicting (a) the λF, (b) the σF, and (c) the E values for the carotid and fem
data, the boxes encompass 50% of the data and the protruding bars encompass the rem
Statistical significance is indicated by *(Po .05), **(Po .01) and ***(Po .001).stiffness in the high stretch domain during circumferential
extension compared with femoral plaques.
3.2.1. Sample failure
Initial sample tearing occurred along both the longitudinal and
circumferential axes with circumferential tearing observed in
8 samples (7 carotid and 1 femoral). The atherosclerotic disease
process disrupts tissue continuity through the production of dis-
organised collagen (Creane et al., 2011) and the formation of cal-
cified nodules (Herisson et al., 2011). Such formations restrict
adjacent tissue motion during extension and hence generate
local stress peaks (Barrett et al., 2015a). Therefore, rather than
lateral stresses dominating the samples, and causing tearing
perpendicular to the axis of loading due to the testing conditions
(Hollenstein et al., 2011), local stresses dominate due to the het-
erogeneous composition and disrupted continuity of the samples.
This causes sample tearing to initiate both parallel and perpendi-
cular to the axis of loading.
A number of samples failed at the clamp–sample interface
(n¼15) and the validity of data generated from these samples
required review as clamping can introduce considerable artefacts
to mechanical testing. However, the samples that failed at the
clamp–sample interface do not exhibit significant differences in
mechanical properties compared to those that failed in the sample
mid-section (Supplementary Table 1). These results support pre-
vious findings obtained from tensile testing of tendon tissue
whereby samples that failed at the clamp–sample interface did not
exhibit significant differences in tissue strength, stretch at failure
or stiffness compared to samples that failed in the mid-section
(Ng et al., 2005; Smith et al., 1996). Samples that failed at the
clamp–sample interface in this study were therefore included in
the analysis.
3.2.2. Planar tension kinematics
Post-processing of sample testing videos was employed to
characterise the lateral contraction of samples prior to failure and
therefore investigate planar tension kinematics. ImageJ was used
to measure the width of samples prior to extension and again prior
failure. From this, a measure of lateral contraction was obtained.
The mean value of lateral contraction for all samples was
.9597 .031 (Range¼ .842–.997). The minor stretch assumption of
λ2 ¼ 1, necessary for planar tension kinematics, is true within the
central 80% of the sample width when the width to length ratio isoral plaque groups. The lines within the boxplots represent the median value of the
ainder of the data with the exception of outliers which are depicted with circles.
Fig. 4. Box plots depicting (a) Ca:Tot, (b) Col:Tot, and (c) Li:Tot values for the carotid and femoral plaque groups. The lines within the boxplots represent the median value of
the data, the boxes encompass 50% of the data and the protruding bars encompass the remainder of the data with the exception of outliers which are depicted with circles.
Statistical significance is indicated by *(Po .05), **(Po .01) and ***(Po .001).
Table 2
Bivariate analysis to quantify the parametric Pearson's correlation coefficients (r)
and non-parametric Spearman's rho correlation coefficients (rs) between the
composition based parameters and the mechanical properties.
λF σF E
r rs r rs r rs
Ca:Tot –.333 –.438  .241  .292  .066  .075
P¼ .037n P¼ .005nn P¼ .134 P¼ .067 P¼ .688 P¼ .646
Col:Tot  .133  .084  .028  .111  .129  .217
P¼ .412 P¼ .608 P¼ .862 P¼ .494 P¼ .428 P¼ .18
Li:Tot .364 .393 .196 .419 .175 .308
P¼ .021n P¼ .012n P¼ .227 P¼ .007nn P¼ .279 P¼ .053
n Significant correlations are indicated with (po .05).
nn Significant correlations are indicated with (po .01).
Table 3
Bivariate analysis to quantify the parametric Pearson's correlation coefficients (r)
and non-parametric Spearman's rho correlation coefficients (rs) between the
composition based parameter Ca:Li and the mechanical properties.
λF σF E
r rs r rs r rs
Ca:Li  .533  .501  .437  .489  .263  .309
Po .001nnn Po .001nnn P¼ .005nn P¼ .001nn P¼ .102 P¼ .053
nn Significant correlations are indicated with (po .01).
nnn Significant correlations are indicated with (po .001).
E.M. Cunnane et al. / Journal of Biomechanics 49 (2016) 3697–3704 37014:1 (Mulvihill and Walsh, 2013). Therefore, 80% of the sample
should not undergo any lateral contraction during extension. A
minimum lateral contraction value greater than .8 therefore con-
firms planar tension kinematics for all samples tested in this study.
Furthermore, there is no significant difference in lateral contrac-
tion between the carotid and femoral groups (.9537 .031 vs.
.9737 .027, P¼ .073).
It should also be noted that there is no significant difference
between the carotid and femoral groups in terms of width to
length ratio (6.1872.41 vs. 5.8872.29, P¼ .769). Furthermore,
although 5 carotid and 2 femoral plaque samples fall below a
width to length ratio of 4:1, there is no significant difference in
mechanical properties between the samples with a ratio 44:1
and those with a ratio o4:1 (Supplementary Table 2). Samples
with a ratio o4:1 were therefore included in the analysis.3.3. Composition parameters
The parameters depicting plaque composition are shown in
Fig. 4. The mean value for Ca:Tot is significantly lower in the car-
otid group compared to the femoral group (.27 .06 vs. .257 .08,
P¼ .023) as is the mean value for Col:Tot (.547 .1 vs. .647 .09,
P¼ .007). The mean value of Li:Tot is significantly higher in the
carotid group relative to the femoral group (.267 .1 vs. .117 .02,
Po .001). These findings support previous in vivo and ex vivo
studies that found atherosclerotic plaques originating in the
femoral vessels to be predominately fibrocalcific and plaques ori-
ginating in the carotid vessels to be predominately lipid core
atheroma (Helck et al., 2015; Herisson et al., 2011; Dalager et al.,
2007).
Table 2 displays the results of bivariate analysis between the
mechanical properties and the composition based parameters.
Significant correlations are present between Ca:Tot and λF and also
between Li:Tot and λF, and σF.
To investigate the influence of the interaction of these two
parameters on mechanical properties, a further composition based
parameters was defined: Ca:Li. Bivariate analysis was performed to
analyse the correlation between this parameter and the mechan-
ical properties, Table 3. Significant correlations are present
between Ca:Li and λF and σF.
As Ca:Li demonstrates the strongest correlation with the
mechanical properties of all the composition parameters, regres-
sion analysis was performed between Ca:Li and λF and σF in order
to investigate the parameter's predictive power. The regression
analyses for the best fit models are shown in Fig. 5.4. Discussion
This study characterises the mechanical properties of excised
carotid and femoral human atherosclerotic plaques to elucidate
differences in mechanical properties that may be exploited to
explain the variance in clinically observed endovascular treatment
outcomes at these two vascular locations. This study also char-
acterises the composition of each sample to identify parameters
potentially capable of predicting the mechanical properties of
plaque. Such a parameter could be employed to pre-operatively
stratify patients that are suitable for different treatment strategies
thereby ensuring that patients at increased risk of treatment
Fig. 5. (a) Linear regression model for Ca:Li and λF, and (b) cubic regression model for Ca:Li and σF. The black points indicate carotid samples and the grey points indicate
femoral samples.
E.M. Cunnane et al. / Journal of Biomechanics 49 (2016) 3697–37043702failure following endovascular intervention receive open surgery
or a monitoring protocol.
4.1. Mechanical response to circumferential extension
Carotid and femoral plaques exhibit significantly distinct
mechanical responses to circumferential extension. The femoral
group displays a significantly lower mean λF and σF compared to
the carotid group. This indicates a reduced ability to undergo cir-
cumferential extension prior to tissue failure which is a parameter
that has been previously demonstrated to correlate with the
degree of restenosis observed following endovascular intervention
(Kornowski et al., 1998; Schwartz et al., 1992). This suggests that
the atherosclerotic portion of the femoral vessels is more likely to
undergo complete separation during endovascular treatment,
relative to the carotid group, with subsequent injury to the inter-
nal elastic lamina and medial layer likely to occur. Disruption of
the medial layer has been shown to correlate significantly with
neointimal thickening and increased restenosis (Farb et al., 2002).
The femoral group displays a significantly lower mean E com-
pared to the carotid group. Although, studies have established a
strong association between aortic stiffness and restenosis follow-
ing endovascular coronary intervention (Mahfouz et al., 2013;
Nakayama et al., 2000; Ueda et al., 2002), the stiffness of the target
vessel has not previously been associated with increased risk of
restenosis. However, the stiffer atherosclerotic tissue found in the
carotid vessels may act as a stress shield during treatment and
prevent a portion of the stress being transferred to the underlying
media. This would inhibit restenosis relative to the femoral group
as numerous studies have demonstrated that increased peak
stresses in the artery walls are associated with increased rest-
enosis (Gu et al., 2010; Lally et al., 2005; Timmins et al., 2011).
These observations offer a possible explanation for the increased
rates of restenosis clinically observed in the femoral vessels rela-
tive to the carotid vessels following endovascular intervention.
4.2. Development of a predictive parameter
Tosi et al. (2012) have suggested that FTIR spectroscopy is ready
to be developed into a catheter based technology that could be
employed as an invasive diagnostic procedure to determine plaque
composition. Furthermore, existing clinical imaging tools are
capable of characterising the composition of atherosclerotic pla-
ques. Both calcified tissue fraction and lipid content can be iden-
tified by optical coherence topography (Robertson et al., 2014) and
magnetic resonance imaging (Saam et al., 2005). It is therefore
clinically possible to determine the composition based parameters
characterised in this study. The parameter Ca:Li has the mostpotential for clinically predicting the stretch at failure and strength
of atherosclerotic tissue in response to circumferential extension
as it demonstrates the strongest correlations with these mechan-
ical properties.
Ca:Li correlates negatively with λF, Table 3. This is expected as
Ca:Tot correlates negatively and Li:Tot correlates positively with
this mechanical property. The negative correlation between λF and
Ca:Tot is supported by experimental findings which demonstrate
that calcification reduces the load bearing capacity of diseased
arterial tissue (O'Leary et al., 2015; Barrett et al., 2015a). Further-
more, the positive correlation between λF and Li:Tot is supported
by previous studies of plaques whereby increased Lipid Content
increases tissue strain under physiological loading compared to
predominately fibrocalcific plaques (de Korte et al., 2000; Cheng
et al., 1993).
Ca:Li correlates negatively with σF, Table 3. However, there is an
inflection point in the predictive model, Fig. 5(b). As calcification levels
increase in plaque, stress concentrations at the interfaces between
calcified and non-calcified regions also increase due to compliance
mismatch. The number of these interfaces initially rises with
increasing calcified tissue until the calcified regions begin to coalesce
which reduces the number of interfaces. This process manifests as an
initial rise in stress within the tissue, followed by a subsequent
decrease in stress as observed in Fig. 5 (Abedin et al., 2004).
None of the defined composition based parameters correlate sig-
nificantly with E. This highlights the limitations of the parameters
established in this study. This study quantifies key compositional
features of atherosclerotic tissue but does not further examine their
morphological aspects such as collagen fiber orientation or calcified
tissue geometry. Such aspects have been demonstrated to influence
the mechanical response of arterial tissue to circumferential extension
(Barrett et al., 2015a, 2015b; Holzapfel, 2008). Such analysis could be
used in future studies to strengthen the predictive capability of the
parameter established in this study.5. Conclusions
Significant differences are identified in the mechanical prop-
erties of carotid and femoral plaques that may aid in explaining
the variance in endovascular treatment outcomes clinically
observed at these two vascular locations. Furthermore, a sig-
nificant correlation is established between the composition based
parameter Ca:Li and the mechanical responses of atherosclerotic
plaque to circumferential extension. Estimating the Ca:Li of a tar-
get lesion may therefore be useful in predicting individual plaque
mechanical response to endovascular device deployment.
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Conference Presentations - International (6) and National (10) 
International 
2014 
 Barrett, HE, Mulvihill, JJE, Cunnane, EM, and Walsh MT, Calcific Inclusion Size 
and Morphology Predict Plaque Rupture Behaviour: A Microtomographical 
Analysis, Post-World Congress of Biomechanics Workshop: Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute. 
 Barrett, HE, Mulvihill, JJE, Cunnane, EM, and Walsh MT, The Development Of A 
Methodology For Characterising The Calcific Content In Diseased Vascular 
Tissue World Congress of Biomechanics, Boston. 
2015 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh, EG and Walsh MT, On the Effect of 
Calcification Volume and Configuration on the Mechanical Behaviour of Carotid 
Plaque Tissue, Summer Biomechanics, Bioengineering and Biotransport 
Conference (SB3C), Utah. 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh, EG and Walsh MT, On The Effect of 
Calcific Content on the Mechanical Behaviour of Carotid Plaque Tissue, 10th 
international symposium on Biomechanics in Vascular Biology and 
Cardiovascular Disease, in Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 
2016 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh, EG and Walsh MT, Towards the 
characterisation of carotid plaque tissue: linking mechanical toughness properties to 
biological content, Summer Biomechanics, Bioengineering and Biotransport 
Conference (SB3C), Washington. 
2017 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, O Brien, J, Moloney, T, Kavanagh, E and Walsh, MT, 
On the Influence of Wall Calcifications in Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm Rupture, 
11th international symposium on Biomechanics in Vascular Biology and 








 Barrett, HE and Walsh, MT On the Effect of the Calcific Content Embedded in 
Diseased Vascular Tissue: An Experimental Failure Analysis, Annual 




 Barrett, HE, Mulvihill, JJE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh EG and Walsh MT, Calcific 
Inclusion Size And Morphology Can Predict High-Risk Mechanical Vulnerability In 
Carotid Artery Plaque: A Mircotomographical Analysis, University Hospital 
Limerick Inaugural Research Symposium, October, 2014  
 Barrett, HE, Mulvihill, JJE, Cunnane, EM, and Walsh MT, Calcific Inclusion Size 
and Morphology can Predict Plaque Rupture Behavior: A Microtomographical 
Analysis UL - NUI Galway Alliance CSIS Building, University of Limerick, 
May, 2014 
 Barrett, HE, and Walsh, MT, Investigation into the Effect of Calcific Content 
Embedded in Diseased Vascular Tissue: An in vitro Micromechanical Rupture 
Analysis, Sir Bernard Crossland Symposium, NUI Galway April, 2014 
 Barrett, HE and Walsh, MT The Development of a Methodology for 
Characterising the Calcific Content in Diseased Vascular Tissue, Annual 
Bioengineering in Ireland Limerick, January, 2014 
2015 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh EG and Walsh MT, Towards the 
Characterisation of Carotid Artery Plaque: Linking Mechanical Properties to 
Biological Content, University Hospital Limerick Inaugural Research 
Symposium, 9
th
 October, 2015 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh EG and Walsh MT, On The Effect of Calcific 
Content on the Mechanical Behaviour of Carotid Plaque Tissue, 18
th
 Sir Bernard 
Crossland Symposium, University of Limerick, 29-30th April, 2015  
2016 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh EG and Walsh MT, Towards the 
Characterisation of Carotid Plaque Tissue: Linking Mechanical Toughness 
Properties to Biological Composition, Sylvester O’ Halloran, Graduate Entry 




 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, Kavanagh EG and Walsh MT, Towards the 
characterisation of carotid plaque tissue: linking mechanical toughness properties to 
biological content, Annual Bioengineering in Ireland Conference, January 2016 
2017 
 Barrett, HE, Cunnane, EM, O Brien, J, Moloney, T, Kavanagh, E and Walsh, MT, 
On the Influence of Calcification In Diseased Arterial Tissue, Annual 
Bioengineering in Ireland Conference, January 2017 
 
Awards and Academic Recognition 
 University Hospital Research Symposium, Awarded First prize for (2014, 2015). 
 Sir Bernard Crossland Symposium (2014, 2015) – selected twice to represent the 
University of Limerick in a National symposium, received 2nd place at Research 
Symposium. 
 Government of Ireland Postgraduate Scholarship Scheme, Irish Research Council 
(2013). 
 UL40 Science & Engineering Summer Research Scholarship Programme (2013). 
 
Funding Awarded / Major International & National Collaborations 
Irish Research Council, New Foundations (2016) - €5,000  
 This project worked towards the characterisation of novel blood serum biomarkers 
using enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) testing techniques for 
calcification biomarkers. 
Stroke Prevention Research Bursary, Irish Heart Foundation (2016) - €6,000  
 Interdisciplinary collaborative network with EU partners, Vita K with expertise in 
biochemistry (Dr. Cees Vermeer, CEO and founder of VitaK) and clinical expertise 
from the Vascular Surgical Consultants and Radiologists in UHL was established. 
My contribution, as leading researcher, was to image plaques using micro-CT and 
analyse scan data using specialised imaging software to acquire quantitative 






Irish Research Council, Government of Ireland Postgraduate Scholarship, (2013) - 
€96,000  
 Awarded a scholarship four year structured PhD in Biomedical Engineering. The 
funding body operates under the aegis of Higher Education Authority (HEA) and 
Irish Governments Programme for Research in Third Level Institutions Cycle 5, 
with assistance of the EU Regional Development Fund.  
 
Certificate and Courses 
 Certificate in Generic and Transferrable skills, 2014; Six research modules - 
integrity, ethics, digital research management, publication planning and idea-
argument development. 
 
 Advanced Discipline Specific Modules (Level 9), 2013/14;  
o Fundamentals of Continuum Mechanics 
o Fracture Mechanics  
o Advanced Characterisation Techniques 
 
 Certificate in Biomedical Engineering and Regenerative Medicine, 2013; High‐
impact research course in academic research, industrial transferrable skills and 
clinical regenerative medicine. 
 
